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Abstract

Abstract

The behaviour of unreinforced masonry walls under out-of-plane loading is complex

and not fully understood. Design relies on limited models of flexural behaviour in

the orthogonal and inclined directions, which are partly empirical and do not take

account of the low levels of superimposed compressive stress that ate usually present

in practical situations. The complex behaviour arises because of the nature of

masonry, comprising relatively rigid masonry units embedded in a more flexible

mortar matrix. The difficulties of conducting a detailed analysis of the stress

distributions in such a material hinder the development of behavioural models. This

research has focussed on these models with a view to improving their accuracy and

extending their application. To that end, this research has resulted in:

. a nurnorical model and mathematical expressions capable of predicting the key

stages of the non-linear load-deflection behaviour of walls subjected to vertical

bending and axial loading;

. 1ow mathematical expressions for horizontal and diagonal bending moment

capacities that are dimensionally consistent and account for the beneficial effects

of compressive stress; and,

. experimental test data for masoffiy sections subjected to horizontal and diagonal

bending, which were used in the development and verification of the new

mathematical expressions.

It is anticipated that these contributions will lead to more efficient designs by the

virtual work method used in the Australian Masonry Code, AS 3700-2001.

Comparison of the expressions with test data is the means of verifying their

soundness, but is restricted by the small amount of dafa available, especially for

diagonal bending. The horizontal and diagonal bending expressions have also been

applied to predicting the capacity of full-scale wall panels, using the virtual work

method of AS 3700-2001.
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Chapter 1 : Introduction

1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

On Decemb er 28 1989, an earthquake estimated to be of magnitude 5.6 on the Richter

scale struck the city of Newcastle. Although relatively small in magnitude, the

earthquake caused extensive damage with a total cost of over $1 billion, and resulted

in the loss of 13 lives and injuries to more than 100 others. The structural damage

was predominantly felt in unreinforced brick masoffy (URM) construction,

demonstrating the severity of damage possible in URM construction subjected to high

levels of out-of-plane loading. Unlike in-plane failures, sudden and unstable out-of-

plane failures endanger the gravity load-carrying capacity of a wall. Such failures

constitute the most significant life-safety hazard for URM (Bruneau, 1994)' Prior to

this, Newcastle had little history of seismic activity. Earthquake loads were not

considered in the design of many, if not all, of the URM buildings affected by the

earthquake (Page, 1992; Klopp & Griffith, 1994). Like Newcastle, many other areas

in Australia have large amounts of seismically vulnerable URM construction and as a

result, the risk of such a catastrophic event occurring in these areas is now more

widely appreciated (Pham & Griffith, 1995).

The strength assessment of existing URM structures is important due to the large

number of buildings designed without due consideration to wind and earthquake

loading. An analysis by Fardis (1995) highlighted that due to an earthquake in the

city of Kalamata, Greece, in 1986, lYo of the reinforced concrete buildings partially

collapsed or were demolished compared with 43Y, of the URM buildings. Despite

such relatively poor performance, researchers (e.g. Page, 1992 Scrivener, 1993;

potter, 1994;Page, 1995) have shown that if URM is properly designed, detailed and

constructed to appropriate loading and masonry codes it can withstand moderate

earthquakes and winds.



Chapter I : Introduction

Thc Australian Masoruy Code (Standards Australia, 2001) uses the virtual work

method (Lawrence & Marshall, 1998) for the design and analysis of URM walls

subjected to out-of-plane loading due to wind and earthquake. This method utilises

energy principles and represents a considerable improvement to the empirical 'strip

method' of analysis used previously. Despite this, it is still semi-empirical since for
the design of two-way spanning walls it relies on the use of a diagonal bending

moment capacity expression, M"6, (Figure 1.1) that is dimensionally inconsistent and

is based entirely on experimental data for a limited set of wall geometries.

Furthermore, consideration is not given to vertical axial loading in the evaluation of
the energy absorbed in the bed joints. This can lead to overly conservative

estimations of strengLh for walls with high levels of axial loading. Extensive full-
scale wall panel test data was used in the verification of the method, however, there

was a limit to the amount of data on pa-nels with openings. Therefure, although the

method caters for walls with openings, the confidence in predicting their behaviour is

limited. Hence there is significant scope for improvements to the method.

M.o is evaluated along
an axis passing through
the diagonal crack line

M"Å

Figure 1.1: Diagonal bending moment capacity, M"¿

For the study of URM walls subjected to out-of-plane loading, several key factors, as

discussed in the following sections, must be considered:

. support conditions;

o tnâsofiry material;

. random variability of masonry; and,

o câuses of out-of-plane loading.

2



Chapter 1 : Introduction

1.1.1 Support cond¡t¡ons

The support conditions generally govern the type of bending that occurs in an URM

wall subjected to out-of-plane loading. For a wall supported at its upper and lower

edges, and free along its vertical edges, one-way vertical bending will occur (Figure

1.2 (i)). The load capacily for such a wall is highly dependent on the level of vertical

axial loading and the flexural tensile strength of the masonry, /-t. If the upper and

lower edges of the wall are restrained between rigid supports, such as a wall built

solid within a reinforced concrete frame, then significant in-plane arching can

develop resulting in increased load capacity. A wall with fixity only on vertioal sides

and little restraint along its base will undergo one-way horizontal bending (Figure

1.2 (iÐ). For all other factors being equal, these walls generally display gteater

capacities than vertically spanning walls. For walls with at least two adjacent sides

supported, two-way bending will occur (Figure 1.2 (iiÐ), further increasing the

capacity. For example, consider a 110 mm-thick wall of height 2.4 m,length 3.0 m,

with no axial loading or openings, simple supports and a characteristic flexural tensile

strength, fi,,, of 0.2 MPa. The load capacities for a vertically, horizontally and two-

way (four edges supported) spanning wall, are approximately 0.34, 0'78 and 2.0Wa,

respectively (Clay Brick and Paver Institute, 1999).

out-of-plane
loading

çr
3

supports

(i) one-way vertical (ii) one-way horizontal (iii) two-way

X'igure 1.2: Out-of-plane bending conditions

)



Chapter I : Introduction

1.1.2 Masonry material

Masonry is a composite material consisting of units and mortar. These components

display greatly different behaviour, such as the large differences between stiffnesses

and deformabilities. Hence masoffy is markedly non-homogeneous and anisotropic,

displaying distinct directional properties due to the planes of weakness created by the

mortar joints. The representation of masonry can greatly vary between the analysis

methods attempting to model its behaviour. Clearly, the more realistically the

behaviour is treated, the more complex the analysis. Therefore there is a compromise

between simplicity and confidence in results. For the vertical, horizontal and two-

way bending conditions, the existing design and analysis techniques have been

reviewed and are given in $3.3, $4.3 and $5.3, respectively.

i.i.3 Random variubìüiy of masonry

Masonry properties such as flexural tensile strength exhibit a high degree of random

variability. The main factors affecting variability include inherent variation in

materials, variation in manufacturing processes, unit and mortar properties (surface

conditions, porosity, moisture content and suction rate), shrinkage and workmanship

(Lawrence & cao, 1988; Lawrence, r99l; Lawrence &, page, 1995). Masonry

quality is especially susceptible to variations due to workmanship because of the

labour intensive nature of its construction and as a result, experimental results

generally display a relatively large amount of scatter. While every care was taken to

minimise the variability in the experimental study, it was not possible to eliminate it.

Hence a sufficient number of replicates was required to quantify the variability that

existed between test specimens.

1.1.4 Cøuses of oat-of-plane loøding

The foundation of an URM structure transmits seismic motion from the ground to the

stiffest elements, the in-plane structural walls. The structural walls excite the floor

diaphragms that in turn excite the out-oÊplane walls (Figure 1.3). For out-of-plane

action of URM buildings, the walls constitute the majority of the total mass. Hence

4



Chapter l: Introduction

for seismic loading, out-of-plane bending arises as a result of the inertia forces caused

by the transverse horizontal component of the ground motion (Fardis, 1995). The

magnitude of these forces is affected by the mass, stiffness, fundamental period and

damping of the structure, as well as the magnitude of the earthquake (Potter, 1994).

For multi-storey buildings, the inertial forces are higher for upper storeys, therefore

the out-oÊplane loading experienced for these storeys is also greater than for lower

storeys. Consistent with this is the identifrcation of one of the goveming weak links

in the seismic load path of URM being the inadequate out-of-plane bending strength

of walls near the tops of buildings (Klopp, 1996). This is due to a combination of

higher out-of-plane loading and a lower level of axial loading, which produces

stabilising moments and acts to strengthen the walls (Priestley, 1985).

,.oth
acceleration

Figure 1.3: Seismic load path for an URM building (Priestley, 1985)

Strictly speaking, the out-of-plane loading is not constant for a single floor level.

However, it is not excessively conservative to assume that the out-of-plane load,

which may be directly related to ground acceleration, is uniform over the storey

height (Priestley, 1935). In an account of the performance of URM affected by the

Newcastle earthquake, Potter (1994) reported that the ttansverse failures induced by

earthquake motion were characterised by cracking patterns similar to those of walls

subjected to wind loads. Hence for the analysis of URM it is assumed that the out-oÊ

5
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Chapter I : Introduction

plane load induccd by seismic effects may be represented as an equivalent static

uniformly distributed load, similar to that caused by wind loading. The method given

in AS 3700-2001 is consistent with this approach. Therefore, in this report, the

analysis of quasi-static behaviour is assumed to be applicable to dynamic behaviour.

To determine an equivalent static load produced by seismic activity, factors including

the location of the wall in the building, the level of ground acceleration and the

dynamic response of the building must be accounted for (page, 1995).

1.2 Aim of the Research

The focus of this research was to study URM walls subjected to lateral out-of-plane

loading to attain an improved understanding of flexural behaviour under three

different bending eonditions (Figr-rre 1.2):

. /i\ 
^ñe-r¡/â\/ 

r¡pr.f.i^ol .l^^-.{|-^.
- \^.,f v v! ulwø¡ uwrruttrË,

. (iÐ one-way horizontal bending; and,

. (iiÐ diagonal bending.

The primary aim was to develop improved analytical models for walls subjected to

these bending conditions that account for axial loading. The main objective in
developing these models was to incorporate fundamental non-linear stress-strain rules

and use the principles of mechanics to formulate improved design methods and

reduce the reliance on empirical factors that constrain the applicability of the current

design procedure given in AS 3700-2001. The development of improved analytical

models will aid in the identification of which of the many existing URM buildings are

most vulnerable to future seismic and high wind events.

1.3 Overview of Research Plan

It is well recognised (e.g. Lourenço et al., 1995; calvi et al., 1996) that studies

involving both experimental and theoretical aspects are essential for the verification

and improvement of design methods for masonry structures. Therefore, to achieve

the research aim, a three-phase research plan consisting of experimental and

theoretical components was undertaken. Laboratory testing was conducted to support

6



Chapter I : Introduction

the development of analytical models, which may be used to predict the flexural

response of URM. The research plan consisted of the following phases:

o rnâsoffj material tests and small wall specimen tests;

. development of anal¡ical models; and,

. verification of analytical models.

For the three different bending conditions (Figure 1.2), four failure mechanisms

potentially contribute to flexural strength. Figure 1.4 illustrates these mechanisms

along on a diagonal crack line:

. (1) the flexural tensile strength of the perpend joints;

. (2) the torsional capacity of the bed joints;

. (3) the torsional capacity of the perpend joints; and,

. (4) the flexural tensile strength of the bed joints.

@

Figure 1.4: Failure mechanisms contributing to flexural strength

Chapter 2 describes the experimental study. An assessment of previous experimental

research was made to develop a suitable testing program. Masonry material tests

were conducted to study the behaviour of each failure mechanism and investigate

their relative contributions to flexural strength. Static tests on small brickwork panels

were conducted to investigate the load-deflection behaviour for one-way horizontal

and diagonal bending response. A unique experimental arrangement was developed

to test masomy sections under horizontal bending in a vertical orientation to

o
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Chapter l: Introduction

investigate the full load-deflection behaviour, including post-ultimate response. To

study the influence of axial loading on horizontal bending capacity, the compressive

stress was varied between tests. Descriptions of each test are presented, along with
representative results and summaries of findings.

Chapter 3 presents an overview of the load-deflection behaviour of URM walls

subjected to one-way vertical bending, along with a review of design and analysis

techniques used for its study. A nonlinear technique for modeling the load-

deflection behaviour of vertically spanning walls under axial loading was developed.

Behaviour was modeled over the full range of response including the post-ultimate

softening branch up Lo collapse. The method was compared to a rigid-body analysis

and its accuracy was verified against experimental data. A parametric study was

conducted to determine the sensitivity of the load-deflection behaviour to various

parameters. Mathematical models were also developed to predict the key stages of
the load-defl ection behaviour.

Chapter 4 discusses one-way horizontal bending behaviour, and includes an

assessment of design and analysis techniques used for its study. New mathematical

models were formulated to predict the moment capacities corresponding to the key

stages of the load-deflection behaviour, including post-ultimate response, accounting

for axial loading. The models weÍe compared against AS 3700-2001 and verified

against experiment al data.

Chapter 5 reviews the flexural response of URM subjected to diagonal bending.

Evaluations of previous experimental work, and design and analysis techniques used

in the study of two-way bending are also given. The improved understanding of the

failure mechanisms contributing to vertical (Chapter 3) and horizontal bending

(Chapter 4) strength was used to develop a new mathematical model to predict the

diagonal bending moment capacrty, incorporating the beneficial effect of compressive

stress. The model was compared against AS 3700-2001 and its accuracy was

checked by comparison with experimental data.

8
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Chapter 6 compares the proposed models for horizontal (Chapter 4) and diagonal

bending (Chapter 5) momenl capacities against wall test data reported in the literature

for various wall configuraiions, including openings. The models were used to predict

the capacity of full-scale wall panels using the virtual work method of AS 3700-2001

and were compared against design code predictions using the existing expressions for

moment capacity given in AS 3700-2001.

Chapter 7 concludes the thesis with a summary of the findings of this research and

recommendations for further research.

9



Chapter 2: Experimental Study

2 EXPBRIMENTAL STUDY

2.1 Introduction

This chapter describes the experimental study undertaken for this research. To

quantify the capacity of the four failure mechanisms (Figure I.4) that potentially

contribute to flexural strength, a series of masonry material tests and small wall

specimen tests was conducted. Results from these tests were used in the development

and verification of analytical models for URM sections subjected to three different

bending conditions (Figure 1.2).

The experimental study included tests to determine:

. the flexural tensile strength of masonry perpendicular and parallel to bed joints;

. the torsional behaviour of bed and perpend joints;

. the lateral modulus of rupture of brick units;

. the modulus of elasticity and ultimate compressive strength of masonry and,

o on€-wây horizontal and diagonal bending behaviour.

A review of previous experimental research was made (ç2.2) to determine suitable

test arrangements for the small wall specimen tests. The method of preparation of the

test specimens is outlined ($2.3), and descriptions of the material tests ($2.a) and

small wall specimen tests ($2.5) are given along with representative results. The

chapter concludes with a summary of the findings ($2.6).

2.2 Review of Previous Experimental Research on Flexure

To determine suitable test anangements for the small wall specimen tests ($2.5),

previous research was investigated. Factors to consider included a comparison of
static and dynamic testing methods and, support and loading configurations. The

effects that these factors have on test behaviour are outlined in the following sections.

10
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2.2.1 Static and dynømìc testìng

In general, testing of masonry structures is restricted to either dynamic models tested

on a small scale, or static tests of large systems. Although dynamic tests are able to

give frequencies, mode shapes, damping and strain rate effects, it is difficult to

construct them using materials and construction techniques representative of actual

masonry practice. Conversely, static test structures can be built using the same

construction materials and practices as actual masoffy, but they do not accurately

represent strain rate effects or true inertial force distributions (Costley et al., 1994).

Additional characteristics of static testing that are advantageous to this research are

that failure patterns can be observed more closely, and forces and displacements can

be measured with greater accuracy than during dynamic testing (Calvi et al.,1996).

Testing conducted by Paulson & Abrams (1990) compared the behaviour of two one-

quarter scale three-storey test structures of identical design using two different

methods. Abrams (1996) performed similar tests on several structures including one-

quarter scale two-storey URM bearing and shear wall systems. In both studies, one

structure was subjected to simulated seismic motion on a dynamic shaking table and

the other was forced to displace through the same history at static rates. Static testing

resulted in more extensive damage, and reduced strength and stiffness relative to the

dynamically tested structures. Masonry exhibits rate-dependent behaviour (Calvi et

a1.,1996), thus when loading is applied more slowly, as in static testing, cracks tend

to propagate further through the mortar joints (Abrams, 1996). Hence on the basis of

these studies, it was deemed that static testing provides a more demanding

environment than an actual seismic event and is thus a more conservative method

than dynamic testing for estimating the resistance of a structure. For this research,

the purpose of testing was not to replicate actual masoffy behaviour, but to test

masoffy in a more controlled environment than is possible for tests on full walls, to

facilitate the development of analytical models. Consequently, the horizontal and

diagonal bending tests were static tests on small wall specimens ($2.5).

11
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2.2.2 Support and loading configarations

For small wall specimen tests, the factors that most affect measured behaviour are

likely to be specimen geometry and loading configuration (Baker, 1977). In a review

of previous experimental studies conducted to determine the flexural strength of
brickwork parallel to bed joints (Ryder, 1963; Base & Baker, 1973; satti & Hendry,

1973; Lawrence, L975;Lawrence & Morgan, 1975a; b; Anderson,1976; West, 1976;
'west et al., 1977; Lawrence, 1983; Drysdale & Essawy, 1988; Hamid & Drysdale,

1988; Duarte & Sinha, 1992; Lawrence, 1995; Hansen, 1999), the most efhcient test

arrangement appears to consist of two line loads oriented such that the load is not

applied directly over any perpend joints (Lawrence & Morgan, 1975a; b). This

subjects the central portion of the specimen to constant bending moment and zero

^L^^- f^-^^ /D:^,,-^ a l\ùllv4r l\Jlvrv \r'lËulç ¿. r/.

support load load suppoÍ

shear force
FL//2

P//2

bending moment

Figure 2.1 : Horizontal bending test arrangement

An increase in compressive stress can significantly influence the torsional behaviour

of bed joints ($2.4.3) (Baker, r97l; Samarasinghe & Lawrence, 1994). Hence the

main objective of the horizontal bending tests ($2.5.1) was the inclusion of
compressive sttess to identify its effect on bending response. The main difhculty of

P//2

L L
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testing panels horizontally and applying axial loading is the adoption of an

appropriate stress level since the exact stress distribution is unknown for this

composite material. Despite this, testing conducted by Anderson (1976),

incorporated specimens four courses high that were tested horizontally and subjected

to axial compression. The specimens were supported and loaded with a pair of line

loads inducing flexure across the perpend joints. Axial compression was applied via

four pairs of plates fixed on the top and bottom of the specimens that were tightened

using screw jacks. After failure, rotation of the two panel halves was restricted,

hence post-ultimate data was not available.

This research required load-deflection data for both pre- and post-ultimate behaviour,

hence an alternative test arrangement was used ($2.5.1). Researchers (e.9. Anderson,

1976; Lawrence, 1983; 1995) have recommended fhat a horizontal orientation is most

efficient so that a state of pure bending may be analysed. However, due to the

difficulty in applying axial loading to horizontal specimens described above, the

specimens were tested vertically. Ideally, the amount of axial loading distributed

throughout the specimen should be uniform. Due to the self-weight of the vertically

oriented specimens this was not the case. To investigate the effects of self-weight

and test arrangement, the specimens were tested in both vertical and horizontal

orientations ($2.5.2). For the vertically oriented tests, the level of axial loading was

varied using springs along the top of the specimen. For the horizontally oriented

tests, no axial loading was applied, and the behaviour was compared against the

vertically oriented tests with no axial loading.

Small wall specimens with four-point loading were chosen over full-size walls with

air bag loading for several reasons. Air bag loading can result in inconsistent

pressure distribution over the wall (Baker, 1977). More importantly, line loading

restricts aî area to constant bending moment, promoting failure in that region.

Conversely, afu bag loading induces a parabolic moment distribution whereby failure

may occur in an undesired region if there is a signihcant flaw in the masoffy. The

technique of using water-filled hoses as supports and loading lines has been used
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previously (e.g. Anderson, 1976; Launence, 19s3) and is based on a method

recommended by the British Ceramic Research Association at Stoke-on-Trent

(Anderson, 1976). Water-filled hoses can conform to irregularities in the brickwork

surface providing greater contact area. For this research, steel members with dental

paste were used in preference to water-f,rlled hoses, since dental paste also has very

good compressive qualities and provides an even load distribution to the specimen,

thus avoiding stress coneentrations at the loadinq face--a

2"3 Preparation of Test Specimens

Table 2.1 lists the masonry material tests and small wall specimen tests, indicating

the date of preparation, the brick pallet used, the mortar batch from which each

specimen .¡¡as made and the number of replicates fbi each test. Four sets of mortar
1- ^a^l- ^^ ^,- S L---- 1-,-l -1 11 r I ñ ¡uilrurlss illru rwu orruK pailers were useo. ùeIS A, u, L ano L, correspond to tne

specimens prepared in November 2000, september 2001, December 2001 and

January 2002, respectively. The experimental study was organised such that the

diagonal and horizontal bending tests and their corresponding material tests were

prepared using brick pallets I and 2, respectively. This was done since it can not be

assumed that the behaviour between bricks from different pallets will be identical,

just as it can not be assumed that behaviour between morlar batches will be the same.

Table 2.1: Summary of experimental study

Number of replicates
Date of preparation Nov 2000 Sep 2001 Dec 2001 Ian2002
Brick pallet I 2
Mortar batch A1 A2 BI B2 CI C2 c3 C4 C5 DI D2 D3
Masonry material tests

Bond wrench l2 t2 12 l2 12 l2 l2 l2 12 l2 12

12Flexural tensile stlength ofpelpend joìnt 8

Iolsional behavioul ofbed ioint 26 36 35
Iolsional behaviour of pelpend joint 8

Lalelal modulus of luplule of brick unit 12 t2
Cotnpt'essive stlength l2 ll
Small wall specimen tests

Holizontal bending (vettical olientation) 4 2 4 4 2

HolizontaI bending (holizontal orientation) 2 2 I

Diagonal bending 4II
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The brick units were extruded clay brick pavers with nominal dimensions of 230 x

114 x 65 mm. Although not the same size as typical clay bricks (i.e. 230 x 110 x

76 mm),the solid pavers were used in preference to cored or hollow units to simpliff

the analysis of the results by removing complicating effects such as keying action of

mortar into the holes or frogs. A 10 mm mortar joint was used for all joints. The

mortal consisted of normal Portland cement, hydrated lime (plasterers' quality) and

washed red bricklayers' sand, combined in a cement:lime:sand ratio of l:2:9. This

composition was chosen to ensure that appreciable deformation occurred in the

mortar during testing. All testing was conducted in the Chapman Laboratory of the

School of Civil and Environmental Engineering, at the University of Adelaide.

For the study, four sets of specimens were prepared (i.e. A, B, C and D). Prior to

mortar batching the sand was air-dried to remove excess water. A qualified

bricklayer prepared each set of specimens in a single day, except set C, which was

prepared over two days. To minimise variability, care was taken to prepare each

mortar batch in the same manner. The mortar ingredients were batched by volume

using bucket batching. For the pairs of specimen sets (i.e. A and B for diagonal

bending, and C and D for horizontal bending) the same volume of water was used for

each batch. This gave water contents of I9.4%o (A and B) and 21.8% (C and D) based

on the desired workability determined by the bricklayer. No plasticising or air

entraining additives were used to improve workability.

2.4 Masonry Material Tests

2.4.1 Bond wrench

The bond wrench test was used to determine the flexural tensile strength of masonry

perpendicular to bed joints, fmt and was conducted in accordance with AS 3700-

2001. Bond wrench testing is used to evaluate the quality of masonry and the

material parameter, f^r, is important for uncracked walls, particularly those with low

axial loading subjected to vertical bending (53.2.2). The bond wrench, based on the

specification proposed by Samarasinghe et al. (1998), was used to apply a bending
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rnoment to the bed joint between two brick units by applying a load, rr72, ãt the end of
the lever arm (Figure 2.2 (i)) to determine/6 values. The load was applied slowly by

hand at a constant rate. The bond wrench has strain gauges incorporated into the arm

of the bond wrench with peak strains calibrated to the applied load. A data

acquisition system (DAS) was used to collect the load data. Since the bond wrench

was made for use with brick units with nominal dimensions of 230 x 110 x'16 mm,

the dimensions vary slightly from those given in AS 3700-2001(Figure 2.2 (ä)).

Twelve test specimens were prepared from each mortar batch to establish the

variability between batches. For set A, the specimens were couplets, whereas for sets

B, C and D, four-brick-high prisms were used. This change was made for ease of
preparation and to increase the likelihood of obtaining better quality mortar joints.

The test results are given in Appendix Al and summarised in Tab\e 2.2. For all

batches, /^¡ranged from 0.16 to l.11MPa, with overall means for specimen sets

between 0.42 and 0.71 MPa. The coefficient of variation (COV) is included as a non-

dimensional measure of the variability between batches, and is commonly in the

order of 20 -30Yo for laboratory prepared test specimens (Drysdale et aL, 1994). Also,

AS 3700-2001 provides that when no other data arc available, the COV can be

assumed as 0.30. The COV values for all batches, excluding batch C1, had a mean of
0.26 and ranged from 0.14 to 0.37.

For the testing of batch Cl, the bond wrench was incorrectly calibrated so that the

maximum mass, m2, able to be recorded was 400 N. Hence the true maximum values

were not recorded for all tests. As a result, the /.1 values for batch Cl were also

determined using a specimen used in a horizontal bending test with no compressive

stress ($2.5.1). The tests were prepffed by cutting the perpend joints adjacent to each

unit to be tested with a masonÍy saw and then testing the joint. For the tests

conducted on the small wall specimen, the mean/r1 value was 0.38 MPa (Appendix

Al) whereas for the prisms it was at least 0.54 MPa (Table 2.2), since the maximum

values were not recorded for all tests due to incorrect calibration of the bond wrench.

It is unclear as to the reason for this apparent discrepancy in behaviour.
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Figure 2.22 Bondwrench test arrangement

where:

d¡ : distance from inside face of tension gripping block to the centre of gravity

dz : distance from inside face of tension gripping block to the loading handle

lu : length of brick unit

//t1 : tf[àss of the bond wrench

/142 : rrràss applied at loading point

m3 : tiriàss of the top unit of the specimen and any mortar adhering thereto

r : thickness of brick unit
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Table 2.2=Bondwrench test results

Flexural tensile strength of masonry,_¡r-t (MPa)
Brick pallet I 2

Mortar batch AI A2 BI B2 cl C2 C3 C4 C5 DI D2 D3
I 0.57 0.32 0.55 0.41 0.39 0.83 0.69 0.66 0.56 0.45 0.54 0.45
2 0.58 0.26 0.20 0.34 0.56* 0.51 0.70 0.77 0.73 0.78 0.65 0.36
3 0.60 0.28 0.49 0.47 0.56t 0.97 0.79 0.97 0.98 0.65 0.79 0.32
4 0.61 0.35 0.54 0.40 0.56* 0.64 0.78 0.56 0.71 0.56 0.58 0.60
5 0.42 0.32 0.16 0.30 0.55 0.50 0.95 0.70 0.71 0.74 0.80 0.73
6 0.22 0.26 0.29 0.52 0.47 0.58 0.73 0.67 0.92 0.53 0.70 0.90
7 0.41 0.24 0.47 0.55 0.56* 0.71 0.65 l.1l 0.82 0.57 0.55 0.64
8 0.60 0.36 0.52 0.42 0.55 0.84 0.69 0.73 0.65 0.67 0.29 0.55
9 0.61 0.20 0.22 0.42 0.56* 0.75 0.73 0.49 0.28 0.53 0.77 0.54
l0 0.62 0.38 0.54 0.55 0.56* 0.59 0.95 0.71 0.50 0.44 0.80 0.38
l1 0.59 0.61 0.55 0.54 0.56* 0.45 0.92 0.80 0.48 0.67 0.70 0.63
t2 0.60 0.34 0.40 0.35 0.56* 0.63 0.73 0.68 0.51 0.46 1.00 0.8t

Mean 0.53 0.33 0.41 0.44 0.54 0.67 0.78 0.74 0.65 0.59 0.68 0.58
St. Dev. 0.12 0.1I 0.15 0.09 0.05 0.16 0.10 0.17 0.20 0.12 0. l8 0. 18

cov 0.23 0.32 0.37 0.20 0. l0 0.24 0.14 0.23 0.31 0.20 o.26 0.3.1

Overall Mean 0.43 0.42 0.71 0.61

Overall St. Dev. 0.15 0.12 0.16 0. l6
Overall COV 0.36 0.29 0.23 0.27
Lowest/-, 0.20 0. l6 0.39 0.28 0.29
Highest/-. 0.62 0.55 0.56* 1.11 1.00

* Maximum mass, m z, able to be re corded was 400 N, due to incorrect calibration of bond wrench

For sets B, C and D, timber sandwich plates were used as additional restraint for the

bottom portion of the four-brick-high prisms during testing. Several batch 81

specimens had relatively low ;{,,1 values, with three tests less than or equal to

0.22MPa. This may have been due to the use of the timber plates inducing tension

forces in the plane perpendicular to the bed joint, thus reducing bond strength.

The mean.f^t values for sets A and B were signif,rcantly lower than for sets C and D.

This could be due to the different brick pallets, water contents of mortar batches and

specimen arrangements (i.e. couplets compared to prisms). However, since the water

content did not vary greatly and set B specimens were also prisms it is likely that the

use of different brick pallets contributed to the variation in results. Researchers (e.g.

Satti & Hendry, 1973; West, 1976; West et a1.,1977) have indicated that increasing

water absorption of brick units can correspond to decreasing bond strength. The

different units could have had significantly different absorptive properties, which
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could lead to markedly different bond strengths. These findings demonstrate the

variability possible in masonry assembly even when construction techniques and

materials are under strict control.

An investigation was conducted to determine whether the factors of set (i.e. date of

preparation), mortar batch and brick pallet had significant influence on /',1. Sets A

and B each had two mortar batches and an equal number of 12 replicates for each

batch. Figure 2.3 (i) indicates the interaction between set and mortar batch for sets A

and B. There is a marked difference between the mean /nt values for set A, with

batch A1 results approximately 60Yo higher than.those of batch 42. Figure 2.3 (ii)

indicates the typical failure surfaces for specimens from batches A1 and 42. There is

a greater amount of mortar left adhering to the brick unit from batch Al indicating a

higher unit-mortar bond than batch A2 that had unit surfaces that were comparatively

clean, which is consistent with the results.

I 2 Al Mortar batch A2

Mortar batch 0.53 Mean/., (MPa) 0.33

(i) interaction diagram (ii) failure surfaces

Figure 2.32lnteraction diagram for sets A and B

The discrepancy between set A results can not be explained and could be due to

factors such as workmanship or variation in the quality of mortar ingredients used for

each mortar batch. As a result, it was deemed that the factor of mortar batch could

not be explicitly investigated. Hence the data for batches A1 and A2, and B1 and B2

were grouped together as two single sets, each with 24 replicates. These two data

sets were then analysed in a /-test (two-sample assuming equal variances) to test if
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they are from populations with equal means. Two other t-tests were performed to test

whether the following data sets are from populations with equal means (test data from

batch Cl were excluded from the analyses):

. sets C and D, both prepared from brick pallet 2; and,

. brick pallets I (sets A and B) and 2 (sets C and D).

The test results, given in Table 2.3, indicate that:

. data from sets A and B show a strong correlation (P-value > 0.25) suggesting that

they are very likely to have come from populations with equal means;

. there is evidence (P-value < 0.01) of a difference between sets c and D; and,

. there is strong evidence (P-value < 0.001) that brick pallet affects bond strength.

'lL^.^ *^-"1+^ drrññ^^+ +L^+ ^^--L:^- -L^--1 -r l^^ ¿-t--- 1 .rrrwùw rvùr¡rLù ùuËëeùr LrraL u4ullurl srruulu ut [ilKglt wnen gompanng tgst oara Íom
1. Aforrrerent moftar Datcnes ancl bncK pallets. lhts further lustities the replication of

material tests for the horizontal and diagonal bending tests (g2.3).

Table 2.32 t-test results for bond wrench data

xlv nx n v x v sx s v S* s* t P-value
set A B 24 24 0.4313 0.42s0 0.1543 0.1215 0.0193 0. I 389 0.156 0.4384
set C D 48 3ó 0.7085 0.6147 0.1640 0. I ó33 0.0268 0.1637 2.599 0.0055

I 2 48 84 0.428t 0.6683 0.1374 0. I ó93 0.0251 0. I 585 -8.376 3.838- l4

where:

nx : number of observations for set x

n, : number of observations for sety

,rx : standard deviation for set x

sy : standard deviation for sety
2s*- : comrnon variance (pooled estimate)

)c : mgan value for set x

V : mean value for sety

î : test statistic
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Chapter 2: Experimental Study

2.4.2 Flexural tensile strength of perpendioint

Tests were conducted to determine the flexural tensile strength of masonry parallel to

bed joints, fp",p, and examine the possible difference between bond strength in the two

principal orthogonal directions. These properties may differ due to the influence of

axial loading on bed joints, and the different surface textures of the bed and perpend

faces of the brick units due to the manufacturing process (Baker, 1977). During

manufacture the 230 x 1l4mm bedding face was wire-cut as the material was

extruded. The parameter, fr"*, is of greatest significance for horizontal ($a.2) and

diagonal bending ($5.2). For masonry sections subjected to horizontal bending, first

cracking generally occurs in the perpend joints (Lawrence & Morgan, 1975a;

Lawrence, 1983; 1995). Test specimens consisted of two brick units with mortar on

the 114 x 65mm face, with the bedding faces vertical to emulate the orientation of

the units in a wall subjected to out-of-plane bending (Figure 2.4). The specimens

were simply supported at a span of 360 mm, with two line loads applied

symmetrically about the perpend joint at a span of 120 mm, providing a region of

constant bending moment.

where

I
D-t-

A:
load
deflection

65

360

Figure 2.4: Flexural tensile strength of perpend joint test arrangement

Figure 2.5 shows the test apparatus. The load was applied using a Mohr and

Federhaff machine at a constant rate, and the load and deflection were recorded until

failure. A linear variable differential transformer (LVDT) displacement transducer

was used to measure the deflection and a DAS was used to collect the deflection data.

2l



Chapter 2: Experimental Study

mortar joint, to accommodate the displacement transducer. Twelve test specimens

were prepared from each of mortar batches Al and C5. Prior to testing, four batch

C5 specimens failed prematurely due to inadequate bond at the unit-mortar interface,

hence only eight specimens were tested. Figure 2.6 (i) displays the approximately

linear-elastic load-deflection behaviour ( ere Pu and A, are the ultimate load and

deflection). The supports were not selÊaligning, hence there was some settlement of
the specimen and test apparatus before the specimen began to properly carry the load.

Figure 2.6 (il) shows two distinct gradients in the load-deflection behaviour due to

this settlement. As a result, the test data for 650/o of the specimens were modified to

show the idealised behaviour without settlement occurring.

Figure 2.5: Apparatus for flexural tensile strength of perpend joint test

1.5

0

0 0.01 0.02 0 0.05 0.1
Deflection, ^d (mm) Deflection, / (mm)

(i) toad-deflection behaviour (ü) modified data

Figure 2.6: Flexural tensile strength of perpend joint test behaviour

.5

0.5

z
\
6l
oj

I

0.5

0

P,: 1.54 kN
Au:0.022mm

"fp",e: 0.66 MPa

A u

Pu
modified original
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The test results are given in Appendix A2 and summarised in Table 2.4. The mean

,[erp values of 0.66 and 0.67 MPa for batches A1 and C5 are comparable to the

correspondingf^tvalues of 0.53 and 0.65 MPa (Table 2.2). Also, the COV values of

0.21 and 0.24 for fp"rp, arrd 0.23 and 0.31 for fn, fot batches Al and C5, are of

expected magnitudes (Drysdale et al., 1994). The mean /, values of 0.055 and

0.057 mm for batches Al and C5 were in the order of span over 6000. Such a low

level of deflection is consistent with studies of beams in flexure by Lawrence (1983),

where first cracking occurred at the same order.

Table 2.4: X'lexural strength of perpend joint test results

Brick pallet I 2

Mortar batch AI C5

Parameter I p"rp

(MPa)
A,

(mm)
.f p"rp

lMPa)

au
(mm)

1 0.66 0.022 0.87 0.054

2 0.75 0.052 0.83 0.037

J 0.41 0.065 0.80 0.071

4 0.'t4 0.060 0.51 0.045

5 0.79 0.055 0.42 0.046

6 0.51 0.046 0.70 0.072
'7 0.57 0.054 0.57 0.069

8 0.78 0.065 0.67 0.062

9 0.46 0.033

l0 0.75 0.1 09

ll 0.65 0.057

t2 0.83 0.041

Mean 0.66 0.055 0.67 0.057

St. Dev 0. l4 0.021 0. l6 0.014

cov 0.21 0.39 0.24 0.24

For batches Al and C5, theS.,o clata were analysed against the corresponding/*1 data

in a /-test (two-sample assuming equal variances) to test if they are from populations

with equal means. The test results, given in Table 2.5,indicate that:

. for batch 41, there is evidence (P-value < 0.05) of a difference between bond

strength in the two principal orthogonal directions; and,

. for batch C5, the mean values of .1,', and fperp are not significantly different (P-

value > 0.25).
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Chapter 2: Experimental Study

Table 2.5: f-test results for/p..p and;f¡¡ data

xlY nr n x v ,tr sy z,tr s î P-value

Al: f ̂ rlf 0",, 12 t2 0.5358 0.6583 0.1227 0. l40l 0.0173 0. l3 l7 -2.279 0.0164
C5: f ^rlf o",, 12 8 0.6542 0.6713 0.2000 0. I 610 0.0345 0. I 858 -0.201 0.4213

The outcome of the mean flexural tensile strength of perpend joints being greater than

that of the bed joints for batch Al may be due to a combination of:

. test arrangement;

¡ cross-Sectionalsize;

. the bedding face being wire-cut during manufacture resulting in different levels of
moisture being drawn into the dry brick faces, thus affecting bond performance;

. workrr.anship and assembly of specimens; and,

. masonry variability.

In practice, due to masonry variability, the most influential factor affecting the

difference between bond strength in the two principal orthogonal directions is the

presence of compressive stress. The issue of workmanship, whereby mortar is

generally more carefully placed in bed joints than perpend joints was not considered.

Factors such as surface texture ofthe units are likely to be secondary factors and are

related to the microscopic nature of bond development between mortar and unit.

2.4.3 Torsìonal behavìour of bed joint

The technique used by Lawrence (1983) and Samarasinghe & Lawrence (1994) was

adopted to apply a compressive stress and torque about an axis normal to a bed joint,

and measure the torsional stiffness, ultimate torque and post-ultimate behaviour.

Torsional behaviour of bed joints is important for horizontal ($a.2) and diagonal

bending ($5.2) (Baker, 1977; Lawrence, 1983). The virtual work method (Lawrence

& Marshall, 1998) identifies the torsional strength of bed joints as the most important

parameter in out-of-plane load resistance. Figure 2.7 shows the test arrangement.

Specimens were prepared such that the mortar on the bedding face was reduced by a

distance one-quarter of the total unit length from each end. This represents the
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Chapter 2: Experimental Study

equivalent plan area of mortar between brick units of adjacent courses in half-overlap

stretcher-bonded masonry. Samarasinghe & Lawrence (1994) tested masonry

couplets under the combined action of compression and torsion with a mortar

composition of 1:1:6 (cement:lime:sand). The compressive stress, øu, ranged from 0

to 0.5 MPa, as tests with higher compression resulted in an unacceptable proportion

of unit failures. For this study, although a mortar composition of l:2:9 was used, the

same range of compressive stress levels of 0, 0.25 and 0.5 MPa was tested.

65 manual hydraulic jack
where:
I : torque
d : rotation
q,: compressive stress

with control

torsional (rotational
displacement) control
and torque load cell

tt4

unit f,rxed against axial load cell 230

Figure 2.7: Torsional behaviour of bed joint test arrangement

Figure 2.8 (i) illustrates the test apparatus. A LVDT displacement transducer was

clamped to one unit of the specimen to measure the relative movement of the other

unit, which was converted to angular rotation. The compressive stress and torque

were applied via a torsion machine, with the torque increased until well after failure

to obtain post-ultimate data. A DAS was used to collect comprossive stress, torque

and rotation data. The compressive stress was applied using a manually operated

simple hydraulic jack by altering the location of the movable end of the torsion

machine. While some dilation occurred after joint täilure, the mean level of applied

stress was manually held within l0% of the target value for all reported data. Failure

gcncrally occuffed at the unit-mortar interface, with most of the mortar remaining on

one unit. Other failures left mortar distributed on both units (Figure 2.8 (ii)).

Twelve specimens for each level of compressive stress were prepared using mortar

batches Al,B2 and C4. Prior to testing, one batch C4 specimen failed prematurely

due to inadequate unit-mortar bond, hence only 11 specimens were tested at ou :

oe

T

horizontally fixed
support face with

65

I rts I

l+------------rt
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0.5 MPa. Batch A1 specimens \¡/ere prepared by raking the joints with a steel bar to

reduce the bedded area within 30 minutes of preparation. Premature failure of some

specimens occurred due to inadequate unit-mortar bond. As a result, ten specimens

were available for the 0 MPa tests and eight specimens each for both the 0.25 and

0.5 MPa tests. It was hypothesised that the premature failures were due to bond

weakness and/or disturbance due to the raking process. The specimens prepared from

batch Al were likely to have relatively high bond strengths (Table 2.2). Therefore

the most likely cause of failure was the raking process, which differed from that used

by Lawrence (1983), where a saw cut was used to reduce the bedded area.

(i) test apparatus (ii) failure surface

Figure 2.8: Torsional behaviour of bed joint test

Figure 2.9 (1) shows the typical torque-rotation behaviour for batch A1 specimens.

The two tests display the different behaviour, i.e. good and poor bond, due to the

raking process. These two types of behaviour were evident for each compressive

stress level, hence the preparation method was investigated. A spare specimen was

saw-cut to reduce the bedded area and tested at o, :0.5 MPa to obtain pre-cracking

data. The specimen was then unloaded and tested again to obtain post-cracking data.

The tests confirmed the bi-modal behaviour of the tests already conducted (Figure

2.9 (ä)). Specimens with good bond displayed linear-elastic behaviour up to
ultimate, followed by residual frictional resistance.
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good bond

poor bond

0.6
tsz
:- 0.4

d
ú
¿ 0.2
Fi

0.3

0.2

0.1

0

0 0.01 0.02 0 0.01 0.02

Rotation, á (rad) Rotation, 0 (rad)

(i) raked specimen (ii) saw-cut specimen

Figure 2.9: Bi-modal torque-rotation behaviour

0.03

Six parameters determined from the torque-rotation behaviour were used to describe

the torsional response (Figure 2.I0):

. primary slope, 51;

. ultimate torque, 7u;

. rotation at Tu, 0r;

. secofldary slope, 52;

. frictional torque resistance, T¡; and,

. rotation at which Zr is reached, ár.

Figure 2.10 (ii) displays the full torque-rotation behaviour, indicating the post-

ultimate frictional resistance.

0.6

0.4

0.2

0

0.001 0.002 0 0.01 0'02
not"iiãn, 0 (rad\ Rotation, 0 (rad)

(i) initial behaviour (ii) full behaviour

Figure 2.10: Torque-rotation behaviour of bed joint
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The saw-cut test conf,rrmed the inadequacy of the raking methocl of preparation.

Therefore, the tests to supplement the diagonal bending tests were repeated using

batch B2 and the saw-cut method. Figure 2.Il indicates the typical difference in

behaviour for varying ou for batches B2 and C4.

0.6

0

0 0.01 0.02 0 0.01 0.02

Rotation, 0 (rad\ Rotation, 0 (rad')

liì hrfah R2 liil hqfnh frl

X'igure 2.11: Torque-rotation behaviour for varying ov

The behaviour of the batch B2 test for on : 0.5 MPa does not follow the same trend

as other tests for the region between 0" and á¡ (Figure 2.1 I (Ð). Typically, this region

is linear (Figure 2.11(ii)). It was initially hypothesised that the difference in

behaviour could be due to progressive development of cracks due to a high level of
compressive stress. However, this behaviour was not evident in any of the batch C4

tests, indicating that this hypothesis was questionable. The anomalous batch B2

behaviour was most likely caused by the inability to hold the applied compressive

stress constant, resulting in the decreasing frictional resistance to appear as a gradual

development of the failure mechanism. Also, the ratio of Z" to Tr for the batch 82

tests (= 1.67) is relatively small compared to the batch C4 tests (=2.I3). Hence the

secondary slope, Sz, is not as distinct for batch B2 (Figure 2.11(Ð) as for batch C4

(Figure 2.11 (ii)). Based on the assumption that ultimate torque, Zu, is proportional to

bond strength, this finding is expected since the /,x values for batches B2 and C4

were 0.44 and0.74 MPa (Table2.2).

0.6

0.4

0.2

0

ø":0.5 MPa

0.25 MPa

0 MPa

o":0.5 MPa

0.25 MPa

0 MPa
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The primary slope, Sr, was used to calculate the shear modulus, G, using

Equation (2.1) (Timoshenko & Young, 1962). The mortar was considered as a

rectangular shaft of cross-sectional dimensions, ø and b (a > b), and thickness, /..

The ultimate shear stress, ru, is related to the ultimate torque, Tu,viaBquation(2.2)

(Timoshenko & Goodie4 1970), where k is a numerical factor dependent on the

relativemagnitudes of a andb. Fora:115 andb: ll4mm,k=0.208 (Timoshenko

& Goodier,1970). Forperpend joints ($2.4.4) a: ll4 andb:65 mm, k=0.239.

Tu

(2.r)

(2.2)

Since the manually applied compressive load, P, could not be held constant, the

observed values of frictional torque resistance, T¡, ãre not reported. Instead, an index

of frictional torque resistance, f¡ (Equation(2.3)), was determined for each mortar

batch. The units of (¡ arc length (metres). Torque and compressive load data were

plotted over the range of frictional behaviour for ou : 0.25 and 0.5 MPa and the

values of f¡ were determined to be approximately 0.033, 0.040 and 0.045 m with a

scatter of around f30% for batches Al, B2 and C4 (Appendix A3). The reported

modified values of Zi and 0¡, i.e. Zr(mo¿) and á¡1,,'o¿¡, are based on the target values of

oo and given by Equations (2.4) and (2.5). Those tests with mean P values outside

l0o/o of theTargetvalue were disregarded in summarising the results (Appendix A3).

.E
,f

(2.3)

4¡noa¡ = (ro,ab

Ar¡roa¡: tr@P

Tf

P

(2.4)

(2.s)
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The test results are given in Appendix A3 and summarised in Table 2.6. Tests with

poor bond are not reported. For batch 41, for 6y:0,0.25 and 0.5 MPa, mean 7u

values were 0.791, 1.349 and 1.894 MPa, and mean G values were 336, 336 and

406 MPa. For batch B.2,mean eu values were 1.120, Ll63 and I.412 MPa, and mean

G values werc 572,431 and293MPa. For batch C4, mean ru values were 1.736,

1.861 and 2.03I MPa, and mean G values were 845, 529 and 451 MPa.

The ultimate shear stress, 7u, was greatest for batch C4, which was prepared using

brick pallet 2, whereas the other specimen sets were prepared using brick pallet l.
This further supports the observation of generally higher /.1 values for specimens

prepared with brick pallet 2 (52.4.1). From Table 2.6 and Appendix 43, the

following observations were made with respect to an increase in on:

. rrlfirnafe fnrnrre T.- cnÃ fhrrs rrlfirnnfe shcar sfress z- inr:reqccd lF'iorrre ? 1? /iìl'2.L2\L',','

. rotation atTr, 0u, increased;

. primary slope, Sr, and thus shear modulus, G, decreased (Figure 2.12 (ä)). This

was observed for batches B2 and C4, which were deemed more reliable than

batch A1 due to the improved preparation method and greater number of

replicates per batch. Samarasinghe & Lawrence (1994) reported work by Hamid

& Drysdale (1980) which supported this finding. However, Samarasinghe &

Lawrence (1994) indicated that this work was not conclusive due to the limited

number of tests and high variability of results, and found that compressive stress

does not significantly affect shear modulus;

. secondary slope, 52, became more steep (Figure 2.13). This observation was

made for batches Al and C4, which were deemed more reliable thanbatchB.2,

since as stated above, the ratio between T, and Tr for batch 82 was relatively

small compared to batch C4, hence Sz was not as distinct forbatchB2;

. frictional torque resistance, Z¡ increased (Figure 2.14 (i)); and,

. rotation at which Z¡ is reached, 0¡, deueased (Figure 2.Ia Q)).
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Table 2.6: Torsional behaviour of bed joint test results

(i) mortar batch 41, brick pallet 1

(ii) mortar batch 82, brick pallet 1

(iii) mortar batch C4, brick pallet 2

ov
(MPa)

No. of
Tests

T,
&It[m)

ît

(MPa)
0u

(rad)
'sr

(kNm)
G

(MPa)
^s2

(kl\m)
Tr(no¿)

(kNm)
ár1moa¡

(rad)

0 5

Mean

St. Dev.

cov

0.246 0J91 2.978-04 825 336 -13 0 t.938-02
0.063 0.203 5.55E-05 125 51 3.2

0.26 0.26 0.19 0.15 0.15 0.25

0.25 3

Mean

St. Dev,

cov

0.419 1.349 5.13E-04 826 336 -32 0.108 1.03E-02

0.166 0.535 1.41E-04 228 93 4.7

0.40 0.40 0.27 0.28 0.28 0.15

0.5 2

Mean

St. Dev,

cov

0.589 1.894 6.09E-04 997 406 -39 0.216 1.028-02
0.117 0.378 1.04E-04 363 148 5.0

0.20 0.20 0.17 0.36 0.36 0.13

oY
(MPa)

No. of
Tests

T,
(kl\{m)

tv
(MPa)

0,
lrad)

,s1

ftl\ml
G

lMPa)
.s2

ftlt[m)
f rlnoa¡

ftItlm)
drlmoa¡

(rad)

0 12

Mean
St. Dev.

cov

0.348 Lt20 2.50E.-04 1404 572 -16 0 2.16E.-02

0.066 0.213 4.728-05 208 85 5.3

0.19 0.19 0. l9 0. l5 0.15 0.33

0.25 ll
Mean

St. Dev.

cov

0.361 1.163 3.778-04 1059 431 -34 0.131 7.1lE-03
0.053 0.1 70 1.528-04 299 122 7.1

0.t5 0.15 0.40 0.28 0.28 0.21

0.5 l1
Mean

St. Dev,

cov

0.439 t.412 6.438-04 720 293 -32 0.262 6.098-03

0.033 0.106 1.468-04 187 76 9.2

0.08 0.08 0.23 0.26 0.26 0.28

oy
(MPa)

No. of
Tests

T,
(klt[m)

îú
(MPa)

eu

(rad)
,s1

(klt[m)
G

(MPa)
.s2

(klt{m)
f rlnoa¡

(kl\m)
Arlnoo¡

lrad)

0 ll
Mean

St. Dev,

cov

0.540 1.736 3.50E-04 2075 845 -15 0 3.618-02
0.068 0.219 3. l0E-04 777 317 4.6

0.13 0. l3 0.89 0.37 0.37 0.31

0.25 10

Mean
St. Dev.

cov

0.579 1.861 4.498-04 1298 529 aa 0.147 1.97F-02

0.061 0.1 96 4.958-05 151 6l 3.1

0.1I 0.1 I 0.1I 0.12 0.12 0.14

0.5 l1
Mean

St. Dev.

cov

0.631 2.031 6.358-04 1 108 451 -25 0.295 1.3 8E-02

0.1 36 0.437 2.42F-04 420 t'71 4.2

0.22 0.22 0.38 0.38 0.38 0. l6
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2.4.4 Torsionøl behøviour of perpend joínt

Tests were conducted to investigate the torsional behaviour of perpend joints with no

applied compressive stress and examine the possible difference in behaviour from

bed joints. The torsional response may differ due to:

. different surface textures due to the manufacturing process (52.a.Ð;

. influence of compressive stress due to selÊweight and axial loading;

. variation in cross-sectional size; and,

. unlike the bed joint tests, the entire perpend joints were filled with mortar.

Torsional behaviour of perpend joints is important for diagonal bending ($5.2). The

test arrangçment is shown in Figure 2.15. The same test procedure was used as for

the torsional tests on bed joints with no compressive stress ($2.4.3), however the

displacement transducer was attached to the torsion machine, not a brick unit, to read

the relative movement of the units. Steel spacers were used to fit the specimens in

the same bracket used for the bed joint tests.

unit fixed
against
rotation 0

T

Figure 2.15: Torsional behaviour of perpend joint test arrangement

Figure 2.16 (i) shows the test apparatus. Twelve specimens were prepared with the

bedding faces horizontal, using mortar batch 41. The first four tests did not provide

reliable data since the test procedure was still under development. These data are not

presented, hence only eight test results were available. As with the bed joint tests,

most failures occurred at the unit-mortar interface, where the majority of the mortar

remained on one unit. Figure 2.16 (1i) indicates the manner in which other failures

occurred, where the mortar was distributed on both units. Similar behaviour to the

bed joint tests (Figure 2.ll) was observed, with linear-elastic response up to ultimate,

followed by frictional resistance (Figure 2.17). The test results are given in Appendix

A4 and summarised in Table 2.7. The mean shear modulus, G, and ultimate shear

stress, ru, determined using Equations (2.1) and (2.2), were 42 and LI23 i|l4Pa
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Itl

(i) test apparatus (ii) failure surface

Figure 2.16: Torsional behaviour of perpend joint test

0 0.01 0.02

Rotation, 0 (rad)

Figure 2.lTzTorque-rotation behaviour of perpend joint

Table 2.7: Torsional behaviour of perpend joint test results

0.ts

o1

0.05

0

Éz!
¡\
Q)

3

0.03

Test Tu
(ktrtm)

tt
(MPa)

0,
(rad)

,sl
(kflm)

G

lMPa)
,s2

lkNm)
I 0.141 1.225 2.078-03 68 l0l -19
2 0.120 1.038 2.948-03 4t 60 -10
J 0.054 0.471 2.85E-03 t9 28 -t4
4 0.t32 1.150 6.35E-03 2l 3t -47
5 0.142 1.236 6.91E-03 2l 3l -14
6 0.174 1.510 7.36E-03 24 35 -16
7 0.162 1.410 6.66E-03 24 36 -25
8 0.109 0.946 1.328-02 8 t2 -33

Mean 0.t29 t.123 6.05E-03 28 42 -22
St. Dev. 0.037 0.32t 3.59E-03 l8 27 l3
cov 0.29 0.29 0.59 0.65 0.6s 0.56
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Table 2.8 compares the results for the perpend joint tests and bed joint tests with no

compressive stress for batches A1 and B2. Although the perpend joint tests were

prepared using only batch 41, the tests were compared against both batches A1 and

82 since the results of batch A1 were not reliable due to the preparation method

(92.4.3), and batches Al and B2 were prepared using brick pallet l. Also, the mean

/,,¡ values for batches Al and B2 were comparable, i.e. 0.53 and 0.44 MPa (Table

2.2\. It is difficult to form conclusions since the number of replicates is relatively

small and the COV values are relatively large for some parameters, however, the

following observations twere made:

. ultimate shear stress, ru, was approximately equal for bed (batch B2) and perpend

joints. From Equation (2.2), ru is dependent on the cross-sectional dimensions, ø

and b. The ratio, alb, is 1.01 and 1.75 for bed and perpend joints. Hence

although the 4, values vary significantly, the ru values are similar;

. rotation at Tu, A", for perpend joints was in the order of 20 times that of bed joints;

. shear modulus, G, was approximately ten times greater for bed than perpend

joints, which may be due to the difference in mortar compaction of the joints; and,

¡ secofldary slope, 52, wÍrs larger for perpend than bed joints. However, there was

large variation in the perpend joint results (COV : 0.56), possibly due to the

difficulty in controlling the applied compressive stress. Although not desired, the

influence of compressive stress is evident (Figure 2.17) due to the significant

level of frictional resistance for some tests, which is likely to have affected Sz.

Table 2.8: Comparison of perpend and bed joint torsional test results

Test Tn

(kNm)
1a

(MPa)
0,

(rad)
,sl

(kl\m)
G

(MPa)
^S2

lkNm)

Mean Perþend 0.129 1.t23 6.05E-03 28 42 aa

Bed (Al) 0.246 0.791 2.978-04 825 336 -13

Bed (82) 0.348 1.12 2.508-04 1404 572 -16

St. Dev. Perpend 0.037 0.321 3.598-03 l8 27 l3
Bed lAl 0.063 0.203 5.55E-05 125 5l 3.2

Bed (82) 0.066 0.213 4.728-05 208 85 5.3

cov Perpend 0.29 o.29 0.59 0.65 0.65 0.56

Bed (Al) 0.26 0.26 0.19 0.15 0.1 5 0.25

Bed (B2) 0.19 0. l9 0. t9 0.15 0.15 0.33
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2.4.5 Laterøl modulus of rupture of b k unit

For walls subjected to horizontal bending where bond strength is relatively strong

compared to unit strength, failure may occur through brick units ($4.2.1). For such

cases an important material parameter is the lateral modulus of rupture of the brick

unit, fi¡. The test affangoment is shown in Figure 2.18 and was conducted in

accordance with AS^IZS 4456.15:2003. Three units were glued together to increase

the span-to-depth ratio of the specimen. This arangement makes use of simple beam

theory to calculate the lateral modulus of rupture (Morgan & Lawrence, 1974).

Twelve specimens were prepared from brick pallets I and 2. Specimens consisted of

three units gluecl together on the ll4 x 65 mm perpend faces, with the bedding faces

vertical to emulate the orientation of the units in a wall subjected to out-of-plane

bending. Specimens were simply supporteci at a span of 450 mm, with two line loads

applied symmetrically within the central unit at a span of 150 mm, providing a region

of constant bending moment. Figure 2.19 displays the test apparatus.

glued

I

65

Figure 2.18: Lateral modulus of rupture of brick unit test arrangement

450

36

Figure 2.19: Apparatus for lateral modulus of rupture of brick unit test
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The load was applied using a Seidner machine and increased until failure. Failure

occurred within the constant moment region for each specimen. The test results are

given in Appendix A5 and summarised in Table 2.9. The results indicate that the/r¡

values of 3.95 and 5.00 MPa for brick pallets 1 and 2 are of the order of six to twelve

times and six to nine times that of thefierp and/rl values respectively, for the different

mortar batches.

Table 2.9: Lateral modulus of rupture of brick unit test results

/r,,, (MPa)

Brick pallet I 2

2.92 6. l5
2 4.13 5.89

J 6.34 2.33

4 3.91 3.46

5 3.90 5.06

6 2.31 5.02

7 2.82 3.19

8 2.95 5.72

9 2.96 5.41

l0 5.99 5.39

1l 6.01 6.18

12 3. l0 6.23

Mean 3.95 5.00

St. Dev. t.4t L30
cov 0.36 0.26

2.4.6 Compressivestrength

Compressive strength tests were conducted (Figure 2.20 (i)) to determine the modulus

of elasticity, E, and ultimate compressive strength of the masonry, /-. From the

results it was possible to determine the moduli of elasticity of the brick unit, .E6, and

mortar, En. A prism height of seven units was used in accordance with Clause C3.2

of AS 3700-200I, which requires that the height-to-width ratio must be between two

and five, but not less than three courses. Demec points were applied vertically within

the centre brick and across three bricks to encompass two mortar joints and the centre

brick. This allowed measurement of axial deformations from which the strains in the

brick and of the brickwork could be calculated.
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specimens were available for batch C5 since one specimen failed prematurely prior to

testing. For testing, each specimen was placed on plywood and then onto the base

platen of an ery compression testing machine. Dental paste was applied to the top

of the specimen and the top platen was then lowered onto the paste. This provided an

even loading platform to avoid stress concentrations at the loading face. Demec

strain readings were taken at 25 kN increments up to a maximum of 150 kN. Each

specimen was then loaded to failure without further measurement of strain readings.

Figure 2.20 (ä) and (iii) show the test apparatus and typical splitting failure.

8" Demecs
are on opposite
side of prism

l":25.4 mm

8r'

Demec
points

tt4

I',l

(i) test arrangement (ii) test apparatus (iü) faited specimen

Figure 2.202 Compressive strength test

The test results are given in Appendix A6 and summarised in Table 2.10. The mean

E andJ^values were 11910 and 25.1 MPa for batch A2, and 13082 and25.6 MPa for

batch C5. The modulus of elasticity results for tests 7 and 8 of batch A2 were

unreliable and are not given in Table 2.10. The modulus of elasticity for each test

was taken as the chord modulus between the stress and strain values recorded for the

50 and 150 kN applied loads. These values are within the bounds of 5 and 33o/o of

P

t_
230

2"1-L
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the ultimate strength as recommended by Drysdale et al. (1994) and from the stress-

strain data this region was approximately linear for all tests (Appendix A6).

Table 2.10: Compressive strength test results

* Rejected Modiflred Mean, St. Dev. and COV are 2731MPa, 877 MPa and 0.32

The modulus of elasticity, E, is often estimated using Equation (2.6), where the

empirical factor, Ér, has been reported in the range of 210 and 1670 for clay brick

masoffy (Drysdale et al., 1994). For batches A2 and C5, the fr1 values were

approximately 470 and 510. These are well within the range reported by Drysdale et

al. (1994) and are less than the value of 700f[ given in Table 3.4 of AS 3700-2001.

For the development of the analytical model for vertical bending ($3.4), the moduli of

elasticity for the brick, 86, and mortar, -E-, were required. Mortar properties can not

be determined from uniaxial tests conducted on mortar alone, because the stress

within the mortar is complex due to the influence of the surrounding units and the

elastic properties can be affected by unit suction (Samarasinghe & Lawrence, 1995)'

Hence the modulus of elasticity for mortar was obtained indirectly from the

compressive strength tests. To determine the moduli of elasticity for the brick unit

and mortar, Equations(2.1) and (2.8) were used. Rearrangement of Eqtation(2.7)

2Brick pallet I

C5A2Mortar batch
E^

lMPa)
E^

lMPa)

E
(MPa)

.f^
OtPa)

Eb
(MPa)

E
(MPa)

.f^
(MPa)

Eb
(MPa)

Paraneter

22702 201520638 2908 I 1900 27.1I 13200 25.0
18918 3r3726708 836 14300 27.05400 25.62

28231855 I 1500 23.2 2389710500 27.9 267083

10800 19.8 20638 235116500 25.7 20638 60144
27.0 25224 376723.9 t6215 3441 138005 21000
26.8 28377 22996*26708 1639 203006 8400 22.8

I 1948 235112100 25.022.87
452314100 28.7 2s22425.98

2177 9800 26.8 32431 170910000 24.8 267089
13400 24.5 34926 26888400 22.6 41276 1430l0

26.0 25224 194527.8 22702 3550 1 1900ll 13500
306612200 26.1 2t621t2

25.6 24501 45'.1325.1 24992 2692 13082Mean I 1910
6288 61666737 1477 2783 2.4St. Dev. 4480 1.8

0.21 0.10 0.26 1.3 50.07 0.27 0.55cov 0.38
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gives Equation (2.9) and using the test results for P : 150 kN gives the E6 values in

Table 2.10. Equation (2.8) is rearranged to give Equation (2.10), and using the mean

E6 value (Table 2.10) andP: 1501ò{ gives the E^values in Table 2.10.

F_

6,:

Eb

D
L^-

krf^

PL,

(2.6)

AE (2.7)

(2.8)

(2.e)

b

" _P2t^ , P(Lr-2t^)
"'- ,rg^- AE,

PLt

A6t

P2t

r(t, -zt-)
AEo

I
)

(2.10)-1u2-

where:

A : cross-sectional area of test specimen

Z1 : distance between 2" set of Demec points

L2 : distance between 8" set of Demec points

fi : deflectionfor 2" set of Demec points

õ, : deflection for 8" set of Demec points

For the calculated .86 values, the mean, standard deviation and COV values for

batches A2 and C5 are very close, however, the corresponding En,' values are much

more variable. This is primarily due to the abnormally high result of test 6 for batch

C5, which may be rejected using the criteria in Appendix H3 of AS 3700-2001. With

this result excluded, the mean, standard deviation and COV values for batch C5 are

2731MPa, 877 }l4.Pa and 0.32. These values are much closer to those of batch A2,

however, the COV for batch A2 is quite high, possibly due to the sensitivity of the E,
calculation to the deflection of the 8" set of Demec points, fi.
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2.5 Small Wall Specimen Tests

2.5.1 Horìzontal bending (verticøl orìentation)

Brickwork panels were tested to determine the load-deflection behaviour of masonry

subjected to horizontal flexure. Four levels of compressive stress, ov, were tested (0,

0.075,0.15 and 0.25 MPa) using vertically oriented panels. The limiting case for øu

was taken as 0.25 MPa, allowing comparison to the torsional behaviour of bed joint

test data ($2.4.3). The test anangement is shown inFigure 2.21. For each level of

compressive stress, five test specimens, 3.5 units long and six courses high, were

tested. An even number of courses ensures that all potential failure lines have the

same number of elements (i.e. perpend joints and brick units) and that the beam is

symmetric in its load resistance (Lawrence, 1983).

spnngs

Teflon-grease-
Teflon interface

concrete
blocks

displacement
transducer
locations (support
transducers are on
the opposite side

supports

of the panel)
longer travel
displacement

transducer for

Teflon-grease-
Teflon interface

post-ultimate
response

loading
lines

Figure 2.2l:Horwontal bending test arrangement (elevation view)

The support and loading line spans were dictated by the positions of the perpend

joints. Ideally, this arrangement would subject the central region of the panel to

constant bending moment and zero shear force. Compressive stress was exerted via

four springs that were fixed to the reaction frame and mounted along the top of the

panel. Figure 2.22 (i) shows a test specimen with axial loading. For the tests with no

4t
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axial loading, the top surface of the specimen was free. The panels were constructed

on solid concrete block bases, with mortar between the base of the brickwork and the

blocks. Solid concrete blocks were also placed between the top of the specimen and

the springs. The compressive stress \ryas assumed to disperse at 45" to the interface of
the spring plate and the top and bottom of the specimen. The arrangement of the

blocks ensured that the central section of the specimen was free at top and bottom to

allow rotation of the panel halves after cracking.

The loading lines, spaced 250 mm between centrelines, were made of 20 mm-wide

mild steel with rubber measuring 8 mm-thick and 25 mm-wide adhered to the loading

lines. The suppotts, of span 800 fiìm, were made of 20 mm-wide mild steel with

dental paste placed between the steel and the specimen. Two Teflon sheets with

grease between them were placed at the interfaces between the bottom concrete

blocks and the laboratory floor and the top blocks and the spring bases to minimise

the influence of friction. To determine the magnitude of the load attracted by the

support conditions, a pre-tested specimen was used. The perpend joints and brick

units adjacent to the centreline of the specimen were cut using a diamond-tip saw

creating two panel sections. The sections were tested at various compressive stress

levels and the coefficient of friction was approximately 0.053 (Appendix A7). Using

this information, the frictional resistance of the supports was calculated and removed

from all test data. Figure 2.22 (ä) shows a test specimen (ou : 0.25 MPa) indicating

failure through five perpend joints and one brick unit. Appendix A7 includes

photographs of the test specimens after failure.

Deflections were measured at the mid-span and supports at seven locations using

LVDT displacement transducers (Figure 2.21). The actual mid-span deflection was

evaluated by subtracting the support deflection from the mid-span deflection. The

transducers were attached to steel plates on the laboratory floor, providing fixed

reference points for the changes in deflection during testing. Loading was applied at

a slow and repeatable rate using a simple hydraulic jack, until well after failure to

obtain post-ultimate data. Eight channels of data were recorded during testing:
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. applied load (l); d I
r support deflections at four locations (2-5);

. mid-span deflection at two locations (6-7); and,

. mid-span deflection with a longer traveftransducer for post-ultimate response (8)

(i) test apparatus (ii) failed specimen

Figure 2.222 Horizontal bending test (vertical orientation)

Eight parameters determined from the load-deflection behaviour were used to

describe the flexural response (Figure 2.23):

. primary slope, s1;

. load at change of slope, P1;

. deflection at change of slope, /1;

o socolldary slope, s2;

. ultimate load, Pu;

. deflection at Pu, Au; and,

. frictional load resistance, P¡i and,

. deflection at which P¡is reached, A¡.

The primary slope, s¡, is linear, indicating elastic behaviour. The load, P1, is where

cracking of the perpend joints first occurs, conesponding to a marked change in slope

(Lawrence & Morgan, 1975a; Lawrence, 1983). At this stage, the level of deflection

is low, hence the amount of torsional strain, and therefore stress, on each bed joint is
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low. As a result, specimen strength is initially governed by the flexural strength of

the perpend joints. For increases in deflection beyond A1, the perpend joint cracking

progresses (Lawrence, 1983; 1995), causing the flexural response to become

increasingly governed by the torsional behaviour of the bed joints. At Pu, ultimate

load capacity is reached and any increase in deflection beyond /u causes progressive

damage to the bed joints. Once the frictional load resistance, P¡, is reached at A¡, any

residual strength is predominantly due to the frictional resistance of the bed joints

(Baker et. al, 1980). For a pure line failure, no frictional resistance is offered.

P

0

P

0

Pu

z
.¡l
ô-

€
cl

r.ì

l0

Pî

a1
0 Árau au

0 0,2
I)eflection, / (mm)

0 5 t0
Deflection, / (mm)

(i) initial behaviour (ii) full behaviour

Figure 2.23 : Hornontal bending test load-deflection behaviour

The test results are given in Appendix A7 and summarised in Table 2.Il (where nr

and no are the number of bed and perpend joints in the failure mechanism). To

account for variability between mortar batches, the experimental load data, P"*0, was

normalised to the mean/-¡ value for all batches (Equation (2.11)).

_L'
- '"*p

I)I rnod
-f.t(."un)

fn(uut"h)

where:

,f'oftur.rr) :/*1 value for mortar batch the specimen is made from

Ât(rn"u,') : mean;f,1 value for all mortar batches

P-od : modified load value

(2.rr)

J¡ ø":0,15 MPa
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Table 2.llzHorizontal bending (vertical orientation) test results

oY

MPa

Pr
GNT)

Ár
(mm)

Po

tk¡I)
Á,

lmm)

$1

(kN/mm)
S2

(kN/mm)
P1

(kN)
np ll6 P¡ln6

(kN)
P rlnod)

(kN)
Pu(nod)

(kN)

0

Mean 5.80 0.102 12.96 0.333 s6.9 I 8.1 0. l4 6.00 5.00 0.03 6.84 13.20

St. Dev, L60 0.073 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.01 1.25

cov 0.12 0.22 0.26 0.00 0.00 0.26 0.09

0.075

Mean 3. l0 0.040 15.57 0.370 96.4 38.2 2.26 5.40 3.80 0.49 3.17 15.81

St. Dev. 1.08 0.026 1.84 0.147 25.9 12.2 0.88 0.89 1.79 0.12 l.l0 t.42

cov 0.35 0.65 o.l2 0.40 0.3 0.3 0.39 0.17 0.47 0.24 0.35 0.09

0.15

Mean 2.78 0.026 t4.21 0.374 1t2.3 33.8 2.96 5.00 3.20 0.99 2.85 14.41

St. Dev, 0.86 0.011 1.13 0.052 38.9 9.0 0.56 0.71 1.10 0.30 1.08 2.05

cov 0.31 0.41 0.08 0.14 0.3 0.3 0.19 0.14 0.34 0.30 0.38 0.14

0.25

Mean 4.276 0.059 15.5',7 0.443 1t5.2 3l.l 3.60 4.60 2.40 1.33 4.83 17.56

St. Dev, 0.64 0.038 2.98 0.1 13 98.0 11.6 0.32 0.55 0.89 0.19 0.69 3. l0
cov 0.l5 0.637 0.19 0.255 0.9 0.4 0.09 0.12 0.3'l 0.14 0.14 0.l8

In a study by Lawrence (1995), Py and Pu were in the order of 5 and 12 kN,

corresponding to moments of 0.63 and 1.50 kNm. These values are comparable to

the mean values of Pr and Pu of 5.80 and 12.96 kN for øu : 0 MPa (Table 2.II),

coffesponding to moments of 0.80 and 1.78 kNm. Similar agreement was observed

for Ao, where Lawrence (1995) obtained deflections in the order of span over 3000

while a value of span over 2500 was observed for this research.

Figure 2.24 (i) compares the mean Pu and Puimoa; values for varying oo. The modified

values show a greater correlation with dv, indicating that ultimate strength increased

slightly with dv. The regression coefficient of 0.681 might increase if it were

possible to account for different failure modes. For example, for on : 0.075 MP4

two tests were prepared using batch C3 (mean/*1 : 0.78 MPa), in which brick and

mortar failure occulred. However, for the three other tests prepared using batches Cl

and D3 (mean/.1 < 0.58 MPa) only mortar failure occurred, and the corresponding Pu

values were all lower than those from batch C3.

Intuitively, the frictional load resistance, P¡, increased substantially with on (Figure

2.24 (ä)). The Prlnb values displayed stronger linearity than P¡ since this parameter
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recognises different failure modes, and as ou increased, the number of bed joints

contributing to frictional resistance decreased.

The primary slope, s1, increased approximately linearly with o" (Figure 2.25). Also,

between ou:0 and 0.25 MPa, secondary slope, .ç2, remained relatively constant,

whereas s1 approximately doubled. The result of s1 increasing with ou implies:

. the torsional behaviour of the bed joints has little effect on specimen response

prior to perpend joint cracking (A < A) because the primary slope of the torque-

rotation behaviour, 51, decreased with increasing øn (Table 2.6 (ä) and (iii)); and,

. the flexural behaviour of the perpend joints includes action which involves a

complex stress distribution that is affected by compressive stress.
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2.5.2 Horìzontal bending (horizontal oríentatíon)

To supplement the vertically oriented tests with no compressive stress ($2.5.1), tests

were also conducted horizontally to investigate the effects of self-weight and test

arrangement. Five test specimens, 3.5 units long and six courses high, were tested in

an Amsler compression machine. The test arrangement is shown in Figare 2.26.

Seven channels of data were recorded during testing:

. applied load (1);

o support displacements at four locations (2-5); and,

. mid-span deflection at two locations (6-7).

displacement
transducer
locations (all

supports

transducers are
on the same side
of the panel) lines

Figure 2.262 Horizontal bending test arrangement (plan view)

Figure 2.27 (i) shows the test apparatus, indicating the arrangement of the test

specimen, the displacement transducers and loading frame. Figure 2.27 (ä) shows a

test specimen indicating failure through five perpend joints and one brick unit.

Appendix A8 includes photographs of the test specimens after failure.

The load-deflection behaviour for the horizontally oriented tests (Figure 2.28) was

similar to the vertically oriented tests (Figure 2.23). However, post-ultimate

frictional resistance did not occur due to the absence of compressive stress. The

measurement of deflection under low levels of loading was not reliable, hence it was

difficult to ascertain the deflection at change of slope, /1. These values are therefore

not reported and the primary and secondary slope values, sr and s2, wore not

evaluated. The test results are given in Appendix A8 and summarised in Table 2.12.

The load data was normalised to the mean/6 value for all batches (Equation (2.11).
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For the vertically and horizontally oriented tests (Table 2.ll and Table 2.12), mean

4, values were 0.333 and 0.359 mm, and mean Pu(mod) values werc 13.20 and

13.79 kN. Poor comparison was shown for the mean Pr(mod) values (6.84 and

2.93 kN), however only one result was available for the vertically oriented tests.

lt\ L--^ /!!\ f-!l - -t --- - -!---(r, r€sl aPPararus (u, rarrc(r specrmen

Figure 2.272 Horwontal bending test (horizontal orientation)

0 Deflection, / (mm) 0.5

Figure 2.28: Load-defl ection behaviour (horizontal orientation)

Although the vertically and horizontally oriented test results were comparable, there

was the unexpected result of brick failure occurring in all horizontally oriented tests,

whereas only mortar failure occurred for the vertically oriented tests. The different

support conditions are likely to have caused the prevailing failure modes. For the

vertically oriented tests the top of the specimen was free, whereas the bottom was

restrained. Although steps were taken to minimise friction at the base, it still offered

some restraint. Therefore, the level of deformation would be expected to be greatest
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at the top of the specimen. This could have resulted in an 'unzipping' effect where

only mortar failure would occur. Conversely, for the horizontally oriented tests, both

the top and bottom of the specimen were free. The failure mode would follow the

path of least resistance and therefore failure could occur through the brick units.

Table 2.12: Hortzontal bending (horizontal orientation) test results

Test Mortar
batch

Pr
(kN)

P,
(kN)

Á,
(mm)

p ll¡ P tlmoo¡

(kN)
P u(mo¿)

(kN)

I C3 3.88 13.28 0.334 5 3 3.48 tt.92
2 C3 2.48 1 1.36 0.290 5 -t 2.23 10.19

J C4 3.26 t4.46 Q.293 5 3 3.08 13.68

4 C4 13.81 0.527 4 I 13.06

5 D3 16.67 0.350 5 J 20.12

Mean 3.21 13.92 0.359 4.80 2.60 2.93 13.79

St. Dev. 0.70 1.93 0. l0 0.45 0.89 0.64 3.78

cov 0.22 0. t4 0.27 0.09 0.34 0.22 0.27

2.5.3 Díagonøl bendíng

Tests were conducted to determine the behaviour of masonry subjected to flexure

about an axis inclined to the bed joints with no axial loading. Four test specimens,

three units'long and five courses high, were prepared using mortar batch Bl and

tested in a horizontal orientation. The test arrangement is shown in Figure 2.29. The

support and loading configuration was oriented to isolate the desired diagonal crack

line such that it propagates along half a bed joint and then along a perpend joint. The

supports were positioned parallel to the loading lines such that they intersect the

centrelines of bed joints at the mid-span between perpend joints of adjacent courses.

supports

displacement
transducer
locations

\
\

\ c
'\Nl

N
Figure 2.29 : Diagon al bendin g test arran gement

lines
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centrelines, were made of 6 mm-wide mild steel with dental paste placed between the

steel and the specimen. The supports, of span 365 Ítm, were made of 6 mm-wide

mild steel with rubber measuring 6 mm-thick and20 mm-wide adhered to the support

lines. Due to the relative stiffiress of the specimen, the loading frame deflected

marginally during testing. Hence the amount of deflection that occurred solely within

the specimen was determined and used along with the self-weight of the loading

frame to calibrate the test data. Table 2.I3 indicates the locations of the LVDT

displacernent transducers for each test. Loading was applied at a slow and repeatable

rate until failure, using an Amsler compression machine. Five channels of data were

recorded during testing, i.e. the applied load and deflection at four locations. Figure

2.31 shows the tlpical failure mode through the mortar joints. Appendix A9 includes

-L^¿^-^-L^ ^f ¿L^ t^^. -^^^:^ ^-- ^Â^- f-jl---^ n-:l---- -L -^,^.8,- -l r- t1- -PilUruËr4Prtù Ur. Lrln r.rrsr slrççurrçrr¡i ¿tttttt raltulti. riltililç wits llul uulllllttru tu [Il9

constant moment region, indicating the variation in mortar joint strengths.

Load-deflection behaviour was linear up to ultimate, indicating elastic behaviour. At

ultimate, the failure mechanism had completely developed with the test specimen

forming two panel sections. At this stage, failure occurred for tests I and 2, whereas

tests 3 and 4 displayed post-ultimate resistance due to in-plane arching, which was an

artifact of the test arrangement and has no practical meaning. Figure 2.32 shows the

load-deflection behaviour from a single transducer location for tests 3 and 4.

50
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Table 2.13: Displacement transducer locations

Test
Lensth 2 3 4

t52 139 t45 t4sLl
L) l2t r54 ts4 153

L7 120 131 131 131

126L4 130 119 t28

90 90L t-z 95

181 172 169L t-q

l8l 176 176L z-t

L r-o 92 82 85

L r_^ 50 73 65 67

53 50L r_. 55 46

87 86 87L.-. 100

t02L q-p 90 109 107

2

4
3

-4

* All measurements
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Figure 2.3lzDiagonal bending test failed specimen

2402
Deflection, / (mm) Deflection, / (mm)

(i) test 3 (ii) test 4

Figure 2.32 z Diagonal bendin g test load-defl ection behaviour
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Chapter 2: Experimental Study

Consider a masonry section subjected to diagonal bending. The linear load-deflection

behaviour (Figure 2.32) suggests that there is no progressive cracking of the mortar

joints prior to failure. Under diagonal bending, as the level of flexure on a mortar

joint increases, tensile stresses are exerted on the plane normal to the torsional

behaviour, reducing the potential torsional capacity for that joint, and vice versa. The

form of interaction between the flexural and torsional failure mechanisms is

unknown, hence three potential failure criteria were investigated ($5.4.2).

The test results are given in Appendix A9 and summarised in Table 2.14. The

deflections, A1, waÍa obtained from the measured data with the deflection in the

loading frame removed. The deflections occurring approximately along the

ccntrclinc of the desired crack region, /i(mod), were evaluated by projecting the

measured deflections to the centreline using the relative lengths between the support.

the transducer locations and the centreline. The magnitude of Au ranged between

span over 1200 to 2600. The mean value was approximately span over 1800,

compared to span over 2500 for the horizontal bending tests ($2.5.1).

Table 2.l4zDiagonal bending test results

2.6 Summary

The results of the experimental study conducted to investigate the out-of-plane

bending response of URM were presented in this chapter. Masonry material tests

were conducted to quantiff the capacity of the failure mechanisms that potentially

, 3 4 l(mod) 4(mod)Test P, (kN)

I 7.92 0.175 0.186 0.1 50 0.185 0.210 0.280 0.228 0.260
2 8.62 0.157 0.184 0.133 0.198 0.205 0.218 0.1 86 0.304

6.65 0.t22 0.148 0.112 0.153 0.1 53 0.175 0.155 0.2t9
4 7.50 0.1 l3 0.146 0.106 0.133 0.142 0.t74 0.148 0.192

Mean 7.67 0.141 0.166 0.t25 0.167 0.1 78 0.2t2 0.179 0.244
St. Dev. 0.82 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.04 0.05

cov 0.l l 0.21 0.13 0.16 0. l8 0.20 0.24 0.20 0.20
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contribute to flexural strength. Small wall specimen tests were also conducted to

investigate horizontal and diagonal bending behaviour.

For the horizontal bending tests, the influence of compressive stress on flexural

behaviour was examined. Tests were conducted on both vertically and horizontally

oriented specimens to investigate the influence of self-weight and test arrangement.

Tests were performed using deflection-control test procedures to obtain load-

deflection data over the full range of behaviour, including post-ultimate response.

The following observations were made with respect to increasing compressive stress:

. Pu(mo¿) increased linearly by 33%between do:0 and0.25 MPa;

. Prand Prlru both increased approximately linearly with ou; and,

. ,sl approximately doubled, whereas sz remained relatively constant between du: 0

and 0.25 MPa.

Masonry variability between and within batches was shown to be of key importance.

The need to distinguish between failure modes when comparing test results is also

important. The material and small wall specimen test results were generally

consistent with those of other researchers, however this study includes additional

information regarding the influence of compressive stress on horizontal bending

behaviour. A greater understanding of the material parameters and how they

influence the basic failure modes contributing to horizontal bending is significant in

the determination of an analytical model for diagonal bending.

Diagonal bending tests were conducted to determine the behaviour of masonry

subjected to flexure about an axis inclined to the bed joints with no axial loading.

The load-deflection behaviour was linear up to ultimate, indicating elastic response.

Masonry variability was shown to be critical, with failure often occurring outside the

constant maximum moment region. An improved understanding of the form of

interaction between the flexural and torsional failure mechanisms is of great

importance in the prediction of the diagonal bending moment capacity.
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Chapter 3: One-way Vertical Bending

3 ONE.\ryAY VERTICAL BENDING

3.1 Introduction

This chapter presents an overview of the load-deflection behaviour of URM walls

subjected to one-way vertical bending ($3.2), along with a review of design and

analysis techniques used for its study ($3.3). A non-linear method for modeling the

load-deflection behaviour of walls subjected to static out-of-plane loading is

described ($3.4). The model is aimed at displacement-based seismic assessment,

which requires load-deflection behaviour, not just ultimate strength (Doherty et al.,

2002). The method incorporates fundamentai non-linear stress-strain rules and

accounts tbr axial loading and stress distributions on bed joints. This procedure is the

first step in being able to model diagonal bending behaviour, where the current

Australian Masonry Code, AS 3700-2001, does not account for the beneficial effects

of axial loading. The model was compared against a rigid-body analysis and its

accuracy was checked by comparison with experimental data ($3.5). A parametric

study ($3.6) was conducted to determine the sensitivity of the load-deflection

behaviour to key parameters. To predict the key stages of the load-deflection

behaviour, mathematical models were developed ($3.7) and compared to the non-

linear model ($3.8). The chapter concludes ($3.9) with a summary of the findings.

3.2 Overview of One-way Vertical Bending Behaviour

For one-way vertical bending to occur, a wall must be supported at its upper and

lower edges, and free along its vertical edges. An example of this type of wall is an

internal URM partition wall without returns. Figure 3.1 shows a one-way vertically

spanning URM wall subjected to an out-of-plane load, w, and undergoing a mid-

height deflection, A. The wall is subjected to a vertical axial load, P, and is cracked

at its supports and mid-height with the wall halves acting as rigid bodies.
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P

5

where:

P : vertical axial load

.Ro: horizontal reaction at bottom support

-R, : horizontal reaction at top support

Z: self-weight of wall
w : out-of-plane load

/ : mid-height deflection

,Rb

P+W

X'igure 3.1: URM wall subjected to one-way vertical bending

The flexural capacity of a vertically spanning wall is highly dependent on the level of

axial loading and bond stren1th,f^t. O.nce the tensile stress in a bed joint due to out-

of-plane loading exceeds the sum of the flexural tensile stress due to the unit-mortar

bond plus the total compressive stress due to self-weight and axial loading, then

cracking occurs in that joint. The location of the crack generally occurs slightly

above wall mid-height. Under static load-control conditions, collapse will not take

place unless the out-of-plane load is sufficient to cause formation of a collapse

mechanism. Whereas, under deflection-control conditions, collapse will not occur

until the mid-height deflection exceeds its point of instability (Priestley, 1985).

Generally the deflection at instability, A,, is approximately equal to the wall

thickness, / (Doherty et a1.,2000).

The loacl-cleflection behaviour of a simply supported vertically spanning wall is

predominantly influenced by the following factors:

. whether or not the wall is cracked prior to loading;

. level of axial loading; and,

. support conditions.

The effects that these factors have on load-deflection behaviour are outlined in the

following sections. Other factors affecting wall perforrnance include the random
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variability of masonry strength, mortar age and degradation, and wall geometry (i.e.

wall thickness, /, and wall slendemess, hlt, where /¿ is the wall height). Researchers

(e.g. Bruneau,1994; Page, 1995; Calvi et al.,1996; TomaZevið,1997) have indicated

the importance of wall geometry for out-of-plane load resistance. For example, the

deflection at instability, Au, is approximately equal to the wall thickness, whereas the

ultimate load resistanca,wr, is inversely proportional to the wall slenderness. Tests

by Doherty (2000) demonstrated that for mortar that is of low quality or has degraded

over time, the ultimate load resistance is typically 50-90% of the ultimate load

determined via rigid-body analysis (Figure 3.2). Also, for degraded mortar, the

deflection at instability will be reduced from the wall thickness, t, to a lower value.

mid-height deflection, / A, t

Figure 3.2: Effect of degraded mortar on load-deflection behaviour

3.2.1 Crøcked load-deflectìon behavìour

For a wall that is cracked, the wall halves act approximately as rigid bodies under

out-of-plane loading. The non-linear load-deflection behaviour (Figure 3.3 (i)) is
independent of the bond strength and results from the complex interaction of gravity

restoring moments (due to self-weight and axial loading), the movement of vertical

reactions with mid-height deflection and P-A ovefiurning moments. This behaviour

is discussed in detail by Doherty (2000). Collapse occurs when the vertical force

resultant above the mid-height crack moves outside the wall thickness, causing the

out-of-plane resistance to reduce to zero (Priestley, 1935). This point is denoted as

the deflection at instabiliry, Au (Figure 3.3 (Ð).

3

6le
(¡)

6l
a
+l
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r/ u(t )

rr42)

rigid-body analysis

behaviour

w"q1¡: (50-90Vo)w"e)
depending on mortar condition
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3.2.2 Uncrøcked load-detlectíon behøviour

For an uncracked wall undergoing vertical bending, the wall initially behaves

elastically, where the out-of-plane load resistance increases linearly with deflection

(Figure 3.3 (Ð). Once cracking occurs the behaviour reverts to that of the cracked

wall. Ultimate strength is highly dependent on the level of axial loading.

A ground floor wall in a multi-storey building of concrete slab-URM wall

construction has high axial loading at the critical mid-height cross-section before any

out-of-plane load is applied. For such walls, cracking does not affect ultimate

capacity, since the cracking load, w"r, is less than the post-cracking load, wu (Figure

3.3 (Ð). Typical examples of low axial loading include walls in low-rise buildings,

walls in uppsr storeys of multi-storey buildings or lightly loaded non-loadbearing

walls. For these walls, the bond strength is particularly important. If such walls are

subjected to excitation under load-control (e.g. wind loads) this type of out-of-plane

action results in sudden failure since the cracking load, w"r, is greater than the post-

cracking load, wu (Figure 3.3 (iD).

dw'

é)

cË

,.!.

¿
o

W"¡

wt

mid-height deflection, / Au mid-height deflection,./

(i) high axial loading (ii) low axial loading

X'igure 3.3: Load-deflection behaviour for varying axial loading

au

The beneficial effects of axial loading on wall performance were highlighted during

the analysis of the damage caused by the V/hittier Narrows, California earthquake of

1987 (Deppe, 1988; Moore et al., 1988; Blaikie & Spurr, 1992). The main cause of

out-of-plane failure in many upper-storey walls, especially non load-bearing walls,

was identified as the lack of axial loading. This type of failure was essentially absent

behaviour

uncracked linear-
elastic behaviour

non-linear behaviour
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in lower storeys. Also, experimental studies including clay brick and block URM

wall specimens subjected to dynamic out-of-plane motions have also demonstrated

that axial loading improves collapse resistance (Adham, 1985; Bruneau, 1994).

The idea that an URM wall will fail suddenly under dynamic (seismic) loading if it
loses its 'uncracked' strength has been shown to be a misconception (Doherty, 2000).

In contrast to load-control behaviour, if under deflection-control, URM walls can

exhibit substantial reserve displacement capacity. The difference in areas under the

load-deflection response for cracked and uncracked walls is very small, and in theory

is only due to the sharp peak at very small deflections (Figure 3.3). The area under

the loatl-clefleotion response is equivalent to the potential energy stored in the wall at

the level of cleflection, / (Blaikie & Sprur, 1992). Compared to the total area, the

area under the initial peak for an uncracked wall is so small as not to have suffrcient

strain energy to cause a sudden failure when the wall cracks.

3.2.3 Supportcondìîíons

For vertically spanning walls, support conditions can greatly affect wall capacity.

Consider a wall cracked at its supports and mid-height. As deflection increases, the

mechanism rotates with a restoring moment arising due to axial loading and self-

weight (Doherty et a1.,1998). The magnitude of the restoring moment is dependent

on the support conditions (Blaikie & Spurr, 1992; Doherty, 2000). This restoring

moment acts to resist out-of-plane loading and thus increases wall capacity. Now

consider a wall with end conditions consisting of a damp-proof course (DPC) on

concrete slab at the base and a slip joint at the top. As deflection increases, the

vertical reactions at mid-height and the supports move from the centreline to the

extreme f,rbres. A common alternative support arrangement in housing is the

connection of a timber roof truss to the wall via a timber top plate with a concrete

slab DPC end condition below. As deflection increases, while the middle and base

reactions move to the extreme fibres, the top vertical reaction remains approximately

at the centreline, thus reducing the possible restoring moment. As a result of this
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reduced vertical axial load lever arm compared to the end condition of a DPC below

and a slip joint above, the out-of-plane load resistance is reduced (Doherty, 2000).

3.3 Review of Design and Analysis Techniques

To determine a suitable approach for the development of the non-linear model ($3.4),

a review of previous research was conducted. The focus of some research differed

from that of this study, as the behaviour investigated was such that the stresses caused

by axial loading were very much greater than those caused by out-of-plane bending,

whereas the reverse is studied in this research. As a result, the review was separated

into two sections, dealing with out-of-plane bending with low and high axial loading.

3.3.1 Out-of-pløne bending wìth low axial loadìng

For the design of walls subjected to vertical bending, AS 3700-2001 uses an elastic

stress-based analysis method. The method is dependent on the bond strength, wall

thickness and length, and the compressive stress in the section due to axial loading

and self-weight. The vertical bending moment capacity, M"n, is given by

Equations (3.1) to (3.3). The method inherently assumes that ultimate strenglh is

reached at cracking, however, for walls with high axial loading this is not the case

(Figure 3.3 (Ð). V/hile this approach is suitable for cases where the level of axial

loading is low and the out-of-plane loading can be represented as a sustained static

force, it does not recognise the substantial reserve displacement capacity that URM

walls exhibit when subjected to seismic loading. Also, since the method is dependent

on a reliable estimate of bond strength, v it is difficult to

predict the out-of-plane load to cause (Doherty et a1.,1998).

. where "f^r> 0,

M 
"u 

= the lesser of :

M.u = Ø k,,,fi"rZo+ foZo; and,

M", =3.0 ø k-tf:"Zd

(3.1)

(3.2)
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. where fi,r=0:

M", = fozo (3.3)

where:

f¿ : design compressive stress on the bed joint at cross-seetion under consideration

f:, : characteristic flexural tensile strength of masonry

Émt : bending moment capacity factor

Z¿ : section modulus of bedded area

ø : capacity reduction factor

To determine the realistic response of URM walls subjected to seismic excitation,

load-deflection behaviour, not just ultimate strength, is required. Priestley (1985)

suggested that seismic capacity is likely to be governed not by material strength, but

by stability and energy considerations. Therefore, Priestley developed a seismic

performance assessment procedure based on the principle of conservation of energy

to investigate the out-of-plane loading response of URM walls. By analysing various

stages of crack propagation at wall mid-height and evaluating the corresponding

moments and curvatures for each stage, the complete load-deflection behaviour was

described. It was assumed that the wall ends were simply connected, so that the

vertical forces actat the centreline of each support, hence there are no end moments.

For the typical support arrangement of a DPC below and a slip joint above, this

assumption is conservative ($3.2.3). Griffith et al. (2003) refined the approach

developed by Priestley by replacing the simplified stress-strain relationship (linear or

rectangular stress block) used with a non-linear (elasto-plastic) stress-strain curve.

McDowell et al. (1956) proposed an arching action theory to determine the static

load-deflection behaviour for URM walls with solid cross-section constrained

between rigid supports. The theory was based on the assumption that the principal

resistance to out-of-plane loading is due to a crushing action at the mid-height and

supporls. It was also assumed that immediately upon loading tension cracks develop,

(i.e. the material has no tensile resistance), forming a failure mechanism, thereafter
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the wall halves act as rigid bodies. An elastic-plastic stress-strain relationship was

assumed for the masonry. The work was highly regarded (Eremin et al., 1956)

especially with respect to earthquake resistant design, clearly demonstrating that

URM walls can develop substantial strengths when constrained between essentially

rigid supports. However, Eremin et al. (1956) were critical of the adoption of an

elastic-plastic stress-strain relationship for an analysis of arching action.

Accordingly, a revised analysis procedure was proposed, replacing the elastic stress

distribution with a plastic stress block.

ABK (1981), Priestley (1985), Blaikie & Spurr (1992) and Doherty (2000) have all

used rigid body analysis for URM walls under vertical bending. The wall was

assumed to crack at the mid-height and supports forming two rigid bodies. Figure 3.4

shows the free body diagram (FBD) of a simply supported URM wall with end

conditions of a DPC below and a slip joint above, subjected to out-of-plane loading

(Doherty et aI.,1998). This support arrangement forces the vertical reactions to the

leeward face of the wall. A rigid-body equilibrium-based static analysis is performed

to determine Equations (3.a) and (3.5), which represent the predicted maximum out-

of-plane load for the uniformly distributed load (UDL) and point load conditions.
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(i) UDL (ii) point load

Figure 3.4: FBD for rigid-body analysis of URM wall
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8/
'W = --=h'
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Unlike elastic stress-based analysis techniques, the method is independent of the bond

strength. After the formation of the mechanism, the wall capacity is only dependent

on selÊweight, axial loading, wall height and thickness. Doherty et al. (1998)

compared the results of this rigid-body analysis with those of a stress-based linear-

elastic analysis. It was found that for high axial loading the rigid-body analysis

provides a less conservative prediction since the cornpressive zone at wall rnid-height

is forced to the extreme fibre due to cracking. For low axial loading the reverse is

true due to additional out-of-plane strength due to the inclusion of bond strength

(Doherty et al.,1998). The biJinear relationship derived from the rigid-body analysis

envelops the typical load-deflection behaviour (Figure 3.5). Further work (Doherty et

al., 2000) included empirical modeling to represent the real load-deflection behaviour

as a tri-linear relationship (Figure 3.5). This was done by undertaking a parametric

study to determine the non-linear load-deflection parameters that dominate the

response and then evaluating the tri-linear approximation.

mid-height deflection, / Au

Figure 3.5: Comparison of typical and analytical load-deflection behaviour

There is a discrepancy between the ultimate load, wu, for the typical experimental

behaviour and rigid-body analysis (Figure 3.5). This is because the vertical reactions

at the mid-height and supports bear over a finite region, hence the eccentricity is

cË

q)

cl

+!.

*l

wu

behaviour

rigid-body analysis

tri-linear approximation
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reduced comp¿rred to the rigid-body analysis where the reactions are assumed to be at

the extreme fibres. These reduced lever arms result in a reduced ultimate load, ilru,

and deflection at instability, Au, compared to the rigid-body analysis (Doherty et al.

2000). 'Work by researchers such as Adham (1985) has shown that, under dynamic

loading, fully cracked URM walls can remain stable and maintain axial loading at a

higher level than that predicted by static and rigid-body analyses. After cracking

occurs, the wall halves behave as rigid blocks rocking about the cracked sections of

the wall. If self-weight and axial loading are sufficient to prevent overturning of the

individual rigid bodies then as long as the deflection is less than the deflection at

instability, a condition of dynamic stability exists (Bruneau, 1994).

Over the past two decades, masoffy design codes have gradually adopted probability-

based limit states criteria for resistance against out-of-plane loading (TomaZevið,

1997 Ster,yart & Lawrence,2002). Its acceptance has followed the well-established

use of probabilistic methods for the design of steel and reinforced concrete structures.

Earlier work (Ellingwood & Tallin, 1985) also encouraged probability-based limit

states design in favour of working stress design. The ultimate limit state, associated

with collapse, focuses on the overall structural strength, with the safety of a building

being a probabilistic function dependent on the expected seismic action, e.g. ground

acceleration, and the resistance capacity of the building (TomaZeviö,1997).

Although such work has improved greatly in recent times and has given accurate

results, its macroscopic nature does not give an indication of the localised behaviour

within a wall panel. Further work (Stewart &, Lawrence,2002) applied probabilistic

design to obtain estimates of probability of failure, i.e. collapse, for non-loadbearing

masonry walls subjected to vertical bending. The proposed method offers far greater

detail than the overall structural type adopted by TomaZevið (1991), whereby

consideration is given to first cracking, resulting redistribution of stresses, possible

additional cracking (if redistributed stresses exceed bond strength) and so on until

failure. However, due to the nature of the technique it still does not provide an

insight into the behaviour between masonry components. To assimilate probabilistic
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information regarding loads and material properties, Monte Carlo simulation methods

were used. It was also shown that the probability of failure is very sensitive to

variation in wall width, workmanship and unit thickness. The development of such a

computational method provides a more accurate estimation of the probability of

failure and the opportunity for probability-based evaluation of current design

specifications (Stewart & Lawrenc e, 2002).

3.3.2 Out-of-plane bendìng wíth hìgh axial loødìng

Ojinaga & Turkstra (1980) developed a method to determine the ultimate strength of

cored brick and hollow concrete block URM walls subjected to axial loading and out-

of-plane loading. The analysis method was based on a direct beam-column analysis

(P-A method) whereby bending moments due to axial loading acting through

<ief,lections were com'bine<i with bending moments due to out-ot-plane loading.

Linear-elastic stress-strain behaviour with no tensile capacity for the masoruy was

assumed. For comparison with test data, deflections due to axial loading acting

through the deflected shape were neglected and only elastic deflections due to

primary bending moments were included. This avoided the need for an iterative

procedure and allowed the method to be readily solved with modest computational

effort, but caused an underestimation in theoretical deflections, especially for

members of high slenderness. Hence on average, the analysis was conservative for

cored brick URM walls with the mean and standard deviation of the ratio of tested to

theoretical capacity being 1.39 and 0.33 for 92 test data. Frisch-Fay (1980)

demonstrated that when considering the bending behaviour of masonry members, a

material with no tensile capacity would have a greater curvature than one with some

tensile resistance. As a result, the assumption by Ojinaga & Turkstra (1980) that the

masomy has no tensile resistance could lead to an overestimation in the initial

deflection before P-A effecfs become dominant.

An analysis was undertaken by Romano ef al. (1993) to determine the ultimate load

and deflection for URM walls under axial loading and subjected to a mid-height out-

of-plane point load. It was assumed that the masoffy does not resist tensile forces
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and exhibits a non-linear (monomial) gross stress-strain relationship in compression.

Clearly, a more realistic representation of the masonry would require discrete

consideration of the mortar and units due to the large differences between stiffnesses

and deformabilities. Despite this, in the analysis of relatively tall masonry members,

in which the masonry was considered as a continuum, good accuracy was obtained.

Frisch-Fay (1975; 1980) studied the load-deflection behaviour of masonry columns

subjected to eccentric axial loading. Previous masonry stability analysis techniques

were extended by considering both cracked and uncracked zones of members and not

just regarding the members as having no tensile strength and behaving elastically.

Initial work considered the cracked portions of the partially cracked sections as being

devoid of any strength and were regarded as non-existing material. An idealised

stress distribution was utilised, giving no consideration to the discontinuity in

strength and stiffness between the mortar and brick units. Later work (Frisch-Fay,

1980) included a more realistic representation of the material whereby the cracked

part was considered as a combination of cracked (mortar) and uncracked (brick units)

layers. This resulted in a more realistic representation of the relative curyatures

between the different materials and led to the development of a more rehned

description of the load-deflection behaviour, clearly indicating the importance of

including tension capacity in the analysis of masonry members subjected to bending.

More sophisticated computerised anal¡ical techniques have enabled greater potential

to accurately predict wall behaviour. Liu & Dawe (2001) developed an analytical

technique, based on a finite element method, to predict the behaviour of concrete

masonry walls under combined axial and out-of-plane loading. The technique gave

encouraging results when compared to experimental data. However, since it is based

on the determination of element stiffnesses at successive load increments, the

technique is not suitable for displacement-based behaviour and hence can not predict

the full load-deflection behaviour shown in Figure 3.5.
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3.4 Development of Non-linear Model

This section describes the non-linear model developed to predict the load-deflection

behaviour of URM walls subjected to one-way vertical bending due to static out-oÊ

plane loading. Based on a predictor-corrector approach, the method utilises a non-

linear stress-strain model for the mortar and accounts for axial loading and stress

distributions on bed joints. The method was compared to a rigid-body analysis and

its accuracy was verified against experimental data ($3.5).

3.4.1 Ovemíew of the ønalysß

For the analysis, an URM wall was assumed to undergo vertical bending due to out-

oÊplane loading (Figure 3.6). The analysis was driven by incrementing the curvature

in the top (first) bed joint, h. ¡¡ each curvature step i, there are two unknowns to be

determined, so that stability is maintained:

. the out-of-plane load, w; and,

. the factor, a, relating w to the top support reaction, R1 (Equation (3.6)).

Rt=dw (3.6)

'When solving for w and a,Iwo geometric constraints are employed:

. the change in deflection between the centrelines of the top and bottom bed joints

is specified (e.g. for no relative movement between storey levels this change in

deflection is zero); and,

. the slope between the top and bottom supports is specified (e.g. where both

supports remain horizontal the difference in slope is zero).

The end conditions are assumed to be a DPC below and a slip joint above, hence

vertical movement of the top support is possible. Hence since there is no arching

mechanism, the axial load is assumed to remain constant with increasing mid-height

deflection. For the case of an infill URM wall, the top boundary condition could be

modif,red so that vertical movement of the top support would not be possible and the

axial load would not remain constant.
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P

Ml
<_ &:dw where:

j : counter for bedjoint
M, : momenl in bed joint 1

M" : moment in bed joint r
n :total number of bed joints
P : vertical axial load
Ro : horizontal reaction at bottom support
.R, : horizontal reaction at top support
W : self-weight of course of brickwork
w : out-oÊplane load
d : factor relating w to -R,

A : mid-height deflection

n Ro:(l-ø)w
Mn

A
P+>,W

X'igure 3.6: Forces acting on a rvall subjected to one-way vertical bending

3.4.2 Desøiptìon of the anulysis

To solve the model, a special-pufpose Fortran program was developed based on the

sequential logic shown in Figure 3.7. The program code is listed in Appendix B. The

top bed joint was chosen to drive the analysis since it is located at a fixed reference

position, between the bottom of the top support (e.g. a concrete slab) and the top of

the first course of brickwork. The curvature, f, is integrated over the bed joint

thickness, /-, to determine the change in rotation in the joint, áá.6¡ (Equation (3.7)).

The rotation, Q, is measured between the centrelines of the bottom of the top support

and the bottom of jointi under analysis. Each rotatioî, q (Equation (3.8)), is based

on the rotation to the previous joint, 4-r, where ä4C-rl is the cleformation of the

course of brickwork above the joint under analysis (Equation (3.9)).

j: I
2
3

oints,J

w

6e

M,_,

,n(¡ : Ø1t,n

0, = 0,-r t õ061rr¡ + 60,,(:)

(3.1)

(3 .8)

(3.e)60r(rr)
EnI n

h,
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where:

b : width of the bed joint (i.e. I m for a metre run of wall)

,Ð6 : modulus of elasticity of brick unit

hu :height of brick unit

16 : moment of inertia of the brickwork (Equation (3.10))

(3.10)

Yes

Yes

Read input parameters and initialise variables

Increment curvature at top bed joint, fi

.t or top joint, calculate:

rotation, d1, deflection, A1, ãfldmoment, M1

Estimate out-of-plane load, w, andfactor, a

For each joint, calculate:

sheat, V¡, brick deformation, õQo6-1¡,moment, M¡,
curvature, fi,ro|ation, Ar, and deflection, {

Are deflection and slope within tolerances?

Plot w-l point

Is entire w-Abehaviotr complete?

END
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Two primary assumptions in this analysis are:

. For the determination of brick deformations, áfl6-1¡, the moment in the bed joint

above the bed joint under analysis, M¡t, is constant over the brick height. This is

assumed since the moment in the joint under analysis, M¡is unknown, hence it is

not possible to average the moments over the brick height.

. For the determination of rotations, Q, the curvatures, ùt, arc approximately

constant over the bed joint thickness, /-, since the moment, Mi,will not change

significantly over this distance for a sufficient wall height.

Knowing the curvature, Øt, and axial thrust, Nt, in the top bed joint, the moment, M1,

may be calculated using a 'layered analysis' approach. The axial thrust is given by

the summation of the axial load and self-weight above the joint under analysis. The

stress, q in each layer of the bed joint is calculated as a function of the strain, e,

using the non-linear stress-strain model (Figure 3.8) adapted from work by Chong et

al. (1991). The mortar in compression is modeled as a tri-linear elastic-plastic

material. Under tension, linear elastic-brittle behaviour is assumed. The plastic state

corresponding to the crushing strength is supported by McDowell et al. (1956).

stress, ø
compression

.f^"

0.8.8'"

where:

E, : modulus of elasticity of mortar

f^o : ullimale compressive stress

f", : ultimate tensile stress
{t)Jmc''

E^

strain, e
tension

Figure 3.8: Non-linear stress-strain model for mortar

The analysis is driven by incrementing the curvature in the top bed joint, therefore the

stress-strain model must be able to produce curvature corresponding to the deflection

at instability, Au, to predict the entire load-deflection behaviour. The plastic state in

compression (Figure 3.8) is not considered to be representative of actual behaviour.
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In addition, it would cause the moment in the section to remain constant past a certain

level of curvature, resulting in numerical instability when trying to solve for an

unknown curvature to give atarget moment. A more realistic model has a negative

slope once,f" is reached, representing mortar crushing, resulting in a reduction in

moment capacity (Figure 3.9 (Ð, model (a)). Two alternative stress-strain models are

shown in Figure 3.9 (iÐ and (iii), where the magnitude of the stress-strain gradient

pastf^ is slightly positive (model (b)) and slightly negative (model (c)). Consider a

wall with geometric and material parameters given in Table 3.1. To reach the

deflection at instability, ao, the maximum curvature, fi.,*, required is of the order of

1.30 x 10-2 mm-r. For model (a) (Figure 3.9 (Ð), ûn* = 1.45 x l0-3 mm-r, which

corresponds to a deflection of approximately 7.27 mm, whereas /u was 47.62 mm.

Hence since the difference in moment-curvature behaviour for models (b) and (c)

(Figure 3.9 (ii) anri (iii)) is consiciered negiigi'oie, modei (b) was chosen. This mociei

produces an ever-increasing moment and therefore avoids the possibility of numerical

instability occurring where for a given moment two values of curvature are possible.

Once the moment in the top bed joint is determined, the values of w and a are

estimated, giving the shear, V¡, for all bed joints. For each remaining joint, if the

shear and moment are known, the curvature may be calculated, which is in turn

integrated to determine the rotation. The deflection, /;, between the centreline of the

top support and the top of joint j is then obtained by integrating the rotation

(Equation(3.11)). Once the analysis is complete for all joints the geometric

constraints for deflection and slope ($3.4.1) are checked to ensure they are within

specified tolerances. If not,,new values for w and a are determined using a two-

dimensional search routine, based on the relative emors of each constraint. This

modifies the shear along the wall and the analysis is repeated until the tolerances are

satisfied. The mid-height deflection, /, is evaluated using Equation (3.I2) or (3.13)

for an even or odd number of bed joints. The analysis is then complete for the given

curvature increment (step l) and the procedure is repeated until the entire load-

deflection relationship is described.
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/,= /¡-t+/- sináj-r +h,sin(7t-, +ád66";)

/1,=","n) = /%*t^sinl, *)"i"(ar* ul"W))

/(n=oaa) = /(,*%* t^
sin0q,*r/

f^"

.f,"

f^"12

2

0 0.5

" Curvature' / 1x 10-1 mm-l)

(i) model (a): slope of magnitude -.E'

0.028^

0.8,E'-

0 5 10

Curvature, / 1x 10-3 nm-l)

(ii) modet (b): slope of magnitude +0.02,E'-

-0.028^

0.88-

E^

5 10

" Curvature, / 1x 1o-3 mm-l)

(iii) model (c): slope of magnitude -0.02^E-

f igure 3.9: Alternative stress-strain models for mortar
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Table 3.1: Parameter values for comparison of stress-strain models

Parameter Vnlue
Width of bed ioint b 1000 mm
Modulus of elasticity of brick Eb 15000 MPa
Modulus of elasticity of mortar E ^ 1500 MPa

Ultimate compressive stress f^" 5 MPa
Heisht of wall h 1472 mm
Height of brick unit h 76 mm
Thickness of wall t 50 mm
Thickness ofbedjoint t- l0 mm

Density of masonry p 1800 kem-3

Compressive stress ov 0.25 MPa

3.4.3 Detailed descriptìon of moment calculations

For a wall with end conditions consisting of a DPC below and a slip joint above, as

rleflecfinn in¡lreqsec fhe r¡er-finol rponfinnc h^r/a finm tLo ^^-+-^1:-^ +^ +L^ l^^.-,^-l¡ r vqvLrvuo rrrv v v lr vru rlrw vvull vllllv Lt LIIç lçç w (1'lLl

face of the wall. However, to determine the moment in each joint, the axial thrusts

for successive joints are kept at the centreline of the course of brickwork (Figure

3.10). Hence the restoring moments are accounted for by use of an equivalent force-

couple system with moments placed at the ends of the FBD to compensate for the

axial thrusts not moving from the centrelines to the centroids of their compressive

zones. Alternatively, the analysis may need to account for a 'pin' support, e.g. where

a timber roof truss is connected to the wall via a timber top plate with a concrete slab

DPC end condition below. In this case, the moment at the top joint, M¡ would be

zero since the axial thrust would be forced to act at the centreline of the top support.

Figure 3.10 shows the FBD used to determine the moment in bed jointT, indicating

the rotation in the joint. For clarity, the rotation of the course of brickwork is not

shown. Equation (3 .I4) is used to determine the mom ent, Mi, in each j oint except the

top joint. The out-oÊplane load term, w¡-r, is included for all joints to cater for the

analysis of either a point load or UDL. For a point load, w.¡-r is zero for all joints

except for the location of the load, wher e w¡r : w. For a UDL, the shear in each bed

joint, Z¡, is given by Equation (3.15).
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M¡= M j r**(.¡-1coS12 -14/ sin*r)-fr,-r?^cosrr +( cosxr)-N¡-,(t.ri*, +h,sinxr)

where:

xr:0¡-,

xr:0i-, + õ9b(j-l

v j =w,(a(n-r)-(;-t))

(3.14)

(3.1s)

centreline
of top joint

top support

t-'

where

hu

M¡:
ry
tn

vj
W:

M¡t v¡r t^

height ofbrick unit
moment in jointj
axial thrust in jointj
thickness ofjoint
shear in jointj
selÊweight of course
of brickwork

%-r 
: load on course of

brickwork above jointj
Aj : deflection ofjointi
ej : rotation to bedjointi

0,-, hu

vj
Mj

ry

X'igure 3.10: FBD for calculation of rl4¡

For the non-linear stress-strain model (Figure 3.8) and for a given axial thrust, ly'j, for

all other factors equal, two possible moment-curvature relationships exist for

different bond stren1th,f^t, conditions (Figure 3.11 (i)):

. fmt> 0, i.e. uncracked state; and,

. .f*t: 0, i.e. no tensile capacity, or cracked state.

For cases where/*1> 0, for a given moment there may be two values of curvature due

to post-peak softening. To model the entire load-deflection behaviour, the analysis is

undertaken in two stages. To describe the initial linear-elastic behaviour (Figure

3.11(iÐ(a)) the analysis is conducted with each bed joint having a finite bond

strength, until a joint reaches the ultimate moment, Mux, (Figure 3.11(i)) which

t3
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coresponds to tensile cracking. The analysis is repeated with each joint having no

bond strength, for the non-linear behaviour (Figure 3.11 (iÐ (b)).

M ult (a) "f., > 0

(b) "/.,:0

curvature, ô mid-height deflection, /

(i) moment curvature behaviour (ii) load-deflection behaviour

Figure 3.llz M-þ relationships for mortar for varyingl6 and ÀÍ¡

3.5 Comparison of Model to Experimental Data and Rigid-body Analysis

The accuracy of the non-linear model ($3.4) was verified by comparison to test data.

Doherty (2000) conducted static push tests on cracked and uncracked wall specimens.

Table 3.2 summarises the test wall details and indicates the mean parameter values

used for model verification. To describe the vertical bending response, seven key

stages of the load-deflection behaviour were identified (Figure 3.I2):

. primary slope, s1;

. cracking out-oÊplaneload,w"r;

. mid-height deflection at w"r, A(w");

. ultimate out-of-planeload, wu;

. mid-height deflection at wu, A(wr);

. secondary slope, s2i and,

. mid-height deflection at instability, /,.

For cases where fn: 0, the non-linear model must have a non-zero value of axial

loading to maintain force equilibrium. Hence the numerical results were only

compared to test data for cracked walls with axial loading. However, for test data for

q)

€l

,J.
o
I

ao

q)

o

Á u

f^r>0
N¡to

.f ^r> 
0

N;:0

f ̂ r:0N¡ to
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uncracked walls (i.e./.1> 0) with no axial loading, the initial linear-elastic behaviour

can be compared to the numerical predictions.

Table 3.2: Test wall details and parameter values for model verification

(i) test wall data (ü) model verilication data

lVall I
lmm)

Condition ov
(MPa)

I ll0 cracked 0.15

2 50 cracked 0.075

3 110 uncracked 0

4 ll0 uncracked 0.15

5 50 uncracked 0.075

Parameter Velue

Width of bed ioint b 950 mm

Modulus of elasticity of brick E,n 15000 MPa

Modulus of elasticity of mortar E 
^

1500 MPa

Ultimate compressive stress .f^" 5.17 MPa

Ultimate tensile stress ,f.t 1r : t to ..¡
/-t rr = so --i

0.46 MPa

0.75 MPa

Heisht of wall h 1472 mm

Heisht of brick unit h,, 76 mm

Ihickness ofbed loint t ñ l0 mm

Density of masonry P 1r = tto mm¡

P ç =somn¡

1800 ftg¡¡-3

2300 ksm-3

(^) 
->

A(w") mid-height deflection, / au

Figure 3.12: Key stages of load-deflection behaviour

3.5.1 Crøcked test specimens

Figure 3.13 (Ð shows the behaviour of a cracked llOmm-thick wall with oo :

0.15 MPa. The non-linear model slightly overestimates the ultimate load, wu, but

gives poor predictions of the primary slope, ,s1, ând deflection atwû, A(wr). The non-

linear model has been thoroughly examined and agrees reasonably'well with elastic

theory, using an effective flexural rigidity for the brickwork, which indicates that the

experimental behaviour is very flexible. Hence it was suspected that the elastic

material properties are much softer and more non-linear than indicated by material

w

È ,",
Gl

ow,
¿Ë

È
+!.

I
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tests. For example, the experimental load-deflection behaviour is non-linear from the

onset of loading (Figure 3.13 (Ð), suggesting that the compressive stress-strain

behaviour for the mortar should also be highly non-linear as opposed to the assumed

linear-elastic behaviour. Unfortunately, insufficient data was given by Doherty

(2000) to accurately define a full non-linear stress-strain model for the mortar. For

this research, since the primary focus was diagonal bending behaviour, the stress-

strain model was not investigated further.

Another discrepancy between the predicted and experimental response is that the test

data significantly exceeds the load-deflection envelope given by rigid-body analysis.

Doherty (2000) found that for llOmm-thick walls, additional load capacity was

developed above that of the rigicl-body analysis due to the increased static deflection

of the springs used for axial loading. Figure 3.13 (iÐ displays the arrangement of the

top wall edge, where, as wall deflection increases, the wall halves rock, essentially as

rigid bodies, increasing the effective wall height. This increase in height is in tum

resisted by the springs along the top wall edge and the level of compressive stress

increases, providing additional out-of-plane load capacity.

vertical

0 100
movement is
restrained by

springs

(i) (ii) top wall edge

Figure 3.13: 110 mm-thickwall, cracked, õn= 0.15 MPa

Figure 3.14 (i) shows the behaviour of a cracked 50 mm-thick wall with on :
0.075 MPa. The non-linear model closely reproduces the secondary slope, s2, but

again overestimates the primary slope, s1, ultimate load, wu, and deflection at

a

€É

{¡

+l
I

6000

5000

4000

3000

2000

I 000

0

20 40 60 80
mid-height deflection, / (mm)

non-linear model
experimental
data (Doherty)

rigid-body
analysis

1
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instability, Au, andunderestimates the deflection atwn, A(w"). The cracked specimens

were dynamically tested several times prior to static testing (Doherty, 2000), hence

the effective bedded area of mortar at the cracked joints may have reduced due to

mortar degradation. Figure 3.14 (iD compares the non-linear model behaviour for

walls with effective thicknesses of 50 and 45 mm, indicating that the reduction gives

improved predictions of ultimate load and deflection at instability. In addition to

mortar degradation and the non-linearity of the mortar discussed above, other factors

that may have caused the measured and predicted responses to vary include:

. the model assumes the change in deflection and slope between the top and bottom

supports, are zero, however this may not have been the case experimentally;

. the model assumes solid units, whereas cored units were used experimentally,

which would reduce the cross-s"ciional area and moment of inertia; and,

. random variability of masonry.

600

400

200

600

400

200

a
€

{)
cË

d
I

ô
00

0 50

(r) (ir)

Figure 3.14: 50 mm-thickwall, cracked, õn= 0.075 MPa

3.5.2 Uncracked test specimens

Figure 3.15 shows the behaviour of an uncracked 110 mm-thick wall with no axial

loading. Figure 3.15 (Ð shows a different scale to Figure 3.15 (ii) for clarity. The

non-linear model overestimates the cracking load, w"r, and underestimates the

deflection at cracking , A(w"). The load, vr",, is proportional to the bond strength, f^t,

and the non-linear model uses a meanfmtvalue of 0.46 MPa. For a masoffy wall, the

l0 20 30 40
mid-height deflection, / (mm)

10 20 30 40
mid-height deflection, / (mm)

0 50

non-linear model

experimental
data

rigid-body
analysis

effective thickness : 45

nonJinear model: effective thickness : 50 mm

data
experimental
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overall strength will be lower than the mean of the individual joint strengths because

a joint with less than average strength will typically cause failure (Lawrence , l99l).

In practice, due to masonry variability, the joint strengths are randomly distributed

along the wall height, hence the joint that cracks will be the one that has the most

adverse combination ofjoint strength, axial loading and bending moment. The non-

linear model gives a value of w"r: 4458 N. Assuming that the COV is 30Yo, the f^¡
values required for the non-linear model to match the measured values of w., : 2200

and 3180 N, are 0.21 and 0.32 MPa, which are approximately 1.8 and 1.0 times the

standard deviation below the mean. Hence if a probabilistic method were used, the

non-linear model could be expected on average to give better predictions for the

cracking load, w"r. However, the deflection at cracking, a(w"), is predicted poorly as

explained above.

experimental
data (Doherty)

0 t234
mid-height deflection, / (mm)

5 50 100
mid-height deflection, / (mm)

(ù (ir)

X'igure 3.15: 110 mm-thickwall, uncracked, o,, = 0 MPa

Figure 3.16 (i) and (ii) display the uncracked behaviour of a 110 mm-thick wall with

ou : 0.15 MPa and a 50 mm-thick wall with ou : 0.075 MPa. The non-linear model

overestimates the cracking load, w",, for both cases. As above, by assuming that the

COV is 30%o, the f^t values required for the non-linear model to match the measured

values of w", : 4700 and 5200 N for (i) and w",: 950 N for (ii) are approximately 0.9

and 0.6, and L9 times the standard deviation below the mean, respectively. Post-

cracking behaviour significantly exceeds the load-deflection envelope given by rigid-
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body analysis since, as discussed above, additional load capacity was developed due

to the increased static deflection of the springs used for axial loading.

1500

1000

500

0

0 50 100
mid-height deflection, / (mm)

0 l0 20 30 40

mid-height deflection, / (mm)
50

(i) f = 110 mm, øv = 0.15 MPa (ii) f = 50 mm, on = 0.075 MPa

Figure 3.16: Uncracked test wall behaviour

Since the non-linear model was unable to adequately predict the primary slope, and

deflections at cracking and ultimate load, these parameters were not considered

further.

3.6 Parametric Study

To determine the influence on the key stages of the load-deflection behaviour, the

following parameters were varied:

. cofnpressive stress, on (0.005,0.25,0.50 MPa);

. slendernessratio, hlt(h:1472mm;t:50,100, 150 mm;hlt =30, 15, 10);

. flexural tensile strength of the masonry,/-1 (0.2,0.5, 1.0 MPa); and,

. modulus of elasticity of mortaÍ, E^(500, 1500, 3000 MPa).

The range of compressive stress, ov, was selected in accordance with Clause 7.2(b) of

AS 3700-2001, which requires that the compressive stress, ov, on any bed joint must

not exceed 3 f^, in magnitude. Clause 3.3.3(aXÐ states that f*, shall not be greater

than 0.20 MPa, except for special masoffy. Therefore on must not exceed 0.60 MPa,

hence the maximum level of ou was conservatively taken as 0.50 MPa, to account for
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self-weight. The ultimate compressive stress of the mortar, "f^": 5.0 MPa and the

density of masonry, p: 1800 kg-''. Table 3.3 summarises the parametric study.

Table 3.3: Summary of parametric study

uncracked cracked
t

lmm)
oY

lMPa)
.f ̂ t

(MPa)
Ð",
(N)

E-
(MPa)

tl, !
(N)

S2

(N/mm)
Áu

(mm)

50 0.005 0.2 s10.2 500 t12.l -2.4
0.5 1192.3 1500 116.3 -2.3

1.0 2347.5 3000 118.0 aa

0.2s 0.2 I 106.1 500 1495.8 -37.6 47.43

0.5 1780.4 1500 t623.7 -37.8 47.62
1.0 2877.3 3000 1680.7 -37.8 47.78

0.5 0.2 t676.3 500 2677.7 -73.4 45.14

0.5 2364.6 I 500 3000.6 -73.1 45.62

1.0 3473.0 3000 3128.2 -72.5 46.10

100 0.005 0.2 r856.9 500 471.6 -4.7

û.5 4275.5 i 5ûû + tv.y -+.y
1.0 8379.4 3000 483.',| -4.7

0.25 0.2 3981.9 500 6590.0 -75.7 95.39

0.5 6377.3 1500 6894.9 -75.2 96.12

1.0 l0'163.6 3000 7013.7 -75.2 96.70

0.5 0.2 6077.4 500 12219.7 -146.0 91.65

0.5 8527.0 1500 12806.6 -144.7 93.45

1.0 12557.9 3000 13005.9 -144.3 94.80

150 0.005 0.2 391 l. I 500 1075.5 -7.1

0.5 9343.3 I 500 1089.6 -7.0
1.0 18143.3 3000 1096. I -7.0

0.25 0.2 8444.9 500 15347.6 -l 13. I 143.85

0.5 13533.5 1500 15799.6 -112.7 145.30

1.0 22195.0 3000 15954.1 -112.4 146.28

0.5 0.2 12946.3 500 28499.3 -217.4 139.38

0.5 18232.7 1 500 29278.5 -216.3 142.50

1.0 26755.7 3000 29544.8 -216.8 144.34

For on:0.005 MPa, the non-linear model can not determine the deflection at

instability, /u. Given the stress-strain model in Figure 3.9 (iÐ and for such a low

level of øu, past a certain level of curvature, the difference in moment is negligible.

This causes numerical instability when trying to solve for an unknown curvature to

give a target moment.
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3.6.1 Cracking out-of-plane load, w",

The cracking out-of-plane load, ilr"r, is affected by variations in:

. cofnPfossive stress, ou;

. wall thickness, t; and,

. flexural tensile strength of the masonry,/'t.

Figure 3.I7 (i) shows that the cracking out-of-plane load, w"., increases linearly with

compressive stress, du, for constant bond strength,fú, and wall thickness, /. Once the

tensile stress in a bed joint due to out-of-plane loading exceeds the sum of the bond

strength, /-1, plus the total vertical stress due to compressive stress, øn, and self-

weight, then cracking occurs ($3.2). Figure 3.17 (ii) shows that the cracking out-of-

plane load, w"r, increases with wall thickness, t, and is given by a power relationship,

for constant bond strength, fmt, and compressive stress, ou. For example, for on :

0.25 MPa, the relationship is given by Equation (3.16). The applied moment in a bed

joint corresponding to the cracking load, w"r, is given by the applied stress multiplied

by the section modulus of the bedded area, Z¿, which is proportional to the square of

the wall thickness, /. Variation in self-weight causes the total vertical stress on each

bed joint to vary, hence the stress in the top and mid-height joints will differ. As a

result, the relationship betweeÍLwcr and r is not exactly a squ¿Ìre relationship.

wo, = 0.13t1 
85 (3.1 6)

Figure 3.18 (Ð shows that the cracking out-of-plane load, w.., increases linearly with

compressive stress, du, for constant wall thi<;kness, /, and bond strength,/.1. Refer to

the reasoning for Figure 3.I7 (i). Figure 3.18(ii) shows that the cracking out-of-

plane load, w"r, increases linearly with bond strength,/n'¡, for constant wall thickness,

t, and compressive stress, du. By the same reasoning as for Figure 3.17 (i), for

cracking to occur, the tensile stress in a bed joint due to out-of-plane loading must

exceed the sum of the bond strength plus the total vertical stress.
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X'igure 3.17: Factors affecting cracking out-of-plane load, w* (fmt constant)

0 0.2s 0.5 0 0.5 I
Compressive stress, ø, (MPa) Bond strength,/., (MPa)

(i) on varied (ii)"f-t varied

Figure 3.18: tr'actors affecting cracking out-of-plane load, w", (t constant)

3.6.2 Ultimate out-of-plane loød, w,

The ultimate out-of-plane load, wu, is affected by variations in:

. cofftPf€ssive stress, ov; and,

. wall thickness, /.

Figure 3.19 (Ð shows that the ultimate out-of-plane load, ws, increases with

compressive stress, or, fot constant modulus of elasticity of mortar, E-, and wall

thickness, /. For the range of on investigated this relationship is approximately linear.

ln $3.7.2, the ultimate load, ilru, is predicted, indicating that the general relationship

between wu and ou is non-linear. Figure 3.19 (iÐ shows that the ultimate load, wu,

5

0

0.5 MPa/-1:0.5 MPa

0.25 MPa

o":0.005 MPa

/=100mm
1.0 MPa

0.5 MPa

mt 0.2 MPa

/ :100 mm

ou: 0.005 MPa

0.5 MPa

0.25 MPa
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Chapter 3: One-way Vertical Bending

increases with wall thickness, t, and is given by a power relationship, for constant

modulus of elasticity of mortar, E^, and compressive stress, ou. For example, for ou

: 0.25 MPa, the relationship is given by Equation (3.17). The predictive model

($3.7.2) indicates that the ultimate load,wr, is proportional to the square of the wall

thickness, t. YaÅation in self-weight causes the total vertical stress on each bed joint

to vary, hence the stress in the top and mid-height joints will differ. As a result, the

relationship between wuand / is not exactly a square relationship.

w, = 0.49t2'07 (3.17)

0 0.25 0.5 50 100 150

Compressive stress, ø, (MPa) Wall thickness, f (mm)

(i) o" varied (ii) / varied

X'igure 3.19: Factors affecting ultimate load, w,(E^ constant)

3.6.3 Secondary slope, s2

The secondary slope, sz, is affected by variations in:

. cotnPfessive stress, on; aîd,

. wall thickness, /.

Figure 3.20 (i) shows that the modulus of the secondary slope, ls2l, increases with

compressive stress, ou, for constant modulus of elasticity of mortar, E-, and wall

thickness, /. For the range of ou investigated this relationship is approximately linear.

In $3.7.3, the secondary slope, s2, is predicted, indicating that the general relationship

between sz aîd ou is non-linear. The secondary slope is highly dependent on the

-t

2

I

0

150 mmE- = 1500 MPa

100 mm

/ :50 mm

0.5 MPaE- = 1500 MPa

0.25 MPa

ø":0.005 MPa
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Chapter 3: One-way Vertical Bending

relative magnitudes of the ultimate load, wu, and the deflection at instability, Au. The

ultimate load, wu, increases approximately linearly with compressive stress, ov

(Figure 3.19 (i)), however variation in ou has relatively negligible effect on the

deflection at instability, A" (Table 3.3). Figure 3.20 (iÐ shows that the modulus of the

secondary slope, ls2l, increases linearly with wall thickness, /, for constant modulus of

elasticity of mortar, E^, and compressive stress, ou. The predictive model ($3.7.3)

indicates that the secondary slope, sz, is directly proportional to the wall thickness, /.

0

0 0.25 0.5 50 100 150

Compressive stress, ø" (MPa) Watl thickness, f (mm)

(i) o" varied (ii) / varied

X'igure 3.20: X'actors affecting secondary slope, sz (E^ constant)

3.6.4 Deflection at ìnstabilìty, A"

The mid-height deflection at instability, /u, is affected by variations in:

. collPfgssive stress, õr; and,

. modulus of elasticity of mortar, E^.

The mid-height deflection at instability, /u, is approximately equal to the wall

thickness, t, (ç3.7.4) hence variation in wall thickness was not investigated. Figure

3.21 (i) shows that the deflection at instability, Au, decreases with increasing

compressive stress, on, for constant wall thickness, /, and modulus of elasticity of

mortar,8". The deflection at instability, Au, occurs when the vertical force resultant

above the mid-height crack moves outside the wall thickness, / (S3.2.1). In $3.7.4,

the deflection at instability, /u, is predicted. If selÊweight is neglected the

I
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Ë
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relationship reduces to Equation (3.18), indicating the assumed linear relationship

between A, and or. Figure 3.21 (ä) shows that the deflection at instability, /u,

increases with modulus of elasticity of mortar, E^, and is given by a second order

polynomial relationship, for constant wall thickness, /, and compressive stress, øu'

For example, for ou:0.25 MPa, the relationship is given by Equation(3.19). An

increased modulus of elasticity of mortar, E , corresponds to a steeper stress profile,

creating a greater lever arm between centroids of the compressive stress blocks at top

and mid-height bed joints. This increased lever arm delays the onset of instabilþ,

hence the deflection at instability, /u, increases'

(3. 1 8)
o,=-(*)o"*,

lu: -lxlor E^2 + o.oolE* +94.92

0 0.25 0.5 0 1000 2000 3000

Compressive str€ss, ø" (MPa) Modulus of elasticity of mortarr .8 . (MPa)

(i) ø' varied (iÐ E varied

Figure 3.212 Factors affecting mid-hcight deflection at instability , A, (t constant)

3.7 Development of Mathematical Models

Mathematical models were developed to predict the key stages of the load-deflection

behaviour and supplement the use of the non-linear model ($3.4). Four key stages of

loading were investigated:

. cracking out-of-planeload,w"r;

. ultimate out-of-planeload,wu;

(3.1e)
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f :100 mm
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au:0.25 MPaf =100mm
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4t2b

3h
(f^r* o" +0.25

a

o

secondary slope, s2i and,

deflection at instability, /o.

3.7.1 Crackíng out-of-plane loød, w",

The cracking out-of-plane load, l/s¡, is determined where the top and mid-height bed

joints reach their tensile capacities. It is assumed that this point is reached

simultaneously for both joints. The corresponding moments at the top and mid-

height bed joints, M and M^, aÍe given by Equations (3.20) and (3.21) (where b and g

are the width of the bed joint and acceleration due to gravity). The cracking out-of-

plane load, w"r, to cause moments, M arrd M,n (Figure 3.22 (i) and (ii), where Mo is

the difference between M^ and M), is determined via elastic theory (Equation (3 .22)).

^,t _(f^r+ ov +o.spgh\'zb
1vlm: 

6 ''
y/\É('Fr'ú') {t^ntt1

(3.20)

(3.21)

(3.22)

4

V'm

u^ (ñ)

L
2

M.+

Mo

_Rt

P

W

2

W

2

w+h

I tln^7r

kr{^t o'( rat

Mo: MrI M^

Mo
wh

Rb
4 0

P+W p*L
2

(i) entire wall (ü) bending moment diagram (iii) top wall half

X'igure 3.22t FB.D of one-way vertically spanning wall
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3.7.2 Ultìmøte oat-oÍ-plane loød, w,

To determine the ultimate out-of-plane load, wv ã modiflred rigid-body analysis is

performed. For a rigid-body analysis, it is assumed that the vertical reactions at the

mid-height and supports are at the extreme fibres. Realistically, the vertical reactions

bear over a finite region, hence the magnitude of the eccentricity is reduced, leading

to a decreased estimation of wu. Rectangular stress block theory is used to determine

the widths of the compressive stress blocks at the top and mid-height bed joints, dn6¡

and dn<,nt (Equations (3.23) and (3.24)). Static moment equilibrium analyses of the

entire wall and top wall half (Figure 3.22 (i) and (iii)) are performed to determine:

. the horizontal reaction at the top support, ì?1(Equation (3.25)); and,

. the ultimate out-oÊplane load, wu (Equation (3.26)).

Equation (3.26) may be simplified using Equations (3.23) and (3.24). Hence the load,

luu, is given by Equation(3.27). For the range of parameters investigated, P-A effects

are not signihcant in the evaluation of w,r. However, if masonry characterised by

lower E^andf^"values were considered, this may not be the case.

(3.23)

(o" + 0.s pgh)t
S)

dn(rn)

"f^.
(3.24)

Au

o^r=l t*J*

t"rnr

t"lor

R. = ! -W' *(p *W\d"^' - rdn(¡\' 2 2h' '2h 2h

," : +(+. P) - |@1a,,,,+ 
3d,,., ] + zwd 

^<^t)

2btwt 2 2o
pg + --:

h
pg(to,.r*rrf)8o2-'v +

h

Ät,J."
)

(3.2s)

(3.27)

7
A\À* -"' (326)

2

3.7.3 Secondary slope, s2

To determine the secondary slope, s2, modified rigid-body theory is used. The

secondary slope, s2, is equal to the change in load divided by the change in deflection.
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The load is determined using rigid-body theory (Equation (3.5) and the deflection at

instability, /u, is determined assuming the vertical reaction forces act at the centroid

of their compressive stress blocks (Equation (3.30) developed in $3.7.4). Hence it

can be shown that the secondary slope, s2, is given by Equation (3.28).

(3.28)

3.7.4 Deflectíon øt instabílity, A"

The deflection at instability, ./r, occurs when the vertical force resultant above the

mid-height crack moves outside the wall thickness, / ($3.2.1). The vertical forces at

fhc fnn qnrT mirT-1l'pi-ht ho.l ininfa qol ql flra ¡anfrnirTo (i a npnf¡alinao\ ^f fl"oi¡sr u.v. vvtrurvtr¡lvù) vL utLvLL

compressive stress blocks (Equation (3.29)). The widths of the compressive stress

blocks, d¡¡6¡ and d.y1ç¡¡¡¡, ãÍa given by Equations (3.23) and (3.24). Therefore, the

deflection at instability, Ar, is given by Equation (3.30). For the non-linear model,

the deflection at instability, Au, is affected by variations in the modulus of elasticity of

mortar, E" ($3.6.4). However, for design it is difficult to obtain accurate estimates of

E , hence it is neglected in Equation (3.30).

lu=t-0.5d^o-0.5ddÐ

z" =t(t

(3.2e)

(3.30)

3.8 Comparison of Non-linear and Mathematical Models

Table 3.4 summarises the key load-deflection parameters determined using the non-

linear ($3.4) and mathematical models ($3.7). The percentage error, the difference

between non-linear and mathematical model predictions, is also indicated. The

material and geometric parameter values used to compare the models are given in

Table 3.5. The following findings were made:

o, +0.25pgh

f^.
I

s2
-2bt
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For the cracking out-of-plane load, w",, the magnitude of the difference between

the models increases with wall thickness, /;

For the ultimate out-of-plane load, wu, the mathematical model predictions are

slightly greater than the non-linear model for on : 0.005 MPa. For other cases,

there is no trend as to the difference between the models. The model predictions

are all within 5Yo of each other;

For the modulus of the secondary slope, ls2l, the mathematical model predictions

are slightly greater than the non-linear model for all cases, except for /: 50 mm,

ou : 0.25 MPa. The model predictions are most similar for ou :0.25 MPa, with

values within 0.4Yo of each other. Overall, the model predictions are within 8%

ofeach other; and,

For the deflection at instability, Ar, due to numerical instability, comparison of

the models can only be made for on : 0.25 and 0.5 MPa. The non-linear model

predicts slightly greater than the mathematical model. The percentage difference

between the models increases with compressive stress, o'*,.

Tabte 3.4: Comparison of non-linear and mathematical models

a

a

t
(mm)

ov
(MPa)

Analysis

model

þ",
(N)

/o

error
ll, n

(N) error
S2

(N/mm) error
au

(mm)
Vo

error

50 0.005 non-linear 1192.3
2.9

I16.3
-4.8

-2.3
-6.6

mathematical 1158.3 12 1.8 -2.5 49.89

0.25 non-linear 1780.4
3.8

1623.7
-4.3

-37.8
0.4

47.62
0.4

mathematical t7 t3.l 1693.8 -37.7 47.44

0.50 non-linear 2364.6
3.6

3000.6
-4.3

-73.1
-6. I

45.62
1.5

mathematical 2279.2 3129.'.t -77.6 44.94

100 0.005 non-linear 4275.5
-8.4

479.9
-1.6

-4.9
-0.9

mathematical 4633.1 487.4 -4.9 99.77

0.25 non-linear 6377.3
-7.4

6894.9
1.7

-75.2
-0.2

96.12
1.3

mathematical 6852.3 6',775.1 -75.3 94.87

0.50 ruon-linear 8527.0
-6.9

12806.6
2.2

-144.7
-7.2

93.45
3.8

mathematical 9116.8 12518.7 - 1 55.1 89.87

150 0.005 non-linear 9343.3
-11.6

1089.6
-0.6

-7.O
-5.6

mathematical 10424.5 1096.6 -7.4 149.66

0.25 non-linear 13533.5
-13.9

15799.6
3.5

-112.7
-0.3

145.30
2.1

mathematical 15417.7 15244.1 -l 13.0 t42.31

0.50 non-linear 18232.7
-12.5

29278.5
3.8

-216.3
-7.6

142.50
5.4

mathematical 20512.8 28167.1 -232.',7 134.81
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Table 3.5: Parameter values for model comparison

Parameter Value
Width of bed ioint b 1000 mm

Modulus of elasticity of brick E ¡ 15000 MPa

Modulus of elasticity of mortar E^ 1500 MPa

Ultimate compressive stress .f ̂ .
5a

Ultimate tensile stress f^, 0.5 MPa
Heisht of wall h 1472 mm

Height of brick unit h 76 mm

Ihickness ofbed ioint t^ 10 mm

Density of masonry p 1800 kgm-'

3.9 Summary

A non-linear method for modeling the load-deflection behaviour of URM walls

subjected to one-way vertical bending due to static out-of-plane loading and axial

loading was presented in this chapter. The non-linear model:

. is a general, mechanics-based design method that can be applied to different

maso material properties and geometric configurations;

. is able to model various suppoft conditions (any combination of fixed and pinned

ends) and loading configurations (point load or UDL); and,

. recognises the substantial reserve displacement capacity that URM walls exhibit

when subjected to dynamic loading.

A set of mathematical models was developed to predict the key stages of the load-

deflection behaviour and showed close agreement with the non-linear model. The

cracking out-of-plane load, w". (Equation(3.22)), coffesponds to the vertical moment

capacity, Mn, which is used in Chapter 5 in the development of the expression for

diagonal moment capacity, Md.
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Chapter 4: One-way Horizontal Bending

4 ONE.WAY HORIZONTAL BENDING

4.1 Introduction

This chapter presents an overview of the one-\¡/ay horizontal bending behaviour of

URM walls, outlining the two different failure modes that occur depending on the

relative strengths of the masonry constituents ($a.2). A review of design and analysis

techniques for the study of horizontal bending is also given (S4.3). Mathematical

models were developed to predict the key stages of the load-deflection behaviour

observed experimentally, including the post-ultimate response, accounting for axial

loading ($4.4). The models were compared to AS 3700-2001and their accuracy was

verified against experimental data ($4.5). An improved understanding of the failure

mechanisms contributing to vertical and horizontal bending strength was utilised in

the modeling of diagonal bending behaviour. The chapter concludes ($a.Q with a

summary of the findings.

4.2 Overview of One-way Horizontal Bending Behaviour

Horizontal bending strength is a fundamental parameter for masoffy design. While it

is uncommon for a wall to undergo pure horizontal flexure due to out-of-plane

loading, some practical situations where the condition is approached include:

. a wall that is free along its top edge, that is simply supported along its vertical

edges, and has flashing (e.g. a DPC end condition) with a low coefftcient of

friction at its base;

. for a similar wall, but with no flashing, the top horizontal strip is predominantly

in pure horizontal flexure if the wall is tall compared to its span; and,

. if a wall that is supported along its base and vertical edges has an opening, then

the top horizontal strip is predominantly in pure horizontal flexure (Figure 4.1).
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Chapter 4: One-way Horizontal Bending

'Where 
walls are subjected to horizontal bending, two failure modes are possible,

depending on the relative strengths of the masoffy constituents, i.e. line and stepped

failure (Figure 4.1). These failure modes are discussed in the following sections.

out-oÊplane
loading

supports

(i) line failure (ii) stepped failure

X'igure 4.1: One-way horizontal bending failure modes

4.2.1 Lineføilure

For walls where the bond strength is relatively strong compared to unit strength, line

failure may occur as a vertical crack through the brick units and perpend joints

(Figure 4.1 (Ð). Bending about an axis orthogonal to the bed joints is resisted by

(Figure a.2 (i)):

. (1) the flexural tensile strength of the perpend joints; and,

. (2) the lateral modulus of rupture of the brick units.

4.2.2 Steppedføilure

Stepped failure is characterised by the propagation of a crack along a perpend joint

then along half a bed joint (Figure 4.1(ii). Unlike one-way vertical bending, bed

joint failure is most likely to be related to torsional shear and not tensile failure

(Lawrence & Morgan, 1975a; b; 'west, 1976; samarasinghe & Lawrence, 1994;

1995), with frictional effects contributing to post-ultimate strength. Compressive
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stress due to self-weight and axial loading can substantially increase the torsional

resistance developed on the bed joints ($2.4.3) (Baker, 1977; Samarasinghe &

Lawrence, 1994). The failure mechanisms contributing to strength when failure

occurs along a stepped crack line are (Figure a.2 (ä)):

. (1) the flexural tensile strength of the perpend joints; and,

. (3) torsional and frictional (post-ultimate) capacity of the bed joints.

o

O

(i) line failure (ii) stepped failure

Figure 4.2: One-way horizontal bending failure mechanisms

4.2.3 Load-deflection behaviour

The one-way horizontal bending behaviour of an URM section was discussed in

$2.5.1 with reference to the vertically oriented horizontal bending tests. The general

load-deflection behaviour is summarised here for completeness. To describe the

horizontal bending response, eight key parameters of the load-deflection behaviour

were identified (Figure 4.3 (i)):

. primary slope, s1;

. load at change of slope, P1;

. deflection at change of slope, /1;

Ø
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a

a

a

secondary slope, s2;

ultimate load, Pu;

deflection at Pu, Au;

frictional load resistance, P¡; and,

deflection at which P¡ is reached, /¡.a

P,

At Au A¡

deflection, / curvature, /
(i) load-deflection (ii) moment-curvature

Figure 4.3: One-way horizontal bending behaviour

The typical moment-curvature behaviour for masonry subjected to flexure parallel to

the bed joints (Figure 4.3 (iÐ) exhibits a significant decrease of stiffness before the

ultimate strength is attained. Base & Baker (1973) reported a distinct change in

stiffness during loading for small wall specimens subjected to horizontal bending.

Lawrence (1983) attributed this to the gradual decrease of stiffness of the perpend

joints. For the load-deflection behaviour, the primary slope, sr, is linear, indicating

elastic response. The load, Pr, is the load where cracking of the perpend joints first

occurs, corresponding to a marked change in slope (Lawrence & Morgan,I975a;

Lawrence, 1983; 1995). At this load, the level of deflection is low, hence the amount

of torsional strain, and therefore stress, on each bed joint is also low. As a result,

section strength is initially governed by the flexural strength of the perpend joints.

For increases beyond the deflection at change of slope, A1,the perpend joint cracking

progresses (Lawrence, 1983; 1995), causing the load-deflection behaviour to become

increasingly governed by the torsional behaviour of the bed joints. The load

\ç
q)

\
6l

-P
Pf

S2

^f1
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continues to increase at a less steep rate until the ultimate strength of the section, Pu,

is reached at Au. At this point, a mechanism develops due to torsional failure of bed

joints or flexural failure of brick units and the load reduces to the residual capacity,

P¡, at A¡. The residual capacity is predominantly due to the frictional resistance of the

bed joints (Baker et. al, 1980) and is proportional to the compressive stress on the

section. For a pure line failure, no frictional resistance is offered. In practice, the

change of slope at At occvrs progressively (Lawrence, 1983) over the response

between Al and /u since the perpend joints do not fail simultaneously.

4.3 Review of Design and Analysis Techniques

To determine a suitable approach for modeling the key stages of the load-deflection

behaviour ($4.4), a review of previous research was conducted.

The Australian Masonry Code, AS 3700-2001, evaluates the horizontal bending

moment capacily, M6, às the lesser of Equations (4.1) to (a.3). Equation (4.1)

corresponds to stepped failure and is derived from an empirical expression for the

relationship between bending strengths in the two principal orthogonal directions

(Lawrence, 1975). Equation @.2) is an upper bound to Equation (a.1) limiting the

level of compressive stress,;fr, to no greater than the characteristic bond stren1th, fi,, .

Equation (4.3) conesponds to line failure and is derived from an approximate

analysis of flexural behaviour conducted by Baker (1979) and refined by Lawrence

(1983). Although without a completely rational basis, the expressions give close

predictions of horizontal flexural capacity, based on the bond strength and lateral

modulus of rupture of the brick units (Lawrence,1994a).

M 
"h 

=2.0økp fÄ, uft)2,,

M 
",, 

:4.\økpFlkzr; and,

M 
",, 

: p(0.++¡;,2, + o.56f,itz 
e

(4.1)

(4.2)

(4.3)
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where:

fi : design compressive stress on the bed joint at cross-section under consideration

-fi", : characteristic flexural tensile strength of masonry

f:, : characteristic lateral modulus of rupture of the brick unit

ke : perpend spacing factor to allow for the degree of stretcher overlap

Z¡ : section modulus of the bedded area

Z, :lateral section modulus of the perpends

Zu : lateral section modulus of the brick units

ø : capacity reduction factor

For masonry subjected to horizontal bending, the flexural stresses vary across the

section due to the different relative stiffnesses of the brick units and perpend joints
(f ^..,-^^^^ 1ôô<\ 'rL:^ :^ ^L^,-..^ :- Tl:----^ Á /t ---1^^--^ ¿1-^ ^------l 1:-- - ^,- -^^L:-,- ^ ^\L6rwrçuvç, L77J). rlllù rù ù.u,uwll rrr r-rBuIç I..t wlltilti tug uulvgu llll9 ull sgçtIUIl .É\_É\

represents the possible moment distribution acting normal to the section. Lawrence

(1995) performed a simplified moment analysis that allows the distribution of
moments between units and perpend joints, and torsion on the bed joints to be

estimated. The analysis was simplifred by considering average strains across brick

and mortar, and assuming linear variations of curvature. The stress analysis

technique was verified experimentally and agreed well with tests to give a useful

estimate of the distribution of moments within masoffy specimens.

v Section AA

)u ) M v

perpend

unit

where

M : applied bending moment
Mo: moment developed by each perpend joint
Mu: rnomenl developed by each brick unit

Mu Me

( MQ

A
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Figure 4.4zHorizontal bending moment distribution (Lawrence, 1995)



Chapter 4: One-way Horizontal Bending

Samarasinghe & Lawrence (1995) developed a 3-D finite element model to study the

behaviour of masonry couplets subjected to torsion. The brick units and mortar joints

were discretised and modeled with continuum elements and the model was able to

simulate the initiation and propagation of failure within mortar joints. Three modes

of failure were considered: (1) tensile bond failure at the unit-mortar interface; (2)

shear bond failure at the interface; and, (3) tensile splitting failure within mortar. The

model was verified with experimental data (Samarasinghe & Lawtence, 1994) on the

response of specimens subjected to the combined action of compression and torsion.

For stepped failure, post-ultimate behaviour is govemed by the frictional behaviour of

the bed joints. For half-overlap stretcher-bonded masoffy, the plan area of mortar

between brick units of adjacent courses is a rectangular section of dimensions,

tx0.5lo (where / is the thickness of the masoffy section). To predict the torsional

moment of resistance of this rectangular frictioÍL area, Royen (1936) (reported by

Baker et al. (1980)) considered centrally loaded rectangular sutfaces, rotating about

the centroid. The solution is based on a membrane analogy with the elastic torsional

resistance of rectangular shafts. The frictional moment capacity, M¡,per unit height

of the wall is given by Equation@.4). The frictional shear stress, ø¡, is equal to the

total vertical stress, due to applied compressive stress, ou, and self-weight, f*, times

the coefficient of friction, pr.

,,=#,#[o',,-i) (4.4)

Baker et al. (1980) considered the membrane analogy adopted by Royen (1936) to be

inappropriate because frictional behaviour is a surface phenomenon between rigid

bodies. Alternative theories were derived assuming either an elastic or plastic

distribution of shearing stresses over the rotating surfaces at failure to predict the

torsional moment of resistance of a rectangular friction area. Elastic theory assumes

that the frictional shear resistance developed on an elemental area is directly

proportional to its distance from the centre of rotation. Conversely, plastic theory
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assumes that the full frictional shear capacity of each elemental area is mobilised,

irrespective of its distance from the centre of rotation. Experimental work

investigating the influence of various applied normal loads, eccentricities of load and

centres of rotation confirmed plastic theory and indicated that elastic theory was not

appropriate. Although Royen's theory was close to the experimental results, it is only

applicable to the case of a central point of rotation and uniform load (Baker et al.,

1980). The moment of resistance mobilised by friction was proportional to the

normal applied load and the coefficient of friction.

4.4 Development of Mathematical Models

Mathematical models were developed to predict the cracking, ultimate and frictional

moment capacities, Mt, Mdt and M¡, corresponding to the key stages of the load-

cieÍiection behaviour (Figure 4.3) and are <iescri'oeci in the foiiowing sections.

The behaviour of the transition regions of mortar where bed and perpend joints

intersect is not well understood. As a result, it was approximated that cracking occurs

through the middle of each mortar joint. The mortar properties are therefore smeared

over a length equal to:

. the height of a brick unit, hr, plus the thickness of a mortar joint, /-, (i.e. h, + t^)

for the perpend joints; and,

. half the length of a brick unit, /u, plus half the thickness of a mortar joint (i.e.

0.5(/" + /'")) for the bed joints.

For a masoffy section of sufficient height, h", the number of brick units, nu, perpend

joints, no, andbed joints, /16, àtc approximated using Equations (4.5) and (4.6). These

expressions become more accurate as å, increases.

2 * trn
(4.s)

h"
nb (4.6)

flu=ho=
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Chapter 4: One-way Horizontal Bending

4.4.1 Moment øt chønge of sloPe, M1

The torsional behaviour of the bed joints has little effect on horizontal bending

strength prior to perpend joint cracking ($a.2.3). Hence for the prediction of the

moment at change of slope, Mt, it \¡/as assumed that moment capacity would be

govemed by the flexural strength of the perpend joints. To determine M1, consider

moment equilibrium for a cross-section along a vertical line through the perpend

joints and brick units (Figure a.2 Q\. The moment is therefore resisted by:

. the flexural strength of the perpend joints; and,

. the lateral modulus of rupture of the brick units.

The moment at change of slope, Mr is determined via Equation (.7)'

Mt=nrMr+nuM,

where:

Mo: moment developed by each perpend joint

Mu: moment developed by each brick unit

Simple elastic stress analysis is used to determine the moment developed by each

perpend joint, Mo, by accounting for Poisson effects of compressive stress on the

tensile stress in the joints. First cracking occurs when the maximum tensile stress in a

perpend joint is equal to the total applied stress due to bending and compressive stress

effects. For simplicity, it is assumed lhat a course of brick units and perpend joints is

a single homogeneous material. Latenl expansion of bed joints due to compressive

stress is restrained by brick units. Hence, on average, under vertical compression, a

course of brick units and perpend joints will be in a lateral state of tension, whereas

the adjacent bed joints will be in compression. The lateral tension stress in the

perpend joints is proportional to the Poisson's ratio of mortar, z-, multiplied by the

total axial stress due to compressive stress and self-weight. For calculation purposes,

the upper limit to its effect on flexural strength is conservatively assumed. A value of

vrn:0.2 was assumed (Baker, 1973; Base &, Baker, 1973; Samarasinghe &,

(4.1)
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Chapter 4: One-way Horizontal Bending

Lawrence, 1995) and the compressive stress due to self-weight,J*, was taken at the

mid-height of the masonry s?ction(Equation (4.S)).

,. 
tt' 

.. 
t'¡"'','l

f*=o'5Pgh"-,":î, :,'\'' (4.s)

The moment developed by each perpend joint, Mo, is determined via Equation (4.9).

f"*
* t^)t'Mo =(f^, -v^lo, + (4.e)
6

A more rigorous assessment of the tensile stress in the perpend joints would consider

the perpend joints and briok units separately. Due to variation in material stiffnesses,

each perpend joint is essentially laterally confined between two brick units. Hence,

vertical compression will induce a lateral state of compression in the perpend joints,

whereas the brick units will be in tension. For such a treatment, the lateral stress in

Equation (4.9) would have an opposite sign, and the magnitude would not be as great.

Nevertheless, using the simplified expression given in Equation (4.9) will clearly be

conservative in that it will overestimate the negative influence of compressive stress.

For simplicity, and recognising that the effect of this simplifring assumption is

relatively small for the range of parameters investi gated, the expression given in

Equation (a.9) is used. For example, for ou :0.25 MPa andl',t:0.5 Mpa, the upper

limit of its effect is a reduction in predicted strengthby I0%. The horizontal bending

test specimens were prepared using mortar sets C and D which had overall mean/r1

values of 0.71 and 0.61 MParespectively (Table2.2).

The moment developed by each brick unit, Mu, is higher than the moment developed

by each perpend joint, Mr, due to the higher relative stiffness of the brick units

(Figure 4.4). The moment developed by each brick unit, M,, is determined via

Equation (4. 1 0) (where p is the ratio of brick unit moment to perpend j oint moment) .

Mu = þ M, : þ(f,,, - r,nlo, + Ä D
(h, + q")t'
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4.4.2 Ultimate fiiotttêrtte M¡¡

For masonry subject to horizontal bending, the ultimate stress is highly dependent on

the variability in the lateral modulus of rupture of the brick units (Lawrence, I99l).

For the prediction of the ultimate moment, Mu¡, it was approximated that the flexural

strength of the perpend joints was expended (Lawrence, 1995). Hence moment

capacity would be governed bY:

. the torsional capacity of the bed joints; and,

. the lateral modulus of rupture of the brick units'

In practice, due to masonry variability, a combined rather than line or stepped failure

will often occur. Thus, for any combination of line and stepped failure mechanisms,

the ultimate moment, M¡¡, mã! be determined via Equation (4.12) (where 7u is the

torque developed by each bed joint (Equation (4.13)) ($2'4.3)).

(4.r2)

g.ß)J

where: :l / 
,

ka : numerical factor used to calculate 16 (for 0.5(/' + /') : 120 and t : lI4 mm,

k,=0.214 (Timoshenko & Goodier, 1970))

îy, : ultimate shear stress of each bed joint

As for perpend joints in $4.4.1, the effect of compressive stress on the tensile stress tn

brick units was estimated, assuming a value for Poisson's ratio of brick unit, vu :0.2.

The moment developed by each brick unit, Mu, is determined via Equation (4.14).

Due to variation in material stiffnesses, the assumption that the mean vertical stress in

the brick units is equal to that in the perpend joints is arguable, however for the range

+
M, = Øo * n,p)(f*, - v^lou+ f"*

6
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of parameters investigated, the effect of this simplifring assumption is negligible.

For example, for on: 0.25 MPa andfrt : 5.0 MPa (Table 2.9), the upper limit of its

effect is a reduction in predicted strengthby I%.

+Í*= (.f* -v"Mo lo" (4.r4)

(4.17)

(4.re)

For design, the ultimate moment, Mu1¡, is given by the lesser of Equations (4.15) and

(4.16), which are the results of Equation (4.I2) with nu and n6zero, respectively.

M,r, = norotco\.SQ, + 4)P (4.1s) \-/

(4.16) \//

4.4.3 Frictional moment capacìty, M¡

For the prediction of the frictional moment capacity, M, it was assumed that the

failure mechanism had completely formed (Baker et. al, 1980). With no further

resistance developed through the brick units or flexural or torsional strength of the

mortar joints, the moment capacity would be governed by the frictional resistance of
the bed joints. The frictional moment capacity, Mr,is determined via Equation@.I7).

M, = noT,

The frictional torque resistance of a single bed joint, T¡, is a function of the total

compressive stress on the bed joint (Equation(4.18). The index of frictional

resistance torque, (¡, was determined in $2.4.3.

T, = €,(o,+ ¿*)o.s(1" + fu )r (4.r8)

The frictional moment capacity, M¡, is therefore given by Equation (aJ9)

h, + t^)t'
6

f"*Mutt = r"(f", -v"fc, +

Mr = nt€t o" + {*)o .5(1, + t,"
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4.5 Comparison of Models to Experimental Data and AS 3700-2001

The accuracy of the set of mathematical models ($4.4) was verihed by comparison to

horizontal bending test data ($2.5.1 and2.5.2). The models are expressed in terms of

moment capacity. However, measurements of load were made during testing, hence

the data was converted to moment for comparison against the models.

4.5.1 Moment at change of sloPe, M1

From $4.4.1, the moment at change of slope, M1, is given by Equation (4.11). The

number of perpend joints, np, ârLdbrick units , nt, ate based on specimen geometry and

are independent of the failure mode. To allow the model to be compared against test

data, the following were considered:

. variability between mortar batches;

. point of first cracking; and,

. variation between material stiffnesses.

Test data was obtained on the flexural tensile strength of perpend joints,fr..p (ç2.4.2).

Hence the /^¡ term in Equation(4.11) is replaced withfr.rp data for comparison

against test data. To account for variability between mortar batches, ,ferp was

normalised to the meanJ^¡ value for all batches. Batches Al and C5 were used to

prepare the perpend joint test specimens. Brick pallet 2 was used to prepare the

horizontal bending tests and batch C5 perpend joint tests. Hence the data was

normalised using the mean f^¡ value of 0.65 MPa for batch C5 (Equation(4.20),

where Â"* it the normalised flexural strength of the perpend joint)'

Ât¡n"un¡

ln,1ou,"o¡

(4.20)

Lawrence (1991) demonstrated that, for brickwork specimens subjected to horizontal

bending, the initial cracking stress is highly dependent on variability in perpend joint

strengths. It was also shown that the random variation of tensile strength must be

considered in any analysis of the behaviour of masonry elements where tensile

f -{J perp J perp
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strength is critical. For a masoffy specimen, the average overall strength will be

lower than the mean of the individual mortar joint strengths because a joint with less

than average strength will typically cause failure (Lawrence, lggl). In this case,

failure corresponds to the load that causes first cracking of a perpend joint, which has

the most adverse combination of bending moment and strength (Baker, 1974;

Lawrence, 1991). For this experimental study, the loading configuration subjeets the

central region of the test specimen to constant bending moment, and since the

perpend joints have randomly distributed strengths, failure will occur in the weakest

joint. Specimen strength can therefore be predicted from order statistics appropriate

for the number ofjoints in the specimen (Lawrence,Iggl).

The weakest-link hypothesis assumes that the weakest perpend joint in the specimen

will initiate failure. The test specimens are six courses high. By use of order

statistics the mean for the weakest of six perpend joints may be determined.

Equation (4.21) applies to a Normal distribution (Mosteller & Rourke, 1973), where

sd and p arc the standard deviation and mean of joint strength. An investigation into

the random variation inherent in various masomy properties (Lawrence, 1983)

indicated that a Normal distribution is adequate to represent flexural strength. Hence

the stress in the first perpend joint to crack is given by Equatio n(4.22),*h"r. 4""
has been normalised and reduced to account for variability and first cracking.

Equation (4.22) replaces thef^lterm in Equation (4.11) for comparison to test data.

mean(weakest of six)= ¡t _1.27sd, 
Ø.21)

J perp ,*,fffi 427sd (4.22)

To estimate the ratio of brick unit to perpend joint mom ent, p, the simplified moment

analysis proposed by Lawrence (1995) was used ($4.3). The moduli of elasticity of
the brick unit and mortar, E6 andEn,, were approximately 25 000 (brick pallet 2) and

3000 MPa (batch C5) ($2.4.6). The ratio, B, vaies linearly between 1.51 to 1.40

from ou:0 to 0.25 MPa.
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Table 4.1 summarises the measured ($2.5.1 and 2.5.2) and predicted

(Equation(4.11) values of the moment at change of slope, M1,for the horizontal

bending tests. The mean etïor, the difference between measured and predicted

values, is also indicated. For the oo : 0 MPa tests, the measurement of the load at

change of slope, P1, was unreliable for some tests. Hence only one and three data

points are available for the vertically and horizontally oriented tests, respectively.

Table 4.1: Measured and predicted rl11 values

ov

(MPa)
Test Batch .l^,

(MPa)
t}4r ftIttm)

Measured Predicted

0 (H) I C3 0.78 0.53 0.43

2 C3 0.78 0.34 0.43

J C4 0.74 0.45 0.47

7o Error (meas - pred) -1.2

0(v ) 5 C1 0.56 0.80 0.70

%oE,rror (¡¡s¿s - pred) t2.t
0.075 I C3 0.78 0.29 0.41

2 C3 0.78 0.62 0.41

J CI 0.56 0.53 0.67

4 D3 0.58 0.38 0.64

5 D3 0.58 0.30 0.64

o/o F,rror lmeas - pred) -30.5

0.15 1 D2 0.68 0.23 0.48

2 D2 0.68 0.35 0.48

J D2 0.68 0.49 0.48

4 CI 0.56 0.51 0.65

5 D2 0.68 0.33 0.48

o/" ß,rror lmeas - pred) -35.3

0.25 I D1 0.59 0.56 0.57

2 D1 0.59 0.74 0.57

J DI 0.59 0.56 0.57

4 D1 0.59 0.53 0.57

5 cl 0.56 0.54 0.61

V" F,rror (meas - pred) 2.1

-10.6Mean 7o

Figure 4.5 compares the measured and predicted values for Mr The three lines

represent unity and the +30Yo band. The scatter may, in part, be due to the difficulty

in determining P1 from the test data since the change of slope occurs at a very low

level of deflection. The results suggest that for the available test data,
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Equation (4.11) gives a reasonable prediction for the moment at change of slope, M1,

for the range of compressive stress investigated.

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

M1, predicted (kllm)

Figure 4.5: Measured versus predicted rl11 values

The accuracy of the model for M1 (Equation(4.11)) was further verified against

experimental data from tests by Lawrence (1983) where he tested masonry specimens

in horizontal flexure and performed a Monte Carlo simulation to predict the flexural

stress at change of slope, /. The brick unit and perpend joint strength parameters

were randomly varied. Table 4.2 summarises the measured and predicted (Lawrence

(1983) and Equation(4.11)) values of Mt for the tests. The mean error is also

indicated. The ratio of brick unit to perpend joint moment, B, was calculated as 1.23

for these tests (Lawrence, 1995). Due to the horizontal orientation of the tests,

compressive stress, ou : 0. The test specimens were four coutses high, hence by use

of order statistics the mean for the weakest of four perpend joints may be determined.

Equation (4.23) applies to a Normal distribution (Mosteller & Rourke, 1973) and

replaces thef-¡term in Equation (4.11) for comparison to test data.

mean(weakest of four) = ¿l - l.03sd

Èz
Eo
a6q)

êl

08

06

0.4

0.2

0

+30%o

/¡ o

^
/x

x 0 MPa (H)
r 0 MPa (V)
¡ 0.075 MPa
o 0.15 MPa
+ 0.25 MPa

-30%
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o

A

A

*o^,/
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Table 4.2: Verification of Mtmodel

ll4r ftItlm)

batch

.f ̂ t
(MPa)

cov sd

(MPa)
f,'

(MPa)
fr"

(MPa)
Measured Predicted

Proposed Monte Carlo

I 1.42 0.12 0.17 1.ll 1.37 0.75 0.96 0.92

2 0.95 0.24 0.23 0.88 0.96 0.59 0.55 0.65

J 0.80 0.14 0.11 0.84 0.79 0.57 0.53 0.53

4 1.13 0.22 0.25 1.09 l.t2 0.73 0.68 0.75

5 1.60 0.l3 0.2t 1.28 l.48 0.86 1.07 1.00

6 r.67 0.18 0.30 t.22 l.5l 0.82 1.05 1.02

7 t.2l 0. l5 0. l8 1.04 l.l6 0.70 0.79 0.78

-12.2 -12.5o/oE,rror (meas -
1 Experimental Data (Lawrence, 1983)
2 Monte Carlo Simulation

The predicted values of Mt show good correlation with measured values (Figure 4.6).

For both methods, the predicted values generally overestimated the test data. This

was attributed mainly to the fact that failure was not conf,ined to the constant moment

region (Lawrence, 1983). The mean effor was approximately equal for the Monte

Carlo simulation and Equation (4.1l) (Table 4.2). Hence for the available test data,

the proposed model is considered to perform equally well with the more sophisticated

Monte Carlo analysis technique. The proposed model also offers advantages over the

Monte Carlo simulation in that it is a simpler method to apply and it accounts for the

effects of compressive stress. These results further support the applicability of

Equation (4.11) for the prediction of the moment at change of slope, M1.

1.5

ã

Sr
!g
g

E os

0

Batch I 2 J 4 5 6

IMonte Carlo

Model

X'igure 4.6: Verification of. Mt model
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4.5.2 Ultimate ttoment, M¡¡

From 54.4.2, the ultimate moment, Mu¡, is given by Equation(1.12). The number of

bed joints, rL6, ãîd brick units, nu, are based on the failure mode. To allow the model

to be compared against test data, variability between mortar batches was considered.

The experimental torque-rotation behaviour for bed joints (Appendix A3) indicates

that the joints reach different levels of ultimate torque, 76, but fail at approximately

the same level of rotation. For the horizontal bending test specimens, at ultimate, it is

assumed that all bed joints fail in torsion simultaneously, but have different torsional

strengths, hence mean values are used for 26. Batches Al,B2 andC4 were used to

prepare the torsional test specimens ($2.4.3), hence using mean values (Figure 4.7),

multiple linear regression was used to express the ultimate shear stress, t6, às ã"

firncfinn nî f--. an¡l ,¡-. ¡/Fnrrqfinn (A,)4\\ Thc innlrrsinrr nf { qoo¡ttntc fnr rroriohilif.tv^J lll lr4^e v¡r vr Jml

between mortar batches. The relationship is taken through the origin since for/.1 :
a, : 0, it is assumed that the mortar would have no shear capacity. The mean ø6

value for batch Al for õu: 0 MPa was excluded since it did not follow the trend of

the other data, due to the inadequate preparation method ($2.4.3).

to:2.3f,n +0.9ou (4.24)

$a\
î6g*

È\
$

t

-f^,
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Table 4.3 srünmarises the measured ($2.5.1 and 2.5.2) and predicted

(Equation (4.12)) values of ultimate moment, M¡¡, for the horizontal bending tests.

The mean error and the number of brick units, nt, and bed joints, n6, in each failure

mechanism are also indicated. Due to masonry variability, failure was not confined

to the constant moment region. Hence the moment on each joint was modified to

account for this in the analysis. The actual failure patterns were recorded and used to

verify the proposed model.

Table 4.3: Prediction of Mux for actual failure patterns

or
OIPa)

Test Batch .l^,
(MP¡)

nr tt6 M.*l ktrtm)

Measured Predicted

0 (H) It, C3 0.78 I 3 1.83 2.41

2'F C3 0.78 I J 1.56 2.',t5

3* C4 0.74 I J 1.99 2.30

4* C4 0.74 2 I 1.90 2.tt
5* D3 0.58 I J 2.29 2.00

o/" Error (meal - pred) -20.9

0 (v) l* C2 0.67 0 5 1.63 2.26

2',ó C2 0.67 0 5 1.83 2.33

3* C2 0.67 0 5 1.80 2.30

4* C2 0.67 0 5 2.11 2.28

5* CI 0.56 0 5 t.s4 1.89

o/o Error lmeas - predl -24.0

0.075 I C3 0.78 2 1 2.47 2.16

2 C3 0.78 1 3 2.29 2.42

-) C1 0.56 0 5 1.92 1.96

4rf D3 0.58 0 5 2.t6 2.61

5* D3 0.58 0 5 1.86 2.07

%rE,ruor (meas - pred) -4.8

0.15 l* D2 0.68 1 3 1.94 2.34

2 D2 0.68 2 2 1.87 2.60

3* D2 0.68 1 3 1.75 2.34

4 C1 0.56 I 3 2.05 2.05

5* D2 0.68 0 5 2.15 2.52

o/o Error (meas - pred) -2t.3

0.25 I DI 0.59 I 3 2.49 2.19

2 DI 0.59 2 2 2.46 2.53

3 D1 0.59 2 I 2.32 2.07

4¿' DI 0.59 I 3 l.9r 2.44

5 C1 0.56 I 3 1.53 2.14
o/"F-rrw (meas - pred) -6.3

-15.4]lùleanVo
* Failure not conltned to constant moment region
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Figure 4.8 compares the measured and predicted values for Mo¡. Reasonable

agreement is demonstrated with only one data point lying outside the +30yo band,

however the measured values are generally overestimated with a mean error of I5.4%

for the range of compressive stress investigated. This suggests that the expression

for 16 (Equation (4.24)) may not be an accurate representation of actual horizontal

bending behaviour.

4

0

J
Ètz
q)
L

6tq)

2

0 123
Mu¡,, predicted (kflm)

4

Figure 4.8: Prediction of Mr¡1 for actual failure patterns

Equation (4.24) is based on data from torsional tests on masonry couplets under pure

rotation. The failure mechanism for a bed joint in a masonry section subjected to

horizontal bending is not exactly like that of a couplet in pure torsion. For the

horizontal bending tests, it is suggested that in addition to a rotational component, the

failure mechanism for bed joints would have a translational component due to the

relative point of rotation of the bed joints differing from that of the couplet tests. As

a result, for calibration of the torsional shear stress, î6, oxprêssion a review of
previous research on the in-plane shear behaviour of masoffy was conducted

(Lawrence & Morgan,I975a; Page, 1978; Riddington &, GhazaIi,1990; Magenes &
calvi, 1992; Riddington & Jukes, 1994; seisun et a1., 1994; samarasinghe &
Lawrence, 199 5 ; Standards Australia, 200 1 ).

xl-
/*

+30Yo /

x O tr4pa (H)
r 0 MPa (V)
¡ 0.075 MPa
o 0.15 MPa
+ 0.25 MPa

-30Y"ooa
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For compressive stress levels less than approximately 2 MPa, the ultimate in-plane

shear strenúh, î¡, may be given by a Coulomb type expression (Equation (4.25))

(Riddington &, Ghazali, 1990). To aid in the calibration of the torsional shear stress

expression, ø¡ is expressed as a function of/,n1 and oo (Equation (4.26)). Table 4.4

summarises the in-plane shear stress parameters from various sources. For most

studies the magnitude of lt was approximately 0.9 (Table 4.4) which is consistent

with the ou coefficient in Equation (4.24). Hence for the calibration of the torsional

shear stress expression, only the /6 coefftcient was varied. For the horizontal

bending tests, knowing the actual failure pattern, to give a mean error of 0% for the

predicted values, Equation (4.27) is required. Hence Equation (4.27) is used in all

subsequent calculations. The value of r lies between 2.3 (Equation@.24)) and those

given in Table 4.4, which suggests that the failure mechanism for bed joints under

horizontal bending is a combination of rotational and translational components.

Ti:T0 * þO,

Ír=ff*tIlto,

tu:1.6f^r+0.9o,

where:

r : in-plane shear stress coeff,rcient forf-¡

p : coefftcient of internal friction at the unit-mortar interface

Ts : bond shear strength at zero compressive stress

Table 4.4: In-plane shear stress parameters

(4.2s)

(4.26)

(4.27)J

Researchers f^, T¡ u I

Lawrence & Morgan (1975a) 0.36 - 0.66 0.40 - 0.72 1.11 - 1.09

Page (1e78) 0.29 0.19 0.87 0.66

Riddinston &, Ghazali (1990) 0.9 l.l3 0.95 1.26

Magenes & Calvi (tee2) 0.16 - 0.29 0.21 0.81 1.26 - 0.12

Riddinston & Jukes /1994) 0.16 - 1.26 0.70 - 0.92

Seisun et al (ree4) 1.10 0.94

Samarasinghe & Lawrence (1995) 1.21 1.25 0.93 1.03
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Chapter 4: One-way Horizontal Bending

The accuracy of the model for ultimate moment, M¡¡, (Equation (4.12)) was verified

against experimental data for over 600 tests (Satti & Hendry, 1973; Lawrence, 1975

Lawrence & Morgan, I975a; b; Anderson, 1976; West, 1976; Lawrence, 1983;

Hamid & Drysdale, 1988; Duarte & sinha, 1992; Hansen, 1999). 'where 
reported,

actual failure pattern information was used and calculations are given in Appendix C.
'Where critical parameter values were not reported, typical values were assumed. The

predictions show very good correlation with the measured values (Figure 4.9). Figure

4.9 (i) shows a different scale to Figure 4.9 (iÐ for clarity. On average, the proposed

model gives a slightly conservative prediction that is very close to the mean. If the

tests prepared using concrete block masoffy units (Anderson, 1976; Hamid &
Drysdale, 1988) are neglected from the analysis, then the mean error reduces from 5.6

to l.0o/o. These results support the use of Equation(4.12) for the prediction of
rrlfimafc lmntmani III .urLurrsrv urvurwrrt, lytult.
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Figure 4.9: Verification of M¡t model

For design, the failure mode is unknown, hence the lesser capacity determined from

line and stepped failure calculations is used. The proposed model is compared

against AS 3700-2001 for the horizontal bending tests. Table 4.5 summarises the

measured ($2.5.1 and 2.5.2) and predicted values of ultimate moment, M¡¡. The
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Chapter 4: One-way Horizontal Bending

predicted values are taken from the proposed model (Equations (4.15) and (4.16)) and

from AS 3100-2001(Equations (4.1) and (4.3)) For the AS 3700-2001 predictions,

mean rather than characteristic values were used and the capacity reduction factor, þ,

was taken as 1.0. The mean errors were 5.8 and l4.Io/o for the proposed and

AS 3700-2001 expressions.

Table 4.5: Measured and predicted Mu¡i values

Mu¡, (kf{m)

oy

lMPa)

Test Batch .f -t
(MPa)

Measured Predicted

Pronosedl Proposed2 AS 3700r AS 37002

0 (H) 1* C3 0.78 I .83 2.05 1.62

2* C3 0.78 1.56 2.05 1.62

3* C4 0.74 1.99 1.95 1.58

4* C4 0.74 1.90 2.44 1.9s 1.58

5* D3 0.58 2.29 2.44 1.53 L40

V" Error lmeas - pred) 0.4 r 8.3

0 (v) l+ C2 0.67 1.63 1.77 I .51

2* C2 0.67 l 83 t.77 2.15 I .51

3* C2 0.67 1.80 2.44 1.77 2.45 1.51

4* C2 0.67 2.11 t.77 1.51

5* C1 0.56 1.54 2.44 1.48 2.40 1.38

o/o Ewor (meas - predl 4.0 17.0

0.075 I C3 0.78 2.47 2.43 z.17 1.78

2 C3 0.78 2.29 2.43 2.17 1.78

-t C1 0.56 1.92 2.43 1.59 2.40 1.56

4+ D3 0.58 2.t6 2.13 1.64 2.11 1.58

5* D3 0.58 1.86 t.64 2.41 1.58

Y" Lrror lmeas - pred) 13.9 22.6

0. l5 1* D2 0.68 1.94 2.12 2.02 2.46 l.85

2 D2 0.68 1.87 2.12 2.02 2.16 1.85

3+ D2 0.68 1.75 2.42 2.02 2.16 1 .85

4 C1 0.56 2.05 2.12 1.70 2.10 1.74

5+. D2 0.68 2.15 l tf 2.02 2.16 L85

Vo Error lmeas - ored) -0.I 6.3

0.25 1 DI 0.59 2.49 2.41 1.93 2.41 2.01

2 D1 0.59 2.46 2.11 t.93 2.11 2.01

J D1 0.59 2.32 2.41 L93 2.41 2.01

4* DI 0.59 l.9l 2.41 1.93 2.11 2.0t

5 CI 0.56 1.53 2.41 1.85 2.10 1.99

o/" Error (meas - predl 10.7 6.1

5.8 14.1Mean %o Error
* Failul'e not conlÌued to constant tnoureut region
I Line failure
2 Stepped failuL'e
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Chapter 4: One-way Horizontal Bending

Figure 4.10 compares the measured and predicted values for M¡¡. Both models

generally underestimate the measured values. However, the proposed model gives a

less conseryative prediction that is closer to the mean. It is evident from the test data

that masonry variability greatly influences the behaviour. Consider the horizontally

oriented test data (Table 4.5). The test 5 specimen was prepared from batch D3,

which had the lowest/.1value, but gave the highest measured ultimate momeÍrq M¡¡,

for this group. The values of fnt and M¡¡ were approximately 24%o \ower and 26Yo

higher, respectively for test 5 than the means of the other batches. For the available

test data and range of compressive stress investigated, the proposed model gives a

more accurate, but still conservative estimate of strength, which is safe for design,

and offers greater moment capacity compared to AS 3700-2001.

1.5

0

Èt

E

È

ãos

0 (H) 0 (v) 0.075 0.15 0.25

Figure 4.10: Measured versus predicted Mu¡ values

4.5.3 Frictìonal moment capacìty, M¡

From $4.4.3, the frictional moment capacity, Mr in terms of the internal load

resistance of the test specimen is given by Equation (4. I 9). The number of bed j oints,

26, is based on the failure mode. To allow the model to be compared against test data,

the total extemal frictional resistance of the support conditions in the two orthogonal

directions (i.e. out-of-plane and in-plane resistance) was determined.

Consider a vertically oriented test specimen, cracked at its mid-span (Figure 4.11).

The magnitude of the applied load attracted by the support conditions was determined

- Error bars indicate standard deviation

I TrTT
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Chapter 4: One-way Horizontal Bending

so that the out-of-plane frictional resistance of the supports in the y-direction could be

removed from all test data ($2.5.1). During this procedure, the panei sections did not

come into contact with each other. However, for the actual tests, once the failure

mechanism had formed and the onset of frictional behaviour had occurred, there was

some additional load resistance due to the panel sections coming into contact and

forming a compressive strut. The applied load is therefore resisted by:

. internal load resistance of the failure mechanisms;

. lateral in-plane frictional resistance (x-direction); and,

. lateral out-of-plane füctional resistance (y-direction).

To determine the frictional load resistance, P¡, in terms of the internal load resistance

and the external frictional resistance, it was necessary to equate the external and

internal work done on the specimen. Figure 4.1 I (i) shows the plan view of a test

specimen undergoing a mid-span deflection, Ar, indicating the extemal forces acting

on the system. Figure 4.11(ii) shows the determination of the deflection in the x-

direction, A*, for an increment of deflection in the y-direcfion, Ay, (Equation (4.28)).

L.

P

t

.R*
<-

I
R,

4

/ =kano\t =?!-2.-x \----- - /-y L" v

!- 4

-0

(i) external forces acting on system (ii) determination of /'
x,igure 4.11: Equating external and internal work of test specimen

(4.28)
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Chapter 4: One-way Horizontal Bending

where:

L" : support span

P, : applied load iny-direction

R* : resultant of frictional resistance of support conditions in x-direction

R, : resultant of frictional resistance of support conditions iny-direction

0 : rotation of horizontal bending test specimen section

For determination of the frictional load resistance, Pr: P¡. Equation (4.29) equates

the extemal and internal work, and using Equation (4.28) and the result that R*: Ay :

¡4N,the frictional load resistance, P¡, is given by Equation (4.30) (where Nand pß arc

the axial load and coefficient of füction of support conditions). Hence the frictional

load resistancc, P¡, in terms of the internal load resistance and the extemal frictional

resistance of the test specimen is given by Equation (4.31). The lateral out-of-plane

frictional resistance of the supports in the y-direction removed from the test data was

reinstated to satisfy equilibrium of the system. The measured frictional moment

capacity, M¡, is related to the frictional load resistance, P¡, data via Equation (4.32).

The index of frictional torque resistance, 4r: 0.045 m for batch C4 (ç2.4.3) and the

coeffrcient of friction of support conditions, ¡4:0.053 ($2.5.1).

Inr, -z!n-az*- [n,az, = Inuo, (4.2e)

P, :1*ø.1,r[r .î)

P, = ;+(no€,|o,+ ¿- ] o.s[, + t,,]t) + p"
Lr-Lt

,,=+[*-r,r[t.i])

(4.30)

t+!
L"

(4.3r)

(4.32)

Table 4.6 summarises the measured ($2.5.1) and predicted (Equation (4.19)) values

of the frictional moment capacity, M¡, for the horizontal bending tests. The mean

error and the number of bed joints in each failure mechanism , /16, arÍe also indicated.
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Chapter 4: One-way Horizontal Bending

The measurement of the frictional load resistanee, P¡, was uffeliable for some tests,

hence there are less than five data points for some sets. The percentage increase in

load resistance due to the inclusion of the external frictional resistance of the test

specimen is also given. This is the percentage difference between the total frictional

resistance, Pr(,ot), and the frictional resistance due to bed joints, P¡16¡¡. The inclusion of

the external frictional resistance represents an increase of 22.6 to l04.lo/o, with a

mean of 59.5Yo, clearly demonstrating the importance of incorporating it in the

determination of the total frictional load resistance, P¡.

Table 4.6: Measured and predictedM¡values

ov

(MPa)

Test fl6 PTIKTT) ll4"lkl\m) (Px1"e -P¡p¡)/Pr16¡

VoMeasured Measured* Measured Predicted

0 4 5 0.16 0.21 0.018 0.012 64.0

5 5 0.11 0. l6 0.01I 0.012 104. I

%o Error (meas - pred) 17.0

0.075 2 J l l5 1.59 0.12 0.15 76.4

J 5 2.20 2.64 0.2'l 0.24 35.3

4 5 2.40 2.84 0.30 0.24 32.0

5 5 3.30 3.74 0.42 0.24 22.6

T"F,rror (¡qe4Cj¡¡gdl 2t.o

0. l5 I 3 2.50 3.31 0.28 0.28 62.',7

2 2 2.80 3.61 0.32 0.19 54.7

J 3 3.60 4.41 0.43 0.28 40.7

4 J 2.40 3.21 0.27 0.28 66.0

5 5 3.50 4.31 0.42 0.47 42.1

%o Error (meas - pred) tt.7
0.25 I 3 3.90 5.21 0.43 0.47 65.5

2 2 3.20 4.51 0.34 0.31 84.2

4 J 3.80 5.1 I 0.42 0.47 67.6

5 3 3.50 4.81 0.38 0.47 75.0

o/o Error (meas - pred) -9.6

10.0MeanY"
* Frictional resistance ofthe supports in the y -direction reinstated

Figure 4.12 compares the measured and predicted values for M¡. Reasonable

agreement is shown, with the proposed model underestimating the measured values

by l0% on average, for the range of compressive stress investigated. These results

indicate that for the available test data, Equation (4.19) provides a reliable prediction

of the frictional moment capacity, M¡.
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0.6

ãoo
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ø
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(¡)
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M¡, predicted (kllm)
0.6

X'igure 4.12: Measured versus predicted ll1¡values

4.6 Summary

A set of mathematical models capable of predicting the moment capacities at key

stages of loading, including the post-ultimate response, of URM sections subjected to

one-way horizontal bending and axial loading was developed in this chapter. Three

key stages of loading were investigated:

. load at change of slope, P1;

. ultimate load, Pu; and,

. frictional load resistance, P¡.

The models account for the two different failure modes that can occur depending on

the relative strengths of the masonry constituents and are applicable to different

masoffy material properties and geometric conhgurations. The accuracies of the

models were established by f,trst comparing them to data from experiments conducted

by the author and then to results reported in the literature. The resulting expressions

represent major improvements over current expressions in that they are dimensionally

consistent and explicitly account for mortar and unit strength as well as the

contributions to bed joint shear strength from compressive stress and friction.
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Chapter 4: One-way Horizontal Bending

Furthermore, the insights gained into the behaviour of the bed joint torsion and

perpend joint flexure mechanisms are used in the next chapter in the analysis of

diagonal bending, where the same mechanisms, combined with bed joint flexure and

perpend joint torsion, potentially contribute to the overall flexural strength.

The proposed model for predicting the moment at change of slope, M1,wãs compared

against a Monte Carlo simulation technique presented by Lawrence (1983) and gave

equally good agreement for the empirical data available. Advantages of the model

over the Monte Carlo simulation are that it is a simpler method to apply and it

accounts for compressive stress. For the prediction of ultimate moment, M¡¡, Ihe

proposed model provides a more accurate, but conservative estimate of strength, and

offers greater moment capacity compared to AS 3700-2001. Based on this result, a

similar mechanics-based approach was used to develop a new mathematical model to

predict the moment capacity along a diagonal crack line, as described in the following

chapter. It was also demonstrated that the proposed model for frictional moment

capacity, M¡, may be used to predict the post-ultimate capacity of a masonry section

subjected to horizontal bending for a range of compressive stress.
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Chapter 5: Diagonal Bending

5 DIAGONAL BENDING

5.1 fntroduction

This chapter presents an overview of the load-deflection behaviour of URM walls

subjected to two-way bending, with particular emphasis on the behaviour along a

diagonal crack line ($5.2). A review of design and analysis techniques for the study

of two-way bending is also given ($5.3). The improved understanding of the

mechanisms contributing to vertical and horizontal bending strength was used to

develop an improved mathematical model to predict the moment capacity along a

diagonal crack line ($5.4). The new model incorporates the beneficial effect of
compressive stress, which is not accounted for in the current Australian Masonry

Code, AS 3700-2001. The model was compared against AS 3700-2001 and its

accuracy was checked by comparison with experimental data ($5.5). The chapter

concludes ($5.6) with a sunmary of the findings.

5.2 Overview of Diagonal Bending Behaviour

Most walls are supporled on three or four sides, resulting in biaxial bending

conditions when subjected to out-of-plane loading. The failure modes for two-way

spanning walls depend on the panel dimensions and support conditions (Figure 5.1).

This study focuses on the diagonal crack lines, which emanate from the corners of the

wall panels. Wall strength is strongly influenced by the bending capacity along

diagonal crack lines. At ultimate strength, the failure mechanisms that potentially

contribute to the moment capacity, M6, alonga diagonal crack line are (Figure 1.4):

. (1) the flexural tensile strength of the perpend joints;

. (2) the torsional capacity of the bed joints;

. (3) the torsional capacity of the perpend joints; and,

. (4) the flexural tensile strength of the bed joints.
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Chapter 5: Diagonal Bending

I)ue to two-way action, prior to cracking, the torsional and flexural mechanisms

occur simultaneously on each mortar joint. After cracking, resistance is governed by

the frictional capacity of the joints. In reported results on full-scale wall panels, brick

failure rarely occurs.

out-of-plane
loading

supports

(i) three edges supported (ii) four edges supported

Figure 5.1: Diagonal bending failure modes

5.2.1 Load-detlection behøvìour

The diagonal bending behaviour of an URM section was discussed in $2.5.3 with

reference to the diagonal bending tests. The general load-deflection behaviour is

summarised here for completeness. Figure 5.2 shows the load-deflection behaviour

of a typical diagonal bending test. The behaviour consists of linear-elastic response

up to ultimate load, Pu. This indicates that progressive cracking of the mortar joints

does not occur prior to failure. Under diagonal bending, as the level of flexure on a

mortar joint increases, tensile stresses are induced on the plane normal to the torsional

behaviour, reducing the potential torsional resistance for that joint and vice versa.

Although it has been shown (52.4.3) that ultimate shear stress, 7u, increases with bond

strength, ft, the exact form of interaction between the flexural and torsional failure

mechanisms is unknown. Hence three potential failure criteria representing the

interaction of the mechanisms were investigated for the prediction of the diagonal

moment capacity, Md (ç5 .4.2).
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Pu

0 0.5 I
I)eflection, / (mn)

1.5

X'igure 5.2: Diagonal bending load-deflection behaviour

5.2.2 Failure crìteríonfor biaxìøl bending

Traditional design and analysis teohniques that employ either elastic or plastic

methods of analysis to assess the flexural strength of masonry subjected to biaxial

bending assume that the vertical bending moment has no effect on the horizontal

moment of resistance and vice versa. The view that there is no interaction between

vertical and horizontal moments was questioned by Baker (1977), who proposed a

more realistic failure criterion, as indicated by the dashed lines in Figure 5.3.

horizontal moment, .1l4¡

Figure 5.3: Failure criterion in biaxial bending @aker, 1977)

Baker (1979) conducted tests on single joint masonry specimens (Figure 5.a (i)) and

showed that the failure criterion for combined vertical and horizontal moments is

given approximately by the elliptical expression (Equation(5.1)) (Figure 5.4(iÐ).

The assumption of no interaction was shown to be unconservative. Experimental
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Chapter 5: Diagonal Bending

data indicated that compressive stress increased both the vertical and horizontal

moments of resistance and the interaction curve remained elliptical. However, where

horizontal bending strength is determined by brick strength, no increase could be

expected since an increase in compressive stress is unlikely to significantly affect the

flexural strength of the brick (Baker, 1979). Baker (1982) extended the work for the

general case where the principal moments are not aligned in the vertical and

horizontal directions. The failure criterion was based on an empirical relationship

between modulus of rupture and orientation and on the elliptical interaction diagram

established for the vertical and horizontal orientation of principal stresses.

-1 (5. 1)

Mh

Mu

horizontal stress, Fn

M,

(i) single joint (ii) interaction diagram

Figure 5.4: Elliptical interaction diagram for biaxial bending @aker, 1979)

whcrc:

¡ì, : extreme fibre stress due to horizontal moment

d : modulus of rupture of brickwork in horizontal bending (on : 0)

{' : effective modulus of rupture in horizontal bending (ou > 0)

{ : extreme fibre stress due to vertical moment

( : modulus of rupture of brickwork in vertical bending (ou: 0)

{' : effective modulus of rupture in vertical bending (o.n > 0)
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5.2.3 Orthogonal røtio

Numerous studies (e.g. Satti & Hendry, 1973; Lawrence, 1975; Lawrence & Morgan,

I975a; b; 'West, 
1976; 'West et a1.,1977; Hamid & Drysdale, 1988) have investigated

the ratio of modulus of rupture in horizontal flexure, Fi,to the modulus of rupture in

vertical flexure, Fl or f^¡, often termed the orthogonal ratio, R. The ratio is important

for design as it allows prediction of the two-way bending failure mode (Lawrence,

1975), however Candy (1987) stressed that its use is not well justified since its value,

used in yield line theory ($5.3.3), was determined using one-way bending tests.

For tests conducted on five brick types for three different panel sizes and loading

configurations, Lawrence & Morgan (I975a: b) determined that the ratios were

closely grouped about a mean of 3.3. Further work (Lawrence, 1975) proposed that

the ratio,l?, is highly dependent on the bond strength, FJ, and that for bond strengths

below approximately 0.7 MPa, a correlation between the values of R and -( exists

(Equation (5.2)). Lawrence (1978) (reported by Baker (1979)) later found that a

better fit was made to the data when the numerator was reduced to I .7 5.

Studies by West (1976) and West et al. (1977) found that the overall range of ratios

for different bricks and mortar compositions was 1.2 to 6.2 with a comparable mean

around 3.0. The work by V/est et al. (1977) gave evidence that the orthogonal ratio

increases as the mortar composition becomes weaker, supporting the f,rnding of
Lawrence (1975) (Equation (5.2)). Baker (1979) proposed a means of estimating the

orthogonal ratio from measurements of the lateral modulus of rupture of the brick

units (Fo or fuù and the bond strength (4 or f^t). For the practical range of

masoffy, 4 > 0.3 MPa, the ratio was predicted as the lesser of Equations (5.3) and

(5.4). Despite its practical signif,rcance, the analysis was limited due to a lack of data

on the torsional behaviour of bed joints and the simplifications regarding moment

distribution throughout the masonry section (Baker et a1.,1985).
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(s.2)

n :11+4 * sle[ F: )
(s.3)

(s.4)

5.3 Review of Design and Analysis Techniques

Over time, investigations into the behaviour of walls subjected to in-plane loading

have generally dominated URM design, both in terms of anal¡ical and experimental

studies. The more complex behaviour due to out-of-plane loading has been far less

examined. Some approximate solutions have been presented, often based on yield

line analyses ($5.3.2), and more recently as computers have become increasingly

powerful, more sophisticated numerical techniques have been developed ($5.3.6).

Existing analytical methods for out-oÊplane response are predominantly empirical,

and often based on limited amounts of test data, which restricts the scope of their use.

To determine a suitable approach for the development of the diagonal bending model

($5.4), a review of previous research was conducted. The majority of research in this

area differed from this study as the investigations were concerned with the

macroscopic behaviour of an entire wall panel, whereas this research focuses on the

behaviour along a diagonal crack line. The review of previous research was therefore

used as a guide to extend the understanding of the interaction of the failure

mechanisms contributing to flexural strength in diagonal bending.

5.3.1 Linear-eløstic analysìs

One of the simplest treatments of out-of-plane bending of URM walls is a linear-

elastic analysis. Although elastic theory is able to closely predict initial cracking

loads, it can greatly underestimate failure loads, resulting in excessively conservative

findings (Hendry, 1973; Baker, 1973; 1977; Priestley, 1985). This is due to several
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weaknesses of elastic-based calculations including lack of consideration of the non-

linear load-deflection behaviour of masonry walls, uncertainty in the adoption of

suitable elastic constants of masonry and a lack of knowledge about the failure

criterion of masonry stressed in biaxial bending (Hendry, 1973).

Various studies (Lawrence, 1980; Baker et al., 1985; Lawrence, 1994b) have

demonstrated that for larger wall panels (e.g. for aspect ratios above approximately

1.5), elastic theory significantly overestimates cracking loads, leading to unsafe

predictions. The high degree of random variation inherent in masonry flexwal

strengths was identified as the likely cause of this phenomenon. Random variation

causes an increased likelihood, in large wall panels, that weak elements will be

subjected to high bending moments, and therefore produces lower cracking loads than

a deterministic analysis would suggest.

5.3.2 Yield line ønølysß

Yield line analysis forms the basis for the British Standard BS 5628 (British

Standards Institution, 1992). The method predicts ultimate load capacity and is based

on the assumption of the presence of elongated plastic hinges (yield lines) along

crack lines. The external work done by the applied load to form the yield lines is

equated to the internal work done by the load as it is displaced. However, these yield

lines can not form in a non-ductile material such as masonry, hence true yield line

behaviour has no theoretical justification. As a result, the use of such an analysis has

been widely questioned (e.g. Lawrence, 1980; Baker et al., 1985; Duarte & Sinha,

1992; Lawrence, 1994a) and many studies have found it to be unconservative (e.g.

Baker, 1973; 1977; Haseltine et al., 1977; Lawrence, 1980; Baker et al., 1985;

Drysdale & Essawy, 1988; Chong et a1., l99l; Lawrence, 1994a; b). The use of yield

line theory in BS 5628 is presently based entirely on test results with most of the data

for walls with three sides supported and the top free. Hence the applicability of the

method is limited, as without test data or theoretical justification, it is not rational to

extrapolate use of the method to other cases not presently covered.
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In addition to BS 5628, of the major international masonry codes, both the draft

versions of the European (European Committee for Standardisation, 2000) and

Canadian (Canadian Standards Association, 2002) codes also utilise yield line

techniques for two-way bending design. Alternatively, the North American (ACI /

ASCE / TMS, 2002) and current Canadian (Canadian Standards Association,1994)

codes only give provision for the design of vertically spanning walls, based on

maximum slenderness ratios.

Further doubt is cast on the use of yield line analysis as it is yet to be verified that it is

suitable for walls with openings. Edgell & Kjaer (2000) compared the results of three

computer packages, each with a different approach based on yield line theory, with

the results of a'large experimental program. Predicted failure loads for brickwork and

blockwork walls were generally 30-40% and 60-90Yo of the test results. Edgell &

Kjaer (2000) recommended the use of the techniques due to the conservative nature

of the estimates. Justification on such a basis however is flawed, as the methods do

not provide an accurate representation of actual masoffy behaviour.

In light of the disadvantages of yield line analyses, such as the iterative nature of the

method given in BS 5628, Golding (1991) proposed an alternative technique. It was

stressed that the presentation of the method in terms of orthogonal ratio and modified

aspect ratio was unnecessary and that the analysis could be performed purely in terms

of out-oÊplane load, moments and wall dimensions. The basis of the method is the

same as in BS 5628, but is non-iterative and can accommodate all hxity levels and

support along two, three or all four sides. An innovative suggestion by Golding

(1991) is that masoffy, whether unreinforced, reinforced or prestressed, is a single

material and should not be considered as three different materials. Therefore the

method was formulated as being applicable for all masoffy. The author suggests that

such a generalisation be exercised with caution, as the behaviour of different masoffy

types can be markedly different as the inclusion of reinforcement provides significant

improvements to post-cracking strength and ductility.
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5.3.3 Strip method

Prior to AS 3700-2001, the strip method was used for design. Based on linear-elastic

theory, the method was an empirical best-fit to available test data at the time, with its

emphasis being resistance to wind, not earthquake loading. It involves the calculation

of the load capacities of vertical and horizontal strips through the centre of the wall

and their summation gives an estimate of ultimate capacity. The method was derived

from testing in Australia of both clay and concrete masomy walls. However, the test

data was limited since it only applied to a few cases, neglecting some common wall

configurations and not including any cases with openings. Consequently, for solid

clay and concrete masonry walls, the method performs relatively well and agïees

better than other approaches, such as elastic and yield-line theories (Lawrence, 1980;

Baker et al., 1985; Lawrence, 1994b), but has limitations for walls with openings

(Lawrence &Lu,l99la;Lu &, Lawrence, I99l;Page,1995). Furthermore, for larger

wall panels, the strip method gives unsafe predictions due to the effect of random

variation (Lawrence, 1980; Baker et al., 1985; Lawrence, 1994b).

5.3.4 Energt lìne method

In an effort to improve on restrictive design methods such as those based on yield line

theory ($5.3.2) and the strip method ($5.3.3), the Concrete Masonry Association of
Australia supported the development of the energy line method. This method (Candy

et al., 1989) formed the basis of the initial development of the virtual work method

(Lawrence & Marshall, 1998; 2000). However, the applicability of the energy line

mettrod was also limited as it catered for panels with only two adjacent edges

supported and for panels with openings (Candy et al., 1989).

The basis of the method is an energy balance equation. The virtual work done on the

panel for an increment of deflection (the integral of panel pressure times incremental

deflection) is equated to the integral of the product of horizontal moment and

incremental rotation on the energy lines. The orthogonal ratio ($5.2.3) in yield line

theory was determined from one-way bending tests, hence extension of this parameter
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for use in two-way bending is not well justified (Candy, 1987). Consequently, the

energy line method, which is similar in concept to yield line theory, has rationalised,

not empirical, unit moments in the two orthogonal directions. Energy lines are lines

along which the internal incremental energy of the system is considered to be

concentrated, where for an incremental deflection under a certain ultimate load, there

is a corresponding incremental rotation under a designated ultimate moment. Other

major differences from yield line theory are the assumptions that horizontal bending

moment is fully redistributed for energy lines within the panel, thus moment

distribution on diagonal and vertical lines within the panel is uniform, and that

vertical bending moment is zero along horizontal crack lines (Candy et al., 1989).

Validation of the method involved the testing of seven full-scale wall panels that

were constructed with free top edges and openings (Candy et al., 1989). Predictions

of all panels underestimated ultimate test pressures, with predicted values being 49-

960/o of test values. It was shown through comparison with more established methods

that the energy line method provides an equally good prediction with the advantage

of being able to model openings and cases where not all edges are supported.

5.3.5 Virtuøl work method

The technique used in AS 3700-200I for the design of URM walls is based on the

virtual work method. The premise of this method is that the work done on the panel

is balanced by the energy developed on the crack lines (Lawrence & Marshall, 1998;

2000). The work done on a cracked panel as it deflects under load is the product of

the applied load and the deflection of the panel. The energy developed in a cracked

panel as it deflects under load is determined from the product of moments on the

crack lines and the incremental rotations of those crack lines. Equating the

incremental crack energy and the work done results in an equation than can be solved

for the ultimate wall capacity. The crack angle is based on brick unit geometry,

unlike yield line theory, which bases crack angles on a minimum energy approach.
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A typical experimental observation is that for walls supported on all four sides first

cracking occurs along a bed joint at mid-height. As a result, the virtual work method

assumes that the centre horizontal crack along a bed joint has negligible residual

moment capacity and hence its contribution to ultimate capacity is ignored (Lawrence

& Marshall 1998; 2000). This assumption neglects the beneficial effects of axial

loading and hence any energy contribution arising due to resistance developed along

the bed joint is disregarded which may lead to overly conservative estimations of
strength for walls with high axial loading.

The method identifies the torsional behaviour of the bed joints as the most important

parameter in out-of-plane load resistance. To evaluate the value of the diagonal

bending moment capacity, M"¿,the equivalent torsional strength,f, is required, which

is empirically related to bond strength, /6 (Equation (5.5)) (Lawrence & Marshall,

1998). The expression is based solely on experimental data for a limited set of wall

geometries. The energy along a diagonal crack is then calculated via the incremental

rotation multiplied by M"¿ along the diagonal.

7, =2.2s1[f* (s.s)

Extensive full-scale wall panel test data was used in the verihcation of the method,

however, the method is only applicable to a limited number of wall configurations

and openings due to the lack of available test data. The virtual work method gives

closer predictions of test loads that are subject to less variability, than the strip

method (Lawrence & Marshall, 1998;2000), and also accommodates the presence of
openings and support conhgurations not covered by the strip method.

5.3.6 Numerìcøl models

The development of sophisticated numerical techniques has given greater potential to

accurately model wall behaviour. Studies by researchers including Chong et al.

(1991), Lee et al. (1996), Rafiq et al. (2003) (finite element modeling) and Mathew et

al. (1999) (artificial neural networks) have demonstrated the success of such
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techniques, however caution must be exercised if the models are extended to cases

that have not been verified with experimental data.

As demonstrated in Chapter 2, masonry can exhibit considerable variability even

when under comparatively strict control, due to factors such as the variation in

materials, the manufacturing process and workmanship. In practice, this variation is

often more pronounced, due to variations in the quality of site workmanship and the

diffrculty of controlling site-batched mortar. As a result, researchers (e.g. Lawrence

&. Cao,1988; Lawrence &Lu,l99la;Lu & Lawrence, 1991) have asserted that it is

imperative to account for the inherent random variation of masonry in any theoretical

analysis. Lawrence &, Cao (19SS) utilised numerical methods to account for this

variability. The analysis was based on isotropic elastic plate theory to predict the

load at first cracking in non-loadbearing walls subjected to uniformly distributed out-

of-plane loading, with supports on three or four sides. This was combined with a

Monte Carlo simulation approach to account for the random variability in bond

strength. Verification of the analytical predictions was made against 32 full-scale

tests on clay brick walls with good agreement. The effect of accounting for

variability was clearly demonstrated with reductions in the order of 50%o in ultimate

strength obtained from varying the COV from 0.05 to 0.40.

Lawrence &. Lu (l99la) further developed this method to study the effects of failure

criterion, self-weight and unit size on the analysis of non-loadbearing walls.

Inclusion of self-weight resulted in a modest increase in load resistance in the order

of 3-6%o. However, variation in unit size had a far more significant effect, with a

strength increase of up to 25Yo obtained for units of face dimensions 490 x 169 mm,

compared with 230 x 76 mm units (Lawrence & Lu, l99Ia). An investigation into

the adoption of the most appropriate failure criterion, namely straight line interaction

or principal moment criterion, was made with respect to the interaction of the

horizontal and vertical moments. Comparison with experimental results concluded

that the principal moment criterion gives better agreement. For this, instead of using

the horizontal and vertical axes aligned with the bedding planes of the masonry, the
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principal axes were found and failure was determined when the sum of the squares of
moments in these directions, as a ratio of moment capacity, was unity (Lawrence &
Lu, 1991a). It was also shown that by accounting for random variability in the

masoffy, analytical predictions do not significantly overestimate panel strength,

unlike such methods based on yield line or elastic theory (Lawrence &Lu,l99la).

Further work (Lawrence & Lu, 1991b; Lu & Lawrence, 1991) adopted a finite

element method to replace the isotropic elastic plate analysis to account for various

configurations of openings. The results of the finite element analyses were compared

against the work done previously, based on isotropic elastic plate theory, and gave

almost identical results verifying the applicability of the finite element program. An

intuitive result was found that the existence of openings reduces the load at first

cracking. A more interesting finding was that the location of the opening can be a

more significant factor than opening size (Lawrence &, Lu, I99lb; Lu &, Lawrence,

1991). Openings reduce the strength and stiffness of wall panels. Although this is

expected, the actual reduction in magnitude of wall capacity is not so obvious.

Research by Gad & Duffreld (1994) summarised the work of Wolfe (1983) and Falk

& Itani (1987) indicating that the reduction in wall stiffness due to an opening is

approximately equal to the proportion of the wall occupied by the opening.

5.4 Development of Mathematical Models

Three mathematical models were developed, based on the potential contributions of
each failure mechanism, to predict the diagonal moment capacity, M¿, corresponding

to the ultimate load, Pu, (Figure 5.2) and are described in this section.

At ultimate strength, the failure mechanisms that potentially contribute to the moment

capacity, M¿, along a diagonal crack line are (Figure 5.5 (i)):

. (1) the flexural tensile strength of the perpend joints;

. (2) the torsional capacity of the bed joints;

. (3) the torsional capacity of the perpend joints; and,

. (4) the flexural tensile strength of the bed joints.
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The diagonal moment capacity, Mt, is determined from the components of the failure

mechanisms acting parallel to the axis along which M¿is evaluated (Figure 5'5 (iÐ).

While simple expressions can be derived for each mechanism, the degree to which

each mechanism contributes at ultimate strength must be known to appropriately

combine the component expressions to predict M¿. Expressions for each mechanism

are presented in $5.4.1. The interaction between flexural and torsional mechanisms,

and the contribution of each mechanism Ío M¿ are discussed in $5.4.2 and $5.4.3. In

$5.5 the proposed models are verified against test data.

@ Md

b Tocos0
To

O

(ù (ir)

Figure 5.5: Diagonal bending failure mechanisms

where:

M6 : rrrorrtent developed by each bed joint

Mo: moment developed by each perpend joint

Z6 : torque developed by each bedjoint

Zo : torque developed by each perpend joint

e : angle ofdiagonal crack line to horizontal

5.4.1 Failure mechanism expressions

As derived in $4.4.1, the moment developed by each perpend joint, Mo, is determined

via Equation (5.6).

0

e
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M, =(f^.-v^lou* r"-D@P (s.6)

(s.7)

As derived in $4.4.2, the torque developed by each bed joint, 25, is determined via

Equation (5.7).

To = rrko\.5(1, +t^)t2

+ +)'To=T,

Similarly, the torque developed by each perpend joint, e, ir determined via

Equation (5.8).

k,t(h" (5.8)

where:

h : numerical factor used to calculate zo

rp : ultimate shear stress of perpend joint

As discussed in $3.2, once the tensile stress in a bed joint due to bending, exceeds the

sum of the bond strength plus the total compressive stress, due to self-weight and

axial loading, then cracking occurs. Self-weight varies with height and is therefore

evaluated at mid-height. As derived in $3.7.1, the cracking out-of-plane load, w"r,

relates to the moment developed by each bed joint, M" (Equation (5.9)).

Mr=(f^r*õut.f"* 0.

6
(s.e)

5.4.2 Interuction offøilure mechanisms

Due to the orientation of the applied moment with respect to the bed and perpend

joints on the diagonal crack line (Figure 5.5 (ii)) the level of interaction varies for

each failure mechanism. Experimental work by Brincker (1979) (reported by

Hagsten & Nielsen (2000)) indicated that the interaction of torsion and bending was

influenced by the angle of orientation of the masonry section. For a single mortar

joint, under diagonal bending, as the level of flexure increases, tensile stresses are

+
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induced on the plane notmal to the torsional behaviour, decreasing the potential

torsional capacity for that joint and vice versa ($5.2.1). It has been demonstrated that

for the torsional behaviour of a bed joint, the ultimate shear stress, 26, increases

approximately linearly with both bond strength, fmt, and compressive stfess, ou

($4.5.2). Therefore for a given level of õv, ru will vary approximately linearly with

-f^r. Hence although a linear interaction could be expected between the flexural and

torsional failure mechanisms of a mortar joint, the exact form of interaction is

unknown. Hence three failure criteria representing the interaction of the mechanisms

contributingto M¿were investigated (Figure 5.6 (i)):

. No interaction:

The flexural behaviour has no effect on the torsional behaviour and vice versa.

Linear interaction;

The sum of the ratios of flexural and torsional moments to respective strengths is

unity at failure (Equation (5.10)'

a

a

(s.10)

Ellipti c al int er action:

The sum of the squares of moments over strengths is unity at failure

(Equation (5.11)).

(y.)' *lål':, (s.11)

IM,.,J [4,",

where:

M¡ : moment developed by each mortar joint

Mio) : ultimate moment developed by each mortar joint

T¡ : torque developed by each mortar joint

Zitul : ultimate torque developed by each mortar joint
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interaction
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(i) interaction criteria (ii) determination of reduction factors

Figure 5.6: Interaction between flexure and torsion

For linear interaction, reduction factors, e and a2(Equations (5.12) and (5.13)), are

used to estimate the relative magnitudes for each failure mechanism (where fi and 12

are the projected lengths of the perpend and bed joints onto the axis of the applied

moment (Figure 5.6 (iÐ).

dr: (s.r2)

(5.13)

For elliptical interaction, reduction factors, h and þ (Equations (5.14) and (5.15)),

are used.
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5.4.3 Contributìons offaìlure mechanßms to M¿

The degree to which each failure mechanism contributes to diagonal moment

capacity, M¿, is unknown. Hence three mathematical models based on the potential

contributions of each mechanism to M¿were developed and investigated:

. Model (a);

At ultimate, all four mechanisms contribute to strength and reach their ultimate

capacities simultaneouslY.

Model þ):
Three mechanisms contribute to strength and reach their ultimate capacities

simultaneously. The torsional capacity of the perpend joints is neglected.

a

a Model (c):

Two mechanisms, i.e. the torsional and flexural capacities of the bed joints,

contribute to strength and reach their ultimate capacities simultaneously'

Model (a)

The diagonal bending load-deflection behaviour is linear up to ultimate, indicating

elastic behaviour and suggesting that there is no progressive cracking prior to failure

($5.2.1). Hence for the prediction of Mt it was assumed that moment capacity could

be approximated by superposition of each failure mechanism (Figure 5.5 (Ð). It at

ultimate, all four mechanisms contribute to strength and reach their ultimate

capacities simultaneously, Ma is given by Equation (5.16), for the case of linear

interaction (Figure 5.5 (ii)). Reduction factors, )"1 and þ (Equations (5.17) and

(5.1S)), are used to orient the components of each mechanism along the same axis as

the applied moment. The brick unit dimensions determine the angle of the diagonal

crack, with a slope, 0, equal to the unit height divided by half the unit length

(including the joint thickness in each case) for half-overlap stretcher-bonded masonÍy

(Equation (5.19). Model (a) (Equation (5.20)) is an upper limit to M¿, since all four

mechanisms are unlikely to reach their ultimate capacities simultaneously.
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M ¿ = \ar(noTo + noM o) + .2"ar(noM o + nrTo)

4 = sin?

L = coso

0 = tan-l
hu+t^

0 * t,n

4o, norokoo.SQ, + U)f + nr(f^, - v 
^lo, 

+ f"*
Md

+ 4a, no(f^r+ ou + f"*
rt^

+ nrtokrt(h, + h)'
6

(s.16)

(s.r7)

(s.18)

(s.re)

(s.20)

Model (b)

By assuming that deformation \ryas localised within the mortar joints, rigid-body

rotation compatibility can be used to determine more refined estimates of the relative

contributions to strength of each failure mechanism. Consider a bed joint subjected

to flexure. Flexural rotation of the bed joint will induce torsional stress on the

perpend joint. Comparison of the relative levels of experimentally measured rotation

for mechanisms (4) and (3) (Figure 5.5 (Ð) has indicated that at ultimate bed joint

flexure, there is insuffrcient perpend joint rotation to develop significant torsional

stress on the perpend joint (Appendix D). As a result, perpend joint torsion

(mechanism (3)) was neglected in the prediction of M¿.

Similarly, a bed joint subjected to torsion will induce flexural stress on the adjacent

perpend joint. However, similar analysis of mechanisms (2) and (1) (Figure 5.5 (i))

indicated that at ultimate bed joint torsion, the level of perpend joint flexure was of
sufflrcient magnitude to develop maximum perpend joint flexural resistance

(Appendix D). Model (b) (Equation (5.21)) is consistent with the observation in

diagonal bending tests that load-deflection behaviour was linear up to ultimate,

although this is based on a very limited number of test replicates that were oriented

horizontally.
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4at
1""

rokoo.SQ" +çy' *ro(f^,-v^lo, + f*
Md

0
+ La, no(f^r+ ou + f"*

It^
6

\arrolcoo.5Q" * r^\' + \ar(f^, + o u + f"*
0 51, + t^þ'

M¿=frt
6

(s.21)

Modet (c)

The inclusion of perpend joint flexure (mechanism (l)) in model (b) contradicts the

observation in horizontal bending tests that perpend joint failure occurs at a relatively

low level of deformation so that only bed joint torsion contributes at ultimate strength

(neglecting brick unit failure). It is unclear as to the reason for this apparent

discrepancy in behaviour. Consequently, it was proposed for model (c)

(Equation (5.22)) that the only mechanisms contributing to M¿ arc:

. the torsional capacity of the bed joints; and,

. the flexural tensile strength of the bed joints.

(s.22)

Model (c) assumes that the torsional and flexural strengths of the perpend joints are

expended at ultimate. Despite this, theoretically there would still be some frictional

behaviour on the joint surfaces. However, a reliable estimate of the axial force

normal to the perpend joints would be required to quantiff their contribution to Mt

This is diffrcult to determine, and it is assumed that for the low level of deflection at

ultimate, there is insuffrcient deformation to cause significant frictional resistance on

the perpend joints. Hence the influence of frictional resistance on M¡was neglected.

Diagonal bending behaviour is influenced by the angle of the diagonal crack line to

the horizontal, 0. In the general case, only model (c) resolves to the vertical and

horizontal bending formulae for 0:0 and 90". Intuitively, this provides further

support for model (c). For vertical bending, 0:0, hence reduction factors, 2t and )'2,

are given by Equations (5.23) and (5.24), and model (c) reduces to Equation(5'25),

which gives the vertical moment capacity,Mu (where ó is the width of the bed joint).
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4=sine=sin(Q)=0

4=cos)=cos(Q)=1

(s.23)

(s.24)

(s.2s)

(s.26)

(s.27)

(s.28)

Md nb (.f^,*ou*fl* +

6

4 = sina: sin(90) = 1

4=cosQ=cos(90):0

M¿ = nbrbkb\.s\" +Ç)t2 = Mh

):,t,+ov 
+ f")(: u,

a For horizontal bendin%, 0:90o, hence reduction factors, )"1 and lz, are given by

Equations (5.26) and (5.27), and model (c) reduces to Equation (5.28), which gives

the horizontal moment capacity, M¡(neglecting brick unit failure).

5.5 Comparison of Models to Experimental Data and AS 3700-2001

The accuracy of the three mathematical models ($5.4) was verified by comparison to

diagonal bending test data ($2.5.3). The models are expressed in terms of moment

capacity. However, measurements of load were made during testing, hence the data

was converted to moment for comparison against the models.

5.5.1 ModiJicatìon of møthemøtical models

To allow the models to be compared against test data, the following were considered:

. variability between mortar batches; and,

. observed failure patterns.

Test data was obtained on the flexural tensile strength of perpend joints,fr",o ß2.4.2).
Hence for the determination of the moment developed by each perpend joint, Mr, the

/'1 term in Equations (5.20) and (5.21) is replaced with fr.,p data for comparison

against test data. To account for variability between mortar batches, fierp was

normalised to the meanf^¡ value for all batches. Batches A1 and C5 were used to

prepare the perpend joint test specimens. Brick pallet I was used to prepare the
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diagonal bending tests and batch A1 perpend joint tests. Hence the data was

normalised using the mean/''l value of 0.53 MPa for batch Al (Equation (4.20)). The

mean J^¡ value was determined for all batches ($2.4.1). Therefore, to account for

variability between batches, the actual/-l value was used where applicable. Batch B1

was used to prepare the diagonal bending tests.

For the diagonal bending tests, due to masonry variability, the bed joint areas in

flexure and torsion were not of consistent dimensions (Appendix A8). Hence the

governing factors affecting the torque developed by each mortar joint are the cross-

sectional dimensions of the joints, a aîd b, and bond strenÚh,f^r. Using mean values

for the torsional tests on bed joints with no compressive stress (52.4.3) and perpend

joints (52.4.4), multiple linear regression was used to express the ultimate shear

stress, ru, as a function of .f^rand the ratio of dimensions, a and ó (Equation (5.29)).

The inclusion of/r1 accounts for variability between mortar batches. For the bed

joint tests, the mean ru value for batch A1 was excluded since the preparation method

was inadequate ($2.4.3).

î 
" 
: 0.463 - 0.zaa(a I b) + 2.053 f^, (s.2e)

Due to masonry variability, failure was not confined to the constant moment region.

Hence the moment on each joint was modified to account for this in the analysis. The

actual failure patterns were recorded and used to verify the proposed models. Due to

the horizontal orientation of the tests, compressive stress, Õn : 0.

5.5.2 Comparßon of models to experìmental data

Table 5.1 summarises the measured ($2.5.3) and predicted (models (a), (b) and (c))

values of diagonal moment capacity, M4, for the diagonal bending tests. The mean

error is also indicated. Mean values are used, since all joints are assumed to fail at

the same moment. All predictions overestimate the measured values. The

assumption of linear interaction for model (c) (Equation(5.22)) provides the best fit

for the data. Therefore, it is assumed that linear interaction may be used between the
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flexural and torsional failure mechanisms. Hence Equation (5.22), assuming linear

interaction, is compared against AS 3700-2001 in the following section.

Table 5.1: Verification of Mtmodel

tl4¿ (kltm)
Test Batch løt

(MPa)

Measured Model la) Modet lhì Model lcl
No Int, Linear Elliprl No Int. Linear Elliprl No Int. Linear Ellip'l

I BI 0.41 0.45 2.64 1.26 1.77 1.96 0.78 1.20 1.53 0.65 0.98
2 B1 0.41 0.48 1.77 0.85 1.20 1.44 0.61 0.91 1.22 0.55 0.80
3 BI 0.41 0.37 2.28 1.08 1.53 1.92 0.83 1.23 1.70 0.76 Lll
4 BI 0.41 0.42 2.29 l. l3 1.56 1.83 0.80 1.18 1.54 0.72 1.02

-419.8 -150. I -251.0 -314.5 -74.4 -161.8 -247.5 -55.6 -126.3
o/oEr¡or (meas -

5.5.3 Compørison olptoposed model to AS 3700-2001

The proposed model (Equation (5.22)\ is compared against AS 3700-2001 for the

diagonal bending tests. For the AS 3700-2001 prediction, mean rather than

characteristic values were used and the capacity reduction factor, þ,was taken as 1.0.

For the proposed model, the ultimate shear stress, 7u, expression is given by

Equation (4.27), not Equation(5.29), since for design, the idealised failure pattern has

regular dimensions. Table 5.2 summarises the measured ($2.5.3) and predicted

values of diagonal moment capacity, M¿, for the diagonal bending tests. The mean

effors were 10.0 and -65.4%o for the proposed and AS 3700-2001expressions.

Table 5.2: Measured and predicted 1l1¿ values

l/n (kÀ[m)

Test Measured Predicted

Proposed Às 3700

I 0.446

0.388 0.714
2 0.485

-t 0.374

4 0.422

10.0 -65.4Y" Druor (meas - pred)

Figure 5.7 compares the measured and predicted values for M¿. The observed failure

patterns were not regular, hence predicted behaviour is not entirely representative of
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experimental response. However, for the available test data, the proposed model

gives a conservative and more accurate prediction than the AS 3700-2001method.

2

0

Test I

X'igure 5.7: Measured versus predicted ll4¿ values

5.6 Summary

A method for determining the moment capacity of an URM section subjected to

diagonal bending and axial loading was developed in this chapter. It is a general,

mechanics-based expression that can be applied to different masoffy material

properties and geometric configurations. It represents an improvement over current

expressions in that it is dimensionally consistent and incorporates the beneficial effect

of compressive stress, which is not accounted for in the current Australian Masonry

Code, AS 3700-2001. The method was verif,red against experimental data and

incorporated an investigation into various failure criteria representing the form of

interaction between the flexural and torsional failure mechanisms. The proposed

model has been shown to be more accurate than the design method given in AS 3700-

2001. Hence it provides the opportunity to formulate an improved design approach

and reduces the reliance on empirical factors, which currently restrict the applicability

of many design methods.

5

5

gl

Ê
!

0

432

Model@

¡AS 3700
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Chapter 6: Model Verification using Wall Test Data

6 MODEL VERIFICATION USING WALL TEST DATA

6.1 Introduction

This chapter compares the proposed models for the prediction of horizontal and

diagonal bending moment capacities, M¡ (i.e. M¡ù md M¿, (developed in 94.4.2 and

5.4) against two-way bending test data reported in the literature for various wall

configurations, including openings. Based on the review of available design and

analysis techniques ($5.3), the virtual work method used in the Australian Masonry

Code, AS 3700-2001, is considered to be the most accurate and state-of-the-art design

method available for URM subjected to two-way bending. It is also the only design

method that incorporates explicit expressions for the horizontal and diagonal bending

moment capacities. As a result, the proposed models were used to predict the

capacity of full-scale wall panels using the virtual work method of AS 3700-2001 and

were compared against design code predictions using the existing expressions for M"¡

and M"¿ given in AS 3700-2001.

6.2 Comparison of Models to X'ull-scale Wall Data and AS 3700-2001

In order to verifu the accuracy of the proposed models for horizontal and diagonal

moment capacities, M¡ and Ma, predictions of wall strength were made for 64 tests

reported in the literature (Satti, 1972 (reported by Hendry, 1973); West et al., 1977;

Lawrence, 1983; Tapp &, Southcombe, 1985; 1988 (reported by Chong et al., l99l);

Candy et al., 1989; Griffith, 2000). Table 6.1 and Table 6.2 summarise the key

material and geometric parameters, and the ratio of predicted to measured pressure

for each category (where H, Ho, L and Lo arc the heights and lengths of walls and

openings, respectively). The details of each test and corresponding calculations for

wall strength are given in Appendix E. Where critical parameter values were not

reported, typical values were assumed. Tests by Lawrence (1983) were used in the
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Chapter 6: Model Verification using Wall Test Data

calibration of the AS 3700-2001 method, hence a'control' group was also analysed,

which includes all tests except those conducted by Lawrence (1983).

Table 6.1: Material and Geometric Parameters

Table 6.2: Ratio of Predicted to Measured Pressure for All Categories

Researchers Dimensions (mm) Parameters
lMPeì

AüPççI

Ratio
LIH

Wall Ooenins Masonrv

H L H o L o h u I ù t tm f^, ov

Satti 407-432 305-610 t4 45 l9 2 1.22-1.67 0 ab A

West et al. 2600 1520-5500 65 215 103 t0 0.71-0.73 0 abcd B

f ,awrence 2500-3500 2500-600c 76 na 110 l0 0.84-2.31 0 abcd ACDEF

Iaoo & S. 2475 4840 1050-2025 1025-1610 65 215 103 l0 0.40 0 c G

Candv et al. 2400 ó000 800 76 220 ll0 l0 1.43 0 d H

Grifftth 2700 3500-4500 76 230 110 10 0.44-0.46 0-0.04 bc BI

Category lll ¡¡sdl W meøs

AS 3700 Prooosed
Mean St Dev Mean St Dev

Satti 18) 1.01 0.23 0.90 0.20

West et al. 118) 0.97 0.30 0.97 0.35

1.05 0.24 1.04 0.28

& Southcombe 1.18 0.31 0.96 0.26

et al I 0.90 0.83

l.6l 0:13 l.l6 0.38

4 l.ll 0.29 0.93 0.22

No Ooeninss (60) 1.04 0.29 l.0l 0.29

1.04 0.33 0.96 0.30

All (64) 1.04 0.29 1.00 0.29

Support Category
on three 4 1.01 0. l7 0.95 0.16

Parlial restraint on vertical free 0.97 0.29 0.96 0.34

Full restraint on four 0.90 0.31 0.88 0.36

on four 1.02 0. l4 1.00 0.25

Full restraint on vertical and bottom 1.15 0.24 t.t4 0.22

Full restraint on verlical bottom 1.22 0.25 1.26 0.2'7

Full restraint on three mid- 1.18 0.31 0.96 0.26

Partial restraint on vertical free mid- 1 0.90 0.83

Partial restraint on vertical stress 2.13 1.43

Ratio
a 0.5 < LIH <= 1.0 t.t4 0.23 1.16 0.28

1.0 < LIH <:1.5 I 1.02 0.21 l.l0 0.25

1.5<LlH <:2.0 1.07 0.36 1.00 0.29

d 2.0 < L lH <:2.5 (13) 0.90 0.24 0.86 0.27
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Chapter 6: Model Verification using Wall Test Data

Figure 6.1 and Figure 6.2 compare the measured and predicted (proposed model and

AS 3700-2001) wall pressure values for each research study, and various support

category and aspect ratios, respectively. The majority of the predictions lie within

30%o of the mean measured values. For all tests, the mean values of the ratio of
predicted to measured pressure, wprsdlwmsas, wêr€ 1.00 and 1.04 for the proposed

model and AS 3700-200I, with both methods having a standard deviation of 0.29.

2.50

2.00

L50

L00

0.50

0.00

€

Satti (8) West et al. Lawrence Tapp &
(18) (32) S'combe

(3)
(32)

Figure 6.1: Comparison of Model to AS 3700 for Yarious Studies

Candy et Griffith
al (l) (2)

Openings No
(4) Openings

(60)

Control All (64)

2.50

2.00

50

^o 1.00

0,50

0.00

A(14) B(1e) c(8) D(6) E(7) F(5) c(3) H(1) I(1) a(ls) b(16) c(20) d(13)

Figure 6.2: Comparison of Model to AS 3700 for Various Wall Confïgurations

Model

EAS 37OO
- Error bars indicate standard deviation
- Number of test walls for each data set shown in

Model

EIAS 3700- Error bars indicate standard deviation
- Number of test walls for each data set shown in brackets
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Chapter 6: Model Verification using Wall Test Data

The following findings were made:

. For the tests by Tapp & Southcombe (1985; l9S8) and Griffith (2000), which had

the lowest /.1 values for all tests, the proposed model gave consistently lower

predictions than AS 3700-2001 and had the largest discrepancies for all tests.

Mean predicted to measured pressure ratios ranged fuom 72-82%o of AS 3700-

2001 values, whereas for the other studies, the mean ratios ranged from 89-100%

of code predictions.

. For the simply supported walls (categories A and D) and the 'control' group, both

models gave similar predictions that were very close to measured values, with the

proposed model being slightly conservative.

. For the walls supported on four edges with no axial loading (categories C, D and

E), both models gave very similar predictions, with AS 3700-2001 being slightly

higher than the proposed model. For the wall with an applied compressive stress

(category I), the difference between the models was far greater, with the code

prediction approximately 50o/o higher than the proposed model, and both models

considerably greater than the measured value. Category I consists of a single test,

hence the discrepancy between the predicted and measured pressure could be due

to the specimen failing at a lower than expected load because of a flaw in the

masonïy or test arrangement, and is therefore not indicative of mean behaviour.

. Also for category I, since the proposed model accounts for compressive stress in

the determination of the diagonal moment capacity, M¡, whereas AS 3700-2001

does not, it could be expected that the proposed model would give a greater

estimate of wall strength. The proposed model uses the compressive stress to

evaluate the ultimate shear stress, ø.,, using Equation (4.27). However due to the

relative magnitude of the bond strength,f,nt (0.44 MPa), the design compressive

stress, fr (0.064 MPa), only contributes approximately 1.6% of the total

magnitude to ru. Therefore although AS 3700-2001 does not account for

compressive stress, the code predictions are greater than the proposed model, due

to the greater sensitivitY to.f^r.
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For the walls with openings (categories G and H), the proposed model gave

conservative and lower predictions than AS 3700-2001. Code predictions were

unsafe fbr category G.

For the walls with low aspect ratios (categories a and b), AS 3700-2001 gives

lower predictions that are closer to measured values than the proposed model, but

are still unconservative.

For the walls with high aspect ratios (categories c and d), AS 3700-2001 gives

higher predictions than the proposed model.

o

a

6.3 Summary

The accuracy of new expressions for the prediction of the horizontal and diagonal

bending moment capacities of URM sections was verified by comparison against the

current AS 37Û0-200i <iesign method anci two-way benciing test ciata on fuii-scale

walls. From these comparisons it was demonstrated that the new expressions are very

accurate, having a mean predicted to measured pressure ratio of 1.00.

V/hile the new expressions are only marginally more accurate than the current

AS 3700-2001 predictions, they are dimensionally consistent and explicitly account

for flexural strength, shear strength and compressive stress. Furthermore, the new

expressions are potentially applicable to a much broader range of masonry, including

dry stacked masoffy where ,f^¡: 0, where according to AS 3700-200I, such walls

would have no out-of-plane load resistance. It is also expected that the new

expressions would account for more complex wall configurations, since they could be

applied using the virtual work method for any wall failure mechanism.
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7 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

7.1 Introduction

This chapter summarises the findings of this research and concludes with

recommendations for further research.

7.2 Experimental Study

A series of masonry material tests and small wall specimen tests was conducted to

investigate the flexural response of masonry. Test specimens were prepared from 12

mortar batches and two brick pallets, with a sufftcient number of replicates to

quantiff the variability that existed between test specimens. Solid extruded clay

brick pavers were used in preference to cored or hollow units to simpliff the analysis

of the results. The mortar was prepared with a cement:lime:sand composition of

l:2:9 to ensure that appreciable deformation occurred in the mortar during testing.

Bond wrench tests were conducted on specimens prepared from each mortar batch to

establish the variability between batches. Statistical analysis demonstrated strong

evidence that variation in brick pallet significantly influences bond strength.

Supplementary tests were conducted to study the flexural tensile strength of the

perpend joints. In practice, due to variability, the most influential factor affecting the

difference between bond strength in the two principal orthogonal directions is the

presence of compressive stress. Lateral modulus of rupture tests demonstrated that

the flexural strength of the brick units was of the order of six to twelve times that of

the bond strength.

Torsional tests were conducted on bed joints under the combined action of

compression and torsion. The torque-rotation behaviour displayed linear-elastic

response to ultimate, followed by frictional resistance. Torsional behaviour was

strongly influenced by compressive stress, with ultimate shear stress, rotation at
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ultimate and frictional torque resistance all increasing with compressive stress.

Ancillary tests were conducted to investigate the torsional behaviour of perpend

joints. It was found that ultimate shear stress was approximately equal for bed and

perpend joints, however rotation at ultimate for perpend joints was in the order of 20

times that of bed joints.

A new test method for determining the horizontal bending load-deflection behaviour

of masonry sections under axial loading has been developed. Four levels of
compressive stress were tested using vertically oriented specimens. To supplement

the vertically oriented tests, tests were also conducted horizontally to investigate the

effects of self-weight and test arrangement. The results were generally consistent

with those of other researchers, however this research includes substantial

information regarding the influence of compressive stress on horizontal bending

response, including post-ultimate behaviour. Masonry variability between and within

batches, and failure pattern information when comparing test results were shown to

be of key importance. It was demonstrated that ultimate strength, primary slope and

frictional resistance increase with compressive stress.

Diagonal bending tests were conducted on horizontally oriented specimens to

determine the behaviour of masonry subjected to flexure about an axis inclined to the

bed joints with no axial loading. Load-deflection behaviour was linear up to ultimate,

indicating elastic response. Masonry variability was shown to be of great importance,

with failure regularly occurring outside the constant maximum moment region.

7.3 One-way Vertical Bending

A non-linear model to describe the load-deflection behaviour of walls subjected to

one-way vertical bending due to static out-of-plane loading was developed. The

method utilises fundamental non-linear stress-strain rules and accounts for axial

loading and stress distributions on bed joints. It also recognises the substantial

reserve displacement capacity that URM walls exhibit when subjected to dynamic
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loading. The analysis was driven by incrementing the curvature in the top bed joint.

At each curvature step, two unknowns were determined, to maintain stabilþ:

. the out-of-plane load, w; artd,

. the factor, a, rclatingw to the top support reaction, R¡.

Based on a predictor-corrector approach, when solving for w and a, two geometric

constraints were specified:

. change in deflection between the top and bottom bed joints; and,

. slope between the top and bottom supports.

The non-linear model was compared to a rigid-body analysis and its accuracy was

verified against experimental data reported by Doherty (2000). A parametric study

was conducted to determine the sensitivity of the load-deflection behaviour to the

following parameters:

. comPfessive stress, ou;

. slenderness ratio, hlt;

. flexural tensile strength of the masonry,/-t; and,

. modulus of elasticity of mortar, E^.

The cracking out-of-plane load, ïr"., is affected by:

. comPfessive stress, øu;

. wall thickness, t; and,

. flexural tensile strength of the masonry,/-t.

The ultimate out-of-plane load, wr, and secondary slope, s2, ãle affected by:

o colnpf€ssive stress, or; and,

. wall thickness, /.

The mid-height deflection at instability, /u, is affected by:

o cofftprossive stress, ou; and,

. modulus of elasticity of mortar, E^.
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A set of mathematical models was also developed to predict the key stages of the

load-deflection behaviour and supplement the use of the non-linear model. Close

agreement between the results of the non-linear and mathematical models was shown.

The key stages of the load-deflection behaviour included:

. crâcking out-of-plane load, w., (Equation (7.1));

. ultimate out-oÊplane load, w" (Equation(7.2));

. s€cofldary slope, s2 (Equation (7.3)); and,

. deflection at instability, A, (Equation (7.4)).

The cracking out-of-plane load, w", (Equation (7.1), corresponds to the vertical

moment capacity, M, (Equation (7.5)), which was used in the development of the

expression for diagonal moment capacity, M¿. V/hile Equation (7.5) is essentially the

same as the existing AS 3700-2001 expression (Equation(3.1)), Equations (7.2) to

(7.4) provide new, additional information for the post-cracking behaviour of walls.

4t2b
w", (f^, * o, +0.25pgh)

(7.r)

(7.2)

3h

wu = 2bt2[[*. +] +l+ + ps(7õ. + zpgh)

-2bt (7.3)
s2

1
o +0.25pgh

f,no

z" = r(t
o" +0.25pgh

f ,n"

(7.4)

(7.s)M,=(f^,*o"*f*)+

7.4 One-way Horizontal Bending

Mathematical models were developed to predict the key stages of the load-deflection

behaviour, including the post-ultimate response, accounting for compressive stress.

The moment capacities conesponding to the key load stages included:
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a

a

moment at change of slope, M1;

ultimate moment, M¡¡i aîd,

frictional moment capacity, M¡.

The model for the moment at change of slope, M1(Equafion (7.6)), was based on:

. the flexural strength of the perpend joints; and,

. the laterul modulus of rupture of the brick units.

M,r, = n rokoo'SQ" * 4\' + n,(f", -',1o, * l"-ÙØ#

(7.6)

To compare the model against test data, the following were considered

. variability between mortar batches;

. point of first cracking; and,

. variation between material stiffnesses.

Comparison against test data from this study indicated that predictions were subject

to significant scatter, but otherwise showed reasonable agreement. The model was

also considered to perform equally well with the more sophisticated Monte Carlo

analysis technique presented by Lawrence (1983). Advantages of the model over the

Monte Carlo approach are that it is a simpler method to apply and it accounts for

compressive stress.

The model for the ultimate moment, M"¡(Eqtation (7.8)), was based on:

. the torsional capacity of the bed joints; and,

. the lateral modulus of rupture of the brick units.

(7.7)

It was approximated that the flexural strength of the perpend joints was expended.

The model accounts for compressive stress and any combination of line and stepped

failure mechanisms since in practice, due to masoffy variability, a combined rather
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than line or stepped failure will often occur. To compare the model against test data,

variability between mortar batches was considered.

For stepped failure, multiple linear regression was used to express the ultimate shear

stress of the bed joint, 16, ãs ã function of bond strength,/.1, and compressive stress,

ov. The inclusion of /'o1 accounts for variability between mortar batches. The

torsional shear stress, 7b, expression was calibrated against torsional tests on masonry

couplets, horizontal bending test data and a review of previous research on in-plane

shear behaviour. This work seems to confirm the proposed hypothesis that the failure

mechanism for bed joints under horizontal bending is a combination of rotational and

translational components.

The accuracy of the model for ultimate moment, M¡¡, wàs verified against data for

over 600 tests reported in the literature. On average, the model gave a slightly

conservative prediction that was very close to the mean. For the available test data

and range of compressive stress investigated, the model gave a more accurate, but

still conservative estimate of strength, and also offered greater moment capacity

compared to AS 3700-200I. It was evident from the test data that masonry

variability greatly influences the suitability of the predictive models.

The model for the frictional moment capacity, M¡ (Equation (7.8)), was based on the

frictional resistance of the bed joints. To compare the model against test data from

this study, the total external frictional resistance of the test specimen due to the

support conditions was considered. On average, the model gave reasonable

agreement with measured values, underestimating them by 10Yo for the range of
compressive stress investigated.

M, =noÇ(o, +Í*)o.s(1, +4)r (7.8)

7.5 Diagonal Bending

A mathematical model was developed to predict the diagonal bending moment

capacity, M¿, incorporating the beneficial effect of compressive stress, which is not
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accounted for in AS 3700-2001. At ultimate strength, the failure mechanisms that

potentially contribute to Myarcl

. the flexural tensile strength of the perpend joints;

. the torsional capacity of the bed joints;

. the torsional capacity of the perpend joints; and,

. the flexural tensile strength of the bed joints.

While expressions can be developed for each mechanism, the degree to which each

mechanism contributes at ultimate strength must be known to appropriately combine

the component expressions to predict M6 As a result, the following were completed:

. oxprossions for each mechanism were derived based on the improved knowledge

of the mechanisms contributing to vertical and horizontal bending strength;

. reduction factors were used to orient the components of each failure mechanism

along the same axis as the applied moment;

. three failure criteria representing the form of interaction between the flexural and

torsional mechanisms of each mortar joint were investigated, i.e. none, linear and

elliptical;

. the contribution of each mechanism Io Ma was investigated and three alternative

models were proposed for the prediction of M¿; and,

. the proposed models were compared to test data.

To compare the models to test data, the following were considered:

. variability between mortar batches; and,

. observed failure patterns.

Due to masoffy variability, the bed joint areas in flexure and torsion were not of

consistent dimensions, hence multiple linear regression was used to express the

ultimate shear stress as a function of bond strength, f*t, and the ratio of cross-

sectional dimensions, a and b. The inclusion of/*1 accounts for variability between

mortar batches. The torsional shear stress expression was calibrated against the

torsional test data for bed and perpend joints.
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The model that gives the best fit to the available test data for this study uses a linear

interaction and has the following mechanisms contributing to M¿(Equation (7.9)):

. the torsional capacity of the bed joints; and,

. the flexural tensile strength of the bed joints.

) I
)

(7.e)
J Md nb .\artoko\.SQ 

" 
* r*,)r' + 12ür(f^, + o, + f"*

This model is consistent with the observation in horizontal bending tests that perpend

joint flexure is expended at a low level of deformation so that only bed joint torsion

contributes at ultimate strength (neglecting brick unit failure). A linear interaction

between flexural and torsional mechanisms of a mortar joint was not unexpected

since for torsional tests on bed joints it was demonstrated that for a given level of
compressive stress, the ultimate shear stress varies approximately linearly with bond

strength. Also, only this model resolves to the vertical and horizontal bending

formulae as the angle of the diagonal crack line to the horizontal, 0, ranges from 0 to

90". For the available test data for this study, the model gave a conservative and

more accurate prediction than the AS 3700-2001method.

7.6 Model Verifïcation using Wall Test Data

The proposed models for the prediction of horizontal and diagonal bending moment

capacities were compared against two-way bending data for 64 tests reported in the

literature for various wall configurations, including openings. The models were

applied to predicting wall capacity using the virtual work method and were compared

against the existing moment capacity expressions given in AS 3700-2001.

It was demonstrated that the new models for horizontal and diagonal moment

capacities are very accurate, having a mean predicted to measured pressure ratio of
1.00 and a standard deviation of 0.29. While the models are only marginally more

accurate than the current expressions, they are dimensionally consistent and explicitly

account for compressive stress, flexural strength and shear strength. Also, the new
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models are potentially applicable to dry stacked masonry where f^t : 0, where

according to AS 3700-2001, such walls would have no out-oÊplane load resistance.

It is also expected that the new models would account for more complex wall

configurations, since they could be applied using the virtual work method for any

wall failure mechanism.

7.7 Recommendations for Further Research

A lack of adequately reported test data in the literature makes the verification and

extension of design methods for masonry structures difficult. There is a significant

need for more detailed reporting of experimental studies, with key factors such as

material properties, specimen geometry, failure patterns and support conditions

explicitly stated. The findings of the diagonal bending investigation are somewhat

speculative since more test data is required to validate the models for the interaction

and contribution of each failure mechanism. Diagonal bending test data with applied

compressive stress would provide the impetus for more comprehensive verification of

the proposed model, but are diffrcult to obtain.

For the comparison of the diagonal bending model to AS 3700-200I, the torsional

shear stress expression was calibrated against torsional tests on masoffy couplets,

horizontal bending test data and a review of research on in-plane shear behaviour.

Further refinement of the expression may be required since calibration against

horizontal bending test data may not give a true representation of the failure

mechanism for bed joints in diagonal bending.

For the development of model (b) for the diagonal moment capacity, Md, it was

assumed that rigid-body rotation compatibility could be used to estimate the relative

contributions to strength of each failure mechanism. Depending on the relative

stiffnesses of the masonry constituents, the approximation that the brick units are

essentially rigid may not be valid. As a result, further work could investigate the

sensitivity of including brick unit deformation in the development of the diagonal

bending model.
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Greater guidance for the designer is required for the use of the restraint factors, ìR¡

and Rp, in AS 3700-2001, which govern the amount of rotational restraint of the wall

edges and therefore greatly influence the overall design capacity. At present,

AS 3700-2001 provides no guidance for partial rotational restraint, with only values

of 0 and 1 indicated for 'no' and 'full' restraint. It is generally difficult to adopt

appropriate values for partial restraint, and further work is required to reduce the

ambiguity in the evaluation of the restraint factors.

Ultimately, it is recommended that future research be aimed towards the development

of moment-rotation relationships for vertical, horizontal and diagonal bending for use

in producing full load-deflection predictions for walls in two-way bending. Such

models could then be extended for use in displacement-based seismic assessment of
URM walls, where load-deflection behaviour, not just ultimate strength, is required.
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Notation

Abbrevìations

COV coefficient of variation

DAS data acquisition system

DPC damp-proof course

FBD free body diagram

LVDT linearvariabledifferentialtransformer

St. Dev. standard deviation

sd standard deviation ofjoint strength

UDL uniformly distributed load

URM unreinforced brick masonry

Romøn Symbols

A

a

b

cross-sectional arca of test specimen

cross-sectional dimension of mortar joint

cross-sectional dimension of mortar joint

width of the bed joint

width of compressive stress block for mid-height bed joint

width of compressive stress block for top bed joint

distance from inside face of tension gripping block to the centre of gravity

distance from inside face of tension gripping block to the loading handle

modulus of elasticity of masonry

modulus of elasticity of brick unit

modulus of elasticity of mortar

lateral modulus of rupture of the brick unit

extreme fibre stress due to horizontal moment

modulus of rupture of brickwork in horizontal bending (on: 0)

effective modulus of rupture in horizontal bending (ou > 0)

dn@)

dn0

dt

d.z

E

Ea

E^

F;

Fh

Fi

FI
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a

F,

F:

F:

f¿

f^
f:
f^"

f^t

extreme f,rbre stress due to vertical moment

modulus of rupture of brickwork in vertical bending (ø":0)

effective modulus of rupture in vertical bending with (ou > 0)

design compressive stress on the bed joint at cross-section under consideration

ultimate compressive strength of the masoffy

characteristic ultimate compressive strength of the masonry

ultimate compressive stress in mortar

flexural tensile strength of masonry perpendicular to bed joints

ultimate tensile stress in mortar

characteristic flexural tensile strength of masonry

/-l value for mortar batch the specimen is made from

^^^^ { -,^1,,^ f^- ^ll ^^r^- L^¿^L^^ruv4lrJmt vlltllç Iul d.rr lll\JlL4l UaatullttJ

flexural tensile strength of masonry parallel to bed joints

normalised flexural strength of the perpend joint

normalised and reduced flexural strength of the perpend joint

compressive stress due to self-weight

equivalent torsional strength

lateral modulus of rupture of the brick unit

characteristic lateral modulus of rupture of the brick unit

flexural stress at change ofslope

shear modulus

acceleration due to gravity

height of wall

height of opening

height of wall

height of masonry section

height of brick unit

moment of inertia of brickwork

t;,

,f-rcu,.t,)

{
/mt(mean.)

fr"*
1

J o"*

^fo"*

ft*

f,
f"t

f:,

ft
G

ùó

H

Ho

h

h,

hu

16
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i counter for curvature increment

counter for bed joint

numerical factor used to calculate ru

numerical factor used to calculate z5

bending moment capacity factor

numerical factor used to calculate ro

perpend spacing factor to allow for the degree ofstretcher overlap

empirical factor relating E to f^
length of wall

length of opening

support span

distance between 2" set of Demec points

distance between 8" set of Demec points

length of brick unit

projected lengfh of perpend joint onto axis of applied moment

projected length of bed joint onto axis of applied moment

applied bending moment

moment

moment developed by each bed joint

diagonal bending moment capacitY

horizontal bending moment capacity

vertical bending moment capacitY

cliagonal m om ent capacity

frictional moment capacity

horizontal moment

horizontal moment capacity

moment developed by each mortar joint

moment in bed jointT

ultimate moment developed by each mortar joint

moment at mid-height bed joint

l
k

kr

kmt

kp

kt

L

Lo

L"

L1

Lz

lu

It

lz

M

M6

M"d

M"n

M"u

M6

Mr

Mn

Mi

Mi$)

M^
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Notation

Mp

M
Mu

M¡t

M"

moment developed by each perpend joint

moment at top bed joint

moment developed by each brick unit

ultimate moment

vertical moment

vertical moment capacity

difference between M^and M
moment at change of slope

mass of the bond wrench

mass applied at loading point

mass of the top unit of the specimen and any mortar adhering thereto

axial load

^-,i^l +L^.^+:.^ L^l:^:-+ -'úr^r4r Lrüu¡t III uçuJUIut./

total number of bed joints

number of bed joints in failure mechanism

number of perpend joints in failure mechanism

number of brick units in failure mechanism

number of observations for set x

number of observations for set y

compressive load

load

vertical axial load

experimental load value

frictional load resistance

frictional load resistance due to bed joints

total frictional load resistance

modified load value

ultimate load

applied load in y-direction

load at change ofslope

Mo

Mt

lfll

l/12

lll3

¡/
Àr_,YJ

n

fi6

np

nt

nx

ny

P

Pexp

P¡

Proi)

Pr(tot)

P-od

P,

Py

Pt
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Notation

R

Rr

Rn

Rp

l?1

R*

.i?y

r

Sr

Sz

,lx

sy

S1

S2

2

'S*

T

T6

T¡

Zr(mo¿)

Ti

4r"l

Tp

Tu

t

orthogonal ratio

horizontal reaction at bottom support

restraint factor

restraint factor

horizontal reaction at top support

resultant of frictional resistance of support conditions in x-direction

resultant of frictional resistance of support conditions in y-direction

in-plane shear stress coefficient fot f^¡

primary slope of torque-rotation behaviour

secondary slope of torque-rotation behaviour

standard deviation for set x

standard deviation for set Y

primary slope of load-deflection behaviour

secondary slope of load-deflection behaviour

coÍrmon variance (pooled estimate)

torque

torque developed by each bedjoint

frictional torque resistance

modifred value of Zr

torque developed by each mortar joint

ultimate torque developed by each mortar joint

torque developed by each perpendjoint

ultimate torque

thickness of brick unit

thickness of masonry section

thickness of wall

thickness of mortar joint

shear in bed jointi

self-weight of course of brickwork

self-weight of wall

tm

v1

W
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Notation

1

w

Wcr

wj-t

Wmeæ

Wpred

wu

x

v

Z¿

zp

Z,

out-oÊplane load

cracking out-of-plane load

load on course of brickwork above jointT

measufed pressure

predicted pressure

ultimate po st-crackin g out-of-pl ane load resistance

mean value for set x

mean value for sety

section modulus of bedded area

lateral section modulus of the perpends

lateral section modulus of the brick units

Greek Symbols

u factor relating w to R¡

a1 reduction factor for linear interaction

d2 reduction factor for linear interaction

P ratio of brick unit moment to perpend joint moment

Ã reduction factor for elliptical interaction

Pt reduction factor for elliptical interaction

A deflection

mid-height deflection

A¡ deflection at which P¡ is reached

Ai measured deflection at Pu

A¡@o¿) A¡value projected to centreline of test specimen

4 deflection of bed jointT

Au deflection at P,

mid-height deflection at instability

ultimate deflection

A* horizontal bending test specimen deflection in ¡-direction

Ay horizontal bending test specimen deflection iny-direction
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Notation

ût

ú^*

A1

a(w")

a(w")

õ1

õ,

I

ø

)"t

),2

u

0¡

O\mod)

a,

0u

6&o¡¡

60nß)

p

deflection at change of sloPe

mid-height defl ection àt w c¡

mid-height deflection at wu

deflection for 2" set of Demec Points

deflection for 8" set of Demec points

strain

capacity reduction factor

curvature

curvature in bed jointT

maximum possible curvature in the section

reduction factor for failure mechanisms acting parallel to bed joints

reduction factor for failure mechanisms acting perpendicular to bed joints

coefflrcient of internal friction at the unit-mortar interface

mean ofjoint strength

coefficient of friction

coeffrcient of friction of support conditions

Poisson's ratio of moftar

Poisson's ratio of brick unit

angle of diagonal crack line to horizontal

rotation

rotation of horizontal bending test specimen section

rotation at which Zr is reached

modified value of ár

rotation in bed jointT

rotation at Z'

deformation of course of brickwork above bed joint under analysis

change in rotation in bed jointT

density of masonry

stress

ltr

14

vm

vtl

0

o
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Notation

ov

ox

oy

oz

î

xb

T¡

tl

h

h

Tg

9f

compressive stress

stress in x-direction

stress iny-direction

stress in z-direction

test statistic

ultimate shear stress of bed joint

frictional shear stress

ultimate in-plane shear stress

ultimate shear stress ofperpend joint

ultimate shear stress

bond shear strength at zero compressive stress

index of frictional torque resistance
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Appendix A1: Bond Wrench

APPENDIX A1: BOIttD IVRENCH

Distance from front of brick face to centre of gravity of bond wrench
Disl.ance ftom front of briok face to loading point
Length of top masonry unit
Width of top masonry unit

Mass of bond wrench

Design cross-sectional area

Section modulus ofthe desigr cross-sectional area

Mass applied at loading point

Mass of the top masonry unit of the specimen and any mortar adhering thereto
Total compressive force on the bedded area ofthç testjoint
Bending moment about the centroid of the bedded area of the test joint at failure
Flexural tensile strength ofmasonry perpendicular to bedjoints

dl
d2

I
tv

lll 1

Ad

zd

ffi 2

lfl 3

F.o

Msp

f^,

202 mm

765 mm

230 mm

114 mm

5.355 kg

26220 mm2

498180 mm3
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Appendix Al: Bond Wrench

Date of construction of test specimens

Date of test

13-Nov-2000

l2-Dec-2000

Batch A1

Test lfl 2

(N) (te)
ffl 3

(ke)
F¡p
(N)

M",
(Nmm)

l^,
(MPa)

I 401.4 40.914 3.815 491.32 291785.2 0.57

2 410.9 41.885 4.071 503.35 298526.4 0.58

3 422.2 43.042 4.016 514.t7 306564.0 0.60

4 432.5 44.087 4.053 524.78 3 13823.8 0.61

5 291.9 29.7s2 4.065 384.28 214261.3 0.42

6 t52.7 15.567 3.952 244.01 I15735.9 0.22

7 284.5 29.006 3.686 373.23 209075.7 0.4r

8 423.3 43.154 3.839 513.53 301341.8 0.60

9 431.8 44.013 3.948 523.02 313305.2 0.61

l0 438.4 44.684 4.015 530.27 317972.2 0.62

ll 418.9 42.706 3.954 510.26 304230.5 0.59

t2 422.6 43.079 3.481 509.29 306823.3 0.60

0.53

0.12
0.23

sr.

Mean
St. Dev.

Set A
Overall Mean

Overall St. Dev.

Overall COV

Lowest/., value

Highest/., value

0.43

0.1s
0.36

0.20

0.62

Batch A2
Test ffl 2

(N) (ke)
lfl 3

(kg)
F¡p
(N)

M"n
(Nmm)

.f ̂ ,(MPa)

I 223.0 22.734 4.097 315.75 165517. I 0.32

2 176.1 17.956 3.458 262.60 132329.6 0.26

3 196.3 20.009 3.905 287.13 146589.9 0.28

4 241.7 24.638 4.091 334.36 178'.140.3 0.35

5 219.4 22.361 4.168 312.78 162924.4 0.32

6 182.4 18.591 4.120 275.32 136731.3 0.26

7 162.6 16.575 4.109 255.43 122736.4 0.24

8 253.8 25.870 4.084 346.38 187296.4 0.36

9 132.9 13.551 4.154 226.21 101734.9 0.20

10 263.7 26.878 4.070 356. I 3 194296.9 0.38

1l 432.9 44.124 3.476 519.49 3 14083.0 0.61

12 237.7 24.227 3.566 325. I 8 175888.2 0.34

0.33

0.11

0.32
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Appendix A1: Bond Wrench

Date of construction of test specimens
Date of test

St. Dev

l9-Sep-2001
22-Oct-2001

0.42

0.12

0.29

0.16

0.s5

Í

st.

Set B

Overall Mean
Overall St. Dev.
Overall COV
Lowest/,, value
Highest/., value

Batch Bl
Test tft 2

(N) (ke)
lll 3

(ke)
F",
(N)

¡f ap

(Nnn)
.f ^t(MPa)

I 390.2 39.776 3.860 480.60 283878.8 0.55
2 137.5 14.016 3.592 'r)< )1 104967.2 0.20
3 342.8 34.944 4.397 438.47 250319.6 0.49
4 383. l 39.052 3.782 472.73 278852.0 0.54
5 r07.0 10.907 7.579 233.88 83373.2 0.16
6 199.8 20.367 3.499 286.66 149075.6 0.29
7 332.2 33.863 3.993 423.90 2428t4.8 0.47
I 368.3 37.543 3.479 454.96 268373.6 0.52
9 151.6 15.4s4 3.839 241.79 I14950.0 0.22
l0 383.9 39.134 3.763 473.3s 279418.4 0.54
ll 386.0 39.348 3.983 477.6t 280905.2 0.55
t2 279.8 28.522 3.541 367.07 205715.6 0.40

0.41

0.15
0.37

Batch B2
Test lll 2

(N) (kg)
f?t 3

(kg)
F"o
(N)

M,,
(Nmm)

.l^,
(MPa)

1 286.8 29.235 7.493 412.84 210671.6 0.41
2 238.8 24.343 3.980 330.3 8 176687.6 0.34
3 328.6 33.496 3.762 418.04 240266.0 0.47
4 281.2 28.665 7.377 406. I 0 206706.8 0.40
5 210.4 21.448 3.965 301.83 156580.4 0.30
6 366.2 37.329 3.444 452.52 266886.8 0.52
7 388. I 39.562 3.875 478.65 282392.0 0.55
8 299.6 30.540 7.507 425.78 219734.0 0.42
9 293.9 29.959 4.027 385.94 215698.4 0.42
10 388.8 39.633 3.997 480.54 282887.6 0.55
ll 382.4 38.981 3.994 474.11 278356.4 0.54
12 243.0 24.771 3.991 334.68 179661.2 0.35

0.44

0.09
0.20
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Appendix A1: Bond Wrench

Rolnlr fìl

Test Íll 2

(N) (te)
rlt 3
(ke)

Fro
(N)

M",
(Nmm)

.f -,
(MPa)

I 275.8 28.1t4 4.163 369.r7 202883.6 0.39

2 39s.2 40.285 7.849 524.',l3 287418.8 0.56

3 398.8 40.6s2 3.945 490.03 289967.6 0.56

4 396.2 40.387 4.095 488.90 288126.8 0.56

5 392.8 40.041 7.687 520.74 285719.6 0.55

6 333.2 33.96s 4.139 426.33 243522.8 0.47

7 399.8 40.754 7.444 525.35 290675.6 0.56

8 387.0 39.450 4.120 479.94 28r6t3.2 0.55

9 396.9 40.459 3.927 48'.7.96 288622.4 0.56

l0 396.9 40.459 4.039 489.06 288622.4 0.56

11 394.8 40.245 3.624 482.88 287t35.6 0.56

12 396.5 40.418 3.993 488.20 288339.2 0.56

0.54

0.05
0.10

Date of construction of test specimens

Date of test

03-Dec-2001

l4-Ian-2002

*
*
*

St. Dev.

* Maximum rîãss, m2, able to be recorded was 400 N,

due to incorrect calibration of bond wrench

Date of test (performed on small wall specimen) 0l-Mar-2002

st.

*
*,

*

Batch Cl
Test flt 2

(t9 (kg)
fft 3

(kg)
Fsp

G.[)

M"o
(Nmm)

.f ^t(MPa)

I 223.0 22.732 12.200 395.21 165501.2 0.32

2 275.3 28.063 4.009 367.16 202529.6 0.39

J 201.9 20.581 3.663 290.37 150562.4 0.29

4 280.6 28.603 4.045 3',12.81 206282.0 0.40

5 310.8 3t.682 4.115 403.70 227663.6 0.44

6 321.2 32.742 3.881 41L8l 235026.8 0.46

7 228.9 23.333 3.886 319.55 t69678.4 0.33

8 264.3 26.942 4.075 356.81 194741.6 0.38

0.38

0.06
0.16
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Appendix Al: Bond Wrench

Date of construction of test specimens (C2)
Date of construction of test specimens (C3)
Date of test

03-Dec-2001

05-Dec-2001

l4-Jarr2002

Batch C2
Test fll 2

(N) (ke)
fll g

(ke)
Fro
(N)

M,,
(Nmm)

.f-,
(MPa)

I 588.4 59.980 3.938 679.56 424204.4 0.83
2 360. I 36.707 4.104 452.89 262568.0 0.51
J 696.4 70.989 3.972 787.90 500668.4 0.97
4 452.4 46.116 3.932 543.50 327916.4 0.64
5 351.9 35.872 4.086 444.sr 256762.4 0.50
6 412.0 4t.998 4.166 505.40 299313.2 0.58
7 503.6 5r.335 4.031 595.67 364t66.0 0.71
8 601.2 61.284 4.060 693.56 433266.8 0.84
9 530.4 54.067 3.960 621.78 383140.4 0.75
l0 4t6.4 42.446 3.984 508.02 302428.4 0.59
ll 3 18.8 32.497 3.827 408.87 233327.6 0.45
t2 447.0 45.566 4.041 539.17 324093.2 0.63

0.67

0.16
0.24

st.

St. Dev.
cov

Batch C3
Test fll 2

(tÐ (ke)
lfl 3

(ke)
Fsp
(N)

¡,I se

(Nmm)
.f ̂ t(MPa)

I 493.7 50.326 11.598 660.00 357156.8 0.69
2 496.2 50.581 4.077 588.72 358926.8 0.70
3 559.7 57.054 3.922 650.71 403884.8 0.79
4 554.0 56.473 3.899 644.78 399849.2 0.78
5 678.6 69.174 7.593 805.61 488066.0 0.95
6 518.6 52.864 3.930 609.69 374786.0 0.73
7 465.1 47.411 4.148 558.32 336908.0 0.65
I 493.3 50.285 3.432 579.50 356873.6 0.69
9 520.2 53.028 3.906 6l1.05 375918.8 0.73
10 678.1 69.123 4.063 770.49 487712.0 0.95
l1 655.4 66.809 4.070 747.85 471640.4 0.92
t2 518.8 52.885 4.003 610.60 37492'7.6 0.73

0.78

0.10
0.14
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Appendix Al: Bond Wrench

Ra+¡h lì4

Test fll 2

(N) (te)
ltl s

(ke)

ps9

(N)
¡)4 sP

(Nmm)
l^,

(MPa)

I 469.6 47.870 tt.736 637.26 340094.0 0.66

2 544.7 55.525 4.044 636.90 393264.8 0.77

3 694.1 '10.754 3.559 781.55 499040.0 0.97

4 395.7 40.336 4.149 488.93 287772.8 0.56

5 499.8 50.948 4.077 592.33 361475.6 0.70

6 478.3 48.756 4.074 570.80 346253.6 0.67

7 792.3 80.765 4.004 884. I r 568565.6 l.ll
I s15.9 52.589 3.498 602.74 372874.4 0.73

9 348. I 3s.484 4.1 13 440.98 254072.0 0.49

l0 508.2 51.804 4.079 600.74 367422.8 0.71

l1 569.0 58.002 4.0'13 661.48 4t0469.2 0.80

12 483.4 49.276 3.713 572.35 349864.4 0.68

0.74

0.17
0.23

Date of construction of test specimens

Date of test

05-Dec-2001
l4-Jar.2002

st.

St. Dev

Set C (exclurling Cl)
Overall Mean

Overall St. Dev.

Overall COV

Lowest/., value

Highest/,. value

0.71

0.16

0.23

0.28

1.11

Batch C5

Test lll 2

(N) (ke)
ttl 3

(ke)
Fsp
(N)

þI se

(Nmm)
.l^,

(MPa)

I 399.1 40.683 7.502 525.23 290180.0 0.56

2 517.4 52.742 4.094 610.09 3',13936.4 0.73

3 701.4 71.498 3.988 793.05 504208.4 0.98

4 508.9 51.876 7.523 635.23 36',1918.4 0.71

5 506.7 51.651 4.028 598.7s 366360.8 0.71

6 656.8 66.952 3.998 748.55 472631.6 0.92

7 581.8 59.307 3.964 673.22 41953r.6 0.82

8 460.0 46.891 4.123 552.97 333297.2 0.65

9 191.0 19.470 4.124 283.99 142845.2 0.28

l0 355.9 36.279 3.943 447.11 259594.4 0.50

11 336.8 34.332 7.602 463.9r 24607t.6 0.48

t2 360.2 36.718 4.092 452.87 262638.8 0.51

0.65

0.20

0.31
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Appendix A1: Bond Wrench

Date of construction of test specimens
Date of test

30-Ian-2002
0l-Mar-2002

f,

Batch Dl
Test tll 2

(N) (kg)
lll 3

(ke)
Fro
(N)

M",
(Nmm)

.ï^¡
(MPa)

I 314.8 32.090 4.109 407.64 23049s.6 0.45
2 558.2 56.901 4.046 650.42 402822.8 0.78
J 464.4 47.339 4.143 557.s8 336412.4 0.65
4 398.9 40.663 4.055 49t.21 290038.4 0.56
5 523.1 s3.323 3.432 609.30 377972.0 0.74
6 378.6 38.593 11.772 546.61 27s666.0 0.53
7 403.4 4l.t2l 4.145 496.s9 293224.4 0.57
8 477.5 48.675 3.685 566. I I 345687.2 0.67
9 373.4 38.063 4.04s 465.61 271984.4 0.53
t0 309.3 3r.529 4.1 85 402.88 22660t.6 0.44
ll 479.2 48.848 3.984 570.82 346890.8 0.67
t2 321.8 32.803 3.827 4l1.88 235451.6 0.46

0.59

0.12
It.ztt

St. Dev

St. Dev.

Batch D2
Test lll 2

(N) (kg)
ltl 9
(kc)

F",
(N)

M",
(Nmm)

.f -t
(MPa)

I 318.7 38.603 4.013 470.60 275736.8 0.s4
2 465.1 47.411 7.703 593.20 336908.0 0.65
3 565.6 57.655 3.796 655.37 408062.0 0.79
4 410.5 41.845 4.099 s03.24 298251.2 0.58
5 571.3 58.236 7.537 697.77 412097.6 0.80
6 496.9 50.652 4.006 588.73 359422.4 0.70
7 387.2 39.470 7.584 514.t3 281754.8 0.55
I 203.1 20.703 4.1t2 295.97 151412.0 0.29
9 547.6 55.821 3.985 639.22 395318.0 0.77
10 571.2 58.226 4.065 663.61 412026.8 0.80
ll 495.9 50.550 7.764 624.60 358714.4 0.70
t2 716.1 72.997 4.087 808.72 514616.0 1.00

0.68

0.18
0.26
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Appendix Al : Bond'Wrench

Date of construction of test specimens

Date of test

30-Iut-2002
0l-Mar-2002

st.

Set I)
Overall Mean

Overall St. Dev.

Overall COV

Lowest/r, value

Highest/,, value

0.61
0.16

0.27

0.29

1.00

Batch D3

Test ftl 2

(N) (rg)
ffl 3

(ke)
fcp
(N)

1)[ st
(Nmm)

.f -,
(MPa)

I 316.8 32.294 4.021 408.78 23191t.6 0.45

2 25s.2 26.014 4.07s 347.71 188298.8 0.36

J 219.8 22.406 3.513 306.80 163235.6 0.32

4 423-9 43.21t 7.774 552.69 307738.4 0.60

5 521.4 53.150 3.966 612.84 376768.4 0.73

6 638.6 65.097 3.950 729.88 4s9746.0 0.90

7 451.6 46.035 3.996 543.33 327350.0 0.64

8 381.9 39.541 7.618 515.r7 282250.4 0.55

9 383.0 39.042 4.087 475.62 278781.2 0.54

10 269.7 27.492 4.109 362.54 198564.8 0.38

1l 446.7 45.535 3.473 533.30 323880.8 0.63

t2 576.2 58.',l36 3.947 667.45 415566.8 0.81

0.58
0.18
0.31
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Appendix A2: Flexural Tensile Strength of Perpend Joint

APPENDIX A2: X'LEXURAL TENSILE STRENGTH OX'PERPEND JOINT

Distance between support bars

Distance between loading bars

Work size width of each specimen

Work size depth of each specimen

Section modulus of test specimen

Ultimate deflection

Ultimate load

Bending moment at failure
Flexural tensile strength ofmasonry parallel to bedjoints

Date of construction of test specimens
Date of test

sr.

Date of construction of test specimens
Date of test

I
lr
B
D

Z

Á

P

360 mm

120 mm

65 mm

114 mm

140790 mm3

u

M
f o.*

l3-Nov-2000
l8-Jan-2001

05-Dec-2001
l6-Jan-2002

Batch A1
Test /u

(mm)
P

(kl\)
M

(Nmm)
Í r",p
(MPa)

I 0.022 t.54 92400 0.66
2 0.052 t.77 1 

^la^^
3 0.065 0.96 s7600 0.41
4 0.060 1.74 104400 0.74
5 0.055 1.86 I I 1600 0.79
6 0.046 1.19 71400 0.51
7 0.054 1.34 80400 0.57
8 0.065 1.82 109200 0.78
9 0.033 L08 64800 0.46
l0 0.109 1.77 106200 0.75
ll 0.057 1.52 91200 0.65
l2 0.041 1.95 I 17000 0.83

0.05s
0.021

0.39

1.55

0.33
0.21

92700
19861

0.21

0.66
0.14
o.2t

Batch C5
Test au

(mm)
Pu

(kN)
M

(Nmm)
lo.rp

(MPa)
1 0.054 2.05 1229t8 0.87
2 0.037 1.95 I 16780 0.83
J 0.071 1.88 1t3032 0.80
4 0.045 1.20 7t757 0.51
5 0.046 0.99 59467 0.42
6 0.072 1.64 98314 0.70
7 0.069 1.33 80099 0.57
8 0.062 1.57 94106 0.67

0.057

0.014
0.24

l.s8
0.38
0.24

94559

22722

0.24

0.67

0.16
0.24
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Appendix A2: Flexural Tensile Strength of Perpend Joint

2

z
&
Ë
d
È

15

0.5

0

0

2

0.02 0.04 0.08 0.1 o.t2

008

006

Deflection, / (nm)

004

Deflection, / (nn)

5

zJ
È

6
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t2
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Appendix A3: Torsional Behaviour of Bed Joint

APPENDIX A3: TORSIONAL BEHAVIOUR OF'BED JOINT

Numerical factor used to calculate øu

Cross-seolional tlimension of mortarjoint (a > b)
Cross-sectional dimension of mortar joint
Thickness of mortar joint

Compressive stress

Ultimate torque

Ultimate shear stress

Rotation at ?u

Primary slope

Shear modulus

Secondary slope

Poor bond
Disregarded test due to anomalous compressive stress

* Disregarded due to mean P value

k
a

b

tm

ov

T,
Tt

0u

.sr

G

,s2

target value)

0.208

115 mm
l14 mm

l0 mm

J

:t

#

Mean co4pressive load, P (kI\)
Brick pallet I 2

Mortar batch A1 B2 C4
o" (MPa) 0 0.25 0.5 0 0.2s 0.5 0 0.2s 0.5

r'argetf (kN) 0 3.28 6.56 0 3.28 6.56 0 3.28 6.56
I 0. lg* 3.29 6.53 0.00 3.87* 6.37 0.00 3.14 6.37
2 0.02 3.29 6.56 0.00 3.40 6.59 0.00 2.97 6.49
3 0.01 3.23 6.57 0.00 3.15 6.37 0.02 2.99 6.25
4 0.02 3. l5 6.36 0.00 3. l5 6.34 0.67* 3.43 6.27
5 0.02 5-5 I 6.29 0.00 3.26 6.42 0.09 3.09 5.95
6 0.02 3.21 6.61 0.00 3.46 6.31 0.00 2.77* 5.96
7 0.02 3.35 6.50 0.00 2.99 6.44 0.05 2.89* 6.41
8 0.02 3.44 6.45 0.00 3.12 6.39 0.00 2.97 6.31
9 0.02 0.00 2.98 6.28 0.03 3.04 6.06
10 0.02 0.00 3.11 6.52 0.00 3.20 6.44
l1 0.00 3.29 6.41 0.01 3.09 6.40
t2 0.01 3.54 6.31 o.o2 3. l5
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Appendix A3: Torsional Behaviour of Bed Joint

Mortar batch 41, Brick Pallet I

*

*

st.

St. Dev

Mean

st.

t
*

ø"=0 MPa

^t2
lklt{m)

,t1

ftIt{m)
G

(MPa)
tt

(MPa)
0u

(rad)
Test Tu

(kNn)
I

290 -11U tl5 2.428-04 7122 0.172
319 -93 20F-04 7833 0.251 0.806

929 3',18 -14t.lll 3.72F-044 0 345

5

-183 l lE-04 715 29r0.223 0.7166

7

I
-14985 4010.767 2.428-049 o238

l0
336

51

0.15

-13

3.2

0.25

0.791

0.203

0.26

2.97F-04

5.558-05
0.19

825

125

0.15

0.246

0.063

o.26

o = 0.25 MPa

Test .Tu ît eu
^s1 G ^s2

I
2

3

4

5 0 330 l 06l 3 548-04 931 379 -28

6

7 0.317 1.019 5.628-04 s64 230 -37

8 0.611 1.966 6228-04 982 400 -30

0.419

0.166

0.40

1.349

0.535

0.40

5.138-04

1.418-04
0.27

826

228
0.28

336

93

0.28

-32

4.7

0.15

oy = 0.5 MPa

Test Tu 1r eu
^S1

G ,s2

1 o.6'12 2.161 s 36F'-04 r254 sll -42

2

3

4

5

6 0 506 t.627 6 838-04 74r 302 -35

'1

8

0.589

0.117

0.20

1.894

0.378

0.20

6.098-04

1.04E-04

0.17

997

363

0.36

406

148

0.36

-39

5.0

0.13

793



Appendix A3: Torsional Behaviour of Bed Joint

Mort¡r brtch 82, Brick pallet I

St. Dev

st.

=0MPa
Test To

(k¡tm)
tt

(MPa)
0o

(rad)
,sl

(kNn)
G

(MPa)
.t2

(kltn)
I 0.265 0.851 1.988-04 1338 54s 15
2 0.31s 1.015 2.23E-04 t4r7 57',| -25
3 0.2s8 0.829 1.98E-04 1303 531 16

4 0.289 0.930 1.988-04 l46r 595 -25
5 0.349 1.124 2.84E-04 1228 500 -24
o 0.463 1.490 2.608-04 1784 727 -17

7 0.328 1.054 2.848-04 ll52 469 -14
8 0 40s 1.303 2.84F-04 1424 580 t2
9 0.315 1.013 2.47F-04 1274 519 12

t0 0.402 1.294 3.348-04 t20s 491 -14
11 0.434 1.396 2.978-04 r463 596 t2
t2 0.3s7 L l48 1.98E-04 1803 734 -ll

0.34E

0.066

0.19

1.120

0.213

0.19

2.508-04

4.72E-05

0.19

r404
20E

0.1s

572

85

0.15

-16

5.3

0.33

o' = 0.25 MPa
Tesf T

G t_ e ,s- - .s-

1

2 0.316 1.016 2.60F-04 t2l7 496 -17
3 0.376 1.211 2 47F-04 1522 620 -32
4 0.351 1.13 1 3.348-04 1053 429 -34
5 0.362 l. l6s 4.208-04 861 351 -32
6 0.414 I 333 4.208-04 986 402 -44
7 0.364 t.l7 | 3.598-04 l0t6 414 -34
8 0.388 1.248 4.338-04 897 365 -33
9 0.281 0 902 2.60F-04 1080 440 -37
10 0 308 0.989 7.79F-04 395 161 -35
ll 0.344 1. 107 2.47F-04 t39l 567 -35
12 0 472 1.5t7 3.838-04 1230 501 -44

0.361

0.053

0.15

1.163

0.170

0.15

3.7T8-04

L52r'04
0.40

1059

299

0.28

431

122

0.28

-34

7.1

0.21

o = 0.5 MPa
Test Tu îu eu ,sr G .S2

I 0.481 1.s46 6 928-04 694 283 -42
2 0.474 1.526 6.558-04 724 295 -32
3

4 0.427 I 374 4.08E-04 1047 426 -28
5 0.42',1 t.3'12 6 80E-04 627 2s6 -t4
6 0.432 1.39t '7 798-04 555 226 -40
7 0 421 |.354 6.68E-04 630 257 -34
I 0 427 r.372 4 208-04 l0 l5 413 -19
9 0.389 L251 9 278-04 420 t'n -30
l0 0 503 1.619 5 938-04 848 345 -41

11 0.424 I J64 6.31E-04 672 274 -41
t2 0.422 I 357 6. I 8E-04 682 278 -35

0.439

0.033

0.08

t.412
0.106

0.08

6.43F-04

1.46E.04

0.23

720

187

0.26

293

76

0.26

-32

9.2

0.28

194
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Appendix A3: Torsional Behaviour of Bed Joint

Mortar batch C4, Brick Pallet 2

ot =0MPa
Test To

ßIt{m)

Tu

(MPa)
0u

(rad)
^sl

(kNn)
G

MPa)
^s2

ftIt{m)

I 0.530 t.'106 1.84E-04 2887 tt76 -ll
2 0.586 1.887 3.03E-04 1933 787 12

3 0.585 l.882 3.388-04 1'.t34 706 12

4

5 0.431 1 385 t.628-04 2652 1080 -20

6 0.625 2.010 2.998-04 2089 851 -17

,| 0.649 2.089 2.268-04 2868 I 168 -17

8 0.481 1.548 I 26E-03 382 155 -26

I 0.491 1.581 2.868-04 17 17 699 -12

l0 0.486 I 565 3',t68-04 1294 s27 12

ll 0.s70 1.834 2.31F.-04 24',71 1006 -11

t2 0.502 1.615 r.79F-04 2798 I 140 l6

0.540

0.068

0.13

1.736

0.219

0.13

3.50E-04

3.108-04
0.89

2075

777

0.37

845

317

0.37

-15

4.6

0.31

#

#

sr.

St, Dev

= 0.25 MPa

Test T u îr 0u ,s1 G ^12

l 0.633 2 035 4.278-04 1481 603 -25

2 0.548 t.'7 64 4 83E-04 I 136 463 -2r

3 0.622 2.001 4.448-04 1400 s70 -23

4 0.611 1.96'.7 4.408-04 I 389 566 -29

5 o.445 1.431 3 85E-04 tl5'1 471 -23

6
,7

I 0 532 1.710 4 t 0E-04 t296 528 -19

9 0.575 1.85 I 5 68E-04 1013 412 -t9

l0 0.554 1.784 4.318-04 1285 523 11

1l 0.622 2.001 4 408-04 t4t3 5'.76 -23

t2 0.643 2.070 4.s78-04 r407 5',13 t9

0.579

0.061

0.11

1.861

0.196

0.11

4.49F,-04

4.95E-05

0.11

1298

151

0.12

529

6L

0.12

-22

3.1

0.14

= 0.5 MPa

Test T! îu 0, .s1 G ^s2

I 0.543 1.746 7 t3E-04 761 310 -24

2 0.588 1.891 6 I 5E-04 955 389 -2"t

3 0.448 1.440 3 858-04 I 16s 474 -24

4 0.619 1 991 5 38E-04 I 150 468 -26

5 0 807 2 596 s 64E-04 143t 583

6 0.870 2.798 6 498-04 1340 546 -23

7 0.6't6 2.t74 6288-04 t076 438 33

8 0 677 2 t79 | 228-03 554 226 -30

9 0 725 2.333 6 58E-04 I 103 449 -30

10 0 535 l'721 2 61F.-04 2052 836 -24

11 0 455 1.465 '7,568-04 602 245 -18

0.631

0.136

0.22

2.031

0.437

0.22

6.35E-04

2.42E-04
0.38

1108

420

0.38

451

tlt
0.38

-25

4.2

0.16
St. Dev
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Appendix A3: Torsional Behaviour of Bed Joint

2É 02
¡t
('
á

o
F

0.3

0

0.6

f,
0

0.025 0.03

0.025

0020.015

Rotation, á (rad)

0 005

0.005

0.010

05

i. 04
i¿

h
I o:
ú

02

01

0

001 0.015 0020

Rotation, d (rad)

0.01

06

0.7

0l

05

z
+¡-04
F\
o
3o:
F

02

0

0

TGrt 4 (rr = 0345 klYm)
3 (0¿51)
e (0.23E)

6 (0.223)
2 (o.t7i2)

Poor bo¡d:
Tqt¡ 10,5,8,7

Anomalous ø,i
TBt I

Botch.A,l
rv=0MPa

B¡tch Al
d" = 0.25 MPa

Tst I (I! - 0.611 kNn)
5 (0,330)

7 (o.3t7)

Poor bond:
TætÁ 4,2,1,6,3

B¡tch Ä1
dv = 0.5 MPa

Twt 1 (?. = 9,672 klYt¡
6 (0.50q

Poor botrd¡
Tets 3,2, 7, 8, 5, 4
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Appendix A3: Torsional Behaviour of Bed Joint

05

0.4

Ë
z.03
Ft
o

loz
3

01

0

0l

0 0.005 0.01

0 005

0.015 0 02

Rotation, d (rail)

001 0 015

0 015

t) t)2

0 035

0 025

0.02s 0.03

05

04

z 0.3

¡\
o

Y02
F

0

0

05

Rotation' á (rad)

0 0Ì

04

03

02

zs
F\
o

3

0l

0

0

Batch 82
ø,= O MP¿

Test 6 (I" = 0.4G1 kNn)
tt (0.434)

I (0.40Ð
10 (0.402)

12 (0.3s7)

5 (0.34e)

7 (0.328)

2, e (0.31Ð
4 (0.2Ee)

1 (0.26Ð
3 (0.2s8)

Batch B2
øv = 0.25 MP¡

5 (0.362)

Aoomalous ø':
Tst 1

Tdt 12 (f" = 0,472 kNn)
ó (0.414)

I (0.388)

3 (0.376)

7 (0364)

4 (0.351)

1r (0.344)

2 (0.316)

1o (0.308)

e (0.281)

Test 10 (I':0.503 kNm)
1 (0.481)

2 (0.474)
6 (0.432)

4, 5,8 ( 0.472\
tt (0.424\
t2 (0.422)

1 (0.421)
9 (0.389)

Batch B2
dv = 0'5 MPa

Poor botrd:
Test 3

0 005

Rotation, d (rad)

002 0 025
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Appendix A3: Torsional Behaviour of Bed Joint

06

0.7

01

0.5

Ez
5 0.4
¡\
o
3, o.¡Iotr

0.2

0

0 0.005 0.01 0.015 0 02 0.025 0 03 0.035 0.04 0.045 0.05

06

0.5

E2
¿,0 4
¡ì

3,0.:I
F

0.7

01

Rotation, á (rad)

001 0 015 002 0 025 003 0 035

Rotation, á (rad)

02

0

0 0 005

z,

n
d

tr

0.9

08

07

06

0.5

04

03

02

01

0

0 0005 001 0015 002 0025 003 0035

6 (0.62Ð e (0.4er)

2 (o.s8o 10 (0.480
3 (o.sEÐ I (o'4Er)

11 (o.s7o) 5 (0.431)

1 (0.s30)

Anomalous ø,:
Tst 4

Batch C4
ø,=0MPa

Atrom¡lou! dv:
Tesls 6, 7

Batch C4
ø' = 0.25 MPa

TBi 12 (rû = 0.64s -trlvn)

1 (0.633)

3, tt (0.622)
4 (0.611)

e (0.s7Ð

10 (0.5s4)
2 (0.548)
8 (0.s32)
s (0.44s)

Test 6 (Iû:0.870 k¡IE)
s (0.80Ð
e (0.725)
I (0.677)

7 (0.676)
4 (0.6re)

Batch C4
ø' = 0.5 MPa

2 (0.s88)
r (0.s43)

1o (0.s35)
11 (0.4ss)

3 (0.448)
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Appendix A3: Torsional Behaviour of Bed Joint

0.4
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02
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Á
d
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0
420

Axiat compressive load' P ftN)
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04

0

Ez
Y 0.3
tr
.t
É
d

g 0.2
e

6

.9 tì.I

a

É
z
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I
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L

lr

420
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02

0

0
420

Batch Ä1

;ÅIls
ñ

+30Yo

f¡:0.033 m
-30%

å!lr -

6
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I

f ¡:0.04 m
-30%

6

Batch C4
+30Vo , /
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{ ¡:0.045 m
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Appendix A4: Torsional Behaviour of perpend Joint

APPENDIX A4: TORSIONAL BEHAYIOUR OX' PERPEI\D JOINT

Numerical factor used to calculate r,
Cross-sectional dimension of mortar joint (" > b)
Cross-sectional dimension of mortar joint
Thickness of mortar joint

Ultimate torque

Ultimate shea¡ stress

Rotation at ?u

Primary slope

Shear modulus

Secondary slope

St. Dev.

015

k
a

b

t^

0.239

114 mm

65 mm

l0 mm

C

Tu

îu

0u

^sr

G

.s2

0

trz
¡\
o

o
tr

050

0

0 0 015

Morter hntch Al^ Rrick pallet I
Test To

(kNm)
tr:t

(MPa)
0,

(rad)
,sl

(kNm)
G

(MPa)
.s2

(kNm)
I 0.141 1.225 2.07E.-03 68 l0t -19
2 0.120 1.038 2.948-03 4t 60 -10
3 0.054 0.471 2.85E-03 19 28 -14
4 0.132 1.150 6.35E-03 2t 3l -47
5 0.142 1.236 6.91E-03 2t 3t -14
6 0.174 1.510 7.368-03 24 35 -t6
7 0.162 1.410 6.668-03 24 36 -25
8 0.109 0.946 1.328-02 8 t2 -JJ

0.129

0.037

0.29

1.123

0.321

0.29

6.058-03

3.598-03
0.59

28

18

0.65

42

27

0.6s

-22

13

0.56

Test 6 (Iu:0.174 k¡IE)
7 (0.162)
s (0.142)

1 (0.141)

4 (0.132)
2O.tzo)
8 (0.10e)

3 (0.054)

Batch A1
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Rotation, á (rad)
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Appendix A5: Lateral Modulus of Ruptwe of Brick Unit

APPET\DIX A5: LATERAL MODIILUS OF'RT]PTURE OX'BRICK T]NIT

Distance between suPPort bars

Distance between loading bars

Work size width of each specimen

Work size depth of each sPecimen

Section modulus of test sPecimen

Total load at which specimen fails

Bending moment at failwe

Lateral modulus of ruPture

I
lr
B
D
Z

450 mm

150 mm

65 mm
l14 mm

140790 mm3

W

M
f^

Date of construction of test specimens

Date of test

st.

Date of construction of test specimens

Date of test

l0-Jan-2001

l6-Jær-2001

03-Dec-2001

l7-Dec-2001

Brick pallet 1

Test w
(kN)

M
(Nmm)

.îot
(MPa)

I 5.48 4l I 000 2.92

2 7.76 582000 4.13

J 1 1.90 892500 6.34

4 7.34 550500 3.91

5 7.32 549000 3.90

6 4.34 325500 2.31

7 5.30 397500 2.82

8 5.54 415500 2.95

9 5.5ó 417000 2.96

10 tt.24 843000 5.99

1l 11.28 846000 6.01

t2 5.82 436500 3. l0
3.9s

t.4l
0.36

Brick oallet 2

Test tr
(k¡0

M
(Nmm)

.f ut
(MPa)

I I1.54 865500 6.ts

2 I 1.06 829500 5.89

3 4.38 328500 2.33

4 6.50 487500 3.46

5 9.50 712500 5.06

6 9.42 706500 5.02

7 5.98 448500 3.19

8 10.74 805500 5.72

9 10.16 '162000 5.41

10 10.12 759000 5.39

l1 11.61 870750 6.l8
t2 11.70 877500 6.23

s.00

1.30

0.26
St. Dev

201



Appendix A6: Compressive Strength

APPENDIX A6: COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH

Aspect ratio factor

-Bedded area of the specimen

Compressive load

Distance between 2" set of Demec points

Distance between 8" set of Demec points

Thickness of mortar joint

Modulus of elasticity
Total load at which specimen fails

Compressive strength

Modulus of elasticity of brick unit
Modulus of elasticity of mortar

k^

ad
P
L1

L2

tm

0.964

26220 mm2

150000 N
50.8 mm

203.2 mm

l0 mm

E
Pu

"f^
Eb

E^

st.

Batch C5
Test E

(MPa)
Pu

(kl.I)
î-

(MPa)
Eb

(MPa)
E^

(MPa)
I I 1900 736 27.1 22702 2015
2 14300 735 27.0 1891 8 3137
3 I 1500 630 23.2 23897 2823
4 10800 538 19.8 20638 2351
5 13800 735 27.0 25224 3767
6 20300 728 26.8 28377 22996
7 12100 680 25.0 I 1948 2351
8 14100 780 28.7 25224 4523
9 9800 728 26.8 32431 l'709
l0 13400 667 24.5 34926 2688
ll 1 1900 708 26.0 25224 1945

13082

2783

0.21

697

67

0.10

25.6

2.4
0.10

24501

6288

0.26

4573

6166

1.35

St. Dev

Batch A2
Test E

(MPa)
Po

(kN)
.î-

(MPa)
Eb

(MPa)
E^

(MPa)
I 13200 680 25.0 20638 2908
2 5400 695 25.6 26708 836
J 10500 760 27.9 26708 1855
4 16500 700 25.7 20638 6014
5 21000 650 23.9 t62ts 3441
6 8400 620 22.8 26708 1639
7 620 22.8
8 705 25.9
9 10000 675 24.8 26708 2177
l0 8400 615 22.6 41276 1430
1l 13500 7s5 27.8 22702 3550
l2 12200 710 26.1 21621 3066

11910

4480

0.38

682

49
0.07

25.1

1.8

0.07

24992

6737

0.27

2692
1477

0.55
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* Rejected,Ð. result: Modified Mean, St. Dev. and COV are 2737 Mpa, g77 Mpa and 0.32



Appendix A6: Compressive Strength

Date of construction of test specimens

Date of test

Batch A2

Test 1

l3-Nov-2000

I 0-Jan-200 I

Test 2

Test 3

57o Ultimate
33% Ultimate
Chord Modulus
Estimate Modulus

5%o Ultimate
337o Ultimate
Chord Modulus
Estimate Modulus

50Á

33%o Ultimate
Chord Modulus
Estimate Modulus

Load
(N)

Demec Strain õ Combined
Strain

Stress
(MPa)(1) B 12)B/M (1) B (2) B/rVf (1) B (2) B/IVI (Combined)

0 8r4 931 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

25000 813.5 923 0.0000126 0.0000800 0.00064 0.0t626 0.01559 0.0001039 0.95

s0000 810 917 0.0001008 0.0001400 0.00512 0.02845 0.02309 0.0001539 l.9l

75000 809 910 0.0001260 0.0002100 0.00640 0.04267 0.03597 0.0002398 2.86

100000 809 903 0.0001260 0.0002800 0.00640 0.05690 0.05019 0.0003346 3.81

125000 805 897 0.0002268 0.0003400 0.01152 0.06909 0.05702 0.0003801 4.77

150000 803 891 0.0002772 0.0004000 0.01408 0.08128 0.06653 0.0004435 5.72

680000 34000 1.30

224400 8.56

13167

13200

Load
(l{)

I)emec Strain 6 Combined
Strain

Stress
(MPa)(1) B (2) B/Ir (1) B (2) B/rvI (1) B (2) B/1\{ (Combined)

0 818 938 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

25000 818 922.5 0.0000000 0.0001550 0.00000 0.03150 0.03150 0.0002100 0.95

50000 8t7 907 0.0000252 0.0003 I 00 0.00128 0.06299 0.06165 0.00041l0 1.91

75000 816 893 0.0000504 0.0004500 0.00256 0.09144 0.08876 0.0005917 2.86

100000 814 878 0.0001008 0.0006000 0.00512 0.12192 0.11656 0.0007770 3.81

125000 812 864 0.0001512 0.0007400 0.00768 0.1 5037 0.14232 0.0009488 4.77

150000 809.5 850 0.0002142 0.0008800 0.01088 0.17882 0.16742 0.001I161 5.72

695000 34750 1.33

229350 8.7s

5409

5400

Load
(N)

I)emec Strain õ Combined
Strain

Stress

(MPa)(1) B (2) BINT (1) B (2)B/M (1) B (2)B/M (Combined)

0 793 924 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

25000 791.5 910 0.0000378 0.0001400 0.00192 0.02845 0.02644 0.0001762 0.95

50000 791 904 0.0000504 0.0002000 0.00256 0.04064 0.03796 0.000253 I 1.91

75000 '790 897 0.0000756 0.0002700 0.00384 0.05486 0.05084 0.0003389 2.86

100000 788 890 0.0001260 0.0003400 0.00640 0.06909 0.06238 0.00041 59 3.81

125000 786 882 0.0001764 0.0004200 0.00896 0.08534 0.07596 0.0005064 4.7',|

l 50000 784.5 873 0.0002142 0.0005 I 00 0.01088 0.1 0363 0.09224 0.0006149 5.72

760000 fTtt 38000 1.45

250800 9.57

I 0540

10500

203



Appendix A6: Compressive Strength

Date of construction of test specimens
Date of test
Batch A2

Test 4

13-Nov-2000

l0-Jan-2001

a

Test 5

Test 6

33%o Ultimate
Chord Modulus
Estimate Modulus

íVo

33olo Ultimate
Chord Modulus
Estimate Modulus

5% Ultimate
337o Ultimate
Chord Modulus
Estimate Modulus

Load
tN)

I)emec Strain õ Combined
Strain

Stress
(MPa)(1) B (2)B/M (1) B (2) Bn\{ (1) B (2)B/M (Combined)

0 819 938 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
25000 817 935 0.0000504 0.0000300 0.00256 0.00610 0.00341 0.0000228 0.95
50000 815.5 930 0.0000882 0.0000800 0.00448 0.01626 0.01156 0.000077r 1.91
75000 814 926 0.0001260 0.0001200 0.00640 0.02438 0.01768 0.0001179 2.86
100000 8ll 920 0.0002016 0.0001800 0.01024 0.03658 0.02s85 0.0001723 3.81
125000 809.5 915 0.0002394 0.0002300 0.0r2t6 0.04674 0.03400 0.0002267 4.77
150000 808 908 0.0002772 0.0003000 0.01408 0.06096 0.04621 0.0003081 5.72
700000 nfi 35000 1.33

23 1000 8.81

l65ll
16500

Load
(rT)

I)emec Strain õ Combined
Strain

Stress
(MPa)í1) B (2\Btl'{ (I) B QIBINT (1)B QIB,INT (Combined)

0 804 933 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
25000 802 928 0.0000504 0.0000500 0.00256 0.01016 0.00748 0.0000499 0.95
50000 800 922 0.0001008 0.0001 100 0.005 12 0.02235 0.01699 0.0001 133 l.9l
75000 798 916 0.0001512 0.0001700 0.00768 0.03454 0.02650 0.0001767 2.86
100000 795.5 909.5 0.0002142 0.0002350 0.01088 0.0477s 0.03636 0.0002424 3.81
125000 792.5 903.5 0.0002898 0.0002950 0.01472 0.05994 0.04453 0.0002968 4.77
150000 790 896 0.0003528 0.0003700 0.01792 0.07518 0.05641 0.0003761 5.72
650000 32500 t.24

214500 8. l8
l45ll
21000

Load
(N)

Demec Strain õ Combined
Strain

Stress
(MPa)(1) B (2)B/M (r) B Q)BtIù[ (1) B QIB,INI (Combined)

0 819 918.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
25000 818.5 910 0.0000126 0.0000850 0.00064 0.0172'7 0.01660 0.0001107 0.95
50000 817.5 901.5 0.0000378 0.0001700 0.00192 0.03454 0.032s3 0.0002169 1.91
75000 815.5 893 0.0000882 0.0002550 0.00448 0.05 182 0.04712 0.0003142 2.86
100000 814 883 0.0001260 0.0003550 0.00640 0.07214 0.06543 0.0004362 3.81
125000 812 875 0.0001764 0.0004350 0.00896 0.08839 0.07901 0.000s267 4.77
150000 810.5 863.5 0.0002142 0.0005500 0.01088 0.lt176 0.10036 0.0006691 5.72
620000 3 1000 l.l8

204600 7.80
8434

8400

204



Appendix A6: Compressive Strength

Load
(N)

I)emec Strain 6 Combined
Strain

Stress
(MPa)(1) B (2)8/M (1) B (2)B/M (r)B (2)B/M (Combined)

0 805 938 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

25000 804.5 941 0.0000126 -0.0000300 0.00064 -0.00610 -0.00677 -0.0000451 0.95

50000 802.5 93s 0.0000630 0.0000300 0.00320 0.00610 0.00274 0.0000183 l.9r

75000 798 921 0.0001764 0.0001700 0.00896 0.03454 0.02516 0.0001677 2.86

100000 '795.5 923 0.0002394 0.0001500 0.01216 0.03048 0.01774 0.0001 183 3.81

125000 793.5 918 0.0002898 0.0002000 0.01472 0.04064 0.02522 0.0001681 4.77

150000 792.5 911.5 0.0003 l 50 0.0002650 0.01600 0.05385 0.03709 0.0002473 5.72

620000 31000 1. t8

204600 7.80

16657

16700

Date of construction of test specimens

Date of test

Batch A2

l3-Nov-2000
l0-Jan-2001

Test 7

57o llltimate
33% Ultimate
Chord Modulus
Estimate Modulus

Test 8
ate

Test data were disregarded since 2" set of Demec points were

not adequately fixed to the prism, causing inaccurate readings

Test 9

ate Ultimate
337o Ultimate
Chord Modulus
Estimate Modulus

@

Load
(N)

Demec Strain õ Combined
Strain

Stress
(MPa)(1) B (2)B/M (1) B (2)B/M (1) B (2)B/M (Combined)

0 774 923.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

25000 773 918 0.0000252 0.0000550 0.00128 0.01118 0.00984 0.0000656 0.95

50000 '172 909.5 0.0000504 0.0001400 0.00256 0.02845 0.02577 0.0001718 l.9l
75000 771 901 0.0000756 0.0002250 0.00384 0.045'72 0.04170 0.0002780 2.86

100000 769.5 894 0.0001134 0.0002950 0.00576 0.05994 0.05391 0.0003594 3.81

125000 767 886.5 0.0001764 0.0003700 0.00896 0.07518 0.06580 0.0004387 4.77

150000 765.5 877 0.0002142 0.0004650 0.01088 0.09449 0.08309 0.0005539 5.72

675000 33750 1.29

222750 8.50

9980

10000

205



Appendix A6: Compressive Strength

Date of construction of test specimens
Date of test

Batch A2

Test 10

ate

l3-Nov-2000
I l-Jan-2001

Test 11

Test 12

57o Illtimate
33%o Ultimate
Chord Modulus
Estimate Modulus

5% Ultimate
33%o Ultimate
Chord Modulus
Estimate Modulus

5%o Ultimate
337o Ultimate
Chord Modulus
Estimate Modulus

Load
(N)

I)emec Strain õ Combined
Strain

Stress
(MPa)(1) B (2) B/rVr (1) B (2) B/rvr (1) B (2)B/M (Combined)

0 812.5 912.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
25000 811.5 900 0.0000252 0.0001250 0.00128 0.02540 0.02406 0.0001604 0.95
50000 811.5 889 0.0000252 0.0002350 0.00128 0.04775 0.04641 0.00030941 l.9l
75000 8ll 880 0.0000378 0.0003250 0.00192 0.06604 0.06403 0.00042686 2.86
100000 809.5 870.5 0.0000756 0.0004200 0.00384 0.08534 0.08132 0.0005421s 3.81
125000 808.5 862.5 0.0001008 0.0005000 0.00512 0.10 1 60 0.09624 0.00064158 4.77
150000 807 852.5 0.0001386 0.0006000 0.00704 0.t2192 0. I 1455 0.00076364 5.72
615000 30750 t.t7

202950 7.74
8396

8400

Load
(1¡-)

I)emec Strain ò Combined
Strain

Stress
(MPa)(1) B QIB,INT tr) B (2)B/M (1) B (2)B/M (Combined)

0 817 936.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
25000 815.5 931 0.0000378 0.0000550 0.00192 0.01 I 18 0.00916 0.000061I 0.95
50000 814 925.5 0.0000756 0.0001100 0.00384 0.0223s 0.01833 0.0001222 l.9t
75000 812 919.5 0.0001260 0.0001700 0.00640 0.03454 0.02784 0.0001856 2.86
100000 810 913 0.0001764 0.0002350 0.00896 0.04775 0.03837 0.00025578 3.81
125000 808 907 0.0002268 0.0002950 0.01 152 0.05994 0.04788 0.0003 191 8 4.77
150000 807 900 0.0002520 0.0003650 0.01280 0.07417 0.06076 0.00040507 5.72
755000 37750 1.44

249150 9.50
13483

I 3500

Load
(N)

I)emec Strain 6 Combined
Strain

Stress
(MPa)(1) B Q)B,INI 11) B (2)B/M (1) B Q)B,tl'd (Combined)

0 818 929.s 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
25000 816.5 922 0.0000378 0.0000750 0.00192 0.01524 0.01323 0.0000882 0.95
50000 815 918.5 0.0000756 0.0001 100 0.00384 0.0223s 0.01833 0.0001222 l.9 t
75000 813.5 9t 1.5 0.0001 134 0.0001800 0.00576 0.03658 0.03054 0.00020362 2.86
100000 8ll 905.5 0.000 I 764 0.0002400 0.00896 0.04877 0.03938 0.00026255 3.81
125000 809 898 0.0002268 0.0003 150 0.01152 0.06401 0.05194 0.00034628 4.77
150000 807.5 890.5 0.0002646 0.0003900 0.01344 0.07925 0.06517 0.00043447 5.72
710000 35500 1.3 5

234300 8.94
12213

12200

206



Appendix A6: Compressive Strength

Date of construction of test specimens

Date of test

Batch C5

Test 1

05-Dec-2001

l6-Jan-2002

Test 2

Test 3

57o Illtimate
33% Ultimate
Chord Morlulus
Estimate Modulus

Ultimate
337o Ultimate
Chord Modulus
Estimate Modulus

5%o Ultimate
337o Ultimate
Chord Modulus
Estimate Modulus

Load
(N)

I)emec Strain õ Combined
Strain

Stress
(MPa)(1) B (2)B/M (1) B (2) B/]vI (1) B (2) B/rvI (Combined)

0 805 946 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

25000 803 933 0.0000504 0.0001300 0.00256 0.02642 0.02373 0.00015823 0.95

50000 801.5 925 0.0000882 0.0002100 0.00448 0.04267 0.03798 0.0002532 1.91

75000 800 918 0.0001260 0.0002800 0.00640 0.05690 0.05019 0.00033462 2.86

100000 198 913 0.0001764 0.0003300 0.00896 0.06706 0.05767 0.00038447 3.81

125000 796 905 0.0002268 0.0004100 0.01152 0.08331 0.07125 0.00047497 4.77

150000 795 897 0.0002520 0.0004900 0.01280 0.09957 0.08616 0.00057441 5.72

736000 36800 1.40

242880 9.26

11873.5

1 1900

Load
(1\)

Demec Strain 6 Combined
Strain

Stress
(MPa)(1) B 12) B/rvr (1) B (2)B/M (1)B (2)B/M (Combined)

0 816 933 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

25000 810 924 0.0001512 0.0000900 0.00768 0.01829 0.01024 0.0000683 0.95

50000 809 917 0.0001764 0.0001600 0.00896 0.03251 0.02313 0.0001541 8 1.91

75000 808 912 0.0002016 0.0002100 0.01024 0.04267 0.03195 0.00021298 2.86

100000 807 905 0.0002268 0.0002800 0.01152 0.05690 0.04483 0.00029886 3.81

125000 805 899 0.0002772 0.0003400 0.01408 0.06909 0.05434 0.00036227 4.77

I 50000 804 894 0.0003024 0.0003900 0.01536 0.07925 0.06316 0.00042106 5.',12

735000 36750 1.40

242550 9.25

14290

14300

Load
(N)

I)emec Strain õ Combined
Strain

Stress
(MPa)(1) B 12) BTVI (1) B (2)B/M (1) B (2)B/M (Combined)

0 814 931 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

25000 813 926 0.0000252 0.0000500 0.00128 0.01016 0.00882 0.0000588 0.95

50000 811.5 919 0.0000630 0.0001200 0.00320 0.02438 0.02103 0.00014021 1.91

75000 810 911 0.0001008 0.0002000 0.00512 0.04064 0.03528 0.000235 I 8 2.86

I 00000 808 905 0.0001512 0.0002600 0.00768 0.05283 0.04479 0.00029858 3.81

125000 806 899 0.0002016 0.0003200 0.01024 0.06502 0.05430 0.00036199 4.77

150000 804.5 890 0.0002394 0.0004100 0.01216 0.08331 0.07058 0.0004705 5.72

630000 31500 1.20

207900 7.93

11547

11500

207



Appendix A6: Compressive Strength

Date of construction of test specimens
Date of test

Batch C5

Test 4

05-Dec-2001

16-Ian-2002

ç

Test 5

Test 6

ate

57o Ultimate
33% Ultimate
Chord Modulus
Estimate Modulus

5% Ultimate
337o Ultimate
Chord Modulus
Estimate Modulus

5% Ultimate
33%o Ultimate
Chord Modulus
Estimate Modulus

Load
(N)

Demec Strain õ Combined
Strain

Stress
(MPa)(1) B (2) B/rVr (1) B (2IB,INI (1) B QIB,INT (Combined)

0 818 926 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
25000 816 919 0.0000504 0.0000700 0.00256 0.01422 0.01154 0.0000770 0.95
50000 814.5 912 0.0000882 0.0001400 0.00448 0.02845 0.42376 0.0001584 l.9l
75000 811.5 905 0.0001638 0.0002100 0.00832 0.04267 0.03396 0.0002264 2.86
100000 809.5 898 0.0002142 0.0002800 0.01088 0.05690 0.04550 0.0003033 3.81
125000 808 891 0.0002s20 0.0003500 0.01280 0.07112 0.05771 0.0003848 4.77
I 50000 807 88r 0.0002772 0.0004500 0.01408 0.09144 0.07669 0.00051 13 5.72
538000 26900 r.03

177540 6.77
r0807

10800

Load
(N)

I)emec Strain õ Combined
Strain

Stress
(MPa)(1)B (2) B/}I (1) B (2) B/rvr (1) B QIB,INI (Combined)

0 815 946 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
25000 813 942 0.0000504 0.0000400 0.00256 0.00813 0.00545 0.0000363 0.95
50000 8l 1.5 934 0.0000882 0.0001200 0.00448 0.02438 0.01969 0.00013 l3 l.9l
75000 810.5 926 0.0001134 0.0002000 0.00576 0.04064 0.03461 0.0002307 2.86
100000 808.5 922 0.0001638 0.0002400 0.00832 0.04877 0.04005 0.0002670 3.81
125000 807 917 0.0002016 0.0002900 0.01024 0.05893 0.04820 0.0003213 4.77
I 50000 806 910 0.0002268 0.0003600 0.01 1 52 0.073 l5 0.06109 0.0004072 5.72
735000 36750 1.40

242550 9.25

13820

I 3800

Load
(N)

I)emec Strain õ Combined
Strain

Stress
(MPa)(1) B (2) B/rVr (1) B Q)BI:jM (1)B QIBINI (Combined)

0 813 948 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
25000 811 945 0.0000504 0.0000300 0.00256 0.00610 0.00341 0.0000228 0.95
50000 809 941 0.0001008 0.0000700 0.00512 0.01422 0.00886 0.0000591 l.9t
75000 807.5 937 0.0001386 0.0001 100 0.00704 0.02235 0.01498 0.0000999 2.86
100000 806 932.5 0.0001 764 0.0001550 0.00896 0.03 150 0.0221t 0.0001474 3.81
125000 806.5 928.5 0.0001638 0.0001950 0.00832 0.03962 0.03091 0.0002061 4.77
I 50000 805 924.5 0.0002016 0.0002350 0.01024 0.0477s 0.03703 0.0002468 5.72
728000 36400 1.39

240240 9.16
20312

20300

208



Appendix A6: Compressive Strength

Date of construction of test specimens

Date of test

Batch C5

Test 7

05-Dec-2001
l6-Jar-2002

Test 8

Test 9

ate 5o/" ate

337o Ultimate
Chord Modulus
Estimate Modulus

337o Ultimate
Chord Modulus
Estimate Modulus

57o Ultimate
33%o Ultimate
Chord Modulus
Estimate Modulus

Loail
G\r)

I)emec Strain 6 Combined
Strain

Stress

(MPa)(1) B (2) B/M lr)B (2\BtNr (1) B QIBINT (Combined)

0 816 934 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

25000 807 926 0.0002268 0.0000800 0.01152 0.01626 0.00419 0.000028 0.95

50000 805 917.5 0.0002772 0.0001650 0.01408 0.03353 0.01878 0.000125 l.9l
7s000 803 910 0.0003276 0.0002400 0.01664 0.04877 0.03 134 0.000209 2.86

100000 800 902 0.0004032 0.0003200 0.02048 0.06502 0.04357 0.000290 3.8r

125000 798 895 0.0004536 0.0003900 0.02304 0.07925 0.05512 0.000367 4.77

150000 797 889 0.0004788 0.0004500 0.02432 0.09144 0.06597 0.000440 5.72

680000 34000 1.30

224400 8.56

12124

12100

Load
(N)

I)emec Strain õ Combined
Strain

Stress
(MPa)(1) B Q)B,tlÙn (1) B (2) B/rvI (1) B Q\B,IIÙI (Combined)

0 794 933.5 0 0 0.00000 0 0 0 0

25000 793 928.5 0.0000252 0.0000500 0.00128 0.01016 0.00882 0.0000588 0.9s

50000 '789.5 923 0.0001134 0.0001050 0.00576 0.02134 0.01530 0.0001020 l.9l

75000 789 917.5 0.0001260 0.0001600 0.00640 0.03251 0.02581 0.0001721 2.86

100000 788 912 0.0001512 0.0002150 0.00768 0.04369 0.03564 0.0002376 3.81

125000 786 907 0.0002016 0.0002650 0.01024 0.05385 0.04312 0.0002875 4.77

150000 785 900 0.0002268 0.0003350 0.01 I 52 0.06807 0.05601 0.0003734 5.72

780000 tTtr 39000 1.49

257400 9.82

14055

14100

Load
(N)

Demec Strain õ Combined
Strain

Stress
(MPa)(1) B (2) B/M (r)B (2)B/M (1) B (2)B/M (Combined)

0 805 924 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

25000 804 911 0.0000252 0.0001300 0.00128 0.02642 0.02508 0.0001672 0.95

50000 803 902 0.0000504 0.0002200 0.00256 0.04470 0.04202 0.0002802 l.9l

75000 802.5 893.5 0.0000630 0.0003050 0.00320 0.06198 0.05862 0.0003908 2.86

I 00000 802 885 0.0000756 0.0003900 0.00384 0.07925 0.07523 0.0005015 3.81

125000 800 877 0.0001260 0.0004700 0.00640 0.09550 0.08880 0.0005920 4.77

150000 798 870 0.0001764 0.0005400 0.00896 0. I 0973 0.10034 0.0006690 5.72

728000 36400 1.39

240240 9.16

9809

9800

209



Appendix A6: Compressive Strength

Date of construction of test specimens
Date of test
Batch C5

Test 10

05-Dec-2001

l6-Jan-2002

Test 11

Ultimate
33% Ultimate
Chord Modulus
Estimate Modulus

Ultimate
337o Ultimate
Chord Modulus
Estimate Modulus

Load
(N)

I)emec Strain õ Combined
Strain

Stress
(MPa)(1) B QIBIM (1) B (2) B/rVI (1) B Q)BIIÛ'Í (Combined)

0 795 942 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
25000 794 932 0.0000252 0.0001000 0.00128 0.02032 0.01898 0.0001265 0.95
50000 793 924 0.0000504 0.0001800 0.00256 0.03658 0.03389 0.0002260 l.9l
75000 792 916.5 0.0000756 0.0002550 0.00384 0.05182 0.04779 0.0003186 2.86
100000 791 912 0.0001008 0.0003000 0.00512 0.06096 0.05560 0.0003706 3.81
125000 790 907 0.0001260 0.0003500 0.00640 0.07tt2 0.06442 0.0004294 4.77
150000 788.5 900 0.0001638 0.0004200 0.00832 0.08534 0.07663 0.0005109 5.72
667000 33350 1.27

220tto 8.39
I 3387

r3400

Load

fN)
I)emec Strain 6 Combined

Strain
Stress
(MPa)tr) B QIE,I]Ù'{ (1) B (2)B/M (1) B AIBIM (Combined)

0 885 932 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
25000 884 919 0.0000252 0.0001300 0.00128 0.02642 0.02508 0.0001672 0.95
50000 882.5 910 0.0000630 0.0002200 0.00320 0.04470 0.04135 0.0002757 t.9t
75000 881 902.5 0.0001008 0.0002950 0.00512 0.05994 0.05458 0.0003639 2.86
100000 879.5 894.s 0.0001386 0.0003750 0.00704 0.07620 0.06883 0.0004588 3.8r
125000 877.5 888.5 0.0001890 0.0004350 0.00960 0.08839 0.07834 0.0005222 4.77
150000 876 882 0.0002268 0.0005000 0.01152 0.101 60 0.08953 0.0005969 5.72
708000 35400 1.35

233640 8.91

1t874
I 1900

210



Appendix A6: Compressive Strength
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Appendix A7: Horizontal Bending (Vertical Orientation)

APPENDIX A7: HoRTzoNTAL BENDING (vERTrcAL oRrENTATrotg

Vertical axial loading due to springs

Norrnal force due to self-weight and axial loading
Frictional force

SelÊweight of wall (including concrete block bases)

Self-weight of two concrete blocks at top of specimen

Load at change of slope

Deflection at P,
Ultimate load

Deflection at Pu

Primary slope of load-deflection behaviour

Secondary slope of load-deflection behaviour

Frictional load resistance

Number of perpend joints in failure mechanism

Number of bed joints in failure mechanism

Flexural tensile strength of masonry

Modified load value

:P +W*-l14/6

* 1.007 kN

b 0.185 kN

Pl
ar
Pu

au

.ît

s2

Pf
frp

n6

Jfrr

P rod

l0 15 20

Normal force, N (kll)

P

N
F
14/

W'

J

5

I

.50

z
r\
o
I

€
crl

fr
0

50 25 30

P
(MPa) (kN)

N
GNT)

Test F
(k¡[)

0 0 l.0t I 0.06

2 0.07

0.075 '7.14 8.33
I 0.28

2 0.55

0. l5 14.28 15.47

I 0.94

2 0.83

3 0.83

0.25 23.80 24.99

I 1,3 8

2 1.32

3 l.l6

F :0.0526 N
a

a

a

a

212



Appendix A7: Horizontal Bending (Vertical Orientation)

Test Batch Pr
ftI\n

ar
lmm)

Po
(k¡{)

at
(mm)

S1

(kN/mm)
S2

lkl[/mm)
P1

ft¡[)
,t p ll6 P/ n¡

(kN)
.f øt

(MPa)
P r1.oa¡

lk¡t)
Pu(noa)

tk¡{)

I c2 I 1.83 6 5 067 11 65

2 C2 13.29 6 5 o 6'I 13.09

3 C2 13.12 o 256 6 5 o67 12.92

4 C2 t5 3'l 0.342 016 6 5 003 0.67 ls,14

5 CI 580 0.t02 tl.21 0.401 57 18 011 6 5 0.02 0.56 684 13.21

Mean 5.80 0.1o2 12 96 0 333 56.9 1 8.1 014 600 500 0.03 6.84 13.20

St Dev. 160 007 004 0.00 0.00 0.01 125

cov 0.t2 022 0.26 0.00 0.00 026 009

ør=0MPa

øv:0.075 MPa

øv:0.15 MPa

o' = 0.25 MPa

1 no deflection data

2 unreliable deflection data

3 only uppermid-span behaviour

4 only support LVDTs ftom one side

5 only one lower support LVDT

Note:/n,,ç,,,"",¡ calculated using mortar batch C2,C3, Dl, D2 and D3 data

./,,,, for batch C1 taken conservatively as 0 56 since most bond wrench values were above this

I
1

J

4

f,. ,t t' 1l''r'

2

5

Test Batch Pr
lk¡I)

Ár
lmm)

Pt
(k¡r)

at
(mm)

J1
(kN/mm)

S2

fkN/mm)
P1

(kN)
n p It6 P/n6

(kN)
.f* P rlnoo¡

tk¡tì
Puloo¿)

lkI\)

I c3 208 17.95 4 0.78 176 ls 19

2 C3 454 0 0'77 t6 68 0 583 59 24 l.l5 5 J 038 078 384 14 11

3 cl 3.88 0.035 l3 95 o 349 ll1 32 220 6 5 0.44 0.56 4.s7 16.44

4 D3 219 o o24 15.70 0.298 116 47 2.40 6 5 0.48 058 3.t'l 17 87

5 D3 2t9 o.022 13.56 0 251 100 50 3.30 6 5 o.66 0.58 249 15.43

Mean 3 t0 0 040 15.5'l 0 370 96.4 f82 226 5.40 380 0.49 117 l5 81

St Dev. 1.08 0.03 184 015 25.9 122 0.88 089 t.79 012 110 142

cov 0.348 0 649 012 0.40 0 2'7 0.32 039 017 0.47 024 03s 009

Test Batch Pr
(kN)

Ár
(mm)

Po

lk¡û
,^o

(mm)
S1

(kN/mm)
S2

(kf[/mm)
Pr

lkfû
frp ll6 P¡ln¡

tk¡[)
-fø¡

(MPa)
P rlmoo¡

(kN)
P u(mod¡

(k¡I)

1 D2 1.64 0.021 1411 o 443 '18 JU 250 5 3 083 068 1,59 t3 70

2 D2 2 5't 0 019 13.62 0.385 135 30 2,80 4 2 140 0.68 249 t3 22

] D2 355 0.o21 12.74 0 378 169 26 360 5 3 1.20 0.68 34s 12.37

4 cl 3',12 0 04-5 14 93 0 369 83 35 240 5 3 080 056 4.38 17.60

5 D2 241 0 025 t5 64 0 296 96 49 350 6 5 0.70 068 234 15.1 8

Mean 278 o 026 14 21 o 3'74 112 3 i38 296 s00 3.20 099 285 14.41

St Dev. 08ó 0.01 1.13 005 38 9 9.0 056 07r 110 030 108 205

cov 0 310 0.410 0.08 014 0.35 02'l 019 o.14 034 030 0.38 014

Test Batch P1

ft¡{)
Àr

(mm)
P,

(kN)
an

lmm)
S1

(kN/mm)
S2

(kN/mm)
P1

(kN)
np ll¡ P ¡ln¡

tk¡[)
.f*

(MPal
Pr1øoa¡

(kr{)
Pu(mod)

(kN)

1 D1 4.O5 0 057 18 10 0 459 '7r 35 390 5 130 059 4.53 20 25

2 DI 541 0 020 17 88 o 329 271 40 320 4 2 l6 059 605 20,00

3 D1 410 0.027 16.84 0 328 152 42 4 059 459 l8 84

4 D1 388 0 110 13 89 0 -580 35 21 380 5 t I 2'7 0s9 4.34 l5 54

5 CI 3.94 0 083 11 16 0 521 47 16 3s0 5 3 1t7 056 4.64 13 15

Mean 4.28 0 059 15 57 o 443 115.2 31.1 3.60 4.60 240 133 483 t7 56

St. Dev. 064 0.04 298 0.1 I 98.0 11.6 of2 055 0.89 0. 19 069 3. 10

cov 0 150 0 63'7 0.19 o.26 0.85 037 009 012 037 014 014 018

5

5

3
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Appendix A7: Horizontal Bending (Vertical Orientation)
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Appendix A7: Horizontal Bending (Vertical Orientation)
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Appendix A7: Horizontal Bending (Vertical Orientation)
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Appendix A7: Horizontal Bending (Vertical Orientation)
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Appendix A7: Horizontal Bending (Vertical Orientation)
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Appendix A7: Horizontal Bending (Vertical Orientation)
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Appendix A7 : Honzontal Bending (Vertical Orientation)
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Appendix A7: Horizontal Bending (Vertical Orientation)
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Appendix A7: Horizontal Bending (Vertical Orientation)
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Appendix A7: Horizontal Bending (Vertical Orientation)
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Appendix A9: Diagonal Bending

APPENDIX A8: HORIZONTAL BENDING (IIORIZONTAL ORIENTATION)

J

Load at change ofslope

Ultimate load

Deflection at Pu

Number of perpend joints in failure mechanism

Number of bed joints in failure mechanism

Flexural tensile s gth of masonry

Modified load value

Pl
Pu

A,
np

tl6

f^t
D¡ mod

Note: /.,1.*¡ calculated using mortar batch C3, C4 and D3 data

A y s 1 and s 2 values are, not reported due to unreliable deflection data

Test I Test 2

Test 3

Test 4: No photograph available

Test Batch Pr
(kf¡)

Pt
(kN)

A,
(mm)

n p ll 6 .f ^t(MPa)
Pt(noa)

(kN)
P u(mod)

(kf{)
1 C3 3.88 13.28 o.334 5 J 0.78 3.48 t1.92
2 C3 2.48 I 1.36 0.290 5 J 0.78 2.23 10. l9

C4 3.26 14.46 0.293 5 0.74 3.08 13.68
4 C4 r,8l 0.527 4 I 0,74 13.06
5 D3 16.67 0.350 5 3 0.58 20.12

Me¡n 3.21 13.92 0.359 2.60 2.93 13.79
St. Dev. 0.70 1.93 0.10 0.45 0.89 0.64 3.78
cov 0.22 0.14 0.27 0.09 0.34 0.22 0.27

!f:m
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Appendix A9: Diagonal Bending

APPENDIX A9: DIAGONAL BENDING

Ultimate load

Measured deflection at P u

Aivalue projected to centreline of test specimen

Pu

Ái

/ i¡moa¡

Test Pu

k¡[

Ár
mm

Á2

mm

Át

mm

a4

mm

/ rlmoo¡

mm

A zlmoa¡

mm

/ rlnoa¡

mm

A nlmoa¡

mm

I 7.92 0.175 0.186 0.1 50 0.185 0.210 0.280 0.228 0.260

2 8.62 0.1 57 0.1 84 0.133 0.1 98 0.205 0.218 0.1 86 0.304

J 6.65 0.122 0.148 0.1t2 0.1 53 0.1 53 0.1 75 0.1 55 0.219

4 7.s0 0.113 0.146 0.1 06 0.1 33 0.142 0.174 0.148 0.192

Mean 7.67 0.141 0.166 0.125 0.167 0.1 78 0.212 0.179 0.244

St. Dev. 0.82 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.04 0.05

cov 0.1I 0.21 0. l3 0. l6 0. l8 0.20 0.24 0.20 0.20

8

6

4

z
,:<

È

6¡

2

0

0,1 02

Deflection' / (mm)

03 040

Test I

deflection measurements
¡t 4 locations are shown
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Appendix A9: Diagonal Bending
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Appendix A9: Diagonal Bending
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Appendix A9: Diagonal Bending

APPENDIX B: VERTICAL BENDING PROGRAM CODE
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Appendix B: Vertical Bending Program Code

l**t<*********:Ì****

! * MODULE nrtype *
I ******+**********
!

! This MODULE defines numerical types.

!

MODULE nrtype
!

INTEGER, PARAMETER ::T4 : SELECTED_INT-KIND(9)
INTEGER, PARAMETER :: DP : KIND(I.0D0)

I

END MODULE nrtyPe

| ***********,lt*********

! * MODULE parameters *
| ********************¡t
!

! This MODIILE defines the notation used in the PROGRAM
! 'vertical bending' and declares the global variables'
I

MODULE parameters

**NOTATION** (Expressed in terms of N and mm, where applicable)

alpha(i) : factor relating top support reaction, Rt, to w (RFalpha*w)

alpha_tr : alpha (trial value)
! ax stress : axial stress applied at top ofwall
! b : width of bed joint
I curv(,i) : curvature in bedjoint
! curv max : curvature (maximum)

! curv_temp : curvature (temporary value)

! curv tr : curvature (trial value)
I curwl,2 : curvature (estimates)

!d :depthofbedjoint
! dA_layer : area oflaYer r
t Oen6,i¡ : deflection in bed joint (measured from CL of top of wall)

! defl-mid(i) : deflection (at wall mid-height)
! defl-req : deflection (required to satisff tolerance)

! dn : location ofcentroid ofcompressive stress block

! dn max : dn (maximum)
! dn min : dn (minimum)
! dn_trial(l,i) : dn (trial value)
I dn-¡l(r) : distance from centre oflayer r to edge ofbedjoint
! Eb - tuodulus ofelasticity ofbrick unit
! Em : modulus of elasticþ of mortar

! emc : ultimate compressive strain in mortar

! emt : ultimate tensile strain in mortar

! fmc : ultimate compressive stress in mortar

I fmt : ultimate tensile stress in mortar

! g : acceleration due to gravitY

! h : height of wall
! hb : height ofbrick unit
I i : counter (curvature increment)

! iter : counter (iterations)
t iter 2 : counter (iterations)

! inc curv : increment of curvature
! inc-rot b(,i) : increment of rotation of brick
I inc_rot-m(,i) : increment of rotation of mortar

! Ib : moment of inertia of course of brickwork
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Appendix B: Verlical Bending Program Code

!j :counter(bedjoint)
!j_mid : mid-height bed joint
! max iter : maximum number of iterations
! max_main : maximum number of iterations for main program
! M(i,i) : moment in bed joint
! M_ma,x : moment (maximum in bed joint)
! M_trial : moment (trial value)
! M_temp : moment (temporary value)
! n : number of bed joints in wall
! n_mod : checks ifn is odd or even
! no_layer : number oflayers, d, is divided into to calculate strain
! N_axial$ : axial thrust in bed joint
! P_load : axial load applied at top of wall
! r : counter (layer in bedjoint to calculate strain)
! rho : density of masonry
! rot(,i) : rotation in bed joint (measured from top of wall)
! rot req : rotation (required to satisÛr tolerance)
! strain(r) : strain in layer, r, ofbedjoint
! strain-x : point ofslope discontinuþ on mortar stress-strain relationship
! strcss(r) : stress in layer, r', of bed joinl.
! tm : thickness ofbedjoint
! toþol : tolerance ('golden'section search)
! tol_def : tolerance (deflection compatibility)
! tol_for : tolerance (force equilibrium)
! tol_slo : tolerance (slcpe at bcttcrr. of wall)
! VC,i) : shear in bed joint
! w(i) : out-of-plane load
! w_load$ : w (used in moment calculation)
! w_tr : w (trial value)
! Wgt : selÊweight of single course of brickwork
!

USE nrtype
!

INTEGER, PARAMETER :: max main = 10000
REAL(DP), DIMENSION(l:50,1:max_main) :: curv, defl, dn_trial, M, V
REAL(DP), DIMENSION(I :50, I :max_main) : : inc_rot_b, inc_rot_m, rot
REAL(DP),DIMENSION(I:max_main) ::alpha,defl_mid,w
REAL(DP),DIMENSION(I:300) ::dn_y,strain,stress
REAL(DP), DIMENSION(I:50) :: curv_max, M_max, N_axial, w_load
REAL(DP) :: ax, bx, cx, golden, xmin
REAI(DP) :: alpha_tr, ax_stress, b, curv_tr, d, dA_layer, defl_req
REAL(DP) :: Eb, Em, emc, emt, fmc, fmt, h, hb, inc_curv, Ib
REAL(DP) :: M_crit_new, M_crit old, M_trial, rot req, tm, w_tr, Wgt
REAI(DP) :: tol def, tol for, tol gol, tol slo
REAL(DP) :: strain_l, strain 2, strain 3

REAL(DP) :: eror def, eror_slo
INTEGER(I4) :: flag, golden_case, iter, j_crit, max_iter, n, n_mod, no_layer
LOGICAL :: error_ret, fmt_zero

!

END MODULE parameters

l**********<{<c.************************{<****{'*+*****:ß*vr**************++

! Author : Shane Jennings
! Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering
! University of Adelaide, SA, 5000, Australia
I email sj ennin g@civ eng.adelai de.edu. au
I

I

! Copyright, Shane Jennings,200l-2002. All r.ights reserved.
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Appendix B: Vertical Bending Program Code

!

! Version 1.00
!

! SCE module TimeFit one

module sceSearchMod
integer :: value
private
public :: sceSearch
contains
!

!

! Check whether lies within search hypercube
logical function getlnFeas (param, nParam, lowPar, highPar)

implicit none
integer :: i0, nParam
real(8) : : param(nParam), lowPar(nParam), hi ghPar(nParam)

!------
! Determine if parameter vector is infeasible

getlnFeas: .false.
do i0: l, nParam

if (param(iO) < lowPar(i0) .or. param(iO) > highPar(i0)) then
getlnFeas: .true.
retum

end if
end do

end function getlnFeas

!

! Numerical Recipes uniform random number generator

real(4) tunction ranGen (idum)
t-----
! Long period (>2e18) random number generator of L'Ecuyer with Bays-Durham

! shuffle and added safeguards. Returns a uniform deviate between 0.0 a¡rd

! 1.0 (exclusive ofthe endpoint values).
I

! Call with idum a negative integer to initialise, thereafter, do not

! alter idum between successive deviates in a sequence.

!

! rnmx should approximate the largest floating value that is less than l.
!

! Based on code in 'Numerical Recipes-2nd Edition' by Press et al. (1992) p.272

t-----
implicit none
integer:: idum, im1, im2, imml, ial,ia2,iql,iq2,irl,ir2, ntab, ndiv
real(4) :: am, eps, rnmx
parameter (iml:2 I 47 483 5 63, int2:2 I 47 483399, am: I . 0/im l, imm I :im l' l' &

ial:40014,ia2:40692, iql:53668, iq2:52774, &
irl:12211,ir2:3791, &'

ntab:32, ndiv= I +imm 1 /ntab, ep s: l . 2e-7, rnmx: 1 . 0-eps)

integer :: idum2, j0, k, iv(ntab), iy
save iv, iy, idum2
data idum2 I 123 45 67 89 I, iv I nfab * 0 l, iy I 0 I
!------
! Initialise

iÎ(idum <: 0) then
idum : max(-idum,l) ! Be sure to prevent idum:O
idum2 : idum
do j0 : ntab+8, l, - I ! Load the shuffle table after 8 warm-ups

k : idum/iq1
idum : ia1*(idum-k*iq1) - k*ir1
if (idum < 0) idum: idum + iml
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Appendix B: Vertical Bending Program Code

if (i0 <: ntab) ivûo) = idum
end do
iy: iv(l)

end if
!

! Start here when not initialising
k : idum/iql

!

! Compute idum:mod(ia2*idum2,iml) without overflow by Schragge's method
idum : ial *(idum-k*iql) - k*irl
if (idum < 0) idum: idum + iml
k : idum2/iq2

I

! Compute idum:mod(ia2*idum2,im2), likewise
idum2 : ia2*(idum2-k* iq2) - k*ir2
if (idum2 < 0) idum2 -- idum2 + im2
j0 : I + iylndiv ! Will be in the range l:ntab

!

! Here idum is shuffled. idum and idum2 are combined to generate output
iy -iv(10)-idum2
iv(O) : idum
if (iy < l) iy: iy + imml

!

! Because users don't expect endpoint values
ranGen: min (am*iy, rnmx)

end function ranGen

!

! Uniform random number generator
real(4) function uniRan (initialise)
!------
! Uniform 0,1 random number generator
!

! Based on code in'Ì.{umerical Recipes' by Press et al. (1986)
!----
implicit none
logical :: initialise
intege¡ save :: idum
logical, save :: initSeed
integer, parameter :: initialDum:-3* 153351
data initSeed/.true./
!------

if(initialise) then ! Reset on outside request
initSeed: .true.

end if
I lnilialize on call demand

if (initSeed) then
initSeed: .false.
idum : initialDum
if (idum.gt.0) idum: -idum
uniRan : ranGen (idum)

end if
!------
! Generate a random number

uniRan: ranGen (idum)
end function uniRan

I

! Randomly generate a point within search hypercube
subroutine getNewPt (param, nParam, low, high, firstrip)
implicit none
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Appendix B: Vertical Bending Program Code

integer :: j0, nParam

real(8) :: param(nParam), low(nParam), high(nParam)

LOGICAL :: firstrip
!------
I Randomly generate a feasible point

doj0: l, nParam
param(0) : low(i0) + dble(uniRan(.false.))*(high(0)-low(0))

end do
end subroutine getNewPt

!

! Shell sort
subroutine gaSisort (value, point nl, nlx)
!-------
! Routine performs a shell sort arranging numbers from highest to lowest

Input arguments:
value : vector to be sorted
point : auxillary vector to be sorted

nl : number of elements to be ordered

Output arguments:
value : sorted vector (DP)
point : auxillary sorted vector (INT)

Work arguments:
nlx : dynamic dimension

!---
implicit none
integer :: nlx, nl, m, i0, j0, k, l, point (nlx), itemp

real(8) :: value(nlx), temp
real(8), parameter :: zero:0.0d0
!------
! Data checks

if (nl> nlx) THEN
write(6,*)'ÊgaSisort/nlx dim ovflow'
stoP

end if
t__-----

! Do shell sort
m: l
do

m: m*2
if (m > nl) exit

end do
m:ml2-l
do

k:nl-m
doj0: 1, k

i0: j0
120 l:i0+m

if (value(i0)-value(l) < zero) then
temp : value(l)
value(l) : value(iO)
value(i0) : temp
itemp : point(l)
point(l) : point(iO)
point(iO) : itemp
i0 :iO-m
if (i0 >: l) go to 120
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end if
end do
m: m/2
if (m < l) exit

end do
end subroutine gaSisort

I

! CCE algorithm
subroutine cceEvolve (alphaO, nfit, m, ptC, cumProb, ptB, point, &

ptl-, newF, oldF, u, g, neval, mPop, mx, &
npx, xFit, lowPar, highPar, stucþ dump, i)

!------
! Implement Duan et al (1992) competitive complex evolution search
implicit none
integer :: bloop, aloop, alphaO, beta q,jO, m, i0, neval, nfi! mPop, mx, npx, count
integer :: ptC(mx), ptB(mx), point(mx), ptl(mx),dump
real(8) :: cumProb(mx), newF(mPop), oldF(mPop), high, low, g(npx), u(npx,mpop), &

prob, gFit, move, totProb, xFit(npx), lowPar(npx), highPar(npx)
teal(8), parameter :: scaleCube:4.0d0, zero=0.0d0, two:2.0d0, bigF=-1.0d10, reflecFl.0d0
logical :: oþ infeasible, stuck
logical, parameter : : weighe.false., upReflecF.false., bestCube:.true.
integer, intent(in) :: i

!------
I Initialise

stuck :.false.
beta

nfìt + I
I

! Initially m points in complex are ordered
do i0: 1, m

point(i0): i0
end do

!

! Beta loop --> Allow sub-complex to evolve beta times
do bloop: 1, beta

!

! Select q distinct points from A complex by randomly sampling
! from triangular distribution -> This defines the B complex
I ptB points to locations in original anays

doi0=l,q
ok: .false.
do

prob = dble(uniRan(.false.))
doj0: I, m

if (prob <: cumProb(O)) then
ptB(i0) : ptC(point(0))
exit

end if
end do
ok: .true.
doj0: I, i0-l

if (ptB(i0): ptBfiO)) then
ok: .false.
exit

end if
end do
if (ok) exit

end do
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end do
!------
! Alpha loop --> worst point in complex is reflected or contracted

I to seek an improvement alphaO times

do aloop: l, alphaO
I

! Sort points in B complex using pointer ptl-
do i0: l, q

newF(iO) : oldF(PtB(i0))
ptl(i0) : ptB(i0)

end do
call gaSisort (newF, PtL, q, q)

!

! Find centroid g excluding worst point and

! compute reflection of worst point about centroid 29 - u(worst)

if (upReflect) then
move : dble(aloop)*reflect

else
move : reflect

end if
do i0: 1, nfit

g(iO): zero
if (weight) totProb : zero

doj0: 1' q-l
if (weight) then

prob :tvvo*dble(q-j0)/dble(q*(q-1))

c(i0) :g(i0)+u(i0,Ptl(0))*Prob
totProb:totProb+Prob

else
g(iO): g(i0) + u(i0,PtlÚO))

end if
end do
if (weight) then

g(iO): g(i0)/totProb
else

g(iO) : g(iO)/dble(q-1)
end if
xFit(i0) : move*(s(iO)-u(iO,ptl(q))) + g(i0)

end do
!

! Get new obj function value
infeasible: getlnFeas (xFit, nflrt, lowPar, highPar)

if (.not.infeasible) then
call objFunc (nfit, xFit, gFit, ok, i)
neval: neval + I

end if
!

I If point is infeasible perform mutation
count: 0
do white (.not.ok.or. gFit.le'bigF.or.infeasible)

!

! Compute smallest hypercube enclosing A complex and randomly sample

! a point within it
count: count * 1

do i0: 1, nfit
low : u(i0,Ptc(1))
high : low
doj0:2, m

low : min(low,u(i0,PtC(0)))
high : max(high,u(i0,PtC(i 0)))

end do
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xFit(iO) : low + dble(uniRan(.false.))+(highJow)
end do
infeasible: getlnFeas (xFit, nfit, lowpar, highpar)
if (.not.infeasible) then

call objFunc (nfit xFit, gFit, ok, i)
neval: neval + I

end if
if(count> 100)then

stuck: .true.
retum

end if
end do

! Either replace worst point with better point
! or contract to midpoint between centroid and worst point

if (gFit > oldF(ptl(q))) then ! Replace worst point
do i0: l, nfit

u(i0,ptl(q)) : xFit(i0)
end do
oldF(ptl(q)): gFit

else ! Contraction
do i0: l, nfit

g(i0) : (g(i0)+u(i0,ptL(q)))/two
end do

!

! Eva-luatc contracted point
! Ifbetter than worst point replace worst point
I Otherwise mutate and replace worst point regardless of outcome

call objFunc (nfi! g, gFit, ok, i)
neval: neval + I
if (ok.and. gFit > oldF(ptl(q))) then

do i0: 1, nfit
u(i0,ptl-(q)): g(i0)

end do
oldF(ptl(q)): gFit

else ! Mutation step
I

! Compute small hypercube and randomly sample a point within it
ok: .false.
gFit: bigF
do while (.not.ok.or. gFit. le.bigF)

do i0: 1, nfit
if(bestCube) then ! Cube centred on best point

low :abs(u(i0,ptl-(2))-u(i0,ptl-(l)))/scaleCube

high :u(i0,ptl(l))+low
low :u(i0,ptl(l))-low
e(iO) : low + dble(uniRan(.false.))*(high-low)

else I Cube enclosing A complex
low : u(i0,ptC(l))
high : low
doj0:2, m

low : min(low,u(i0,ptC(0)))
high - max(high,u(iO,ptc(0)))

end do
g(i0) : low + dble(uniRan(.false.)) *(high-low)

end if
end do
call objFunc (nfit, g, gFit, ok, i)
neval-neval+ I

end do
!

! Replace worst point with new point regardless of its value
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do i0: 1, nfit
u(i0,ptl(q)): g(i0)

end do
oldF(ptl(q)): gFit

end if
end if

end do
!

! Order points in complex using the pointer point

do i0: I, m
newF(i0) :oldF(PtC(i0))
point(iO) : i0

end do
call gaSisort (newF, Point, m, m)

end do
end subroutine cceEvolve

!

! SCE search finds maximum of objective function
subroutine scesearch (maxConverge, p, nfit, maxEval, tol, lowPar, highPar' &

bestF, bestPar, error, neval, dumP' i)
!------
! Implement Duan et al (1992) SCE-UA probabilistic search

I Fuil details in Water Resources Research, 28(4), 1015-1031,1992

Input arguments:
maxConverge : max consecutive times iteration fails to improve

fitness before convergence is declared

p : number of complexes (recommend : number of fitted parameters)

nht : number of fitted Parameters
maxEval : max number of function evaluations

tol : convergence tolerance

lowPar : lower bound on Parameters
highPar : upper bound on Parameters
dump : integer >: 1 dump to screen, others no output

Output arguments:
bestF : best fitness
bestPar : parameter corresponding to best fitness

error : error flag
neval : number of function evaluations

!----
implicit none
INTEGER, INTENT(IN) ::

integer:: i0, j0, p, m, neval, nfrt, bestPt, mPop, alpha0, &
converge, maxConverge, tllaxEval

integer, intent(in) :: dumP ! Debug dump flag

probFlag : I uniform assignment of points to complex

2 trapezotdal
integer, parameter

integer, allocatable )
realis), allocatable u(:,:)' g(:), xFito
real(8) :: tol, try, lo bestPar(nfrt), oldBestF

real(8), parameter :: large:-1.0d10
logical, parameter :: uniform:.true.
character (1en:80) :: string
logical :: emor, ok, stuck
logical :: firstrip
real(8) :: dummyrand
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t------
! Initialise Random number generator with a true call to uniran.

dummyrand : uniRan(.true.)
firstrip : .true.

! Initialise objective function evaluator
effor : .false.
call initFitness (enor)
if (enor) retum

I

! Initialise shuffled complex evolution (SCE) algorithm
! Allocate memory

converge :0
m :2*nfit+ I
mPop : p*m
allocate (oldF(mPop), newF(mPop), ptc(m,p), prB(m), prl(m), &

point(mPop), cumProb(m), u(nfit,mpop), g(nfi t), xFit(nfit))
9 oldBestF : large
neval = 0
alphaO : I

!

! Assign uniform or trapezoidal cumulative probs to points in complex
if (probFlag: 1) then ! Uniform
try: dble(m)
do i0: l, m

cumProb(i0) : dble(iO)/try
end do

else if(probFlag:2) then ! Trapezoidal
try = dble(m*(m+l))
cumProb(l) : dble(2*m)/try
do i0:2, m

cumProb(i0) = dble(2*(m+l-iO))/try + cumprob(i0-l)
end do

else

WRITE(6, *)'f-sceSearch./Unsupported prob distribution'
STOP

end if
!

! Generate p*m points in parameter space
i0: 0

do
i0 :i0+l
ok =.false.
oldF(i0): large
do

!

! Select random points in fitted parameter space
call getNewPt (u(1,i0), nfit, lowPar, highpar, firstrip)
firstrip : .false.
if (.not.getlnFeas (u(1,i0), nfir, lowPar, highpar)) rhen

!

! Evaluate fìtness
call objFunc (nfit, u(I,i0), oldF(i0), ok, i)
neval: neval * I

else

ok: .false.
end if
if(ok.and. oldF(i0) > large) exit

end do
point(iO) : i0
newF(iO) : oldF(i0)
if (i0 >: mPop) exit
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end do
!

! Rank points in terms of fitness

call gaSisort (newF, point, mPop, mPop)

!----
! Shuffted complex evolution looP

if (dump >: l) then
write(6,'(4i8,qg14.6)')'Evaluations :',neval,' Error :',newF(l )

end if
do

!

! Partition populations into p complexes distributing points

! evenly between complexes
do i0: 1, p

doj0: I, m
ptC(0,i0) : Point(i0+P*( 0- I ))

end do
if (dump >: 3) then

write(6,*)'Complex',i0
wdte(6, *) (ptcfi 0,i0) j0: I,m)

end if
end do

!

! Evolve each complex according to competitive complex evolution

! (CCE) algorithm
doi0=l,p

call cceEvolve (alphaO, nfit, m, ptC(I,i0), cumProb, ptB, &
Point, PtL, newF, oldF, u, g, neval, mPoP, &
m, nfit, xFit, lowPar, highPar, stuck, dump, i)

if (stuck) then
goto9

end if
end do

I

! Rank all points in terms of fitness
do i0 = 1, mPop

newF(i0) : oldF(i0)
point(i0) : i0

end do
call gaSisort (newF, point, mPop, mPop)

!

I Check for convergence
! If no improve-"n1 in"r.ur. alphao to increase chance of sub-complexes evolving

bestPt:point(l)
bestF : oldF(bestPt)
ìf(abs(bestF) > 1.0d-6) then

if (abs(bestF-oldBestF) <: abs(oldBestF*tol)) then

converge : ço¡1Ys¡gs -f I
if (converge >: maxConverge) exit
alpha0 : min (2, convergell)
oldBestF : bestF

else

oldBestF : bestF
converge :0
alpha0 :1

end if
else

if (abs(bestF-oldBestF) <: tol) then
converge:converge* I
if (converge ): maxConverge) exit
alpha0 : min (2, converge+l)
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oldBestF : bestF
else

oldBestF : bestF
converge :0
alPha0 :1

end if
end if

!

! Force exit ifmax evaluations are exceeded
if (neval > maxEval) exit
if (dump >:2) then

write(6,'(4fl 0 .7 ,4i6)') 'BestF :',oldBestF, ' Evals :',neval
do i0: I, mPop

write(6,'(15(fl0.7))') point(i0), oldF(point(i0)), (u(0,point(iO))j0:l,nfit)
end do

end if

Progress
if (dump >: l) then

write(6,'(0,i8,4g1 4,6)')'Evaluations :',neval,' Error :',newF(l)
write(6,'(1Ofl 1.6)') (u(0,bestPt)j0:l,nfit)

end if
end do

!

! Save best palameter
bestPar( I :nfi t) : u(1 :nfit,bestpr)

!

I Deallocate memory
deallocate (oldF, newF, ptC, ptB, ptl,, point, cumprob, u, g, xFit)

end subroutine sceSearch

end module sceSearchMod

! Objective function for SCE maximization of likelihood
subroutine objFunc (ndim, parFit, fitness, ok, i)
USE parameters
implicit none
REAL(8), EXTERNAL :: jt_analysis
INTEGER, INTENT(IN) :: i
integer:: ndim
real(8) :: fitness, parFit(ndim)
logical :: ok
t-----
ok: .true.
fitness : -jt_analysis (parFit,i)

end subroutine objFunc

!

! Initialize likelihood evaluation for SCE search --) dummy call
subroutine initFitness (eror.)
implicit none
logical:: error
!-----

error: .false.
end subroutine initFitness
l * * * * rq * * * :ß * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * r¡ * * * * * * * :* * * * * * t! * * t * * * * t r¡ * * *< * * * + {< * * * * ,¡ * * * + * :l(
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| **t**** ********r({<*+**** ******
| * SLIBROUTINE initialisation i<

| ***** ** *************t¿***** t','i'

!

! This SUBROUTINE reads input parameters and initialises variables.

!

SLIBROUTINE initialisation
!

USE nrlype
USE parameters
IMPLICITNONE

!

REAL(DP) :: g, P load, rho
INTEGER(I4) ::i, j
LOGICAL :: file exist
CHARACTER(LEN: I 00), PARAMETER : : input file :'param'txt'

CHARACTER(LEN:100) :: ouþut file-l
CHARACTER(LEN:I 00) : : outPut file-2

!

! Initialise array values to zero

!

alpha :0.0D0
curv :0.0D0
curv max :0.0D0
defl :0.0D0
defl mid :0.0D0
dn trial :0.0D0
dnJ :0.0D0
inc rot b :0.0D0
inc rot m :0.0D0
M :0.0D0
M max :0.0D0
N axial :0.0D0
rot :0.0D0
strain :0.0D0
stress : 0.0D0
V = 0.0D0
w :0.0D0
w load :0.0D0

!

! Open input and outPut files
I

INQUIRE(file : input-hle, exist: frle-exist)
IF (file_exist) THEN

OPEN(unit: 10, file: input file, status :'old')
ELSE

WRITE(6,*)'File', TRlM(inpulfi 1e),' not found.'

END IF
I

I Read input parameters from file
!

READ( I 0,*) output-file-l
READ( 1 0, +) outpu{ile-2
READ(10,*) ax_stress

READ(10,*) b
READ(10,*) d
READ(10,*) Eb
READ(lO,*) Em
READ(10,*) fmc
READ(10,+) fmt
READ(10,*) g
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OPEN(unit: I l, file: output file_l, status:'unknown')
OPEN(unit: 12,ftle: output_file 2, status :'unknown')

Calculate parameters dependent on input

h :n*tm+(n-l)*hb
no_layer :2*d
dA_laycr : b*(d/noJayer)
P load : ax stress*b*d
Wgt :rho*g'¡r'b*d*(hb+tm;*1.68-99
Ib : (b*hb**3.0D0y12.0D0
emc : fmcÆm
emt : fmlEm
strain I -emt
strain 2 : 0.50D0*emc
strain 3 : 1.125D0*emc
DO j:l,n

N_axialO: P_load + (i-l)*Wgt
END DO

! height of wall
! no. oflayers in bedjoint
! area oflayer r
! axial load
! selÊweight of course
! moment of inertia of course
! ultimate compressive strain
! ultimate tensile strain
! points ofslope discontinuity on
! mortar stress-strain relationship

READ(10,+) hb
READ(10,*) max_iter
READ(10,*) n
READ(I0,*) rho
READ(I0,*) tm
READ(10,*) defl_req
READ(I0,*) rot req
READ(I0,*) tol def
READ(10,*) tofor
READ(10,*) toþol
READ(10,*) tol_slo

WRITE(l l,*)
wzuTE(ll,*)
wRrTE(ll,*)
'IVRITE(Il,*)

! axial thrust in each bed joint

!

! Determine the maximum moment and corresponding curvature for each bed joint
!

fmt zero:.TRUE.
!

DO j:l,n
i :l
IF (.NOT. fmt zero) THEN

ax : -1.0E-08 ! set up curvature abscissas
bx : -1.0E-06 ! for golden search
cx : -1.0E-05

ELSE
ax : -1.0E-08
bx : -1.0E-06
cx : -1.0E-02

END IF
golden_case : I
CALL golden_sub (ij)
M_max0 : -golden ! since minimum of -ve M-curv
curv_max0 : -xmin I is found using golden

END DO
I

inc_curv: 1.00E-07 ! curvature increment size

Display parameters (write to output hle)

'This PROGRAM calculates the load-deflection relationship,
'for an URM wall subject to one-way vertical bending.'
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WRITE( I l,'(1x,a, lx,fl 0.3)')
WRITE( I l,'( 1x,4 1x,fl 0.3)')
WRITE(1 l,'(1x,4 1x,fl 0.3)')
WRITE(l l,'(lx,a lx,fl 0.3)')
WRITE(1 l,(lx,4lx,fl 0,3)')
WRITE(l l,'(1x,4 lx,fl 0.3)')

WRITE(l l,'(1x,a lx,fl 0.3)')
WRITE( I l,'( I x,43x,i4)')
WRITE(l l,'(1x,4 lx,fl 0.3)')
WRITE(l l,'(1x,4 lx,fl 0.3)')
WRITE(l l,'(1x,4 lx,fl 0.3)')

'axial stress [MPa]:',
'bed joint width [mm]:',
'bed joint depth [mm]:',
'mod of elas of brick [MPa]:',
'mod of elas of mortar [MPa]:',
'ult comp stress [MPa]:',

WRITE(I l,'(Ix,4lx,fl0.3)') 'ult tens stress

WRITE(l l,'(1x,4 lx,fl 0.3)')'gravity
WRITE(I 1,'( lx,4 lx,fl 0.3)')'brick unit height

WRITE( I 1,'( I x,4 1 x, gl 0.4)')'curvature increment

WRITE(l l,'(1x,44x,i3)') 'no. of bed joints:',

WRITE(l 1,'(1x,4lx,fl 0.3)')'masonry density

WRITE( I l,'( lx,a, lx,fl 0.3)')'bed j oint thickness

wRrTE(11,*)

ax stress

b
d
Eb
Em
fmc
fmt
o

hb
inc curv

[MPa]:',
[m.s^-2]:',
[mm]:',
[mm^-1]:',

n

[kg.m^-3]:', rho

[mm]:', tm

[mm]:','height of wall
'no. layers in bed jt:',
'area of layer r
'axial load
'self-weight of course

[mm^2]:',
[N]:',
[N]:',

h
no_layer
dA_layer
P load
wsl

emc
emt
strain I
strain 2

strain 3

WRITE(ll,*)
WRITE( I l,'( 1x,4 lx,g I 0.4)')'ult comp strain:',

WRITE( I 1,'( I x,a, I x, g I 0.4)')'ult tens strain:',

WRITE( I l,'( lx,4 lx,gl 0.4)')'strain-l :',

WRITE(l l,'(lx,a 1x,gl0.4)')'strain-2:',
WRITE(1 l,'( lx,4 lx,gl 0.4)')'strain-3 :',

WRITE( I l,'( lx,4 I x, g I 0.4)')'required defl ection

WRITE( I l,'( I x,a lx,gl 0.4)')'required rotation

WRITE(l l,'(1x,4 1x,gl0.4)')'tolerance - defl

WRITE( I l,'( lx,4 lx,fl 0.3)')'tolerance - force

WRITE( I 1,'( I x,a I x, g I 0.4)')'tolerance - golden section:',

WRITE(I l,'(lx,alx,gl0.4)') 'tolerance - slope [rad]:',

[mm]:',
[rad]:',
[mm]:',
[N]:',

defl_req
rot req
tol def
tol for
tol_gol
tol slo

\ryRITE(l l,*) '

wRITE(ll,*)'
WRITE(I1,*)', j max. moment (Nmm) max' curyature (mm^-l)'
DO j:l,n

WRITE( I 1, ( I x,i2,4x,f1 4.3,8x, g I 5. 5 )') j, M-max( ), curv-max( )

END DO
WRITE(I1,*)'
WRITE(I l,*)' j curv (mm^-l) moment (N) dn (mm) defl (mm)'

WRITE(11,*)
defl (mm) load (N)'WRITE(I2,*)' i alPha

I

END SUBROUTINE initialisation

| ** *** **t<*i¡***** *****{.*******

! * PROGRAM vertical bending *

I r¡ * *{. + **1¿***** ** **t ****'¡ *****

!

I This PROGRAM calculates the load-deflection relationship

! for an URM wall subject to one-way vertical bending'

!

PROGRAM vertical-bending
!

USE nrtype
USE parameters
USE sceSearchMod
IMPLICITNONE

REAL(DP), EXTERNAL : : jt-analYsis
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INTEGER(I4) :: i, j, j_dcfl, z
LOGICAL :: exit main
SCE parameters
INTEGER(I4) :: dump, maxConverge, maxEval, neval, nfit, nparam, p
PARAMETER (nfiF2, nParam:2)
REAL(DP) ::bestF,bestPar(nfit),highPar(nParam), lowpar(nparam),tol
REAL(DP) :: defl_new, defl_old
LOGICAI :: effor

CALL initialisation

DO i:l,max_main
exit main = .FALSE.

For the top bed joint (i:l):
(Ð increment the curvature;
(ii) integrate the curvature to determine the rotation;
(iii) initialise the deflection to zero; and,
(iv) calculate the momen! M(i,i) given the curvature, curv(i,i).

j:r
curv(,i) : i*inc_curv
inc_rot_m(,i) : curv(,i)*tm
rot(,i) : inc_rot_m(,i)
defl(i,i) :0.0D0
fmt zero :.TRUE.
flag:2
CALL moment_curv (ij)

Formulate upper and lower bounds for w and alpha.
Use'SCE search'to determine combination of w and
alphathat satisfies the geometric constraints for
deflection and slope to within specified tolerances.

Set up parameters for SCE search

maxConverge :10
p :2
maxEval :2000
tol : MlN(tol_def, tol_slo)
dump : I
neval :0
bestF :0.0D0
bestPar(l) :0.0D0
bestPar(2) :0.0D0
error :.FALSE.

IF (fmt_zero) THEN
rF (i <:2) THEN

IF (ax_stress < 0.01D0) THEN
lowPar(l) :0.50D0
lowPar(2) :0.30D0
highPar( l) : 4.00D0*(8.0D0*M(l,i)/h)
highPar(2) : 0.60D0

ELSE
lowPar(l) :0.50D0
lowPar(2) :0.45D0
highPar( l) : 1.50D0*(8.0D0*M( l,i)/h)
highPar(2) : 0.51D0

END IF
ELSE IF ((w(i-1)-w(i-2))/w(i-l) > 0.005D0) THEN

! lower bound for w
! lower bound for alpha
! upper bound for w
! upper bound for alpha
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lowPar(l) : 0.600D0*w(i-l)
lowPar(2) : 0.950D0*alPha(il)
highPar(l) : 1.600D0tw(i-l)
highPar(2) : 1.050D0*alPha(i I )

ELSE IF ((w(i-l)-w(i-2))/w(i-l) > 0.001D0) THEN
lowPar(l) : 0.800D0*w(i-l)
lowPar(2) : 0.990D0*alPha(i-l)
highPa(l) : 1.200D0*w(i-l)
highPar(2) : 1.0 I OD0*alPha(i- l)

ELSE
lowPar( l) : MAX(0.0D0, 0.975D0*(2.0D0*w(i- I )-w(i-2)))
lowPar(2) : 0.99995D0*alPha(i-l)
highPa( I ) 

: MAX(O.0D0, t.025¡¡x(2.0D0*w(i- I )-w(i-2)))
highPar(2) : 1.00005D0*alPha(i I )

END IF
ELSE

rF (i: l) THEN
lowPar(l) :0.50D0
lowPar(2) :0.45D0
highPar( l) : r.s9¡¡*(8.0D0*M(l,i)/h)
highPar(2) : 0.55D0

ELSE
lowPar( I ) : 0. 50D0*w(i- 1 )*(M( l,i)/\4(1,i- l)
lowPar(2) : 0.95D0*alPha(i-l)
highPar(l) : 1.50D0*w(i-1 )*(M(1,Ð/M(l,i- l)
highPar(2) : 1.05D0*alPha(i-1)

END IF
END IF

CALL scesearch (maxConverge, p, nflrt, maxEval, tol, lowPar, highPar' &
bestF, bestPar, error, neval, dumP' i)

w(r) : bestPar(l)
alpha(i) : bestPar(2)

!

! Determine critical joint to crack by evaluating

! the maximum negative moment in the wall.
I

rF (i:1) rHEN
M crit old :0.0D0
M crit new :0.0D0
DO j:l,n

M crit new: MlN(M(i,Ð,M-crit-old)
IF (M_crit_new < M-crit-old) THEN

j_crit : j
BND IF
M-crit-old : M-crit-new

END DO
END IF

!

! Determine the deflection at wall mid-height, defl-mid(i)
! n mod indicates ifthe no. ofbedjoints, n, is even (0) or odd (l)
!

defl old :0.0D0
defl new:0.0D0
DO j:1,n

defl new : MAx(defl(,i),defl-old)
IF (defl_new > defl-old) THEN

j-defl - j
END IF
defl old = defl new
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END DO
!

defi_mid(i) : defl(i_defl,i)
!

! Display load-deflection results and bed joint data
I

DO 16,12,6
TWRITE(2,'(i7,5x,f7. 5,5x,g I 3.5,3x,f9.3))') &
i, alpha(i), defl_mid(i), w(i)

END DO
CALL Flush(12)

!

WRITE(I l,'(2x,41x,i5)') 'i:', i
DO¡:1,n

WRITE( I l, (i3,5x,912.5,5x,fl3. 3, 5x,f7. 3, 5x, gt2.5))') &
j, curv(,i), M(,i), dn_trial(i,i), defl(,i)

END DO
WRITE(l l,'(lx,4lx,gl2.5)') 'error def :', &

ABs((defl(n,i) + tm*SlN(rot(n,i))) - defl_req)
WRITE(I l,'(Ix,alagl2.5)') 'en.or_slo :', &

ABS(rot(n,i) - rot_req)
WRITE(I1,*) r----------------- -------------'
CAIL Flush(ll)

!

! Check for termination of program. If entire load-defle ction
! behaviour has been described then exit program.
!

IF (w(i) <:0.0D0 .OR. defl mid(i) <= 0.0D0) THEN
exit main: .TRUE.

END IF
IF (exit_main) EXIT

!

END DO
!

END PROGRAM vertical bending

| ************t********{'***
! * SUBROUTINE golden sub *
| ******************x******
!

! This SUBROUTINE calculates the minimum of a function.
! The'golden section search in one dimension'is used.
! Given a function f, and given a bracketing triplet of
! abscissas ax, bx, cx (such that bx is between ax and cx,
! and f(bx) is less than both f(ax) and (cx)), this
! routine performs a golden section search for the minimum,
! isolating it to a fractional precision of about tol_gol.
! The abscissa of the minimum is returned as xmin, and
! the minimum function value is returned as golden, the
! returned function value.
I Parameters: The golden ratios.
!

SUBROUTINE golden_sub (ij)
I

USE nrtype
USE parameters
IMPLICITNONE

I
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INTEGER(I4), INTENT(in) :: i, j
REAL(DP) ::R, C, fl, f2,x0,xl,x2,x3
INTEGER(I4) :: iter 2
INTEGER(I4), PARAMETER :: max-iter2: 1000

PARAMETER (R:.6 I 803 399, C:I.-R)
LOGICAL :: exit-golden

error ret = .FALSE.
exit_golden: .FALSE.
x0: ax
x3:cx

IF (ABS(cx-bx) > ABS(bx-ax)) THEN
xl:bx
x2:bx+C*(cx-bx)

ELSE
x2:bx
xl:bx-C*(bx-ax)

END IF

! make x0 to xl the smaller
! segment, and fill in the
! new pointto be tried

flag :3
curv tr : xl
CALL moment_curv (ij)
SELECT CASE (golden-case)

CASE (l)
fl:M trial

CASE (2)
fl:ABS(M-trial -M(,i))

END SELECT

! initial function evaluations

curv tr: x2
CALL moment_cuw (ij)
SELECT CASE (golden-case)

CASE (1)
f2:M trial

CASE (2)
f2: ABS(M-trial - M(i,i))

END SELECT

DO
DO iter_2:l,max_iter2
IF (ABS(x3-xO) > tol-gol*(ABS(x1) + ABS(x2))) THEN

IF (f2 < fl) THEN ! one possible outcome

x0 :xl
xl =x2
x2:R*xl+C*x3
f1 =f2
curv tr: x2
CALL moment-curv (ij)
SELECT CASE (golden-case)
CASE (l)

f2 : M_trial I f2: f(x2)
! new function evaluation

CASE (2)
12:ABS(M-tial-M(,i))

END SELECT
ELSE ! the other outcome

x3:x2
x2:xl
xl:R*x2+C*x0
f2:rl
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curv Í':xl
CALL moment_curv (i,l)
SELECT CASE (golden_case)
CASE (l)

fl:M trial

CASE (2)
fl :ABS(M_trial - M(,i))

END SELECT
END IF

ELSE
e¡çlr golden: .TRUE.

END IF
ENDDO
IF (exit golden) EXIT
enor ret:.TRUE.
RETURN

END DO
!

rF (fl < f2) THEN
golden: fl
xmin :xl

ELSE
golden : f2
xmin :x2

END IF
!

RETURN
!

END SUBROUTINE golden sub

! fl : f(xl)
! new function evaluation

! nnalysis is complete
! output the best ofthe
! two current values

*************************t*
* SUBROUTINE moment curv t
********* ****{.*** **********

This SUBROUTINE calculates the moment,
given the curyature in a bed joint.
A'layered analysis' approach is used.

SUBROUTINE moment curv (ij)
I

USE nrtype
USE parameters
IMPLICITNONE

!

INTEGER(I4), INTENT(in) :: i, j
REAL(DP) :: curv_temp, dn, dn_max, dn_min, F_axial, M_temp
INTEGER(I4) ::r
LOGICAL :: exit_loop

!

! Set the upper and lower limits to dn and evaluate the trial value for dn
!

dn max: d
dn min:0.0D0
rF (i: l) THEN

dn_trial(,i) : (dn_max + dn_min)/2.0D0
ELSE

dn_trial(i,i) = dn_trial(,i- I )
END IF
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SELECT CASE (flag)
CASE (2)

curv_temp: curv(,i)
CASE (3)

curv_temp: curv_tr
END SELECT

! *2* calculate M(,i)
! given curv(,i)
! *3* calculate moment
! given curvature (guess)

IF (fmt_zero) THEN
strain I :0.0

END IF
! if wall is pre-cracked

!

DO iter:l,max_iter
exi{oop :.FALSE.
dn : dn_trial(i,i)
F axial :0.0D0
M_temp :0.0D0
strain :0.0D0
stress :0.0D0

!

! For each layer, r, in the cross-section, determine

! the stress as a function of the strain (axial load + bending)

! and calculate the total axial force in the section, F-axial'
!

DO r:l,no_layer
dn¡r(r) : (r-0.5)t(d/no-laYer)
strain(r) : (N-axialO/(Pm*b*d)) + curv-temp*(dn - dn¡r(r))
IF (strain(r) >: strain-3) THEN

stress(r) : fmc * 0'02D0*Em*(strain(r) - strain-3)
ELSE IF (strain(r) >: strain-2) THEN

stress(r) : (0.5D0*fmc) + (0. 8D0 *Em* (strain(r) - strain-2))
ELSE IF (strain(r) >: strain-l) THEN

stress(r) : Em*strain(r)
ELSE

stress(r): 0.0D0
END IF
F axial : F a.rial + stress(r)*dA-layer

END DO
!

! If axial force equilibrium is satisfied to the specified tolerance,

! tol-for, then evaluate the moment about the centrline of the bed joint'

! Otherwise, iterate on the value of dn using the 'bisection method''
I

IF (ABS(F-axial - N-axial(i)) <: tol-for) THEN
DO 11,no-laYer

M-temp: M-temp + stress(r)*tlA-layer*(0.5+d - dn y(r))
END DO
exitJoop:.TRUE.

ELSE
IF (curv-ternP >:0.0D0) THEN

IF ((F-axial - N-axialO) < tol-for) THEN
dn-trial(,i) : (dn + dn-max)/2.0D0
dn min : dn

ELSE
dn_trial(,i) : (dn + dn-min)/2.0D0
dn max : dn

END IF
ELSE

IF ((F-axial - N-axialfi)) > tol-for) THEN
dn_trial(i,i) : (dn + dn-max)/2.0D0
dn min : dn
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ELSE
dn_trial(i,i) : (dn + dn_min)/2.0D0
dn max : dn

END IF
END IF

ENDIF
IF (exit_loop) EXIT

END DO
I

SELECT CASE (fiag)
CASE (2)

M(i,D :M_temp
CASE (3)

M_trial = M_temp
END SELECT

!

END SUBROUTINE moment curv

| ************* {.t******** *

! * FUNCTIONjT_analysis *
| ********************t***
!

! This FIINCTtrON, using guesses for w and alpha, determines
! the shear along the wall and calculates the moment, rotation
! and deflection for each bed joint. The FUNCTION returns the
! value 'jr_ap¿¡ysis' as the error relative to the two geometric
! constraints of: (l) deflection; and, (2) slope.
!

REAL(8) FUNCTION jt_analysis (par, i)
!

USE nrtype
USE parameters
IMPLICITNONE

!

REAL(DP), INTENT(in) :: par(2)
INTEGER(I4), INTENT(in) :: i
REAI(DP), PARAMETER :: large: l.0E+05
REAL(DP) ::xA, xB
INTEGER(I4) :: curv_case, j, j_mid

!

I For a mid-height point load, w, determine:
! (i) the point of application of the load, w; and,
| (ii) the shear, V, in each bed joint.
! n_mod indicates ifthe no. ofbedjoints, n, is even (0) or odd (l)
I

w_tr : par(l)
alpha_tr :par(2)
n_mod : MOD(n,2)
j_mid :((n+n_mod)/2)+(l-n_mod)
w_load(l :(n-l)) : 0.0D0
w_load(_mid-l): w_tr ! mid-height point load
V(l:(i_mid-l),i) : alpha_tr*w tr
V¡j-mid:n,i) : (aìpha tr - i.OD0)**_tt

! shear in top half of wall
! shear in bottom half of wall

For each bed joint, j:
(i) determine the increment of rotation of the brick uni|
(ii) calculate the moment in the bed joint;
(iii) determine the corresponding curvature to cause the moment;
(iv) integrate the curvature to determine the rotation; and,
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! (v) determine the deflection at the base of unitj.
I

DO j:2,n
inc-rot-b(- l,i) : (MÛ-l,DÆb*Ib))*hb
xA:rot(i-l,i)
xB : rotf -l,i) + inc-rot-b(i-l,i)
M(i,i) : tøCi-í,1 + 05D0*(tm + hb)*((w-load(-l)*CoS(xB) - (Wgt*SIN(xB)) &

- V(-l,i)*(tm*Cos(xA) + hbtcos(xB)) &
- N-axial(i- I )*(tm* SIN(xA) + hb*SIN(xB)

!

I Set up curvature abscissas for golden search

!

rF (i € l0) TmN
curv case: I

ELSE IF ((/:j-crit).OR. (/a) THEN

IF ((w(i-l)-w(i-2))/w(i-l) > 0.005D0) THEN

curv_case:2
ELSE IF ((w(i1)-w(i-2)/w(i-l) > 0.0001D0) THEN

curv case:3
ELSE

cury case:4
END IF

ELSE
curv case: 5

END IF
!

SELECT CASE (curv-case)
CASE (l)

-curv(- l,i)*(M(i,i)/M(i- I'i))
bx: curv(-1,i)*(M(i,i)/M(i-1,Ð)
cx : 4.O0D0*curv(i- l,i)*(M(i,i)/M(i- I,i))

CASE (2)
ax: 0.80D0*curvfi,i-l)
bx: curv(,i-l)
cx:1.20D0*curv[,i-l)

CASE (3)
ax: 0.85D0*curv(,i-1)
bx: curv(,i-l)
cx : 1. l5D0*curv(i,i-l)

CASE (4)
ax : 0.90D0*curv(i,i-l)
bx: curv(,il)
cx: l.l0D0*curv(,i-l)

CASE (5)
ax: curv(,i-l) - 0'5D0*inc-curv
bx: curv(,i-l) + inc-curv
cx: curv(,i-l) + 2.0D0*inc-curv

END SELECT
!

golden_case :2
CALL golden-sub (ij)

IF (eror_ret) THEN
jt_analysis : large
RETURN

ELSE
curv(l,i): xmin

END IF
inc_rot_m(,i) : curv(i,i)*tm
rot(,i) : xA + inc-rot b(-l,i) + inc-rot-m(,i)
defl(,i) :defl(-l,i)+tm*SIN(xA)+hb*SIN(xB)
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END DO
!

error_def =ABS((defl(n,i) + tm*SlN(rot(n,i))) - defl_req)
error_slo :ABs(rot(n,i) - rot_req)
jt_analysis = error def + (toldefltol_slo)*error slo

!

END FUNCTION jt_analysis
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APPENDIX C: VERIFICATION OF MruIIMODEL
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-Flexural tensile strength of rnasonry

Ultimate flexural stress

Lateral modulus of rupture of the brick unit
Height of masonry section

Height of brick unit

Load span

Support Span

Length of brick unit

Ultimate moment

Number of bed joints in failure mechanism

Number of courses

Number of brick units in failure mechanism
Thickness of masonry section
Thickness of mortar joint

f^,
f"
fu,
h"

hu

Ll
L"
lu

Mttt

ll to

nc

n\
t
tm

Dimensions lmm)
Researchers nc h s h u Ll L s I u t tn
q4{i & Hendry Qe73) 4 290 65 215 l02 l0
Lawrence (197s') 6 506 76 380 890 230 ll0 l0
Lawrence & Morgan (1975a;b) 4 334 76 380 890 230 110 t0
Anderson (te76) 190 390 190 10

West (1e76) 4 290 65 215 102 l0
Lawrence (1e83) 4 334 76 400 900 230 il0 10

Hamid & Drysdale (1988) 4 790 190 600 1400 390 190 l0
Duarte & Sinha (1992\ 4 160 32.s 107.s 5l l0
Hansen (reee) 55 228 108 l0
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Mortar

type

Brick

type

Í-t

(MPa)

l,t
(MPa)

.f"

(MPa)

X'ailure mode M'" (kllm)

A B c Measured Predicted

I

I 0.0689 4.7472 0.6546 0.80 0.20 0.00 0.33 0.20

2 0.0551 5.5671 0.4754 L00 0.00 0.00 0.24 0.07

-t 0.0896 4.27r8 0.6752 0.60 0.40 0.00 0.34 0.30

4 0.10 2.3082 0.5236 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.26 0.12

5 0.10 3.6793 0.7441 0.60 0.40 0.00 0.37 0.28

2

I 0.1585 4.7472 0.7097 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.36 0.19

2 0.1723 s.5671 r.1093 0.80 0.20 0.00 0.56 0.32

3 0.2067 4.2718 t.t23l 0.20 0.20 0.60 0.56 0.84

4 0.30 2.3082 0.8406 0.20 0.40 0.40 0.42 0.48

5 0.t791 3.6793 0.9164 0.00 0.80 0.20 0.46 0.63

12.4

Satti & I{endry (1973)

"/"E,rror (meas -

Notes:

- Mortar type:

I Mortar comPosition (C:L:S): l:l:6
2Mortar comPosition (C:L:S): 1:0.25:3

- Three-point loading sYstem

- /., determined from pier tests (average of 5 tests)

- fudalapoinls for each brick type are averages of 5 tests

- Brick type:

I wire-cut, five rectangular slots

2 wire-cut with three holes

3 fletton: deeP frog on one face

4 pressed shale: shallow frogs

5 pressed shale: shallow frogs

- Failure mode: txlo nù

A mortar failure 3 0

B breaking one brick I 1

C breaking two bricks 0 2

- Unit conversion:

t lblhf : 0.00689 MPa

Assumptions:
- Height of brick unit, å u

- Length of brick unit, /u

- Number of bed joints (mode B), n 6

- Thickness of masonry section, /

- Thickness of mortar joint, /'

65 mm

215 mm

I
102 mm

10 mm
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Lawrence (1975)

Brick

type

.f -t
OIPa)

f,
(MPa)

M.,rftI\m)
Measured Predicted

I 0.34 0.82 0.84 r.37

2 0. l9 l 08 l.l0 1.07

J 0. l3 0.68 0.69 0.95

4 0.40 1.66 1.69 1.49

5 0.36 r.26 1.29 l.4l
6 l.08 1.92 1.96 2.08

7 1.63 2.75 2.81 2.08
8 l.l5 2.08 2.12 2.08

-0.2Yo Error (meas -

Notes:

- Mortar composition (C:L:S): l:l:6
- Four-point loading system

- Panels tested across bed, then perpend joints, hence n 
" 

is not constant

- /,, determined from pier tests ( I 3 courses high)

- fu data points for each brick type a.re averages of2 tests

- Failure mode: brick unit failure in all tests

Assumptions:
- Lateral modulus of rupture of brick unit, /",
- Number of courses, n 

"- Thickness ofmasonry section, I
- Failure mode:

f ñ< 0.84 MPa: breaking one brick

/,t > 0.84 MPa: line failure

4.00 MPa

6

ll0 mm

n6 nt
4t
03
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Lawrence & Morgan (1975a; b)

Yo Error (meas -

Notes:

- Mortar composition (C:L:S): l:l:6
- Four-point loading system (panel type 3 analysed)

- /,, determined from pier tests (averages of 12 tests)

- fu data points for each brick type are averages of 6 tests

- Brick type:

I semi-dry pressed, one frog

2 semi-dry pressed, one frog

3 wire-cut, five rectangular slots

4 wire-cut with ten holes

5 wire-cut with three holes

- Failure mode: n6 nú

A mortar failure 3 0

B breaking one brick 1 I
C breaking two bricks 0 2

Assumptions:
- Height of brick untt, hu

- Number of bed joints (mode B), n 5

76 mm

I

Brick

type

.f ^t
(MPa)

.1,,
(MPa)

f"
(MPa)

I'ailure mode M,,'. (kl\m)

A B c Measured Predicted

I 0.37 5.53 1.02 0.67 0.33 0.00 0.69 0.75

2 0.36 5.41 l l8 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.79 0.53

J 0.51 3.23 t.25 0.17 0.50 0.33 0.84 0.91

4 0.66 4.21 1.46 0.00 0.83 0.17 0.98 t.l2

5 0.37 5.04 1.07 0.00 0.83 0.17 0.72 t.t7
-1 1.3
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Anderson (197ó)

Test Specimen

type

ov

(MPa)

n6 n! f,
(MPa)

ll4,." lkllm)
Measured Predicted

I

A

0.009 0 2 0.96 4.56 5.29

2 0.009 0 2 1.25 1.33 t.t9
3 0.021 I I 1.07 5.09 2.98
4 0.037 I I l.7r r.82 0.69
5 0.031 1 I 1.04 4.94 2.99
6 0.056 I I 1.32 t.4t 0.70
7

B

0 1.04

8 0 0 2 t.t2 0.89 l.l9
9 0 0 2 t.02 3.62 5.29
10 0 0 2 0.80 0.64 l.l9
l1 0 0 2 1.06 0.84 r.l9
t2 0 0 2 1.09 0.87 t.t9
l3 0 0 2 t.2l 0.96 t.l9
14 0 0 2 1.50 1. l9 t.t9
l5

C

0 0 2 l. l3 0.90 1.19

l6 0 0 2 1. l5 4.92 l.l9
t7 0 0 2 1.06 0.84 l. l9
l8 0 0 2 1.04 0.83 t.l9

2.1Tol,rror (meas -

Notes:
- Mortar composition (C:L:S): 1:1:6
- Four-point loading system

- Flexural tensile strength of masonry,/.t 0.124 Mpa
- Lateral modulus of rupture of brick unit,/", (90 mm) 2.20 lvlpa
- /^, determined from pier tests (average of 8 tests)

- Specimen type: n c

A4
B,C 3

- B¡ick type: 100% solid concrete block masonry units (keyed and plain ends)
- Tests l, 3, 5,7,9 are prepared from 190 mm blocks, others are 90 mm
- Test 7 disregarded due to irregular failure pattern

Assumptions:
- Lateral modulus of lupture of brick unit,fur(I90 mm) 2.20 }dPa
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\Yest (197Q

lf^-t-- ârn¡

I 2

Brick

type

.f ^,
(MPa)

fJþ

(MPa)

M'" (kNm) Í^¡
(MPa)

f"
(MPa)

M,*(kltlm)
Measured Predicted Measured Predicted

I 0.85 2.69 1.05 1.02

2 0.57 t.7l 0.86 0.68 0.35 1.82 0.92 0.42

J 0.62 2.81 r.4t 0.74 0.63 2.43 1.22 0.75

4 0.57 2.29 1.t5 1.04 0.92 2.44 1.23 1.04

5 0.39 t.t4 0.57 0.47

6 0.32 1.19 0.60 0.38 0.61 1.8 0.91 0.73

7 0,89 3.37 1.69 1.07

8 1.23 2.91 1.46 1.47

9 0.74 2.81 l.4l 0.89

10 0.54 1.50 0.75 0.65 0.51 1.32 0.66 0.6r

ll 0.46 2.85 1.43 0.55 0.69 2.65 L33 0.83

12 0.62 t.74 0.92 0.82

l3 0.59 1.69 0.85 0.71 0.57 1.07 0.54 0.68

t4 0.61 1.93 0.97 1.04 0.88 2.71 1.36 1.04

l5 0.81 2.6',7 1.34 1.04

16 0.52 1.59 0.80 0.62

t7 1.06 2.81 1.41 1.27

l8 0.76 2.39 t.20 0.91 0.87 2.24 1.13 1.04

t9 0.89 2.96 1.49 1.07

20 0.95 2.49 1.25 1.04

2l 0.83 3.05 1.53 0.99

22 0.93 2.83 1.42 l.ll
23 0.80 1.92 0.97 0.96 0.98 1.76 0.89 t.t7

24 0.50 t.'17 0.89 0.60 0.97 2.70 1.36 Ll6

25 1.20 1.86 0.94 1.44

26 0.84 1.49 0.75 l.0l

27 0.69 2.Ot 0.79 0.83

28 0.66 1.97 0.99 0.79

29 0.47 2.33 0.91 0.62

30 0.94 2.97 1.49 t.t2
3l 1.07 3.46 1.'74 1.28

32 0.46 1.25 0.63 0.55 0.16 1.52 0.'16 0.91

-J -t 0.44 1.28 0.64 0.53 0.49 1.80 0.91 0.59

24.5 16.8

t8.7
Error (meas - V"Ertor

Overall o/o Error (meas -
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West (1976)

Assumptions:
- Lateral modulus of rupture of brick unit,/",
- Thickness of mortar join! /.

--- Unless otherwise noted:
- Height of brick unit, å,
- Length ofbrick unit, /u
- Thickness ofmasonry section, f

Notes:
- Mortar type:

I Mortar composition (C:L:S):

2 Mortæ composition (C:L:S):
- Four-point loading system
- /,, determined from pier tests (average of 5 tests)

- /" data points for each brick type are aver¿rges of 5 tests

- Brick type: I o t
ll90x90

12 288 x 90
27 190 x 90
29 288 x 90

- Failure mode:

Mortar failure
Line failure (brick 4, 14,15,20)

1 rl:6
l:0.25:3

hu

x65
x90
x65
x65

fl6 n!
30
02

4.00 MPa

l0 mm
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Appendix C: Verification of M¡¡ Model

Lawrence (1983)

Mortar

batcb

.f ^t
(MPa)

f"
(MPa)

tl4,,', (l¡f[m)

Measured Predicted

I 1.42 2.01 1.35 r.39

2 0.95 2.10 l.4l 1.39

3 0.80 1.95 1 .31 1.39

4 L13 2.17 r.46 1.39

5 1.60 2.13 1.43 1.39

6 1.67 1.94 l.3l 1.39

7 t.2l l.3l 0.88 1.39

-5.9V"Error (meas -

Notes:
- Mortar composition (C:L:S): l:l:6
- Four-point loading sYstem

- /^, determined from pier tests (averages of> 27 tests)

- /, data points for each brick type are averages of> 27 tests

- Failure mode: line failure (n,:2)

Assumptions:
- Lateral modulus of rupture of the brick unit,/", 4.00 MPa
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Appendix C: Verification of M¡¡Model

Hamid & Drysdnte (1988)

.f ̂ ,
(MPa)

ft
(MPa)

.fu

(MPa)
l'lzl," (kl\m)

Measured Predicted

0.88 1.45 1.25 5.94 3.49

41.3Yol,rrol. (meas -

Notes:

- Mortar composition (C:L:S): l:0.5:4
- Four-point loading system

- 1,, determined from pier tests (average of 5 tests)

- /u data point is average of4 tests

- Brick type: 100% solid concrete block masonry units
- Failure model line failure (n":2)
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Appendix C: Verification of M¡¡Model

Test .fnt
lMPal

fu
(MPa)

l4,,,.(liùlm)
Measured Predicted

I 0.74 1.91 0. l3 0.l l
2 0.96 2.48 0.17 0. t5

3 0.86 2.68 0.19 0.12

4 0.82 2.21 0.15 0.12

5 0.81 1.79 0.12 0.12

6 0.70 2.08 0.14 0.1I

7 0.66 1.32 0.09 0.11

I 0.74 1.89 0. l3 0.11

9 0.52 2.40 0.17 0. l0

l0 0.83 2.10 0.15 0.12

11 0.61 2.41 0.17 0.11

t2 0.64 2.35 0. l6 0.1I

l3 0.60 1.59 0.11 0.1l
t4 0.54 2.24 0. 16 0.10

15 0.50 2.07 0. l4 0. l0
l6 0.81 1.83 0. l3 0,12

t7 0.47 1.23 0.09 0.10

l8 0.48 1.77 0.12 0.10

l9 0.89 1.83 0. l3 0. l5
20 0.59 1.95 0. l4 0.11

2l 0.89 1.76 o.t2 0. 15

22 0.89 2.02 0.14 0. l5

23 0.86 1.90 0.13 0.12

24 0.57 2.30 0. ló 0.1I

25 0.55 2.20 0. l5 0. l0
26 0.67 1.89 0. l3 0.1 1

2',1 0.65 2.15 0. t5 0.11

28 0.89 2.61 0.18 0. l5
29 0.78 2.51 0.17 0.12

30 0.77 2.12 0.15 0.12

3t 0.82 2.55 0.18 0.t2

32 1.07 2.21 0. l5 0.15

33 1.10 2.33 0. l6 0.15

34 1.01 1.85 0. l3 0. l5
35 1.62 1.48 0. l0 0. t5

36 1.53 2.18 0.15 0. 15

37 0,62 3.1 I 0.22 0.1I

38 1.07 1.61 0.11 0. 15

39 1.42 2.24 0. l6 0. l5
15.4

Duarte & Sinha (1992)

o/rError

Notes:

- Mortar composition (C:L:S): l:0:3

- Four-point loading system

- /^, determined from Pier tests

- Tests l-9: wallettes built alongside test walls

- Tests 10-39: wallettes extracted from test walls

Assumptions:
- Lateral modulus of rupture of brick unit,/" 4.00 MPa

- Failure mode: /t6 nú

/il < 0.89 MPa: breaking one brick I I

/nt > 0.89 MPa: line failure 0 2
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Appendix C: Verification of M¡¡Model

Hansen (1999)

Y" F,rror (meas -

Notes:
- Mortar type:

I Mortar composition (C:L:S): l:1.5:21.25 [kg]
2 Mortar composition (C:L:S): l:0.54:10 ftg]

- Four-point loading system

- /r, determined from pier tests

- Brick type:

I solid, S

2 solid, O

3 peforated, P
4 perforated, Y
5 peforated, G

- Shaded values indicate failure outside constant moment region
* One-quarter overlap stretcher.-bonded masonry

*

*

*

i.

*

*

Assumptions:
- Lateral modulus of rupture of brick unit,/",

Test

type

Brick

type

.f^,
(MPa)

nc ll6 n .f"
(MPa)

M'. (kl\m)
Measured Predicted

I

2

J 0.743

l4 I 6 1.45 2.54 3.38

2 l3 l0 I 1.32 2.14 2.49
J 9 1 4 1.70 1.90 2.37
4 9 6 2 1.l8 1.32
5 5 0 2 r.83 1.12 l.0l
6 5 2 I 1.72 1.05 0.90
7 4 I I 1.20 0.58
8 4 I 1 L15 0.56 0.70
9

I 0.152

l3 I 2 l. t3 1.83 1.59
l0 l3 7 J l.t4 1.85 1.80
ll 9 I 4 l.16 1.30 2.09
12 9 7 I 0.63 0.70 0.79
l3 5 0 2 0.57 0.35

l4
15 4 I I 1.23 0.60 0.58
16 4 I I 0.55 0.27 0.55
l7

5 0.20
9 4 3 1.55 1.73 1.73

l8 9 5 2 1.56 1.74 1.48

t9

I

I
9 2 J 0.74 0.83 l.6l

20 9 8 0 0.65 0.73
21

3 0.38
9 0 4 1.97 2.20 2.02

22 9 4 2 1.40 1.56 l.4t
23

5 0.40
9 2 J 1.50 1.68

24 9 8 0 0.95 r.06 0.84
25

4 0.39 9 I 4 1.09 1.22 2.21
26 9 2 4 1.20 1.34 2.23
27

2
9 0 4 l. l5 1.29 2.02

28 9 4 2 0.94 L05 1.25

-21.7
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Appendix D: Mechanism Contributions to M¿

APPENDIX D: MBCHANISM CONTRIBUTIONS TO lt/D
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Appendix D: Mechanism Contributions to M¿

The torsional tests on perpend joints were prepared using mortar batch Al ($2.4.4).

The bed joint rotation at ultimate flexure, fito, is given by Equation (1). The flexural

tensile strength of the masoffy, f^, : 0.53 Mpa, and modulus of elasticity of the

mortar, E^:2690 MPa, for batches A1 and A2 (ç2.4.1 and2.4.6).

0^,n =ry-- ?(0.53MPaX10mm) -3.46x10-5rad (1)- b(t) E^t (z.eooMpaft la mm) 
-

Bed joìntflexure

The bed joint rotation at ultimate flexure, 4@: 3.46 x l0-s rad.

Perpend joìnt torsìon

The perpend joint rotation at ultimate torque, 1p(t):6.05 x 10-3 rad.

The level of perpend joint rotation at ultimate bed joint flexure,
oo(Ð :0.57%.
0prq

Hence at ultimate bed joint flexure, there is insufficient perpend joint rotation to

develop significant torsional stress on the perpend joint.
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Appendix D: Mechanism Contributions to M¿

The flexural tests on perpend joints were prepared using mortar batches A1 and C5

(ç2.4.2). The perpend joint rotation at ultimate flexure, áp1¡, is given by Equation (2)

(batch Al). The support span, Z : 360 mm, and ultimate deflection, /u: 0.055 and

0.057 mm for batches A1 and C5. The bed joint rotation at ultimate torsion, &6¡:

2.97 x 10-a and 3.50 x 10-a rad for batches Al and C4 (S2.4'3)'

0pro =2/' =
L

2(0.055 mm : 3.06 x 10-a rad (2)
fnm

Beil joint torsìon

The bed joint rotation at ultimate torsion, &O : 2.97 x 10-a and 3.50 x l0-a rad.

Perpend jointflexure

The perpend joint rotation at ultimate flexure, 0p(Ð:3.06 x 10-a and 3.I7 x 10-a rad.

The level of perpend joint rotation at ultimate bed joint torsion,
ow) 

=% ß rr5%o.
0*,

Hence at ultimate bed joint torsion, the level of perpend joint flexure is of sufficient

magnitude to develop maximum perpend joint flexural resistance.
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Appendix E: Verification of Two-way Model
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No
Support Cstegory

A Sìmply supported on three edges

B Pârtial rotational restraint on vert¡cal edges, top edge free (DPC below)

C Full rotational restraint on four edges

D Simply supported on four edges

E Full rotational restraint on vert¡cal edges, simply supported top and bottom

F Full rotational restraint on vertical edges, top edge free, simply supported bottom

G Full rotational restraint on three edges, top edge free' midlength opening

H prtialrotationalrestraintonverticaledges,topedgefree(DPCbelow),mid-lengthopen¡ng

I Partial rotational restraint on vertical edges, applied compressive stress (DPC below)
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Appendix E: Verification of Two-way Model

Satti (1972) [reported by Eendry (1973)l

Wall
A1 Simply supported on three edges

Ps¡ameten

Vertical edges supported

Top edge supported

Opening

Unit length of wall
Design compressive stress

Flexural tensile strength ofmæonry
Lateral modulus of rupture of brick unit

Height of wall

Hejght ofopening
Height of brick unit

Length ofwall

Length ofopening
Length ofbrick unit

Thickness of mæonry section
Thickness of morta joint

Capac¡ty reduction factor
Poisson's ratio for mortar
Density ofmasonry
Compfessive stress

OoFway Eorizootol Bending
AS 3700
Perpend spacing factor
Seotion modulus ofthe bedded aea
Horizontal bending moment capacity

Ratio of cross-sectional dimensions
Numerical facto¡
Number ofbedjoints
Number of brick units
Ultimate sheil stress factors

Ultimate shea stress
Horizontal bending moment capacity

AS 3700
Aspect factor
Height factor
Equivalent torsional strength
Crack slope
Design height
Coefficients

Design length
Restra¡nt factors

Equivalenttorsional section modulus

Proposed
Projected length of perpend joint

Projected length of bed joint
Number of bed joints
Moment developed by each bed.joint
Torque developed by each bed joint
Reduction factors (i)

(i) kNm per metre width
width

B

bmm
fd MPa AS 3700

Proposed Model
/mr MPa

/", MPa

Hmm
Iln mm
åu mm

Lmm
Io mm
/" mm

/mm
/m mm

ó

p kg.'l
ø" MPa

k"
Z¿mÃ
(i) kNm
(ii) kNm

per metre width
per metre width
per metre width

width

olb
k

r" MPa

mm
MPa

per metre width
per metre width

G

-rl n

RD
ztmñ
d

H¿mm
kl

^2
L¿ñm

/,mm
l2mn

M6 Nmm
ln¡ Nmm
ql
q2

1l
),2

per mm crack length

per m crack length

3)

3)

3)

251

26

061
431

3718

055t

083

lvnpressure

Eø

270
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Appendix E: Verification of Two-way Model

Satfi (1972) [reported by Eendry (1973)ì

Wall
A2 Simply suPPorted on three edges

ParaDeters

Vertical edges suPPorted

Top edge suPPorted

Opening

Unit length of wall
Design comP¡essive stress

Flexural tensile strength of masonry

Lateral modulus of rupture of brick unit

Height of wall

Height ofoPening
Heìght of brick un¡t

Length ofwall

Length ofoPening
Length ofbrick unit

Thickness of masonry section

Thickness of mortr joint

CapacitY reduction factor

Poisson's ratio for morta
Density ofmasonry
Compressive stress

0ne-way Eorizontal Bending
AS 3700
Perpend sPacing factor
Section modulus ofthe bedded aea
Horjzontal bend¡ ng moment capacity

Ratio of oross-sectional dimensions

Numerical factor
Number ofbed joints

Number of brick units

Ultimate shear stress factors

Ultimate shear stress

Horizontal bending moment capacity

Às 3700
Aspect factor
He¡ght factor
Equivalent torsional strength

Crack slope
Design height
Coefficients

Design length
Restra¡nt factors

Equivalent torsional section ¡rrutlulus

fâctor

Proposed
Projected length of PerPendjoint

Projected length of bed joint

Number of bed joints

Moment developed bY each bed joint

Torque developed bY each bed joint

Reduction factors (i)

l¿
r, MPa
(i) kNm per metre width

metre width

qf
,Rmm
ftMPa
G

Il¿ mm

kl
k2

¿d mm

rl¡
ttD

Zrmm' por mm crack length

/, mm

/2 mm

M¡ Nmm
?'6 Nmm

dl
d2
.71

per m crack length

ùmm
/d MPa

/', MPa

/,, MPa

I/ mm

Ilo mm
,hu mm

/, mm

ølb
k

AS 3700
Proposed Model

L,,

I

ô

p
or

Z¿
(i)

mm
mm

mm
mm

kg.-'
MPa

3)

3)

3)

.*' per metre u¡dth
kNm per metre width
kNm per metre width

per metre width
per metre width

metre

l l5
12.9

2.91

0.660
431.8

0.61

1.28

254
0

c

26'1
0.39

m o-oE

85

19 6

35 52

236'l
5005

0 303

0 697

0 551

0 83i

M.d kNm per m crack lengah 0.0E

pressÙre Wd õ.9J
6.2I
õ,vu

Reduction factors (ii)
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Appendix E: Verification of Two-way Model

Satti (1972) [reported by Heodry (197J)l

Wall
A3 Simply supported on three edges

Paramefers

Vertical edges supported

Top edge supported

Opening

Unit length ofwall
Design compressive stress

Flexural tensile strength ofmæonry
Lateral modulus ofrupture ofbrick unit

Height of wall

Height of opening
Height ofbr¡ck ùnit

Length ofwall

Length ofopening
Length of brick unit

Thickness of mæonry section
Thìckness of mortar joint

Capac¡ty reduction factor
Poissonrs ratio for mortar
Density of masonry
Compressive stress

0neway Eorizontol Bending
AS 3700
Perpend spacing factor
Section modulus of the bedded æea
Horizontal bending moment capacit¡r

Ratio of cross-sectional dimensions
Numerical factor
Number of bed joints
Numl¡er of brick units
Ultimate shea stress factors

Ultimate shetr stress
Horjzontal bending moment capacity

AS 3700
Aspect factor
Height factor
Equivalent torsional strength
Crack slope
Design height
Coefflcients

Design Jength
Restraint factors

Equivalent torsional section modu¡us

Projected length of perpend joint

Projected Jength of bed joint
Number of bed joints
Moment developed by each bed joint
Torque developed by each bed joint
Reduction factors (i)

per metre width
per metre width

MPa
(i) kNn per metre width

metre

bmm
f¿MPa

/,¡ MPa

/"¡ MPa

AS 3700
Proposed Model

3)

Il mm

Ifo mm
Èu mm

Zmm

L"

t
tñ

d
vñ

or

mm
mm

mm
mm

,-lKgm

MPa

3)

3)

k,
Z4mm3
(i) kNn
(ii) kNm

ølb
h

1¡

per metre width
per metre width
per metre w¡dth

metre

nn

RD

Z, mnt
q

ql
Bmm
/, MPa
G

I/4 mm
kl
k2

I¿ mm

/¡ mm

l2mm

M6 Nmm
I¡, Nmm
dl
d2
trl
).2

per mm crack length

per m crack length

601

0l

013
o 2'1

t23
o 221

64

0l

EE

EE

I

26

431 8

o6

I

35

0 303

0 55t

19¿pressure

tv

EEæßrÃ

272

Reduction factors (ii)



Appendix E: Verification of Two-way Model

Sattt (1972) lreported by Eendry (1973)l

Wall
B1 Simpty supported on lhree edges

Psrameten

Vertical edges suPPorted

Top edge supported

Opening

Unit length of wall
Design compressive stress

Flexural tensile strength ofmæonry
Lateral modulus of rupture of brick unit

Height of wall

Height ofoPening
Height of brick unit

Length ofwall

Length ofoPening
Length of brick unit

Thickness of mæonry section
Thickness of morttr joint

Capacity reduotion factor

Poisson's ratio for mortar

Density ofmasonry
Compressive stress

Onewey EorizoDtal Bending
AS 3700
Perpend spaoing factor
Section modulus of the bedded rea
Horizontal bending moment capacity

Ratio of cross-sectional dimensions

Numerical faotor
Number of bed joints
Number of brick units
Ultimate sher stress factors

Ult¡mate shetr stress

HorizontaL bending moment capacity

AS 3700
Aspect faotor
Height factor
Equivalent torsional strength

Crack slope
Design height
Coefficients

Design length
Restraint factors

Equivalerrl tor sioual section modulus

Proposed Model
Projected length of perpend joint

Projected length of bed joint

Number of bed joints

Moment developed by each bed joint
Torque developed by each bed.joinl

Reduction factors (i)

f/. mm
ll, mm

Zmm
Zo mm
/u mm

/mm
lE mm

þ

p kg'3
øn MPa

òmm
/¿ MPa

/,r MPa

/"r MPa

Hmm

(i) kNm
(ii) kNm

kNm

kNm

AS 3700
Proposed Model

3)

3)

3)

k.
Z¿mfr' per metre width

per metre width
per metre width

olb
h

nb

ru MPa
(i) kNm

/, mm

l2 mm

M5 Nmm
76 Nmm
d¡
d2
1l

^2

per metre w¡dth
per metre width

per metre width

per m crack length

ql
Bmm
/, MPa
G

,I1¿ mm

kl
k2

I¿ mm

rln
RP
Zrmmt permmcrack ength

d

0

o 221

01

21

EE

EE

12

0

26

l9
35

0 551

083

I 871

3951
0 303

trdpressur€

G
I@
-EEßI@

ro

Reduction factors (ii)
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Appendix E: Verification of Two-way Model

Satti (1 972) [reported by .Eendry (1973)]

Wall
82 Simply supported on three edges

Parametors

Vertioal edges supported

Top edge supported

Opening

Unit length of wall
Design compressive stress

Flexural tensile strength ofmæonry
Lateral modulus ofrupture ofbrick unit

He¡ght of wall

Height ofopening
Height ofbrick ùnit

Length ofwall

Length ofopening
Length of brick unit

Thickness of mæonry section
Thicknes of mortu joint

Capacity reduction factor
Poisson's rat¡o for mortü
Density ofmasonry
Compressive stress

Oneway Eorizontal Bending
Äs 3700
Perpend spaoing factor
Section modulus ofthe bedded aea
Horizontal bending moment capacity

Ratio of cross-sectional dimensions
Numerical factor
Number ofbedjoints
Number ofbrick units
Ultimate sheü stress factors

Ultimate shed stress
Horizontal bending moment capacity

Äs 3700
Aspect factor
Height factor
Equivalent torsional strength
Crack slope
Design heìght
Coefficients

Design length
Restraint factors

Equivalent torsional section modulus
factor

Model
Projected length of perpend joint

Projected length of bed joint
Number of bed joints
Moment developed by each bedjoint
Torque developed by each bed joint
Reduction factors (i)

Reduction factors (ii)

Hmm

Homm
,hu mm

Zmm

Zn mm
/u mm

tmm
/n mm

I
vn
p kgm-3

ø" MPa

ámm
/d MPa

/nr MPa

f",MPa

L¿mm
(i) kNm

4lb
h

r. MPa
(i) kNm

kNm

a1
imm
;/, MPa
G

1l¿ mm

kl
k2

Z¿ mm

]ìo
R2
Ztmm
d

AS 3700
Proposed Model

per metre width
per metre width

per metre wjdth

per mm crack length

3)

3)

3)

kNm
kNm

per metre width
per metre wjdth
per metre w¡dth

/¡ mm

l2 mm

M6 Nmm
16 Nmm
dl
d2
).1

per m crack length

t43

l3

304

05

t
601

EE

EE

l0ç
12t
26t

o 66C

406 4

075

o82
)52 4

0

0

267

l}agonalmomentcaDacity m

85

19c
35 52

2027
4286

0 303

0 697
0 551

0 835
agonal momentcapacltv /l,/ , LNñ noFñ ¡r..Lt.-;- o.0?

15.61|9dpretrure

13.ó5
ry kPapressure 14.
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Appendix E: Verification of Two-way Model

S¡tti (1972) lreported by Heodry (1973)]

W¡ll
Cl Simply supPorted on three edg*

Poramet€rs

Vertical edges suPPorted

Top edge suPPorted

Opening

Unit length of wall
Design comPressive stress

Flexural tensile strength of mæonry

Lateral modulus ofrupture ofbrick unit

Height of wall

Height ofoPening
Height ofbrick unit

Length ofwall

Length ofopening
Length of brick unit

Thickness of masonry sectton

Thickness of mortr joint

Capacity reduction factor

Poisson's ratio for mortu
Density of masonry

Compressive stress

One-way Horizontål Betrding
AS 3700
Perpend spacing factor
Section modulus of the bedded aea
Horizontal bending moment capacity

Ratio of cross-sectional dimensions

Numerical factor
Number ofbedjoints
Numbe¡ of brick units
llltimate shed stress faotors

Ultimate shear stress

Horizontal bendi ng moment capacity

as 3700
Aspect factor
Height factor
Equivalent tors¡onai strength

Crack slope
Design height
Coefficients

Design length
Restra¡nt factors

Equivalent torsional section modrth¡s

factor

Projected length of perPend joint

Projected length of bed joint

Number ofbedjoints
Moment developed by each bed joint
Torque developed bY each bed joint

Reduction factors (i)

ómm
/¿ MPa

Âr MPa

/"t MPa

Hmm
Il. mm
ùu mm

Imm

AS 3700
Proposed Model

3)

¿n mm
/" mm

fmm
/ñ mm

ô

p kg.-3
ø" MPa

3)

3)

k.
¿¿mm
(i) kNm
(ii) kNm

Af
-Rmm
/, MPa
G

I/¿ mm
kl
k2
L4mm

/¡mm
l2 mm

M¡ Nmm
?'6 Nmm
Q¡
d2
).1

per metre width
per metre width
per metre width

wrdth

ølb
h

nb

r, MPa
(i) kNm

per metre wìdth
per metre width

per metre width

per m crack length

120
129
288

0 660
406 4
0 5l

163
304 8

0

c

261
049

moment m o-

t9 6

f5 52

2324
49ts

0 303

o 691

0 551

0 815

-;;;;ï*"t<:mùv M.,r kNm per qjl4!!]!!g!!_ 0,

prssure lvù 5.25

4-81

6.Zt

Rr
Ra
Z, mmt per mm crack ength

d

031
0l

o 221

EE

Reduction factors (ii)
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Appendix E: Verification of Two-way Model

Satti (1972) [reported by Hendry (1973)

Wall
C2 Simply supported on three edges

P¡rameters

Vertical edges supported

Top edge supported

Opening

Unit length ofwall
Design compressive stress

Flexural tensile strength ofmæonry
Lateral modulus of rupture of brick unit

Height of wall

Height of opening
Height of brick unit

Length ofwall

Length of opening
Length of brick unit

Thickness of masonry section
Thickness of mortar joint

Capacity reduction factor
Poissonrs ratio lbr mortr
Density of mæonry
Compressive stress

Oneway Eorizontal Bending
AS 3700
Perpend spacing factor
Section modulus of the l¡edded aea
Horizontal bending moment capacity

of cross-sectional dimensions
Numerical factor
Number ofbed joints
Number of brick units
Ultimate sher stress factors

Ultimate shea stress
Horizontal bending moment oapacity

.as 3700
Aspect factor
Height factor
Equivalent torsional strength
Crack slope
Design height
Coefficients

Design length
Restraint factors

Equivalent torsional section modulus

Proposed
Projected length of perpend.joint

Pr ojected length of bed joint
Number of bed joints
Moment developed by each bed joint
Torque developed by each bed joint
Reduction faclors (i)

(i)
(ii)

kNm
kNm

per metre width
per metr€ w¡dth
per metre w¡dth

Hmm

-Il. mm
,[" mm

Zmm

Zo mm

ámm
/¡ MPa

/,, MPa
/uL MPa

/,, mm

fmm
lD mm

ó

p Kgm
ov MP^

AS 3700
Proposed Model

width

per metre width
per metre width

per metr€ width
width

per mm crack length

per m crack length

3)

3)

3)

k
¿dmm

olb
k

ru MPa
(i) kNm

ql
Bmm
íMPa
G
H¿mm
kl
k2
L¡mm

-Il n

Ra
Lrmm

/, mm

l2 mm

M¡ Nmm
16 Nmm
ql
d2
ll
12

0l
60

o 221
645
323
l6

EE

-tm
124
129
274

0 660
406 4
051

163
304 8

0

0

049
th û.tn

85

196
35 52

2098
4436

0 303

o 697

0 551

0 835

t¡ o,o

4.9t
"/ kIYm

Iotal derign prqsure
Uragonal moment capaclty

ud kPa

4.5u
lvleasured pressure w
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Appendix E: Verification of Two-way Model

Sâlti (1972) lreported by Eendry (1973)

W¡ll
C3 Simply supported on three edges

P¡r¡úeterE

Vertical edges suPPorted

Top edge suPported

Opening

Unit length ofwall
Design compressive stress

Flexural tensile strength ofmæonry
Lateral modulus ofrupture of brick unit

Height ofwall

Height ofopening
Height ofbrick unit

Length of wall

Length ofopening
Length ofbrick unit

Thickness of mæonry seotion
Thickness of mortr joint

Capacity redùction factor

Po¡sson's ratio for mortù
Density of mæonry

Compressive stress

One-wsy Eorizontal Bending
as 3700
Perpend spacing faotor
Section modulus ofthe bedded area

Horizontal bending moment capacity

Ratio of oross-sectional dimensions

Numerical factor
Number ofbed joints

Number ofb¡ick units
Ultimate shed stress factors

Ultimate shed stress

Horizontal bending moment capacity

as 3700
Aspect factor
Height factor
Equivalent torsional strength

Crack slope
Design height
Coefficients

Design length
Restraint factors

Equivalent torsional section mod¡l¡rs

Projected length ofperpend jo¡nt

Projected length ofbed joint

Number of bed joints

Moment developed by each bed joint
Torque developed by each bedjoint
Reduction factors (i)

àmm
faÀlPa

/.r MPa

/"r MPa

Hmm

AS 3700
Proposed Model

per metre width
per metre width
per metre width

per metre width
pe¡ metre width

per metre width

per mm craok length

per m crack length

-¡lo mm
l, mm

Imm
Io mm
/. mm

tmm
td mm

ó

.-3p kgil
øu MPa

3)

3)

3)

k,
¿¿mm
(i) kNm
(ii) kNm

ølh
k

nb
nr

r, MPa
(i) kNm

Af
Bmm
ÍtMPa
G

I/¿ mm
kl
k2
L¿ñm

-¡l fl

RD

Z¡ mm
d

/¡mm
l2 mm

M¡ Nmm
16 Nmm
dr
d2
ll

014
60

o22l
64

211
028

rcg

ET

2

0 5l
t63

0 303

2041
43

0 551

083

pressure

Reduction factors (iì)
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Appendix E: Verification of Two-way Model

Wct et al. (1977)

Wall
757-869 Partial rotational restraint on vertical edges, top edge free (DpC below)

P¡r¡meters

Vertìcal edges supported

Top edge supported

Opening

Unit length of wall
Design compressive stress

Flexural tensile strength ofmæonry
Lateral modulus ofrupture ofbrick unit

Height of wall

Height ofopening
Height ofbrick unit

Length of wall

Length ofopening
Length of brick unit

Thickness of mæonry section
Thickness of mortr joint

Capacity reduction faotor
Poisson's ratio for mortæ
Density of mæonry
Compressive stress

0neway Eorizontal Bending
Äs 3700
Perpend spaoing factor
Section modulus ofthe bedded aea
Horizontal bending moment capacity

Ratio of cross-sectional dimensions
Numerical factor
Number of bed joints
Number of brick units
Ultimate sheil stress factors

Ultimate sher stress
Horizontal bending moment capacity

AS 3700
Aspect factor
Height factor
Equivalent tors¡onal strength
Crack slope
Design height
Coefficients

Design length
Restra¡nt factors

Equivalent torsional sect¡on modulus

Proposed Model
Projected length of perpend joint

Projected length of bed joint
Number of bed joints
Moment developed by each bed joint
Torque developed by each bed joint
Reduotion factors (i)

Aî
Bmm
frMPa
G
H¿mm
kl
k2
L4mm

lln
l(D
Z, nmr per mm crack length

Hmm
llo mm
r&u mm

Lmm
Z. mm
/u mm

tmm

'h 
mm

û

p kE'3
ou MPa

ömm
ld MPa

lúMPa
/"¡ MPa

¿Ãfrm
(i) kNm
(ii) kNm

AS 3700
Proposed Model

per metre width
per metre width
per metre width

olb
h

nh

tù MPa
(i) kNm

/r mm

l2 mm
11b

M6 Nmm
7¡ Nmm
dl

q2

^l

per metre width
per metre width

per netre width

per m crack length

o 023
't3

2t

l3l
624
192

o 667
2600
079

229
2750

05

05
'Ì20I
o't I

mom€nt 1.39

4t(
93(
74C

1,4812(.

299252

0 308

o 692

0 555

o 832

lì l-u
1,92prssure Wd

t.'7Í
w 3_t
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Reduction factors (ii)
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Appendix E: Verification of Two-way Model

\ilest et al. (1977)

782 Pætial rotational restraint on vertical edges, top edge free (DPC below)

ParsEeters

Vertical edges suPPorted

Top edge suPPorted

Opening

Unit length of wall
Design compressive stress

Woll

Flexural tensile strength of masonry

Lateral modulus ofrupture ofbrick unit

Height of wall

Height of opening
Height of brick unit

Length of wall

Length ofopening
Length ofbrick unit

Th¡ckness of masonry sect¡on

Thickness of mortü joint

Capacity reduction factor

Po¡sson's rat¡o for mortd
Density ofmæonry
Compressive stress

One-way Horizontol Bending
AS 3700
Perpend spacing factor
Section modulus of the bedded aea
Horizontal bending moment capacity

Ratio of cross-sectional dimensio¡s
Numerical factor
Number of bed joints
Number of b¡ick units
Ultimate shear stress factors

Ultimate shear stress

Horizontal bending moment oapacity

D¡agonal
AS 3700
Asp€ct factor
Height factor
Equivalent torsionaL strength

Crack slope
Design height
Coefficients

Design length
Restraint factors

F,qrivalent torsional section modulus

Projected length of perpend joint

Projected length of bed joint

Number of bed joìnts
Moment developed by each bed joint
Torque developed by each bed joint

Reduction factors (i)

Hmm

Ho mm
,[u mm

Imm
tro mm
/, mm

/mm
/n mm

þ

p kg'1
ø, MPa

ómm
f¿MPa

/', MPa

/0r MPa

AS 3700
Proposed ModeL

per metre width
per metre width
per metre width

Z¿ñmi
(i) kNm
(ii) kNm

metre wrdth

ø lb
k

r,, MPa

dl
Bmm
/r MPa
G

kl
k2

L¿ mm

nfl
lln
Z¡^m'
q

per metre width
per metre width

kNm per metre width
metre width

per mm crack length

per rn crack length

/¡ mm

/2 nrm

M¡ Nmm
f ¡, Nmm

dl
d2
1l

^)

21

6

ll

021

E

0?t

05

l3l

0

055

740

41

93

Itdpressure

ty

-El-EßIEì@E@-

Reduction factors (ii)
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Appendix E: Verification of Two-way Model

West ea al, (1977)

Watl
835-892 Part¡al rotational restra¡nt on vertical edges, top edge free (DpC below)

Paf¡meters

Vertical edges supported

Top edge supported

Opening

Unit length of wall
Design compressive stress

Flexural te¡sile strength of masonry
Lateral modulus ofrupture ofbrick unit

Height of wall

Height ofopening
He¡ght ofbrick unir

Length ofwall

Length ofopening
Length ofbrick unit

Thickness of masonry section
Thickness of morttr joint

Capacity reduction factor
Poisson's ratio for mortd
Density of mæonry
Compressive stress

One-way Eorizonlal Bending
.as 3700
Perpend spacing factor
Section modulus of the bedded aea
Horizontal bending moment capacity

Rat¡o of cross-sectional dimensions
Numerical factor
Number ofbedjoints
Numbe¡ of brick units
Ultimate shear stress factors

Ultimate shear stress
Horizontal bending moment capacity

AS 3700
Aspect factor
Height factor
Equivalent torsional strength
Crack slope
Design height
Coefficients

Design length
R€straint factors

Equivalent torsional section modulus
factor

Projected length of perpend joint

Projected length of bed joint
Number of bed joints
Moment developed by each bed joint
Torque developed by each bed joint
Reduction factors (¡)

H,, mm

'ûu mm

Lmm
2,, mm
/u mm

fmm
til mm

ø

p Kgm
ø" MPa

ómm
/¿ MPa

Âr MPa

/ùt MPa

Hmm

k"
L¿ mm
(i) kNm
(ii) kNm

kNm

ølb
k

r" MPa

AS 3700
Proposed Model

per metre width
per metre width
per metre width

per metre width
per metre width

Ar
Bmm
JtMPa
G
H¿mm
kl
k2
Z¿ mm

/, mm

l2 mm

M¡ Nmm
I¡, Nmm

Q1

d2
1l
1)

per metre width

per m crack length

kNm
kNm

,R¡

Z, mm' per mm crack ength
d

o 023

2l

t02

124
624
t92

o 66',1

260C
091

190
2285

05

05
720 I

ength

41 6

936
740

148326
299252

0 308
o 692

0 555

0 832

]ngth ].OI
2.5tIotal design pressure

Dragonal moment capacity M", KNM
pd kpa

2.44
4-2'

IP
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Appendix E: Verification of Two-wayModel

Wdt et al. (1977)

lVatl
821-893 Pütial rotational restraint on vertical edges' top edge free (DPC below)

Psr¡úeters

Vertical edges supported

Top edge supported

Opening

Unit length of wall
Design compressive stress

Flexural tensile strength of mæonry

Lateral modulus ofrupture of brick unit

Height of wall

Height ofopening
Height of brick unit

Length ofwall

Length ofopening
Length ofbrick unit

Thickness of masonry section
Thickness of mortr joint

Capacity reduction factor

Poisson's ratio for morta
Density of mæonry

Compressive stress

Oneway Eorizontal Bending
Às 3700
Perpend spacing factor
Section modulus ofthe bedded aea
Horizontal bending moment capacity

Ratio of cross-sectional dimensions

Numerical factor
Number of bed joi nts

Number of brick units
Ultimate shed stress faotors

Ultimate sheù stress

Horizontal bending moment capacity

AS 3700
Aspect factor
Height factor
Equivalent torsional strength

Crack slope
Design height
Coefficients

Design length
Restraint factors

Equivalent torsional sect¡on modulus

factor

Proposed Model
Projected length of perPend joint

Projected length of bed joint

Number of bed joints
Moment developed by each bed joint
Torclue developed by each bed joint

Reduction factors (i)

per metre width
kNm metre

àmm
¿ MPa

/,, MPa

/6 MPa

Hmm
H,,mm
åu mm

Lmm
Zo mm
/u mm

lmm
/. mm

þ

AS 3700
Proposed Model

-3p kgm
øu MPa

k"
Z¿ñMJ
(i) kNm
(ii) kNm

per metre width
per metre width
per metre width

per metre width
per metre width

a lb
k

nb

ru MPa
(i) kNm

Al
Bmn
/r MPa
G

-Él¿ mm
kl
k2

Z¿ mm
nn
R2
Zrmm'
d

kNm

per mm crack length

per m crack length

/¡mm
/2 mm

M6 Nmm
1¡ Nmm
dl
d2
).1

).2

2l

100
1't5to42

299
598
380
2.

I 098
o 213

13 3

6'7
l6
09

I 19

399
350
3.5

119
624
t92

o 667

2600
103

153

I 83C

05

0l
720 F

41 6

91 6

144
t48326
299252

0 308

o 692

0 555

0 83i
t.ul
3,

J.ó4
Itdpressure

4-

IÞ

Reduotion factors (ii)
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Appendix E: Verification of Two-way Model

Wet et al, (1977)

lVall
809-840 Partial rotational restraint on vertical edges, top edge free (DpC below)

Parameters

Vertical edges supported

Top edge supported

Open¡ng

Unit length of wall
Design compressive stress

Flexural tensile strength of masonry
Lateral modulus ofrupture ofbrick unit

Height of wall

Height ofopening
Height ofbrick unit

Length ofwall

Length ofopening
Length of brick unit

Thickness of mæonry section
Thick¡ess of mortar joint

Capacity reduction factor
Poisson's ratio for mortar
Density ofmasonry
Compressive stress

Otreway llorizolaal Bending
as 3700
Perpend spacing factor
Section modulus of the bedded aea
Horizontal bending moment capac¡ty

Ratio of cross-sect¡onal dimensions
Numerical factor
Number ofbedjoints
Number of brick units
Ultimate sher stress factors

UIt¡mate sheil stress
Horizontal bending moment capacity

Ás 3700
Aspect factor
Height factor
Equivâlent torsional strength
Crack slope
Design height
Coefficients

Design length
Restraint factors

Equivalent torsional section modulus
factor

Projected length of perpend joint

Projected Iength of bed joint
Number of bed joints
Moment developed by each bed joint
Torque developed by each bed joint
Reduction factors (i)

ómm
/d MPa

/",r MPa

Âr MPa

Hmm

AS 3700
Proposed Model

-Él,, mm
åu mm

Lmm
Zo mm
/u mm

tmm
lnr mm

I
p kg'1
ø" MPa

k"
LÃmm
(i) kNm
(ii) kNm

per metre width
per metre width
per metre width

kNm

ølb
h

n6

(i)
MPa
kNm
kNm

Af
Bmm
jrr Mpa
G

H4mn
kl
k2

I¿ mm

/, mm

l2mm

per metre width
per metre width

per metre wìdth

per m crack length

Ì,t
R2
Z, mm' per mm crack ength
q

M
T
d
q

I
I

Nmm
Nmm

2.99

I 098
o 2t3

t3 3

67
16
09

119
399
350
3

Iil

1l

1525
0.5

0

r48326

0

055

4t

93

pressure r9¿

I@

IU
E¡¡¡
-fä!
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Appendix E: Verification of Two-way Model

Wet et al. (1977)

Wall
S22-1079 Pafial rotational restraint on vertical edges, top edge free (DPC below)

P¡r¡meters

Vertical edges supported

Top edge supported

Opening

Unit length of wdl
Des¡gn compressive stress

Flexural tensi le strength of masonry

Lateral modulus ofrupture ofbrick unit

Height ofwall

Height ofoPening
Height of brick unit

Length ofwall

Length of oPening
Length of brick unit

Thickness of mæonry section
Thickness of morta joint

Capacity reduction factor
Poisson's ratio for mortæ

Density of masonry

Compressive stress

ODewsy torizonaal Bending
AS 3700
Perpend spaoing factor
Section modulus ofthe bedded area

Horizontal bending moment capacity

Ratio of cross-sectio¡al dimensions

Numerical factor
Number ofbedjoints
Number of brick units
Ultimate sheæ stress factors

Ult¡mate sheil stress

Horizontal bending moment capacity

.Às 3700
Aspect factor
Height factor
Equivalent torsional strength

Crack slope
Design height
Coefficients

Design length
Restraint factors

Equivalent torsional section modulus

Proposed Model
Projected Iength of perpend joint

Projected length of bed joìnt

Number of bed joints

Moment developed by each bed joint
Torque developed by each bed joint

Reduction factors (i)

Homn
lru mm

Imm

ómm
/¿ MPa

/., MPa

/", MPa

Hmm

(i) kNm
(ii) kNm

kNm

kNm

Al
Bmm
/r MPa
G

l/¿ mm

/, mm

l2 mm

M¡ Nmm
7¡ Nmm

Ø¡

d2
Al
.L2

AS 3700
Proposed Model

per metre width
per metre width
per metre width

L"

I

þ

p
or

mm
mm

mm
mm

kg.-'
MPa

t.
LÀ mm

t lb
k

r,, MPa
(i) kNm

per metre width
per metre width

kl
k2

I¡ mm

-Il n

Rp
Zrmmt permncrack engtr
d

per metre width

per m crack Ieugth

2l

I

1

65

05

0

0

4t

740
148326

pr6sure

Reduction factors (ii)
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Appendix E: Verification of Two-way Model

lVæt et al, (1977)

932 Pútial rotational restraint on vert¡cal edges, top edge free (DpC below)
PsraEeters

Well

Vertical edges supported

Top edge supported

Opening

Unit length of wall
Design compressive stress

Flexural tensile strength of masonry
Lateral modulus ofrupture ofbrick unit

Heighr of wall

Height ofopening
Height of brick unit

Length ofwall

Length ofopening
Length ofbrick unit

Thickness of mæonry section
Thickness of mortar joint

Capacity reduction factor
Poisson's ratio for mortù
Density ofmasonry
Compressive stress

Oneway Eorizontal Bending
AS 3700
Perpend spacing factor
Section ñodulus ofthe bedded area
Horizontal bend¡ng moment capacity

Ratio of cross-sectional dimensions
Numerical factor
Number of bed joints
Number of brick units
Ultimate sheø stress factors

Ultimate shear stress
Horizontal bending moment capacity

AS 3700
Aspect factor
Height factor
Equivalent torsional strength
Crack slope
Design height
Coefficients

Design length
Restra¡nt factors

Equivalent torsional section modulus

Projected Iength of perpend joint

Projected length of bed joìnt
Number of bed joints
Momerrt developed by each bed joint
Torque developed by each bed joint
Reduction factors (ì)

Á

àmm
f¿MPa

Âr MPa

Âr MPa

Hmm

-Ilo mm
,å, mm

Lmm

ø lb
k

tu MPa
(i) kNm

At
Bmm
.lrMPa

AS 3700
Proposed Model

L"

t

ó

oy

mm
mm

mm
mm

Kgm

MPa

kD

Zdmm
(i) kNm
(ii) kNm

per metre width
per metre width
per metre width

w dth

c
,I/¿ mm
kl
k2

Z¡ mm
,?n

Rp
Zt mm
q

per metre w¡dth
per metre width

per metre width
metre w¡dth

per mm crack lengtlr

per m crack length

/, mm

,/2 mm

M6 Nmm
7¡, Nmm
ql
Q2

1l
21

0

2l

ll

I

6

o 213
13 3

t3

0

0

0

41

7

555

0

0

0

0

p16sure tv
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Appendix E: Verification of Two-way Model

W6t ct ¡1. (197Ð

Wall
786-913 Partial rotational restraint on vertical edges, top edge free (DPC below)

Paremeters

Vertical edges suPPorted

Top edge supported

Opening

Unit length of wall
Design compressive stress

åmm
/¿ MPa AS 3700

Proposed Model

Flexural tensile strength of masonry

Lateral modulus ofrupture ofbrick unit

He¡ght of wall

Height ofopening
Height of brick unit

Length ofwall

Length ofopening
Length ofbrick unit

Thickness of mæonry section
Thickness of morta joint

Capæity reduction factor

Poisson's rat¡o for mortù
Density of masonry

Compfessive stress

0neway Eorizontal Bending
as 3700
Perpend spacing factor
Section modulus ofthe bedded area

Horìzontal bending moment capaoity

Ratio of oross-sectional dimensions
Numerical factor
Number of bed joints
Number of b¡ick units
Ultimate she{ stress factors

Ultimate shet stress

Horizontal bending moment capacity

AS 3700
Aspect factor
Height factor
Equivaìent torsional strength
Crack slope
Design height
Coefficients

Design length
Restra¡nt factors

Equivalent torsional section mod¡¡lr¡s

Projected length ofperPend joint

Projected length ofbed joint

Number of bed joints

Moment developed bY each bed joint
Torque developed by each bed joint

Reduction factors (i)

L

lmm
lE mm

û

p kgm
øu MPa

/.( MPa

/"t MPa

Hmm
.F1. mm
åu mm

lmm

ø lb
k

.[¿
îr

mm
mm

-l

k.
L¿mm
(i) kNm
(ii) kNm

per metre width
per metre width
per metre width

metre width

metre width

per mm crack length

per m crack length

per metre width
per metre width

MPa
kNm per metre width

ql
Bmm
ltlNlPa
G

l/¿ mm

kl
k2

I¿ mm

_Rn

llÐ

Lt mfr

1¡ mm

12 mm

,lb
M6 Nmm
76 Nmm

ü¡
d2
1l

0

2t

05

071

0

r 31

4t

7

291

0 308

0 555

-dprasure
@
I@
-ø

Reduction factors (ii)
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Appendix E: Verification of Two-way Model

Wat ef ¡1. (197Ð

910 Patial rotational restraint on vertical edges, top edge lree (DpC below)

Parometers

Vertical edges supported

Top edge supported

Opening

Unit length ofwall
Design compressive stress

Wsll

Flexural tensile strength of masonry
Lateral modulus of rupture of brick unit

He¡ght of walt

Height ofopening
He¡ght ofbrick un¡t

Length ofwall

Length ofopening
Length ofbrick unit

Thickness of mæonry section
Thickness of mortø joint

Capacity reduction factor
Poissonrs ratio for mortu
Density ofmasonry
Compressive stress

OtrÈway Eorizorlel Belding
.Às 3700
Perpend spacing factor
Section modulus of the bedded area
Horizontal bending moment capaoity

Ratio of cross-seotional dimensio¡s
Numerical faclor
Number of bed joìnts
Number ofbrick units
Ultimate shea stress factors

Ultimate sheil stress
Horizontal bending moment capaoity

as 3700
Aspect factor
Height factor
Equivalent torsiona[ strength
Crack slope
Design height
Coefficients

Design length
Restraint factors

Equivalent torsional section modulus

Proposed Model
Projected length of perpend joint

Projected length of bed joint
Number ofbed joints
Moment developed by each bed joiut
Torque developed by each bed joint
Reduction factors (i)

ámm
fdMPa

/mr MPa

/"t MPa

Hmm
Homm
humm

Lmm

AS 3700
Proposed Model

per metre width
per metre width
per metre width

per metre width
per metre width

per metre width

per mm crack length

Io mm
/u mm

tmm
/n mm

ø

P REû
ov MPa

ko
Z¿mmt
(i) kNm
(ii) kNm

4lb
k

nh
ilu

r,, MPa
(i) kNm

kNm

kNm

qt
Bmm
f¡ MPa
G

H¿mm
kl
k2

Z¿ mm

l(i
Rn
Lt ñm

,/¡mm

I, mm

M¡ Nmm
I¡ Nmm
dl
d2
.41

per m crack length

x

o7t

2t

l0t
t751042

294
59C
378
2-

t 098
o 2t3

13 3
67
l6
09

l16
388
350
3

rt2
624
190

o 667

2600
119

t02
1220

05

05
720 I

etrgtb

416

936
740

144386
291 196

0 308

o 692
0 555

0 832
Ulagonal moment caÞacltv M etrca¡ 0.9

1.54

7.73
5_¿S

I ofal d6ign pressure ry d kPa

el

IE
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Reduction factors (ii)



Appendix E: Verification of Two-way Model

W6t ef al. (1977)

Wsll
895, 908 Patial rotational restraint on vertical edges' top edge free (DPC below)

Par¡meteru

Vertical edges supported

Top edge supported

Opening

Unit length of wall
Design compressive stress

Flexural tensile strength of masonry

Late¡al modulus of rupture ofbrick unit

Height of wall

Height ofopen¡ng
Height ofbrick unit

Length ofwall

Length of oPening
Length ofbrick unit

Thickness of moonry section

Thickness of mortu joint

Capacity reduction factor
Poisson's ratio for mortd
Density of masonry

Compressive stress

0neway Horizontal Bending
AS 3700
Perpend spacing factor
Section modulus ofthe bedded aea
Horizontal bend¡ng moment oapaoity

Ratio of cross-sectional dimensions
Numerical factor
Number ofbed joints
Number of brick units
Ultimate shear stress factors

Itltimate shear stress

Horizontal bending moment capacity

as 3700
Aspect factor
Height factor
Equ¡valent tors¡onal strength

Crack slope
Design height
Coeffrcients

Design Length

Restraint factors

F,qu¡valent torsional section modulus

Model
Proj€cted length of perpend joint

Projected length of bed joint

Number of bed joints

Moment developed by each bedjoint
Torque deveLoped by each bed joint

Reduction factors (i)

Reduction factors (ii)

kNm per metre width
metre width

Hmm
Ilu mm
åu mm

Zmm

¿,, mm
/u mm

tmm
/n mm

ö

p kgm-'

'v 
MPâ

ómm
/d MPa

kNm

Âr MPa

/", MPa

k.
Z¿mfr
(i) kNm

AS 3700
Proposed Model

per metre width
per metre width
per metre width

metre width

per metre width
per metre width

per mm crack Length

per m crack length

ølb
h

r" MPa

Ar
Bmm
/, MPa
G

,I/¿ mm
kl
k2

l¿ mm
rn
RD

Lrfrm
d

,/¡ mm

l2 mm

M6 Nmm
15 Nmm

d¡

&2

ll
12

071

65

0213
l3
6

0

H

E

107
624
190

o 66't
2600
131

063
760
05

05
720 3

019
1.3?ffi@
41 6

936
'1 40

t44186
291t96

0 308
o 692

0 555

0 432

o.9t
t1.4'1pressuf€

lJ.ö:P kPa,c¡rred nressure

4ú
E@EEÞI
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Appendix E: Verification of Two-way Model

Wst et al. (1977)

Wsll
928, 960 Panial rotational restraint on yertical edges, top edge free (DpC below)

Parametero

I

Vertical edges supported

Top edge supported

Opening

Unit length of wall
Design compressive stress

Flexural tensile strength of masonry
Lateral modulus ofrupture ofbrick unit

Height of wall

Height ofopening
Height ofbrick unit

Length ofwall

Length ofopening
Length of brick unit

Thickness of mæonry section
Thickness of morta joint

Capaoity reduction factor
Poisson's ratio for mortù
Density of mæonry
Compressive stress

OtrÈwoy Horizotrtal Bending
as 3700
Perpend spacing factor
Section modulus ofthe bedded aea
Horizontal bending moment capacity

Ratio of c¡oss-sectional dimensions
Numerìcal factor
Number of bed joints
Number ofbrick units
Ult¡mate shear stress factors

Ultimate shear stress
Horizontal bending moment capacity

as 3700
Aspect faotor
Height factor
Equivalent torsional strength
Crack slope
Design height
Coefficients

Design length
Restraint factors

Equivalent torsional section modulus
factor

Model
Projected length of perpend joint

Projected length of bed joint
Number of bed joints
Moment developed by each bed joìnt
Torque developed lry each bed joint
Reduction factors (i)

Reduction factors (ii)

ómm
fd MPa

/., MPa

f,¡MPa
Hmm

If. mm

Itu mm

Lmm

olb
h

nb

ru MPa
(i) kNm

kNm

Af
Bmm
.[, MPa
G

Hdmm
kl
k2

Z¿ mm
nn
RD
¿t ñm
d

AS 3700
Proposed Model

L"
I,
I

ó

oe

mm
mm

mm
mm

.-l
Kgm

MPa

k"
¿d frm
(i) kNm
(ii) kNm

per metre width
per metre width
per metre width

kNm

per metre width
per metre width

per metre width

per mm crack length

/¡ mm

l2 mm

M5 Nmm
7'6 Nmm
dl
d2
),1

per m crack length

^

65

2t

2

I 098

o 213
13 3

67
t6
09

l19
399
350
3-

I 3l
624
192

o 667
2600
o'19

)ra
2750

05

05
720 I

m

4t(
93(
74C

148326

0 308

o 692

0 555

0 832
.aßonal momenl caDacrtv /l// , LNm ñ¡r p .r..L tôrdh I.UI

Iprglure

t.76
p kPapretture 2.

I@
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Appendix E: Verification of Two-way Model

973 Partial rolational restraint on vertical edges' top edge free (DPC below)

Parameters

lvst et al. (1977)

Wdl

Vertical edges supported

Top edge supported

Opening

Unit length of wall
Design compressive stress

Flexural tensile strength of masonry

Lateral modulus of rupture ofbriok unit

He¡ghl of wall

Height of opening
Height of brick unit

Length ofwall

Length ofopening
Length ofbrick unit

Thickness of masonry seclion
Thicknæs of morta joint

Capacity reduotion factor
Poisson's ratio for mortæ

Density of masonry

Compressive stress

One-way Eorizontal Bending
AS 3700
Perpend sPacing factor
Section modulus of the bedded aea
Horizontal bend¡ng moment capacity

Ratio of oross-sectional dimensions

Numerical factor
Number of bed joints
Number of brick units
Ultimate shear stress factors

Ultimate shear stress

Horizontal bending moment capacity

AS 3700
Aspect faotor
He¡ght factor
Equ ivalent torsionâl strength

Crack slope
Design height
Coefficients

Design length
Restraint factors

Equivalenttorsional section modulus

Model
Projected length of perPend joint

Projected !ength of bed joint

Number of bed ioints
Moment developed by each bedjoint
Torque developed by each bed joint

Reduction factors (i)

/', MPa

/", MPa

Hmm
Ilo mm
humm

Im
In mm
/u mm

fmm
/n mm

ö

p kgm
øu MPa

ámm
/d MPa AS 3700

Proposed Model

per metre width
per metre width
per metre width

metre

-3

Z¿ frmt
(i) kNm
(ii) kNm

olb
k

per metre width
per metre width

¡" MPa
(i) kNm

Aî
Bmm
/, MPa
G

f/¿ mm
kl
k2

I¡ mm

/¡mm
l2 mm

M,, Nmm
l¡, Nmm
dl
Ø2

^l),2

per metre width
metre w¡dth

per mm crack length

per m craok length

lln
RD

Zrmmt
d

0

2l

1t

o2

H
GÐ

G¡

0
'120

103

153

055

93

19dpressure

|9

Reduction factors (ii)
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Appendix E: Verification of Two-way Model

Wat et al. (1Ø7)

Wdl
y26r974 Pælial ro¡ational restraint on vertical edges, top edge free (DpC below)

ParaEeteß

Ve¡tical edges supported

Top edge supported

Opening

Unit length ofwall
Design compressive stress

Flexural tensile strength of masonry
Lateral modulus ofrupture ofbrick unit

Height of wall

Height ofopening
Height ofbr¡ck unit

Length ofwall

Length ofopening
Length ofbrick unit

Thickness of masonry section
Thickness of mortø joint

Capacity reduct¡on factor
Poisson's ratio for morta
Density of mæonry
Compressive str€ss

Oneway Eorizontal Bendlng
as 3700
Perpend spacing faotor
Section modulus ofthe bedded æea
Horizontal bending moment oapacity

Ratio of cross-sectional dimensions
Numerical factor
Number ofbedjoints
Number ofbriok units
Ultimate shear stress factoß

Ultimate shear stress
Horizontal bending moment capacity

Diagonol
as 3700
Aspect factor
Height factor
Equ¡valent torsional strength
Crack slope
DesJgn height
Coefficients

Design length
Restraint factors

Equivalent torsìonal sect¡on modulus
factor

Model
Projected length of perpend joint

Projected length of bed joi¡t
Number of bed joints
Moment developed by each bed joint
Torque developed by each bed joint
Reduction factors (i)

óm
.f ¿ MPa

Âr MPa

/" MPa

Iu mm
/, mm

,mm
/n mm

ó

p kE'3
øv MPa

mm
kNm
kNm

AS 3700
Proposed Model

per metre width
per metre w¡dth
per metre width

Hmø
,É/o mm
Iu mm

Zm

k,
zd
(D

(¡i)

olb
k

nb

r" MPa
(i) kNm

per metre width
per metre width

at
8mm
f ¡MPa
G

,l/¿ mm
kl
k2

l,¿ mm
/ìn
RD

Zrmm'

per metre w¡dth
width

per mm crack length

/¡ mm

I, mm
il6

M6 Nmm
?n6 Nmm
dl
Q2

xl

per m crack length

0

l02

o2t

0

-EÐ

E

t

0 31

41

055

91

p16sure Wò mm
3ß

[FFErm-r
E@il
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Reduction factors (ii)
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Appendix E: Verification of Two-way Model

Wet et al. (1977)

Woll
924r956 Pwlial rotational restraint on vertical edges, top edge free (DPC below)

PârrmeterE

Vertical edges supported

Top edge supported

Opening

Unit length of wall
Design compressive stress

Flexural tensi le strength of masonry

Lateral modulus ofrupture ofbrick unit

Height of wall

Height of opening
Height ofbrick unit

Length of wall

Length ofopening
Length of br¡ck unit

Thickless of mæonry section
Thickness of morta joint

CapacitY reduction faotor
Poisson's ratio for mortu
Density ofmasonry
Compressive stress

OnÈwsy Eorizontal Bending
AS 3700
Perpend spac¡ng faotor
Section modulus ofthe bedded aea
Horizontal bending moment capacity

Ratio of cross-sectional dimensions

Numerical factor
Number of bed joints

Number of brick units
Ultimate sheù sttess factors

UIt¡mate sheil stress

Horizontal bending moment capacity

Diagonal
AS 3700
Aspect factor
Height factor
Equ¡valent torsional strength

Crack slope
Design height
Coefficients

Design length
Restraìnt factors

Equivalent torsional secf ion modulus

Proposed Model
Projected length of perPend joint

Projected length of bed joint

Number of bed joi nts

Moment developed by each bed joint
Torque developed by each bedjoint

Reduction factors (i)

ômm
/d MPa

/.r MPa

/", MPa

AS 3700
Proposed Model

per metre width
per ñetre width
per metre width

width

per metre width
per metre width

per metre width

per mm crack ìength

per m crack length

I/ mn

llo mm
åu mm

Lmn
Zo mm
/u mm

lmm
ln mm

ö

p kgm-l
ø" MPa

olb
k

¡, MPa
(i) kNm

kNm

k1
Z¿mm'
(i) kNm
(ii) kNm

Al
Bmm
/ì MPa
G

-Il¿ mm
k1

k2

¿d mm
Rn

RD

Z, mmt

I 3ì
624
190

o 66'.1

2600
019
1)q

2'l 50

05

05
720 A

0 7l
l.J I

41 6

91 6
'l 40

144186
29t 196

0 308

o 692

0 555

0 832

ã6nal mnt capaciw M, ¿ kNm per m crãck lergt[ u,y

pressure fl¿ l.E!
1,7

|9 z-44

/¡ mm

l2 mm

,tb
M6 Nmm
7'¡ Nmm
dl
d2
xl
12

0

21

Reduction factors (ii)

29r



Appendix E: Verif,rcation of Two-way Model

W6t et ¡1. (197Ð

954 Partial rotational ¡estrain! on vertical edges, top edge free (DpC below)
Psrameteru

Vertical edges supported

Top edge supported

Opening

Unit length ofwall
Design compressive stress

Wall

Flexural tensile strength of masonry
Late¡al modulus of¡upture ofbrick unit

He¡ght ofwall

Height ofopening
Height ofbrick unit

Length of wall

Length ofopening
Length of brick unit

Thickness of masonry section
Th¡ckness of mortr joint

Capaoity reduction factor
Poissonrs ratio Io¡ mortu
Density ofmasonry
Compressive stress

Oneway Eorizontal Bending
AS 3700
Perpend spacing factor
Section modulus ofthe bedded area
Horizontal bend¡ng moment capac¡ty

Ratio of cross-sectional di mensions
Numerical factor
Nunber ofbedjoints
Number of brick units
Ultimate sheù stress factors

Ultimate she4 stress
Horizontal bend¡ng moment capacity

AS 3700
Aspect factor
Height factor
Equivalent torsional strength
Crack slope
Design height
Coefficients

Design length
Restraint factors

Equivalent torsional section modulus

Model
Projected length of perpend joint

Projected length of bed joint
Number of bed joints
Moment developed by each bed joint
Torque developed by eaoh bed joint
Reduction factors (i)

Reduct¡on factors (ii)

òmm
fd MPa

J
/,¡ MPa

/6 MPa

mm
kNm
kNm

AS 3700
Proposed Model

per metre width
per metre width
per metre width

1f mm

Homm
úu mm

Imm
Z. mm
/u mm

,mm
ln mm

ø
vn
p kg'x
ou MPa

k,
zd
(Ð

ølb
h

,b

aù

8mm
ît MPa
G

11¿ mm
kl
k2

Z¿ mm
./l n

RD

Z, mmt
d

per metre width
per metre width

MPa
kNm per metre width

per mm crack length

/¡ mm

I, mm

,th
M6 Nmm
7¡ Nmm
dl
d2
1l

per m crack length

1

?51

o 2t3

6
l3

E

I l9
624
190

o 667

2600
103

153
1830

05

05

m

41 6

91 (
74A

144386
29It96

0 308

o 692
0 555

0 832
g.lg89!3!49ment capacrty Mcd kNE per m crack lmg¡- 0.98

3,63pfqsure |9ò

3.61
p kPap16sure 3-

IEU
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Appendix E: Verification of Two-way Model

Wqt et sl. (197Ð

944 Partial rotational ¡estraint on vertioal edges, lop edge free (DPC below)

Parameters

Vertical edges supported

Top edge supported

Opening

Unit length of wall
Design compressive stress

\Yall

Flexural tensile strength of masonry

Late¡al modulus ofrupture of brick unit

Height of wall

Height of opening
Height of brick unit

Length of wall

Length ofopenìng
Length ofbrick unit

Thickness of mæonry section

Thickness of mortr joint

Capacity reduct¡on factor

Poisson's ¡atio for mo¡tr
Density of masonry

Compressive stress

OnÈway Horironaûl BeDditrg

as 3700
Perpend spacing factor
Section modulus of the bedded area

Hor izonlal bending moment capacity

Ratio of cross-sect¡onal dimensions

Numerical factor
Number ofbedjoints
Number of brick units
Uitimate shed stress factors

{lltimâte sheù stress

Horizontal bending moment capac¡ty

Às 3700
Aspect factor
Height factor
EquivaLent torsional strength
Crack slope
Design height
Coefficients

Design length
Restraint factors

EqLriv¡lent torsional seçtion modulus

factor

Proposed
Projected length of perpend joint

Projected length of bed joint

Number of bed joints

Moment developed by each bed joint
Torque developed by each bed joint

Reduction factors (i)

Reduclion factors (ìi)

Z¿ mmJ
(i) kNm

per metre w¡dth
per metre width
per metre width

fln mm
åu mm

Lmm

ómm
/d MPa

/., MPa

/* MPa

Hmm

o lb
h

AS 3700
Proposed Model

metre width

Zo mm
/u mm

lmm
f m mm

ô
vñ
p kg-'3
d" MPa

kNm

per metr€ width
per metre width

tt2
624
190

o 66'1

2600
l19
102

1220
05

05
'120I

0 31

caoacltv M.d kNm pef m crack leogtb 1.31

41 6

936
'l 40

I 44386
291196

0 308

o 692

0 555

o 832

ñnment câoacrtv M.¡ klrlm per m crack lengah u,9¡

pressure 'l

Measured pressure v kPa 5.71

r, MPa
(i) kNm per metre width

width

Aî
,Rmm
/, MPa
G

-É/¿ mm
kl
k2

¿d mm
Il¡
RD

Zt mm' per mm crack length

/¡ mm

l2 mm

M¡ Nmm
76Nmm
dl
d2
2l

per m crack length

1

o'11

2l

I

I

65
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Appendix E: Verification of Two-way Model

rilet et al, (1977)

Wsll
ESl, 832 Part¡al rotational ¡estraint on vertical edges, top edge free (DpC below)

Par¡meters

Velical edges supported

Top edge supported

Opening

Unit length of wall
Design compressive stress

Flexural tensile strength of nasonry
Lateral modulus ofrupture of brick unit

Height ofwall

He¡ght ofopen¡ng
Height of brick unit

Length ofwall

Length ofopening
Length of brick unit

Thicknæs of masonry section
Thickness of mortr joinl

Capacity reduction factor
Poisson's ratio lor morta
Density of mæonry
Compressiye stress

0neway Eorizontel Bending
AS 3700
Perpend spaoing factor
Section modulus of the bedded aea
Horizontal bending moment capacity

Ratio of cross-sectional dimensions
Numerioal factor
Number of bed joints
Number ofbrick units
Ultimate shear stress factors

Ultimate shear stress
Horìzontal bending moment capacity

AS 3700
Aspect factor
Height factor
Equivalent torsional strength
Crack slope
Design height
Coefficients

Design Iength
Restra¡nt factors

Equivalent torsional sectjon modulus

Proposed
Projected length ofperpend joint

Projected length of bed joint
Number of bed joints
Moment developed by each bed joint
Torque developed by each bed joint
Reduction factors (i)

per mm crack length

/¡ mm

l2 mm
n h per m crack Jength

Ms Nmm
7'6 Nmm
al

ámm
/¿ MPa AS 3700

Proposed Model
/,, MPa

/ur MPa

Hfrm
/1o nm
å" mm

¿mm

Zo mm
/u mm

tmm
/h mm

þ
vn
p Kgm
ov MPa

k"
Z¿ññ
(i) kNm
(ii) kNm

per metre width
per metre width
per metre width

olb
k

nb

ru MPa
(r) kNm

metfe

metre

per metre w¡dth
per metre width

per metre width

Al
Bmm
/t MPa
G

l/¡ mm
kl
k2

Z¡ mm
lìfl
RD
¿rmm
d

d2

^l

^2

0

2t

moment

o213
13 3

6

Itrúr

IE

olt

0

0

l3l

'1

0 555

pressuÍc
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Appendix E: Verification of Two-way Model

Wwt et al. (1977)

812 Partial rotational restraìnt on vertical edges, top edge free (DPC below)

P¡rameters

Vertical edges suPPorted

Top edge supPorted

Opening

Unit length of walt
Design comPressive stress

Wrll

Flexural tensile strength of masonry

Lateral modulus ofrupture ofbrick unit

Height of wall

Height ofoPening
Height of briok unit

Length ofwall

Length of opening
Length of brick unit

Thickness of masonry section

Thickness of morta joint

Capacity reduction factor

Poisson's ¡at¡o for mortd
Density of masonry

Compress¡ve stress

Oneway Eorizont0l Benditrg
AS 3700
Perpend spacing factor
Section modulus of the bedded aea
Horizontal bending moment capacity

Ratio of cross-sectional dimensions

Numer¡cal faotor
Number ofbedjoints
Number of brick units
Ultimate shear stress factors

Ultimate shear stress

Horizontal bending moment capacity

AS 3?00
Aspect factor
Height factor
Equivalent torsional strength
Crack slope
Design height
Coefficients

Design length
Restra¡nt factors

Equivalent torsional section modulus

factor

Proposed
Projected length of perPend joint

Projected length of bed joint

Number ofbed joints

Moment developed by each bed joint
Torque developed by each bedjoint

Reduction factors (i)

ómm
/¿ MPa

/,, MPa

Íú MPa

Hmm
-Ilo mm
,. mm

¿mm

AS 3700
Proposed Model

per metre width
per metre wjdth
per metre width

per metre width
per metre width

per metre width

per mm crack length

per n crack length

Z" mm
/u mm

tmm
t- mm

ó

p kgm'3
øu MPa

k.
jl¿mm
(i) kNm
(¡i) kNm

kNm

slb
k

nh
n¡

r, MPa
(i) kNm

kNm

At
8mm
/r MPa
G
H¿mñ
kl
k2
I¿ mm
¡r¡
RD
zt mfr

,/¡ mm

,12 mm

M6 Nmm
7¡, Nmm
d1
d2
).1

1

0

2t

l1

H
-EÐ

0

0

120

0

r 31

0

055

4

93

Ð¿pres!ure

v

IU
-82IE

Reduction factors (ii)
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Appendix E: Verification of Two-way Model

a

LawrGnce (198J)

Woll
6 Full ¡otational ¡estraint on four edges

Pa¡ametero

Vertical edges supported

Top edge supported

Opening

Unit length ofwall
Design compressive stress

Flexural tensile strength ofmæonry
Lateral modulus of rupture of brick unit

Height of wall

Height ofopening
H€¡ght of brick un¡t

Length ofwall

Length ofopening
Length ofbrick unit

Thickness of mæonry seclion
Thickness of morta joint

Capacity reduction factor
Porsson's ratio for mortar
Density ofmasonry
Compressive stress

OtrFway Eorizontol Bending
AS 3700
Perpend spacing factor
Section modulus ofthe bedded rea
Horizontal bending moment capacity

Ratio of cross-sectional dimensions
Numerical factor
Number of bed joints
Number of brick units
Ultimate shear stress fâctors

Ultimate shear stress
Horizontal bending moment capaciqr

as 3700
Aspect factor
He¡ght factor
Equivalent torsional strength
Crack slope
Design height
Coefficients

Design length
Restraint factors

Equivalent torsional section modulus
facto¡

Model
Projected length of perpend joint

Projected length of bed joint
Number of bed joints
Moment developed by each bed joint
Torque developed by each bed joint
Reduction factors (i)

ómm
Â MPa

/mr MPa

/ur MPa

Hmm

o" MPa

k.
L¿mm
(i) kNm
(li) kNm

kNm

ølb
h

nh

r" MPa
(i) kNm

kNm

a1
Bmm
fiMPa
G

.l/¿ mm
kl
k2

I¿ mm

Rn

R2
Z, mm'
q

AS 3700
Proposed Model

l/o mm
áu mm

Lmm
Zn mm

/u mm

/mm
lm mm

I
p kg'3

per metre width
per metre width
per ñetre width

per metre width
per metre width

per metre width

per mm crack length

l¡ mm

lrmm
frt

M¡ Nmm
16 Nmm
dl
d2
1l

per m crack length

I

1l

100
zo1 6667

532
l0 55
528
5_

I 091

o 213
116
58
l6
09

276
993
380
3_

0.

I
I

'lI

85
42023

6

o 66t
0 583

0 8ll

50 I

9'1 5

pressùre ||tr

E

ruÆ
@

296

Reduction factors (ìi)



Appendix E: Verification of Two-way Model

L¡wrencc (1983)

Woll
7 Full rotational restraint on four edges

Par¿meters

Vertical edges suPPorted

Top edge supPorted

Opening

Unit length of wall
Design comPressive stress

Flexural tensile strength of masonry

Lateral modulus ofrupture ofbrick unit

Height ofwall

Height of opening
Height of brick unit

Length ofwall

Length ofoPening
Length ofbrick unit

Thickness of masonry seotton

Thiokness of mortr joint

Capacity reduction factor

Poisson's ratio for morta
Density of mæonry

Compresstve stress

0ne-way Eorizontal Bending
AS 3700
Perpend spacing factor
Section modulus ofthe bedded aea
Horizontal bending moment capacity

Ratio of cross-sectional dimensions

Numerical factor
Number of bed joints

Numbe¡ ofbrick units
Ultimate shed stress factors

Ult¡mate shear stress

Horizontal bending moment capacity

AS 3700
Aspect factor
Height factor
Equivalent tors¡onal strength

Crack slope
Design height
Coefficients

Design length
Restraint faotors

Equivalent torsional section modulus

factor

Proposed
Projected length of perpend joint

Projected length ofbed joint

Number of bed joi nts

Moment developed by each bed joint
Torque developed by each bed joint

Reduction lactors (ì)

Reduction factors (ii)

ómm
/¿ MPa

/,, MPa

/", MPa

Hmm
I/o mm
,h u mm

Imm

AS 3700
Proposed Model

lo mm
/u mm

lmm
/n mm

þ

p kg--3
o, MPa

L

¿¿frfr

ølb
k

,lb
nr

It
r" MPa
(i) kNm

(i) kNm
(ii) kNm

kNm

kNm

ql
Bmm
/r MPa
G

l/¿ mm
kl
k2

-L¿ mm
n¡
RD
Zr^-'

/¡ mm

/2 mm

M¡, Nmm
i¡¡ Nmm

dl
d2
1l

per metre w¡dth
per metre width
per metre width

p€r metre width
per metre width

per metre width

per mm crack length

per m crack length

187
699

o 717

I 500

100

295
300c

1C

1t
878 (

r47

caoacitv M"¡ kNm per tqi!44!949!h 2

50 I

9'1 5

61'l
35913A
729841

0 33ç

0 661

0 583

0 8t:

caoacltv M.¡ kNm Der m crack letrgth z,2v

prelsure l9i 4.9ó

c,J I
E.IU

1ì

492
975

09

I 091

o2l

rca

).

291



Appendix E: Verification of Two-way Model

Lawrence (1983)

Wall
8 Simply supported on four edges

Parrmeters

Vertioal edges supported

Top edge supported

Opening

Unit length ofwall
Design compressive stress

FlexuraL tensile strength ofmæonry
Lateral modulus of¡upture ofbrick unit

Height ofwall

Height ofopening
Height ofbrick unir

Length of wall

Length ofopen¡ng
Length ofbrick unit

Thickness of masonry seclion
Thickness of mortil joint

Capacity reduct¡on factor
Poisson's ratto lor mortr
Density of masonry
Compressive stress

One-way Eorizoatal Bendiog
AS 3700
Perpend spacing factor
Section modulus ofthe bedded aea
Horizontal bend¡ng moment capacity

Ratio of cross-sectional dimensions
Numerical factor
Number of bed joints
Number ofbrick units
U¡timate sheù stress factors

Ultimate shear stress
Horizontal bending moment capacity

AS 3700
Aspect factor
Height factor
Equivalent torsional strength
Crack slope
Design height
Coefficients

Design length
Rest¡aiDt factors

Equivalent torsional section modulus

Projected length of perpend jo¡nt

Projected length ofbed joint
Number of bed joints
Moment developed by each bed joint
Torque developed by each bedjoint
Reduction lactors (i)

ómm
f¿ MPø

/",, MPa
Âr MPa

Hmm
-Ilo mm
humm

Lmm
Io mm

o lb
k

f¿
r" MPa

Bmm
t, MPa
G

H¿mm
kl
k2
Z¿ mm

/, mm

l2 mm

M5 Nmm
16 Nmm
ql
d2
1l
tr2

AS 3700
Proposed Model

ll

/u mm

tmm
/r mm

ó
vñ
p kE'3
a" MPa

È"
L¿mm
(i) kNm
(ii) kNm

per metre width
per metre width
per metre width

l,t
RD
Z, mm' per mm crack ength
d

kNm per metre width
metre width

fretfe

per metre width
per metre wjdth

per m crack length

5t

5l

1t

I 091
0 213

58
l6
09

EE

187
699
285

0 7t7
I 500
000

295
3000

0

0

878 6
143

!nplh 241

50 I

975
617

3960t0
804068

0 339
0 661

0 583

0 813

i lensth 2

3.Ut19¿pressure

3

3.2u

298

Reduction factors (iì)



Appendix E: Verification of Two-way Model

Lawrence (198i1)

'\ry¡[

9 Full rotational restraint on vertical edges, simply supported top and bottom

P¡rometers

Vertical edges suPPorted

Top edge suPported

Opening

Unit length of wall
Design oompress¡ve stress

Proposed Model

àmm
/¿ MPa

Flexural tensile strength of masonry

Lateral modulus ofrupture ofbrick unit

Height ofwall

Height ofopening
Height of brick unit

Length ofwall

Length of opening
Length ofbrick unit

Thickness of mæonry section

Thiokness of morta joint

Capacity reduction factor
Poisson's ratio for mortæ

Density of masonry

Compressive stress

OtrÈway Horizotrlsl Bending
Às 3700
Perpend spacing factor
Section modulus of the bedded area

Hor izontal bending moment capac¡ty

Ratio of cross-seotional dimensions

Numerioal factor
Number of bed joints
Number of b¡ick units
Ultimate sheù stress factors

Ult¡mate sheù stress

Horizontal bending moment capacity

Äs 3700
Aspect factor
Height factor
Equivalent torsional strength
Crack slope
Design height
Coefficients

Design length
Restraint factors

Equivalent torsional section modulus

Projected length of PerPend joint

Projected length ofbed joint

Number of bed joints

Moment developed bY each bedjoint
Torque developed by each bed joint

Reduction factors (i)

lmm
/d mm

ö

p kg''
øu MPa

(i) kNm
(ii) kNm

/,, MPa

/ú MPa

l/ mm

H"mm
f , mm

Imm

ølb
k

.f¿
¡u

AS 3700

per metre width
per metre width
per metre width

metre width

metre width

per mm crack length

per m crack length

2l

L
I

mm
mm

per metre width
per metre width

MPa
kNm per metre width

At
8mm
/,MPa
G

ll¡ mm
kl
k2

L¿mm
Irr
Rp
Zrmfr
d

/¡ mm

l2 mm

M¡ Nmm
76 Nmm
ü¡
d2

^l

001

l5l
5't3

I

I 091

o2
ll

GN

I

8

69

0 7l
2

87

1

0 8l

0 661

'154583
17

50

9'1 5

6 7'1

rt¿pretsüre

Reduotion factors (ii)
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Appendix E: Verification of Two-way Model

J

Lawrence (19&l)

Wall
10 Simply supported on three edges

Paramelers

Vertical edges supported

Top edge supported

Opening

Unit length of wall
Design compressive stress

Flexural tensile strength of masonry
Lateral modulus ofrupture ofbrick unit

Height of wall

Height ofopening
Height of brick unit

Length ofwall

Length ofopening
Length of brick unit

Thickness of mæonry section
Thìokness of morta joint

Capacity reductioD factor
Poissonrs ¡atio for mortd
Density ofmasonry
Compressive stress

Oneway Eorizontal Bending
as 3700
Perpend spacing factor
S€ction modulus ofthe bedded area
Horizontal bending moment capacity

Ratio of cross-sectional dimensions
Numerical factor
Number ofbedjoints
Number of briok units
Ultimate sheù stress factors

Ultimate sheil stress
Horizontal bending moment capacity

ámm
Íd MPa

/.r MPa

/ú MPa

kî
¿d mfr
(Ì) kNm

kNm

ølb
h

ru MPa

AS 3700
Proposed Model

2l

Hmm
I/. mm
,[u mm

Imm
I. mm
lu mm

fDm

'm 
mm

ó

p kE-'
o! MPa

per metre width
per metre width
per metre width

metre

per metre w¡dth
per metre width

kNm per metre width
hetre

Às 3700
Aspect factor
Height factor
Equivalent torsional strength
Crack slope
Design height
Coefficients

At
-B mm

/, MPa

)ragonal moment capacity Mffi

131
699
234

0'117
3000
028

2tt
3000

0

0

878 6

0.72

2.OS

50 I

975
6'17

26'1770

560879
0 339
0 661

0 583

0 813

1.72
pressure

1 -¡t

1.54
pfssure p kPa 1-7

Design length
Restraint factors

Equivalent torsional section modulus
factor

G
H4mm
kl
k2

L¿mm
/ìn
RD

Zrmmt permmcrack ength
q

Projected length of perpend joint

Projected length of bed joint
Number ofbedjoints
Moment developed by each bed joint
Torque developed by each bed joint
Reduction factors (ì)

/, mm

l, mm

M5 Nmm
7'¡, Nmm
ql
ø2

1l

per m crack length

4l

6
5

ll

I 091

0 221

Itp

GN

300

Reduction factors (ii)
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Appendix E: Verification of Two-way Model

Lawreuce (1983)

lVsll
12 Simply supported on four edges

Parsúeters

Vertical edges suPPoled

Top edge supported

Opening

Unit length of wall
Design compressive stress

Flexural tensile strength of masonry

Lateral modulus of rupture of brick unit

Height ofwall

Height ofopening
Height ofbrick ùnit

Length ofwall

Length ofopening
Length ofbrick unit

Thickness of mæonry section
Thickness of morta joint

Capaoity reduction factor
Poisson's ratio fo¡ mortr
Density of mæonry

CompressÌve st¡ess

Otre-way Eorizontal Bending
AS 3700
Perpend spacing factor
Section modulus ofthe bedded aea
Horizontal bending moment capacity

Rat¡o of cross-sectional dimensions

Numerical factor
Number of bed joints
Number of brick units
Ultimate sheÐ stress factors

Ult¡mate sheõ stress

Horizontal bending moment capacity

AS 3700
Aspect factor
Height factor
Equivalent torsional strength

Crack slope
Design he¡ght
Coefficients

Design length
Restraint factofs

Equivalent torsional sectìon moduLus

f¿ctor

Proposed
Projected length of perpend joint

Projected length of bed joint

Number ofbedjoints
Moment developed by each bed joint
Torque developed by each bed joint

Reduction factors (i)

bmm
Â MPa

/*, MPa

/", MPa

I/ mm

AS 3700
Proposed Model

2l

I/,, mm
åu mm

.L mm

Zu mm
/u mm

/mm
tn mm

ö

p kg''
øu MPa

Z¿mmt
(i) kNm
(ii) kNn

kNm

kNm

per metre width
per ñetre width
per metre width

per metre width
per metre width

slb
k

r" MPa
(i) kNm

ql
8mm
frMPa

G
H4mn
kl
k2

-L¡ mm
rn
n¿
Zrmm'

per metre width

per mm crack length

per m crack length

/¡ mm

l2 mm

M6 Nmm
?n¡ Nmm

dl
ü2
1l

^2

t00
¿01666'l

396
782
615
3-96

I 091

o 213
116
58
l6
09

152
548
5'l'1
5.48

I lt

2t
o'11

028

211

0 81

0 66t

4't t295

g',t 5

6'17

19dpressure

-8l¡

IIEEE

Reduction factors (ii)
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Appendix E: Verification of Two-way Model

Lowrence (1983)

Wdl
13 Full rotational restraint on four edges

Parametcrs

Vertical edges supported

Top edge supported

Opening

Unit length of wall
Design compressive stress

Flexural tensile strength ofmæonry
Lateral modulus of¡upture ofbriok unit

Height of wall

Height of opening
Height of br¡ck unit

Length of wall

Length ofopening
Length ofbrick unit

Th¡ckness of masonry secl¡on
Thickness of mortr joìnt

Capacity reduction factor
Poisson's rat¡o lor morta
Density ofmasonry
Compressive stress

Otre-w¡y Eorizotrtal Bending
Âs 3700
Perpend spacing factor
Section modulus of the bedded rea
Horizontal bending moment capacily

Ratio of cross-sectional dimensions
Numerical faotor
Number of bed joints
Number ofbrick units
Ultimate sheù stress factors

Ultimate shear stress
HorizontaL bending moment capac¡ty

AS 3700
Aspect factor
Height factor
Equivalent torsjonal strength
Crack slope
Design height
Coefficients

Design length
Restraint factors

Equivalent torsional section modulus

Projected length of perpend joint

Projected length of bed joint
Number of bed joints
Moment developed by each bed joint
Torque developed by each bed joint
Reduction fâctors (i)

ómm
¿ MPa

/",, MPa

/¡ MPa

Hmm
l/o mm

'[u mm

Imm

AS 3700
Proposed Model

per metre width
per metre width

per metre width
metre

per mm crack length

2l

L.

I

ó

ør

k"
zn
(i)

mm
mm

mm
fim

Kgm

MPa

mm
kNm
kNm

per metre wjdth
per metre width
per metre width

o lb
k

[¿
MPa
kNm
kNm

At
Bmm
Ít MPa
G
H¿mm
kl
k2
/,¿ mm

r,t
RD

Z, mm'
q

/¡ mm

l2mm

l11o Nmm
Z¡, Nmm
dl
Q2

1l
À2

per m crack length

00lt

t 3l
5't3

923

o2t
ll

761
5'17

re

072
2.26

131
699
258

o 71'1

1254
128

2tl
r250

l0
l0

878 6

ènsfh

50 I

91 5

677
322362
654386

0 339

0 661

0 583

0 813

eDsah z.u5
p16sure I@

-ga
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Reduction factors (ìi)



Appendix E: Verification of Two-way Model

Lawrence (19&l)

W¡ll
14 Full rotational restraint on vertical edges, simply supported top ild bottom

Paramelerr

Vertical edges suPPorted

Top edge suPPorted

Opening

Unit length of wall
Design compressive stress

Proposed Model

Flexural tensile strength of masonry

Lateral modulus of rupture of brick unit

Height ofwall

Height ofopening
Height ofbrick unit

Length ofwall

Length ofoPening
Length ofbr¡ck unit

Thickness of mæonry section
Thickness of mortø joint

Capacity reduction factor
Poisson's ratio for mortu
Density ofmasonry
Compressive stress

Onew¡y Eorizotrtal Bending
Às 3700
Perpend spacing factor
Section modulus of the bedded area

Horizontal bending moment capacity

Ratio of cross-sectional dimensions

Numerical faotor
Number ofbedjoints
Number of brick units
Ultimate shear stress facto¡s

Ultimate shetr stress

Horizontal bending moment capaoity

AS 3700
Aspect factor
He¡ght factor
Equivalent torsional strength

Crack slope

Design height
Coefficients

Design length
Restraint factors

Eqriivâlent torsional sect¡on modulus

Model
Projected length of perpend joint

Projected Iength of bed joint

Number ofbed joints

Moment developed by each bed joint
Torque developed by each bed joint

Reductìon factors (i)

k.
Z¿frfr per metre width

per metre width
per metre w¡dth

ómm
fdMPa

l^¡MPa
/ú MPa

-¿l mm

I/o mm
ùu mm

Imm

kg.-'

(i) kNm
(ii) kNm

o lb
k

r" MPa
(D kNm

at
Bmm
/¡ MPa
G
H4ûm
kl
k2

l¿ mm
It¡
RD

Z, mmt
d

/¡ mm

l2 nm

M¡, Nmm
î6 Nmm
d1
d2
ll

AS 3700

per metre width
per metre width

per metre width
metre

per mm crack Iength

per m crack length

2l

L"

t

ô

p

mm
mm

mm
mm

MPa

r 3l
699
258

o'1t7
't250

t28
211
1250

l0
l0

878 6

o't2

ffid@ 2-26

50 I

975
6 7'l

322362
654386

0 319

0 66t
0 583

0 813

Diâsonâl moment caoacitv M"d kNm per m crack le¡gth

pressure rPd lü.ud
19-7

ZU.UI

o 213
ll

't 6t

0

2

Reduction factors (ii)
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Appendix E: Verification of Two-way Model

J

Ltwrerce (1r83)

Wall
15 Simply supported on three edges

P¡r¡meters

Vertical edges supported

Top edge supported

Opening

Unit Iength of wall
Design compressive stress

Flexural tensile strength ofmæonry
Lateral modulus ofrupture ofbrick unit

Height of wall

Height ofopening
He¡ght of brick unjt

Length of wall

Length ofopening
Length of brick unit

Thickness of masonry section
Thickness of mortar joìnt

Capacity reduction factor
Po¡sson's ratio for mortil
Density ofmasonry
Compressive stress

OtrFway Eorizotrlal Bendirg
Äs 3700
Perpend spacing factor
Section modulus of the bedded rea
Horizontal bending moment capacity

Ratio of cross-sectional dimensions
Numerical factor
Number ofbedjoints
Number of brick units
Ultimate sher stress factors

Ultimate sheæ stress
Horizontal bending moment capacity

Às 3700
Aspect factor
Height factor
Equivalent torsional strength
Crack slope
Design height
Coefficients

Design length
Restraint factors

Equivalent torsional section modulus

Proposed
Projected length of perpend joint

Projected length of bed joint
Number of bed joints
Moment developed by each bed joint
Torque developed by each bed joint
Reduction factors (i)

åmm
/d MPa

Â, MPa

/ùt MPa

ø" MPa

k"
¿¿mm
(i) kNm
(ii) kNm

dt
Bmm
fiMPa
G
H4mm
kl
k2

Z6 mm
lln
RD

Z, mm'
q

AS 3?00
Proposed Model

per metre w¡dth
per metre width
per metre width

metre w¡dlh

metre width

per mm crack length

2l

Hmm
-Ilo mm
}u mm

Imm
r,, mm
/u mm

/mm

'n 
mñ

ó

p ke-3

ølb
h

n h per metre wldth
n n per metre wrdth

r, MPa
(i) kNm per metre wrdth

/¡ mm

l2 mm

il¡
M6 Nmm
16 Nmm
dl
Q2

xl
),2

per m crack length

il

l3l
5'13

58
ll

't 6t
2I

I 091

o 213

moment @

olt

50 I

6

0

0 661

0 583

p16sure Wd m
Gro

ryE@il
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Reduction factors (ii)



Appendix E: Verification of Two-way Model

Lowrerce (19lfl)

Wall
16 Full rotational restraint on vertical edges, top edge free, simply supported bottom

P¡rsmeters

Vertical edges supported

Top edge supported

Opening

Unit length of wall
Design compressive stress

Proposed Model

ómm
/d MPa

/.t MPa

/", MPa

Hmm

AS 3700

3l
Flexural tensile strength of masonry

Lateral modulus ofrupture ofbrick unit

Height of wall

Height ofopening
Height ofbrick unit

Length ofwall

Length of oPening
Length of brick unit

Thickness of mæonry section
Thickness of mortr joint

Capacity reduction factor

Poisson's ratio for morttr
Densjty ofmasonry
Compresstve stress

Oneway Horizontal Bending
.Às 3700
Perpend spacing factor
Section modulus ofthe bedded area

Horizontal bending moñent capacity

Ratio of cross-sect¡onal dimensions
Numerical factor
Number of bed joints
Numbe¡ of brick units
Ultimate sher stress factors

Ultimate shear stress

Horizontal bending moment capac¡ty

AS 3700
Aspect factor
Height factor
Equivalent torsional strength

Crack slope
Design height
Coefficients

Design length
Restra¡nt factors

Equivalenttorsional section modulus

Proposed Model
Projected length of perpend joint

Projected length of bed joint

Number of bed joints

Moment developed by each bed joint
Torque developed by each bed joint

Reduction factors (i)

/1n mm
lu mm

Lmm
¿. mm
/u mm

tmm
tm mm

ô
vn
p kg'1
o" MPa

k"
Z¿frm

alb
k

nb

f¿
r" MPa
(i) kNm

(i) kNm
(ii) kNm

kNm

At
Bmm
jfL MPa
G
H¿mm
kl
k2

-I- ¿ mm
T¡
RD
Ztmm

per metre width
per metre w¡dth
per metre width

per metre w¡dth
per metre width

kNm
per metre width

per mm crack length

per m crack Iength

/, mm

l2 mm

,tb
M6 Nmm
7'6 Nmm

dl
d2
).1

12

3.7U

I 091

o 213
ll6
58
l6
09

136
494
498
4.9U

69

8?

2500
071

0 8t

42181 I

0 661

0

50 I

9'1 5

6'7'l

Wnpressure

w

Reduction factors (ii)
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Appendix E: Verification of Two-way Model

Lavrence (1183)

Wall
17 Simply supported on three edges

Par¡meters

Vertical edges supported

Top edge supported

Opening

Unit length ofwall
Design compress¡ve stress

Flexural tensile strength ofmæonry
Lateral modulus ofrupiure ofbrick unit

Height ofwall

Height ofopening
Height of brick unit

Length ofwall

Length ofopen¡ng
Length of brick unit

Thickness of masonry section
Thickness of morta joint

Capacity reduction factor
Poisson's ratio for mortr
Density of mæonry
Compressive stress

Oreway Eorizontal Bendiog
AS 3700
Perpend spacing lactor
Section modulus of the bedded æea
Horizontal bending moment capac¡ty

Ratio of cross-sectional dimensions
Numerical factor
Number ofbedjoints
Number ofbrick units
Ultimate shetr stress factors

Ult¡mate sheil stress
Horizontal bending mome¡t capac¡ty

Diagonal
as 3700
Aspect factor
Height factor
Equivalent torsional strength
Crack slope
Design height
Coefficients

Design length
Restraint factors

Equivalent torsional sect¡on modulus
factor

Proposed Model
Projected length of perpend joint

Projected length of bed joint
Number ofbedjoints
Moment developed by each bed joint
Torque developed by each bed joint
Reduction factors (i)

Reduction factors (ii)

ómm
f¿ MPa

fñt MPø
Âr MPa

Hmm
f/u mm
lu mm

Imm
Io mm
lu mm

,mm
/n mm

I
vñ
p kgm-3

ø" MPa

AS 3700
Proposed Model

per metre width
per metre width
per metre width

3l

k,
Ldmñ
(i) kNm
(ii) kNm

ølb
h

nb

r" MPa
(i) kNm

kNm

Aî
Bmm
t, MPa
G

//¿ mm

k)

k2

L¿mm
l(¡
R2
Z, øm,

per metre width
per metre width

per metre width

per mm crack length

/r mm

l, mm

Mn Nmm
Z6 Nmm
ql
d2
trl

per m crack length

I

0

I 091

o2l

-M

¡gonal moment oapacity M.d kNm per m crack lenelh

122
699
227

o'tr7
2500
046

158
I 875

0

0

8?8 6
054
2.OO)

50 I

975
6 7'1

252182
5 10882

0 339
0 661

0 583

0 8t3
lagonal moment caÞacllv 

^,y' 
, LNñ n.r h ",..L b;;,- 1.6

pfNrure r9¿ J.5U

3.35

3
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Appendix E: Verification of Two-way Model

Lawrence (1983)

'!Vall

lE Simply supported on four edges

Psrrmefers

Vertical edges suPPorted

Top edge supported

Opening

Unit length of wall
Design compressive stress

Flexural tensile strength of mæonry

Late¡al modulus of¡upture ofbriok unit

Height ofwall

Height of opening
Height ofbrick unit

Length of wall

Length ofopening
Length of brick unit

Thickness of mæonry section
Thickness of mortu joint

Capacity reduction factor

Poisson's ratio for morta
Density of mæonry

Compressive stress

Oneway Eorizontal Bending
Às 3700
Perpend spacing factor
Section modulus of the bedded tea
Horizontat bending moment capaci$

Ratio of oross-sect¡onal dimensions

Numerical factor
Number of bed joints
Number ofbrick units
Ultimate shea stress factors

Ultimate shea stress

Horizontal bending moment capao¡ty

Äs 3700
Aspect faotor
He¡ght factor
Equ¡vale¡t torsional strength

Crack slope
Des¡gn height
Coefficients

Des¡gn length
Restra¡nt factors

Equivalent torsional section modulus

factor

Proposed
Projected length of perpend joint

Projected length of bed joint

Number ofbedjoints
Moment deveJoped by each bedjoint
Torque developed by each bed joint

Reduction factors (i)

ómm
/d MPa

/.t MPa

/", MPa

Hmm

AS 3700
Proposed Model

3l

Ifn mm
åu mm

Zmm

Iu mm
Iu mm

fmm
/n mm

ó

p kg't
dv MPa

k"
Z¿mmt
(i) kNm
(ii) kNm

per metre width
per metre width
per metre width

kNm

olb
ß

ru MPa
(i) kNm

per metre width
per metre width

per metre width

per mm crack length

per m crack Iength

kNm

ql
Bmm
/, MPa
G
H¿mm
kl
k2

Z¿ mm
R¡
RD

Zrmmt

/¡ mm

l2 mm

M5 Nmm
?'s Nmm

dl
ü2
ll
l2

100
2016667

4t4
819
55s
4-14

I 091

o 213
116

5E
16
09

167
600
498
4-9

69

87

o7t

000

295

081

0 661

515831

50 I

9't 5

6',17

fl¿pressure

E

Reduction factors (ii)

30'7



Appendix E: Verification of Two-way Model

Lawrence (1983)

19 Full rotational restra¡nt on vertical edges, simply supported top and bottom
Paråmeter!

Vertical edges supported

Top edge supported

Opening

Unit length ofwall
Design compressive stress

'lilsll

Flexural tensile strength of masonry
Lateral modulus of¡upture ofbriok unit

Height ofwall

Height of opening
Height ofbrick unit

Length ofwall

Length ofopening
Length ofbrick unit

Thickness of mæonry section
Thickness of mortõ joint

Capaoity reduction factor
Poissonrs ratio for morta
Densit¡r ofmasonry
Compressive stress

Oneway Eorizontal Berding
AS 3700
Perpend spacing factor
Section modulus ofthe bedded æea
Horizontal bending moment capacity

Ratio of cross-sectional dimensions
Numerical factor
Number ofbedjoints
Number of briok units
Ultimate sher stress factors

Ultimate shear stress
Horizontal bending moment capacity

Design length
Restraint factors

Equivalent torsional section modulus

Projected length of perpend joint

Projected length of bed joint
Number of bed joints
Moment developed by each bed joint
Torque developed by each bed joint
Reduction factors (i)

Z¿ mm3
(i) kNm
(ii) kNm

per metre width
per metre width
per metre uidth

J

ómm
fa MPa

f-rMPa
/¡ MPa

AS 3700
Proposed Model

melre

metfe

per mm crack Iength

3l

Hmø
l/o mm
åu mm

Zmm

,L,, mm
/u mm

lmm
/n mm

þ

p kgm-3

øu MPa

ølb
k

n b per metre width
n u per metre width

z" MPa
(i) kNm per metre w¡dth

Äs 3700
Aspect factor
Height factor
Equivalent torsional strength
Crack slope
Design height
Coefficients

m

t5é
699
212

o 71'l
t250
100

295
I 875
l0
l0

878 6
L08
1.86

50 I

975
6'17

220't22
446553

0 339

0 661

0 583

0 813
qlugonul .o."nt"upa"ity ù1ffi l,4t

pressure wd 8.

ð.ot
6-7n

Af
Bmm
ftMPa
G
H¿mm
kl
k2

l,¿ mm
.Rn

RP
Ltñm
q

/¡ mm

l, mm

M6 Nmm
?"¡ Nmm
dl
d2
),1

per m crack Jength

00t1

0
4

3

5l
4

I 091

o2
ll

IE

308

Reduction factors (ii)



Appendix E: Verification of Two-way Model

Lawrence (1983)

\ilall
20 Full rotational restra¡nt on four edges

ParaDetcrs

Vertical edges supPorted

Top edge suPpofed

Opening

Unit length ofwalt
Design compressive stress

Flexural tensi le strength of masonry

Lateral modulus of rupture of brick unit

Height of wall

Height of opening
Height of br¡ck unit

Length of wall

Length ofopening
Length of brick unit

Thickness of masonry section

Thickness of morto joint

Capacity reduction factor

Poisson's ratio for mortr
Densìty of masonry

Compressive stress

Otre-way Horizontal Bending
AS 3700
Perpend spacing factor
Section modulus ofthe bedded tea
Horizontal bending moment capacity

Ratio of cross-sectional dimensions

Numerical factor
Number of bed joints

Number of brick units
Ult¡mate shed stress factors

Ultimate shear stress

Horizontal bending moment capacity

AS 3700
Aspect factor
Height factor
Equivalent torsional strength
Crack slope
Design height
CoeflLcients

Design length
Restraint factors

Equivalent torsional section modulus

Proposed Model
Projected length of perpend joint

Projected length of bed joint

Number ofbedjoints
Moment developed by each bed joint
Torque developed by each bed joint

Reduction factors (i)

k"
Z¿ñm3 per metre width

per metre width
per metre width

h

ómm
/¿ MPa

/., MPa

/", MPa

Hmn

AS 3700
Proposed Model

metre

mm
mm

mm

mm
mm

L

L

,mm
/h mm

þ

p kgm
øu MPa

(i) kNm
(ii) kNm

-l

k
alh

eu MPa
(i) kNm per metre width

metre width

per metre width
per metre width

156
699
2 l'1

o 7t'l
rz50
100

295
1875

10

l0
878 6

108

m l.9l

50 I

91 5

6 7'1

230402
46634'7

0 339

0 661

0 583

08t3

moment capacrty M", kNm per m crÀck length 1.46

prelsur€ t.41
8-23

ll.ö

qÌ
Bmm
/r MPa
G

l1¿ mm
kl
k2

l¿ mm
.Il n

.Il 2
Zrmm'
d

per mm crack Length

per m crack length

/¡ mm

/2 mm

M6 Nmm
7¡, Nmm

dl
Q2

1l
l2

3l

I 5l

u

I 091

0 213

IE

Reduction factors (ii)
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Appendix E: Verification of Two-way Model

Lswretrce (19ü:t)

Wall
21 Full rotational restraint on vertical edges, top edge free, s¡mply suppoded bottom

Psrameteß

Vertical €dgessuppoted

Top edge supported

Opening

Unit length of wall
Design compressive stress

Flexural tensile strength of nasonry
Lateral modulus of rupture of brick un i t

Height ofwall

Height ofopening
Height ofbrick unit

Length of wall

Length ofopening
Length of brick unit

Thickness of mæonry section
Thickness of morta joint

Capacig reduction factor
Poissonrs ratio for mo¡tr
Density of mæonry
Compressive stress

Oneway Eorizontal Belding
Äs 3700
Perpend spacing factor
Seotion modulus ofthe bedded area
Holzontal bending ñoment capacity

Ratio of cross-s€ctional dimensions
Numerical factor
Number ofbedjoints
Number of b¡ick units
Ultimate sheil stress factors

Ult¡mate shed stress
}Iotizontal bending moment capacity

AS 3700
Aspect factor
Height factor
Equivalent torsional strength
Crack slope
Design height
Coeffioients

Design length
Restraint fâctors

Equivalent torsional section modulus
factor

Model
Projected length of perpend joint

Projected length of bed joint
Number ofbedjoints
Moment developed by each bed joint
Torque developed by each bed joint
Reduction factors (i)

ómm
ldMPa

/.¡ MPa
faMPa
11 mm

ffo mm
humm

Imm
Zo mm

ølb
h

nb

tuMPa
kNm
kNm

øl
Bmm
f, MPa
G

/1¿ mm
kl
k2

I¡ mm
rn
R2
Ltñm
d

AS 3700
Proposed Model

3l

/u mm

,mm

'm 
mm

ó
vn
p kgm'l
dv MPa

k,
zt
(i)

mm
kNm
kNm

per metre width
per ñetre width
per metre width

per metre width
per metre width

m

122
699
2 l'l

o'111
250C

146

158
1 875

l0
t0

878 6
054
1.91

50 I

9't 5

6 7'1

230402
466347

0 339

0 661

0 583

0 813
lagonal moment capacttv M , LNm no' ñ ....D t.;;¡- 1.46

pressure wd 6

ó,65
prqsure P KPa 4.

per metre wìdth

per mm crack length

/¡ mm

l, mm

M¡ Nmm
?'6 Nmm
dl
d2
).1

per m crack length

151

498

o21
ll

5

IE

xE

3t0

Reduction factors (ii)



Appendix E: Verification of Two-way Model

Lawrence (1983)

Wall
22 SimplY suPPorted on four edges

ParaEeters

Vertical edges suPPorted

Top edge suPPorted

Opening

Unit length of wall
Design comPressive stress

Flexural tensile strength of masonry

Lateral modulus ofrupture ofbrick unit

Height ofwall

Height of oPening
Height ofbrick unit

Length ofwall

Length of oPening
Length of brick unit

Thickness of masonry section

Thickness of mortil joint

Capac¡tY reduction factor

Po¡sson's ratio for mortð
Density of mæonry

Compressive stress

One-wry Eorizontal Eendiog
AS 3700
Perpend sPaoing factor

Section modulus of the bedded area

Horizontal bending moment capaci$

Rat¡o of cross-sectional dimensions

Numerical factor
Number of bed joints

Number of b¡ick units
Ultimate shear stress factors

Ultimate shear stress

Horizontal bending moment capactty

Diagonal
Äs 3700
Aspect factor
Height factor
Equivalent torsionaL strength

Crack slope
Design height
Coefficients

Design length
Restraint factors

Equivalent torsional section modulus

Model
Projected length of PerPend joint

Projected length of bed joint

Number of bed joints

Moment developed bY each bedjoint
Torque developed bY each bed joint

Reduction factors (i)

ómm
/d MPa

/., MPa

/u, MPa

Hmm

11n mm
f u mm

Imm

AS 3700
Proposed Model

per metre width
per metre width
per metre width

4l

l. mm
/u mm

tmm
/m mm

ø

p kg'r
øu MPa

ølb
k

nh

tu MPa
(i) kNm

k"
Z¿mmr
(i) kNm
(ii) kNn

kNm

qt
Bmm
/, MPa
G
H4mm
kl
k2

I¿ mm
rin
Rp
Z, mmt

/¡ mm

l2 mm

,¡b
M6 Nmm

?"s Nmm
dl
d2
1l

per metre width
per metre width

per metre width

w dth

187
699
242

o 7t'l
1250
000

295
2500

0

0

878 6

143

m 2.13

50 I

9'l 5

617
286062
580 I 60

0 339

0 661

0 581

0 8l:
1-42

pressure Ðd J,7l
3.21

¡csured oressure p kPa 4.

width

per mm crack length

per m crack length

ll

00ll

62t

6

I 091

o2t

re

Reduction factors (ii)
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Appendix E: Verification of Two-way Model

ç

Lowrence (1983)

Wall
23 Full rotational restra¡nt on four edges

Ptrûmeters

Vertical edges supported

Top edge supported

Opening

Unit length ofwall
Design compressive stress

Flexural tensile strength of masonry
Lateral modulus ofrupture ofbrick unit

Height ofwall

Height ofopeoing
Height of brick unit

Length ofwall

Length ofopening
Length ofbrick unit

Thickness of masonry section
Thickness of morto joint

Capacity reduction factor
Poisson's ratio for morttr
Density of mæonry
Compressive stress

Oneway Eorizontal Bending
Äs 3700
Perpend spacing factor
Section modulus of the bedded aea
Horizontal bending moment capacity

Ratio of cross-sect¡onal dimensions
Numerical factor
Number ofbedjoints
Number of brick units
Ultimate shea stress factors

Ultimate shetr stress
Horizontal bending moment capacity

AS 3700
Aspect factor
Height factor
Equivalent torsional strength
Crack slope
Design height
Coefficients

Design length
Restraint factors

Equivalent torsional section modulus
factor

Projected length of perpend joint

Projected length of bed joint
Number of bed joints
Moment developed by each bed joint
Torque developed by each bed joint
Reduction factors (i)

òmm
f¿MPa

/., MPa

f,, MPA

/,¿ ñm
(i) kNm
(ii) kNm

ølb
h

r" MPa
(i) kNm

kNm

qt
Bmm
/, MPa
G

11¿ mm

kl
k2

,f- ¿ mm
/ì¡
Ra
Z, mmt

AS 3700
Proposed Model

per metre width
per metre width
per metre width

w¡dth

4l
Hmm

Humm

'åu mm

Lmm
Zo mm
/u mm

,mm
/n mm

I
vñ
p kg*-'
o" MPa

per metre w¡dth
per metre width

per metre width
width

per mm crack Jength

,/, mm

l, mm

M6 Nmm
76 Nmm
ql
d2
1l

per m crack length

248

o2l
ll

reß

I

071
2

50 I

97
6

768200

0 8l

03
0

0

pressure wd

w

Ærçlilî-
EE!@Iü¡rftf-

-.Tfiù

312

Reduction factors (ii)
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Appendix E: Verification of Two-way Model

Lawrence (1983)

Wall
24 Full rotat¡onal restraint on vertical edges, simply supported top and bottom

P¡rsEetoro

Vertical edges suPPorted

Top edge suPPorted

Opening

Unit length ofwdl
Design comPressive stress

Flexural tensì le strength of masonry

Lateral modulus ofrupture ofbriok unit

Height of wall

Height ofopening
Height ofbrick unit

Length ofwall

Length ofoPening
Length ofbrick unit

Thickness of mæonry section

Thickness of morta joint

Capaoity reduction factor

Poisson's ratio for morta
Density ofmasonry
Compressive stress

0neway Eorizontal Beoding
Às 3700
Perpend spacing factor

Section modulus of the bedded rea
Horizontal bending moment capacity

Ratio of cross-sectional dimensions

Numerical factor
Number of bed joints

Number of brick units
Ultimate shea stress faotors

Ultimate shea stress

Horizontal bending moment capacity

Às 3700
Aspect factor
Height factor
Equ ivalent torsional strength

Crack slope
Design height
Coefficients

Design length
Restraint factors

Equivotcnt torcional section modultts

Model
Projected length of PerPend joint

Projected length of bed joint

Number ofbed joints

Moment developed bY each bed joint
Torque developed by each bed joint

Reduction factors (i)

ómm
./i MPa

/,, MPa

/", MPa

AS 3700
Proposed Model

per metre width
per metre width
per metre width

4l

Hmm
I/o mm
rl¡ 

" 
mm

Imm
Io mm
Iu mm

fmm
lm mm

ø

p kg--'
øu MPa

Z¿mñ'
(i) kNm
(ii) kNm

metrew dth

r sTl

69.9

285
o 7t'|
t250
100

295
2500

l0
l0

878 6

t43
2.

50 I

9'1 5

6 7'l
392542
797890

0 339

0 661

0 583

0 813

iasonal moment caDaclw M. ¡ kllm per m crack length 2.

prssure t9d 7,41

8.1,

rcslred oressure kPs 6.4(

tlb
h

nb

rù MPa
(i) kNn

At
Bmm
/, MPa
G

/1¿ mm
kl
k2

-L¿ mm
.t? tr

RP
Zr mm

per metre width
per metre width

per fletre width
width

per mn crack length

per m crack length

/¡ mm

/2 mm

M¡ Nmm
1¡ Nmm
d1

d2
1l

00ll

ll

621

I 091

o2
ll

Reduction factors (ii)

3t3



Appendix E: Verification of Two-way Model

Lawrence (l9lß)

25 Full rotational restraint on vertical edges, top edge free, simply supported bottom
Parameters

lVall

Vert¡cal edges supported

Top edge supported

Opening

Unit length ofwall
Design compressive stress

Flexural tensjle strength of masonry
Lateral modulus ofrupture of brick unit

Height ofwall

Height ofopening
Height of brick unit

Length ofwall

Length ofopening
Length ofbriok unit

Thickness of mæonry section
Thickness of morta joint

Capacity reduction factor
Poisson's ¡atio for mortr
Density of mæonry
Compressive stress

OtrÈyay Eorizotrtal Bending
AS 3700
Perpend spacing factor
Section modulus ofthe bedded area
Ho¡izontal bending moment capacity

Ratio of cross-seotional dimensions
Numerical factor
Number ofbed joints
Number of brick units
Ultimate sheù stress factors

Ultimate sh€ù stress
Horizontal bending moment capacity

Äs 3700
Aspect factor
Height factor
Equivalent torsional strength
Crack slope
Design height
Coefficients

Design length
Restra¡nt factors

Equivalent torsional section modulus

Proposed
Projected length of perpend joint

Projected length of bed joint
Number ofbedjoìnts
Moment developed by each bed joint
Torque developed by each bed joint
Reduction factors (i)

per metre w¡dth
per metre width

MPa
(i) kNm per metre width

metfe

ómm
ld MPa

/., MPa

/6 MPa

AS 3700
Proposed Model

Hmm
11. mm
åu nm

Lmm
Lomm
/" mm

tmm
fmmm

I
p k}m-]
o! MPa

k1
Z¿mm'
(i) kNm
(ii) kNn

olb
k

Tn

per metre width
per metre width
per metre width

qt
Bmm
;/, MPa
G
H¿mm
kl
k2

Z¿ mm
nn

Ra
Lt mm per mm crack length

/¡ mm

l, mm

M¡ Nmm
?'5 Nmm
dl
d2
1l

11

per m crack length

4l

'l 
1

4
9

58
t1

I 091

o 221

t 3l
699
274

o 717
2500
128

211
2500

l0
l0

,nsth

50 I

91 5

6 7'1

363502
764513

o 339

066t
0 583

0 8t3
e¡glb 2.35

4.78
l oaal dNigtr pressure r¡ kPa

L,ragonal moment capacity ¡1ffi

el 5.46
3.9

EE

314

Reduction factors (ii)



Appendix E: Verification of Two-way Model

Lawrence (1983)

}V¡ll
26 Simpty supPorted on three edges

PÂrameaers

Vertical edges suPPorted

Top edge suPPorted

Opening

Unit length of wall
Design comPressive stress

Flexural tensile strength of mæonry

Lateral modulus ofrupture ofbrick unit

Height of wall

Height ofoPening
Height of brick unit

Length ofwall

Length ofoPening
Length ofbrick unit

Thickness of masonry section

Thickness of mortu joint

Capaci$ reduction factor

Poisson's ratio for mortr
Density ofmasonry
Compressive stress

Oneway Eorizontal Bending
as 3700
Perpend spacing factor
Section modulus of the bedded rea
Horizontal bending moment capacity

Ratio of cross-seot¡onaL dimensions

Numerical factor
Number of bed joints

Number ofbrick units

Ult¡mate sheù str€ss factors

Ultimate sheü stress

Horizontal bend¡ng moment capaclty

AS 3700
Aspect factor
Height factor
Equivalent torsional strength

Crack slope
Design height
Coefficients

Design length
Restraint factors

Equivalent torsional section modulus

Projected length ofPerPend joint

Projected length of bed joint

Number of bed joints

Moment developed bY each bedjoint
Torque developed bY each bed joint

Reduction factors (i)

ámm
Â MPa

Â, MPa

/", MPa

fI mm

ffo mm
åu mm

Zmm

(i) kNm
(ii) kNm

qlú
h

nb

tu MPa
(i) kNm

ql
Bmm
f,MPa
G
H¿mm
kl
k2

I¡ mm

-¿l n

RD

Zrmm'

AS 3700
Proposed Model

per metre width
per metre vidth
per metre width

ùidth

4l

¿. mm
,lu mm

/mm
/n mm

ö

p kE''
ø, MPa

Z¿mmr

per metre width
per metre width

per metre w¡dth

/1mm

/2 mm

,tb
M5 Nmm
1¡, Nmm
d¡
d2
ll

width

per mm crack length

per m crack length

487
9'.l5

58

I

131

)
o.'l

21

0

6't'l

0 661

0 8l

ttdpressure EW-EEE@EtrE-@

Reduction faotors (ii)
)
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Appendix E: Verification of Two-way Model

a

Lawrence (1983)

Wall
27 S¡mply supported on four edges

Paranea€rs

Vertical edges supported

Top edge supported

Opening

Unit length ofwall
Design compressive stress

Flexural tensile strength of masonry
Lateral modulus ofrupture ofbrick unit

Height of wall

Height ofopening
Height of brick un¡t

Length ofwall

Length ofopening
Length ofbrick unit

Thickness of masonry section
Thickness of morta joint

Capacity reduction factor
Poisson's ratio for morttu
Density of mæonry
Compressive stress

Otre-way Eorizooaal Bending
AS 3700
Perpend spacing factor
Section modulus of the bedded ruea
Horizontal bending moment capacity

Ratio of cross-sectional dimensions
Numerical factor
Number ofbedjoints
Number of brick units
Ultimate sher stress factors

Ult¡mate shear stress
Horizontal bending moment câpacity

D¡agonal

AS 3700
Aspect factor
Height factor
Equ¡valent torsjonal strength
Crack slope
Design height
Coefficients

Design length
Restraint factors

Equivalent torsional section modulus
factor

Model
Projected length of perpend joint

Projected length of bed joint
Number of bed joints
Moment developed by each bed joint
Torque developed lry each bed.joint
Reduction factors (i)

ómm
/d MPa

/., MPa

;tru, MPa

AS 3700
Proposed Model

Hmm
Hnmm
åu mm

Lmm
Zo mm
/u mm

/mm
lE mm

ø

p kg''
q" MPa

k"
Ldmñ
(i) kNm
(ii) kNm

per metre widtll
per metre width
per metre w¡dth

metfe

ølb
h

r" MPa
(i) kNm

At
Bmm
ft MPa
G

H¿mm
kl
k2

.1,¿ mm
rln
R2
Z, mmt
q

per metre width
per metre width

per metre width
metre width

per mm crack lengtlr

,l¡mm

/, mm

M6 Nmm
/¡ Nmm
ql
Q2

1l
l2

per m crack length

00ll

l9l
431 sl

5

561
ll l5

l1

I 091

58
t6
09

o2
l1

E

213
699
3l

0 7t

951291

033

50 I

975
611

0 661

0 583

08t3

l/dpressure -EZ
-TaEE

316

Reduction factors (ii)



Appendix E: Verification of Two-way Model

Lawrence (1983)

Wall
28 Simply suPported on three edges

Parameters

Vertical edges suPPorted

Top edge suPPorted

Opening

Unit length of wall
Design comPressive stress

Flexural tensile strength ofmæonry
Lateral modulus ofrupture of brick unit

Height of wall

Height ofopening
Height ofbrick unit

Length ofwall

Length ofoPening
Length ofbrick unit

Thickness of masonry section

Thickness of mortu joint

Capacity reduction factor

Poisson's ratio for mortt
Density of mæonry

Compressive stress

OnÈway Eorizontal Bendírg
AS 3700
Perpend sPacing factor
Section modulus ofthe bedded rea
Horizonlal bending moment capacity

Ratio of oross-sectional dimensions

Numerical factor
Number ofbedjoints
Number ofbrick units

Ult¡mate sheú stress factors

Ultimate shed stress

Horizontal bending moment capacity

Às 3700
Aspect factor
Height factor
Equivalent torsional strength

Crack slope
Design height
Coefficients

Design length
Restraint factors

Equivalent torsional sectionmodulus
factor

Proposed
Projected length of PerPend joint

Projected Iength of bed joint

Number of bed joi nts

Moment developed bY each bed joint
Torque developed by each bed joint

Reduotion factors (i)

bmm
Íd MPa

/,r MPa

/", MPa

I/ mm

AS 3700
Proposed Model

per metre width
per metre width
per metre width

width

per metre width
per metre width

per metre width
width

per mm crack length

per m orack length

5l

Ilo mm
,[u mm

trmm

L"

I

I
p

oe

k"
zd
(Ð
(ii)

mm
mm

mm
mm

kg.-'
MPa

mm
kNm
kNm

ølb
k

nb

tù MPa
(i) kNm

140
699
304

o't1'1
2500
014

253
3000

c

(

878 (

08(
m 2-61

50 I

9't 5

677
448202
943806

0 339

0 661

0 583

0 813

;lã--ããã;i;,",",r"-- M"¿ kNm pe!! 9l4!!]9gg!!- 2-49

pressurc ttd z.J5
2-4',1

Dressure v kPa z.sl

kNm

qt
Bmm
/, MPa
G
H¿mm
kr
k2

Z¿ mm
nn
R2
Zrmm'

/¡ mm

l2 mm

nb
M6 Nmm
Z6 Nmm
d¡
d2
).1

183
431

2

ll

I 091

o 221

IE

E

Reduction factors (ìi¡
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Appendix E: Verification of Two-way Model

Lawrence (19&l)

29 Full rotational restraint on vertical edges, top edge free, simply supported bottom
Parameters

Wall

Vertical edges supported

Top edge supported

Opening

Unit length ofwall
Design compressive stress

Flexural tens¡ le strength of masonry
Lateral modulus ofrupture ofbrick unit

Height of wall

Height ofopen¡ng
Height of brick unit

Length ofwall

Length ofopening
Length ofbrìck unit

Thickress of mæonry section
Thickless of mortu joint

Capaoity reduction factor
Poisson's ratio for mortr
Density ofmasonry
Compressive stress

Oneway Eorizontal Bending
AS 3700
Perpend spacing factor
Section modulrs ofthe bedded area
Horizontal bending moment capacity

Ratio of cross-sectional dimensions
Nume¡ical factor
Number of bed joìnts
Number ofbrick units
Ultimate sheù stress factors

Ultimate sheù stress
Horizontal bending moment capacity

.as 3700
Aspect factor
Height factor
Equivalent torsional strength
Crack slope
Design height
Coefficients

Design length
Restraint factors

Equivalenttorsional section modulus

Proposed
Projected Iength ofperpend joint

Projected length of bed joint
Number ofbedjoints
Moment developed by each bed joint
Torque developed by each bed joint
Reduction factors (i)

ómm
f¿ MPa AS 3700

Proposed Model
/., MPa

/ú MPa

I/ mm

fl" mm
å" mm

Lmm
L,, mm
/, mm

lmm
lh mm

ó

p Rgñ
ø.. MPa

L¿ mm
(i) kNm
(ii) kNm

per ñetre wjdili
per metre width
per metre w¡dth

metre

ølb
k

., MPa
(i) kNm

4l
Bmm
Jtl¡¿.Pa
G

f/¿ mm
kl
k2

L¿mm

/, mm

l2 mm

M6 Nmm
15 Nmm
dl

per metre width
per metre width

.¡l o

RD
¿rûfr
d

per metre width

per mm crack length

per m crack length

d

I
1

5l

5 9r

6667

ll

0

58

t 091
o 221

253

878

071

6

0 661

0 583

0 813

50 I

9't 5

I otÐl d€s¡gn pressure
,ragonal moment capacity M., KNM

w¿ kPa
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Reduction factors (ii)



Appendix E: Verification of Two-way Model

Luwrence (1983)

Wall
30 Full rotational lest¡aint on vertical edges, simply supported top and bottom

PsraEeters

Vertical edges suPPorted

Top edge suPPorted

Opening

Unit length of wall
Design comPressive stress

Proposed Model

Flexural tensile st¡ength of masonry

Lateral modulus ofrupture ofbrick unit

Height ofwall

Height of oPening
Height of brick un¡t

Length ofwall

Length ofopening
Length ofbrick unit

Thickness of mæonry section

Thickness of mortd jo¡nt

CapacitY reduotion factor
Poissonrs ratio for mortar

Density ofmasonry
Compr€ss¡ve stress

Onewoy Horizontal Bending
Äs 3700
Perpend spacing factor
Section modulus ofthe bedded area

Horizontal bending moment capac¡ty

RatÌo of cross-sectional dimensions

Numerical factor
Number of bed joints

Number of brick units
Ultimate shet stress factors

Ultimate shear stress

Horizontal bending moment capaclty

Às 3700
Aspect factor
Height factor
Equ ivalent torsional strength

Crack slope
Design height
Coefficients

Design length
Restrai nt factors

Equivalenttorsional secfion modulus

Model
Projected lengtLr of perpend joint

Projected length of bed.joint

Number of bed joints

Moment developed bY each bedjoint
Torque developed by each bed joint

Reduction factors (¡)

ómm
/¿ MPa

/,t MPa

/,, MPa

Hmm
Hnmm
humm

Lmm

(i) kNm
(i¡) kNm

kNm

r lb
k

nb

ru MPa
(i) kNm

kNm

AS 3700

per metre width
per metre width
per metre width

per metre width
per metre width

per metre width

per mm crack length

per m crack length

sl

Io mm
/u mm

/mf,
tn mm

þ

p kg''
øu MPa

k,
Z¿ mt'

qt
-B mm

/, MPa
G
H¿mm
kl
k2

I¿ mm

rln
R2
Lt mfr
d

,/¡ mm

l2 mm

M6 Nmm
15 Nmm

Q¡

42
),1

^2

0

1l

I 091

o 213

reA

211

o'l

50

61'l

0 661

0 8t

pressure

-ø

Reduction factors (ii)

3t9



Appendix E: Verification of Two-way Model

ç

Lawreace (1983)

WaIl
31 Full rotational restraint on four edges

Parameters

Vertical edges supported

Top edge supported

Opening

Unit length of wall
Design compressive stress

Flexural tensile strength ofmæonry
Lateral modulus ofrupture ofbrick unit

Height of wall

Height ofopening
Height of brick unit

Length ofwall

Length of opening
Length of brick unit

Thickness of masonry section
Thickness of morttr joint

Capacity reduction factor
Poissonrs rat¡o for mort4
Density of mæonry
Compressive stress

OtrFwBy Eorizortal Bending
as 3700
Perpend spacing factor
Section modulus ofthe bedded uea
Horizontal bending moment capacity

Ratio of cross-sectional dimensions
Numerical factor
Number of bed joints
Number ofbrick units
Ultimate she4 stress lactors

Ultimate sheil stress
Horizo¡tal bending moment capacity

AS 3700
Aspect factor
Height factor
Equivalent torsional strength
Crack slope
Design height
Coefficients

Design length
R€straint factors

Equivalent torsional section modulus

Projected Iength of perpend joint

Projected length of bed joint
Number of bed joints
Moment developed by each bed joint
Torque developed by each bed joint
Reduction factors (i)

bmm
Íd MPa

/,, MPa

/ùL MPa

Hmm

k.
¿¿ mm
(i) kNm

AS 3700
Proposed Model

per neire width
per metre width
per metre width

5l

H"mm
Í" mm

Lmm
Zo mm
,lu mm

,mm
tn mm

ú

p kgm']
oe MPa

kNm
kNm

olb
k

ftr

per metre width
per metre w¡dth

ql
Bmm
î¡MPa

G
H¿mm
kl
k2
Z¿ mm

,1, mm

l2 mm

M5 Nmm
Z¡ Nmm

dl
d2
),1

per metre w¡dth

per m crack length

MPa
kNm
kNm

.¡? n

RD
Z, mmr per mm crack length
d

2t3
699
311

o 71'l
tzsa
100

295
3000

l0
l0

878 6

D

50 I

97s
6't7

484502
985930

o 339
0 661

0 583

08t3
m 3.0t

6.pressùre wd

ó.36
p kPopretlur€ 6-

ryEE@trEI

3E

320

Reduction factors (ii)



Appendix E: Verification of Two-way Model

Lawrence (1983)

Wall
32 Simply suPPorted on four edges

ParoEeters

Vertical edges suPPorted

Top edge suPPorted

Opening

Unit length olwall
Design comPressive stress

Flexural tensile strength ofmæonry
Lateral modulus ofrupture ofbrick unit

He¡ght of wall

Height ofopening
Height ofbrick unit

Length ofwall

Length of oPening
Length ofbrick ùnit

Thickness of masonry section

Thickness of morta joint

Capacity reduction faotor

Poisson's ratio for morta
Density of mæonry

Compressive stress

Oneway Eorizontal Bending
AS 3700
Perpend sPacing factor

Section modulus ofthe bedded rea
Horizontal bending moment capacity

Ratio of oross-sectional dimensions

Numerical factor
Number ofbed joints

Number ofb¡iok units

Ultimate sheil stress factors

Ultimate sheü stress

Horizontal bending moment caPac¡ty

AS 3700
Aspect factor
Height factor
Equivalent torsional strength

Crack slope
Design height
Coefficients

Design length
Restrâint factors

Equivalenttorsional seotion modulrrs

factor

Projected length of PerPend joint

Projected length ofbed joint

Number ofbedjoints
Moment developed bY each bed joint
Torque developed by each bed joint

Reduction factors (i)

Reduction factors (ii)

bmm
ÍdMPa

/,r MPa

/", MPa

per metre width
per metre width

kNm per metre width
metre width

AS 3700
Proposed Model

per metre width
per metre width
per metre width

ñetre

per m crack length

6l

I/ mm

I1. mm
åu mm

Zmm

Zu mm
,lu mm

,mm
lh mm

ø

p kE-'
øu MPa

Z¿mmt
(i) kNn

kNm

ølb
h

ru MPa

d¡
-8 mm

f ,MPa
G

l1¿ mm
kl
k2

I¿ mm
-¿i n

RD

Z, mmt per mm crack ength

d

/¡ mm

I2 mm

Mo Nmm
Z¡, Nmm
dl
&2

1l

^

0

3

ll

I 091

o 213

ls7
699
342

o't 17

1500
000

295
3000

0

c

878 é

m

50 I

975
6't1

565430
I 1 50457

0 339
0 661

0 583

0 813

3.6Um Per m crack le¡gth
J.O /
4.41)

19dpresSur€

3-

@
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Appendix E: Verification of Two-wayModel

Lawronco (1983)

Wsll
33 Fu¡l rotational restra¡nt on four edges

Psraueters

Vertical edges supported

Top edge supported

Opening

Unit length ofwall
Design compressive stress

Flexural tensile strength ofmæonry
Lateral modulus ofrupture of brick unit

Height of wall

Height ofopening
Height of brick unit

Length ofwall

Length of opening
Length ofbrick unit

Thickness of masonry section
Thickness of mortr joint

Capacity reduction factor
Poisson's ratio for mortar
Density of mæonry
Compressive stress

Otrewsy Eor¡zoDtal Bending
Ás 3700
Perpend spacing factor
Section modulrs of the bedded aea
Horizontal bending moment capacity

Ratio of cross-sectional dimensions
Numerical factor
Number ofbedjoints
Number of brick units
Ultimate sheù stress factors

Ultimate shea stress
Horizontal bending moment capacity

Diagonal
AS 3700
Aspect factor
Height factor
Equivalent torsional strength
Crack slope
Design height
Coefficients

Design length
Restraint factors

Equivalent torsional section modulus
factor

Model
Projected length of perpend joint

Projected length of bed joint
Number of bed.joints
Moment developed by each bed joint
Torque developed by each bed joint
Reduction factors (i)

ómm
/i MPa AS 3700

Proposed Model
/., MPa

/,, MPa

Hmm
I/o mm
lru mm

Lmm

Z. mm
/u mm

/mm
ln mm

ö

p kg-'
ø, MPa

6l

olb
h

n\ per ñetre width
n tr per metre width

ru MPa
(i) kNm per metre width

k"
Z¿ñm
(i) kNm
(i) kNm

4t
Bmm
f, MPa
G

.l/¿ mm
kl
k2

Z¡ mm

/¡ mm

l, mm

M¡ Nmm
16 Nmm
dl

q2

1l
.12

per metre-width
per metre width
per metre width

metre

metre width

per mm crack length

per m crack length

nn
RD

Z, mmr
q

ll
5

I 091

31r

T6
09

o2
ll

3

l1

E

t87
699
32t

o 717

1500

100

295
3000

l0
10

878 6
143

ensth 2.82

50 I

9't 5

671
500090

1016849

0 339
0 661

0 583

0 813

enpfh

5.Wipfessure

5,43

4-71

EE
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Reduction factors (ii)



Appendix E: Verification of Two-way Model

Lawrence (19&l)

Wqll
34 Full rotational restraint on vertical edges, simply supported top and bottom

Parameters

Vertical edges suPPorted

Top edge supported

Ope¡ing

Unit length of wall
Design compressive stress

Flexural tensile strength of masonry

Lateral modulus of rupture ofbrick unit

Height of wall

Height ofopenìng
Height of brick unit

Length ofwall

Length ofoPening
Length of briok unit

Thiokness of masonry section

Thickness of mortæ joint

Capacity reduction factor

Poisson's ratio for mortæ

Density of masonry

Compressive stress

Onewoy Eorizontal Berding
Äs 3700
Perpend sPacing factor
Section modulus of the bedded area

Horìzontal bendi ng moment capacrty

Ratio of cross-sectional dimensions

Numerioal faotor
Number of bed joints

Number of brick units

Ultimate shetr stress factors

Ultimate shear st¡ess

Horizonta.l bending moment capacity

.as 3700
Aspect factor
Height factor
Equivalent torsional strength

Crack slope
Design height
Coefficìents

Design length
Restraint factors

Equivalent torsional section mort¡rlrrs

Projected length of PerPend joìnt

Projected length of bed joint

Number of bed joints

Moment developed !:Y each bed joint

Torque developed bY each bed joint

Reduction factors (i)

Reduction factors (i¡)

(i) kNm per metre width

Ol
Bmm
J, MPa
G
H¿mm
kl
k2

I¿ mm
_Rn

Rp
Zrmm'
a

per mm crack length

/¡mm
l2 mm

M¡ Nmm
76 Nmm
dl
Q2

).1

12

per m crack length

åmm
/¿ MPa

/., MPa

/ú MPa

,Il mm

Homm
åu mm

Imm

mm
kNm
kNm
kNm

alb
k

r" MPa

AS 3700
Proposed Model

per metre wìdth
per metre width
per metre w¡dth

per metre w¡dth
per metre width

6l

Iu mm
lu mm

fmm
f r mm

ó

p kg''
øu MPa

k,
zd
(')

(iD

o 213
ll

3 51

0

EI

187
699
332

o 7t7
I 500
100

295
3000

l0
1C

878 €

50 I

91 5

6't'l
5339'10

t086t21
0 339

0 66t
0 583

0 813

J,4U
)iaeonal moment capa<

5,9s

5.ôy
rrd kfafotal design pressure

3.9u

32

)zJ



Appendix E: Verification of Two-way Model

Lawretrce (19t3)

Wall
35 Full rotational restraint on vertical edges, top edge free, simply supported bottom

Paramsters

Vertical edges supported

Top edge supported

Opening

Unit length ofwall
Design compressive stress

Flexural tensile strength of masonry
Lateral modulus ofrupture ofbrick unit

Height of wall

Height ofopening
Height of brick unit

Length ofwall

Length ofopening
Length ofbrick unit

Thickness of masonry section
Thickness of rnorta joint

Capacity reduction factor
Poisson's ratio for mortu
Density ofmasonry
Compressive stress

Oneway Eorizontal Beoditrg
AS 3700
Perpend spacing factor
Section modulus ofthe bedded area
Horizontal bending moment capacity

Ratio of cross-sectional dimensions
Numerical factor
Number of bed joints
Number of brick units
Ultifiate shed stress factors

Ultimate sher stress
Horizontal bending moment capac¡ty

AS 3700
Aspect factor
Height facto¡
Equivalent torsional strength
Crack slope
Design height
Coefficients

Design length
Restraint factors

Equivalent torsional section modulus
factor

Model
Projected length of perpend joint

Projected length of bed joint
Number of bed joints
Moment developed by each bed joint
Torque developed by each bed joint
Reduction factors (i)

àmm
fd MPa

ç Âr MPa

/u, MPa

Hmm
H,,mm
å, mm

Imm
Lomm

'/u mm

/mm
/h mm

Kgm

ø, MPa

L¿mm
(i) kNm
(ii) kNm

olb
k

nb

l¿
¡" MPa
(i) kNm

At
8mm
/, MPa
G

H¿mm

AS 3700
Proposed Model

pcr metre -widilr

per metre width
per metre width

metre

6)

d

per metre width
per metre width

kl
k2

I¡ mm
R¡
RD
zrmm
d

per metre width
metre

per mm crack Jength

/, mm

l2 mm

M5 Nmm
75 Nmm
ql
Q2

ll

^2

per m crack length

998

3 '11

I 091

0 22t

@

E¡

2
o'11

211

l3l

031
79t

50 I

9'l 5

0 661

0 583

0 813

pressure

Æ

-ÆE
-rstE
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Reduction factors (ii)



Appendix E: Verification of Two-way Model

Lrwrcncc (1983)

Wall
36 Simply suPPorted on three edges

Parometers

Vertical edges suPPorted

Top edge suPPorted

Opening

Unit length of wall
Design comPressive stress

Flexural tensile strength ofmæonry
Lateral modulus ofrupture ofbrick unit

Height of wall

Heìght of open¡ng
Heìght of brick unit

Length ofwall

Length of oPening
Length of brick unit

Thickness of masonry section

Thickness of mort{ joint

CapacitY reduction factor

Poisson's ratio for morta
Dens¡ty of masonry

Compressive stress

ODÈway Horizontal Bending
AS 3700
Perpend spacing factor

Section modulus of the bedded area

Horizootal bending moment capaclty

Ratio of cross-sectional dimensions

Numerical facto¡
Number ofbedjoints
Number of brick units

Ultimate sheü stress factors

Ultimate shear stress

Horizontal bending moment capacLty

as 3700
Aspect factor
Height factor
Equivalent torsional strength

Crack slope
Design height
Coefficients

Design length
Restraint factors

F,qrrivalent torsional section modulus

Model
Projected length of PerPend joìnt

Projected length of bed joint

Number of bed joints

Moment developed bY each bed joint

Torque developed bY each bed joint

Reduction factors (i)

Reduction factors (ii)

ómm
/¿ MPa

/'r MPa

/,' MPa

.I/ mm

.[/o mm
,hu mm

Lmm

AS 3?OO

Proposed Model

per metre width
per metre width
per metre width

7l

Zo mm
/u mm

tmm
/- mm

þ

p kg^'3
ø" MPa

k.
zd
(i)
(ii)

mm
kNm
kNm
kNm

Al
-8mm
/, MPa
G

I/¿ mm
kl
k2
Z¿ mm

per metre width
per metre width

tlb
h

11 u

r" MPa
(l) kNn per metre width

kNm

nn
RD
Z. mm' per mm crack ength

d

/¡mm
/2 mm

M5 Nmm
16 Nmm

Q¡
d2
).1

)"2

per m crack length

5.05

I 091

o 221

ll6
58
16
09

258
962
369
3.ó!

rï
699
285

0'tt7
3000
028

2tl
r000

0

c

878 é

o'12

ãããiã[ rnonrent øoucitv M.¡ kNm per m crack letrgth 2.5n

50 I

9't 5

6'17
3936 t0
82'1251

0 139

0 661

0 581

0 8t:

ñãiãiãmntruácitv M, ¡ kltlm per m crack length 2.54

pressure t-96
l.ö /

¡ocr¡¡rl nre¡sure tv kla 

-

l.9u
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Appendix E: Verification of Two-way Model

Lnwrence (19t3)

Wall
37 Full rotational restra¡nt on four edges

Parameters

Vertical edges supported

Top edge supported

Opening

Unit length of wall
Design compressive stress

Flexura¡ tensile strength of masonry
Lateral modulus of rupture of brick unit

Height ofwall

Height ofopening
Height ofbrick unit

Length ofwall

Length ofopening
Length ofbrick unit

Thickness of masonry section
Thickness of mortu joiut

Capacity reduct¡on factor
Poisson's ratio for mortil
Density ofmasonry
Compressive stress

OtrÊway Hor¡zotra¡l Beading
AS 3700
Perpend spacing factor
Section modulus ofthe bedded rea
Horizontal bending moment capacity

Ratio of cross-sectional dimensions
Numerical factor
Number ofbedjoints
Number of brick units
Ultimate shed str€ss factors

Ultimate shea stress
Horizontal bending moment capacit¡r

AS 3700
Aspect factor
Height factor
Equì valent torsional strength
Crack slope
Design height
Coefficients

Design length
Restraint factors

Equivalent torsional section modulus

Proposed
Projected length of perpend joint

Projected length of bed joint
Number ofbedjoints
Moment developed by each bed joint
Torque developed by each bed joint
Reduction factors (i)

ómm
f¿ MPa

/,, MPa

f urMPa

Hmm
.Il. mm
åumm

Lñm
Lomm
,lu mm

/mm
/n mm

d

p Rgm
øv MPa

mm
kNm
kNm
kNm

AS 3700
Proposed Model

7l

zd
(i)

per metre width
per metre width
per metre width

ølb
k

ru

per metre width
per metre width

per metre width

per mm crack Iength

MPa
kNm
kNm

df

8mm
/; MPA
G
H¿mm
kl
k2

L¿mm
rln
RD
Lrmm
d

/¡mm
12 mm

M¡ Nmm
16 Nmm
dl
d2
L

^2

per m crack length

moment

0

I 091

o 213
116

E

I 3l
699
274

o 717

1250
t28
2tt

e¡gth z-4u

50 I

975
6'1'1

363502
738509

o 339
0 661

0 583

0 813

etrstb z-31

19,1ú

M"; KNN
I otal design pres!ur€
q!3gonal fi oment capacity

wo kpa

el 16,16
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Reductìon factors (ìi)



Appendix E: Verification of Two-way Model

Lswretrce (1983)

lvall
38 Full rotational restraint on vertical edges, simply suppoled top and bottom

Parrmeters

Verticaj edges suPPorted

Top edge suPPorted

Opening

Unit length of wall á mm

Design Ãmpressive stress f ¿ MPa As 3700
Proposed Model

Flexural tensile strength of masonry

Lateral modulus ofrupture ofbrick unit

Height ofwall

Height of opening
Height of briok unit

Length ofwall

Length of oPening
Length of brick unit

Thickness of mæonry section

Thickness of morta joint

Capacity reduotion factor

Poissonrs ratio for mortd
Density ofmasonry
Compressive stress

ODÈway Horizotrtal Bending
Äs 3700
Perpend sPacing factor
Section modulus of the bedded area

Horizontal bending moment capacity

Ratio of cross-sectional dimensions

Numerical facto¡
Number ofbedjoints
Numbe¡ of brick units
Ultimate shear stress factors

Uitimate shea stress

Hor'Lzontal bending moment capacLty

AS 3700
Aspect factor
Height factor
Equivalent torsional strength

Crack slope
Design height
Coefficients

Design length
Restraint factors

Equivalent torsional secfion modulus

Model
Projected length of perpend joint

Projected length of bed joint

Number of bed joints

Moment developed bY each bed joint
Torque developed bY each bed joint

Reduction factors (i)

Reduct¡on factors (ii)

Ât MPa

Âr MPa

Hmm
I1,, mm

,hu mm

Lmm
Lomm
lu mn

lmm
tm mm

ö

p kg.-3
ru MPa

k,
Za
(i)
(ii)

mm
kNm
kNm

ølb
k

r, MPa
(i) kNm

per metre width
per metre width
per metre width

metre width

per metre width
per metre width

per metre width
width

per mm crack length

At
Bmm
/ì MPa
G

-Il¿ mm
kl
k2

-1, ¿ mm

-Il ¡
RD
Z,mm'

/¡ mm

l2 mm

M5 Nmm
7'6 Nmm

dl
d2
1l
).2

per m crack Length

3

001 I

'tl

4

4 7t

ll

0

2l

I 091

o 213

131
699
260

o7t'l
1250
128

2ll
t25A
lc
t(

878 (

o7,

ãËã-nal moment oaoaciw M.¿ kNo per mil4!!]949!!- 2.29

50 I

975
6 7',1

329622
669232

0 339

0 661

0 583

0 813

'-ããiãiãmn"l-orre.ntcæitv
M.¡ k-[r{m per m crack þ4g!h 2,O)

pressure ta.z9
15,,

or¡il"erl nressüre 1v kPa lö.ür
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Appendix E: Verification of Two-way Model

Trpp & Southcombe (1985; 1988) [report€d by Cbotrg ea st. (1989)l

lv¿ll
I Full rotational ¡estraint on three edges, top edge free, midlength opening

ParrEeters

J

Vertical edges supported

Top edge supported

Opening

Unit length ofwall
Design compressive stress

Flexu¡al tensile strength of masonry
Lateral modulus of¡upture ofbrick unit

Height of wall

lleight ofopening
Height of brick unit

Length ofwall

Length ofopening
Iængrh ofbrick unit

Thickness of masonry section
Thickness of morta joint

Capacity reduction factor
Po¡sson's ratio for mortil
Density of mæonry
Compressive stress

One-way Horlzonlal Bending
as 3700
Perpend spacing factor
Section modulus of the bedded *ea
Horizontal bending moment capacity

of cross-sectional dimensions
Numerical factor
Number of bed joi¡ts
Number ofbriok units
Ultimate shear stress factors

Ultimate shear stress
Horizontal bending moment capacity

AS 3700
Aspect factor
Height factor
Equivalent torsional strength
Crack slope
Design height
Coeffìcients

Design length
Restraint factors

Equivalent torsional section modulus

Projected length of perpend joint

Projected length of bed joint
Number ofbedjoints
Moment developed by each bed joint
Torque developed by each bed joint
Reduction factors (i)

Reduction factors (ii)

ómm
/¡ MPa

/,¡ MPa

/", MPa

Hmm
Homm
åu mm

Lmm

k.
Z¿ mmt
(i) kNm
(ii) kNn

kNm

ølb
h

nb

í¿
r, MPa
(i) kNm

kNm

/¡ mm

lrmm
11¡

M6 Nmm
?6 Nmm
dl

q2

trl
1

AS 3700
Proposed Model

Io mm
/u mm

,mm
/n mm

ó

p kE''
øv MPa

per metre width
per metre width
per metre width

Af
8mm
/, MPa
G

H¿mm
kl
k2

I¿ mm

lRn

RD

Zrmmt permmcrack ength
d

per metre width
per netre width

per metre width

per m crack length

I

751
221
443

o2t

221

6

-irn

-rm
o 7'1

624
t42

o 667

247 5

100

162
I 853

l0
t0

'120 I
050
t.

4tc
93(
'1 4A

83102

166075

0 308
o 692

0 555

0 832
lllggglq|momentcapacity ffi

t.75prersure

l-41
w I,5U

fiEiî
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Appendix E: Verification of Two-way Model

Tapp & Southcombe (1985; 1988) [reported by Chong et ¡l' (1989)]

W¡ll
2 Full rotational restraint on three edges, top edge free, mid-length opening

Psramefers

Vertical edges suPPorted

Top edge suPPorted

OPening

Unit length of wall
Design comPressive stress

ámm
/a MPa AS 3?OO

Proposed Model

Flexural tensile strength of masonry

Lateral modulus of rupture of brick unit

Height of wall

Height of opening
Height of brick unit

Length ofwall

Length of opening
Length ofbrick unit

Thickness of mæonry section

Thickness of mortr joint

Capaci$ reduction factor

Poisson's ratio for mortr
Density ofmasonry
ComPressive stress

Oneway Horizontal Bending
as 3700
Perpend spacing factor
Section modulus ofthe bedded area

Hor ¡zontal bending moment capacity

Rat¡o of cross-sectional dimensions

Numerical factor
Number of bedjoints
Number of brick units

Ult¡mate sheù stress factors

Ultimate sheü stress

Horizontal bending monent capacity

AS 3700
Aspect factor
Height factor
Equ¡valent torsional strength

Crack s!ope

Design height
Coefficients

Design length
Restraint factors

Equivalent torsional section modulus

factor

Proposed
Projected length of PerPend joìnt

Projected length of bed joint

Number ofbed joints

Moment deveLoPed bY each bed joint

Tor<1ue developed by each bedjoint

Reduction factors (i)

kNm per metre width
hetre

/', MPa

/"¡ MPa

Hmm
Homm
lru mm

lmm
¿o mm
/,, nm

/mm
,F mm

þ

p kg-'
øu MPa

k,
Z¿mm'
(i) kNm
(¡i) kNm

alb
k

nb

ru MPa

G
-I1¿ mm
kl
k2

Z¿ mm

per metre width
per metre width
per metre width

per metre width
per metre width

qt
Bmm
/, MPa

r¿n

R2
Z, mmt per mm crack length

d

/, mm

l2 mm

M5 Nmm
Z6 Nmm

Q1

Q2

).1

per m crack length

|t51

221

6

-EB

o 66'1

24

I
720

4t

,|

0

83

t6607 5

0 308

Vdprssure

Reduclron factors 1ìi)
1
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Appendix E: Verification of Two-way Model

'l'app & Soulhcombe (1985; 1988) [reporaed by Chotrg eú a¡. (1989)l

Wall
3 Full rotat¡onal restraint on three edges, top edge free, midJength opening

Psrameters

Vertical edges supported

Top edge supported

Opening

Unit length of wall
Design compressive stress

Flexural tensile strength of masonry
Lateral modulus ofrupture ofbrick unit

Height ofwail

Height ofopening
He¡ght ofbr¡ck unit

Length of wall

Length ofopening
Length of brick unit

Thickness of mæonry section
Thickness of morta joint

Capac¡ty reduction factor
Poissonrs ratio for mortd
Density of masonry
Compressive stress

OtrÈway Eor¡zotrtrl Bending
Às 3700
Perpend spacing factor
Section modulus ofthe bedded aea
Ho¡izontal bending moment capacity

Ratio of cross-sectional dimensions
Numerical factor
Number of bed joints
Number of brick units
Ultimate shetr stress factors

Ultimate sh€d stress
Horizontal bending moment capacity

as 3700
Aspect factor
Height factor
Equivalent torsional strength
Crack slope
Design height
Coefficients

Design length
Restraint factors

Equivalent torsional section modulus

Projected length ofperpend joint

Projected length of bed joint
Number ofbedjoints
Moment developed by each bed joìnt
Torque developed by each bed joint
Reduction factors (i)

Zo mm
/u mm

,mm
/n mm

ó

p kg.-3
ou MPa

ómm
fa MPa

/,¡ MPa
/"1 MPa

Hmm
Humm
åu mm

Lmm

ko
Ldñfr
(i) kNm

(¡i) kNm
kNm

ølb
k

ru MPa
(i) kNm

kNm

dl
,mm
frMPa
G
H¿mm
kl
k2

L¿ mm
]ln
RD

Z, mmr

AS 3700
Proposed Model

per treír e width
per metre width
per metre width

per metre width
per metre width

per metre width

per mm crack length

/¡ mm

l, mm

M6 Nmm
16 Nmm
dl
d2
1l

per m cr ack length

1

I

3.4'1

2.21

l0c
1751042

443

I 09¡
o 213

13 3

6'1
16
09

066
221
350

0 81

624
t42

o 667

247 5

100

t67
t907 5

l0
10

'120 8

0 5I
1

4t(
93C
't 4a

83102
166015

0 308

o 692

0 555

o 832
Jragonal moment capac¡ty M",¡ kNm perr¡lmktãnEìf,-

1.76
pressure |9d

1.47
t9 2.[t

IE
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Appendix E: Verification of Two-way Model

Candy et al. (1989)

Wall
5 Patial rotational restrai¡t on vert¡cal edges, top edge free (DPC below), mid-length opening

P¡rameters

Vertical edges suPPorted

Top edge suppo¡ted

Opening

Unit length of wall
Design comPressive stress

Proposed Model

Flexural tensile strength of masonry

Lateral modulus ofrupture ofbrick unit

Height ofwall

Height of opening
Height ofbrick unit

Length ofwall

Length of oPening
Iængth of brìck unit

Thickness of masonry section

Thickness of morta joint

CapacitY reduction faotor

Poisson's ¡atio for mortt
Density of mæonry

Compressive stress

One-way Eorizontal Eending
AS 3700
Perpend sPaoing factor

Section modulus of the bedded aea
Horizontal bending moment capaoLty

metre uidth

Ratio of cross-seotional dimensio¡s ølb
Numerical factor
Number ofbed joints

Number of brick units

Ultimate shear str€ss factors

Illtimate shear stress r,, MPa
(i) kNm per metre widthHorizontal bending moment capacity

metre width

ámm
/d MPa

/,, MPa

/", MPa

f/ mm

-Ilo mm
,åu mm

Lmm
Z. mm
/u mm

lmm
tm mm

ô

p kg.-'
ø, MPa

AS 3700

per metre width
per metre width
per metre width

per metre width
per metre width

per mm crack length

per m crack lengtlr

k"
Z¿ mmt
(i) kNm
(ii) kNm

k

n

AS 3700
Aspect factor
Height factor
Equivalent torsional strength

Crack slope
Design height
Coefficients

Design length
Restraint factors

EquivaLent torsional section modulus

Model
Projected length of PerPend joint

Projected length ofbed joint

Number ofbed joints

Moment deveLoPed bY each bed joint

Torque develoPed bY each bed joint

Reduction factors (i)

qt
Bmm
f ,MPa
G

,I/ ¿ mm

kl
k2

l¿ mm

no
Rp
Z, mmt

/¡ mm

/2 mm

M¡ Nmm
16 Nmm

d1
d2
1l

o2l

231

ffi
@

2.26

2600
0.5

0.5

880 4

110
689
269

0 748

240(
05(

51 5

921
696

336555
683792

0 359

0 641

0 599

0 801

z.2Jr leneth
2,4

odel
Wdpressür€

2,1

-e

Reduction factors (ii)
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Appendix E: Verification of Two-way Model

Griffith (2000)

W¡ll
1 Partial rotational restraint on vertical edges, applied compressive stress (DpC below)

Parametero

Vertical edges supported

Top edge supported

Opening

Unit length of wall
Design compressive stress AS 3700

Proposed Model
Flexural tensile strength of masonry
Lateral modulus ofrupture ofbrick unit

Height ofwall

Height ofopening
Height ofbrick unit

Length ofwall

Length ofopening
Length ofbrick unit

Thickness of masonry secl.ion
Thickness of morta joint

Capacity reduction faotor
Poisson's ratio for mortr
Density of mæonry
Compressive stress

0ne-way Horizontal Belding
AS 3700
Perpend spacing factor
Section modulus ofthe bedded area
Horizontal bending moment capacity (i) kNm

(ii) kNm
kNm width

åmm
f¿ MPa

ç lnMPa
/"r MPa

Hmm
I/o mm
h, mm

Lmm
Lomm
/u nm

lmm

'n 
mm

ö
vñ

P kgm-
ø, MPa

k,
Z¿ mñt pe¡ metrc wjdth

per metre w¡dth
per metre width

Ratio of cross-sectionai dimensions
Numerical factor
Number ofbedjoints
Number ofb¡ick units
Ultimate shear stress factors

Ultimate shear stress
Horizontal bending moment capacity

Projected length of perpend joint

Projected length of bed joint
Number of bed joints
Moment developed by each bed joint
Torque developed by each bed joint
Reduction factors (i)

olb
h

nb

(i)
MPa
kNm
kNm

per metre width
per metre w¡dth

per metre w¡dth

Diagona.l

width

Äs 3700
Aspect factor
Height factor
Equivalent torsional strength
Crack slope
Design height
Coefficients

A1

8mm
/, MPa
G

H¿mm
kl
k2

L4mm
/ln
llD

Z, mmt
d

166
699
149

o 7t7
1350

050

295
2250

0.5

0.5

878 6l

r rel
moment 1-3.t

llqgg!3llqomentcapacrty 
^1ffi

50 I

975
677

t21929
235500

0 339

0 661

0 583

0 813

prslure 19¿ 3.51

2.

t.ó5

Design length
Restraint factors

Equivalent torsional section modulus per mm crack length

Proposed

,/¡ mm

l2 mm

llb

M6 Nmm
7¡ Nmm
dl
d2
trl

per m craok length

1

ll

535
4s3

0

2

I 091
o2
ll

GÐ

J3Z

Reduction factors (ìi)



Appendix E: Verification of Two-way Model

Grifnth (2000)

Wsll
2 Pafial rotational restraint on vertical edges' top edge free (DPC below)

Parsmeters

Vertical edges supported

Top edge supported

Opening

Unit length of wall
Design compressive stress

Flexural tensile strength of masonry

Lateral modulus of¡upture ofbrick unit

Height of wall

Height ofopening
Height of brick un¡t

Length ofwall

Length of opening
Length ofbrick unit

Thickness of mæonry section
Thickness of mortd joint

Capacity reduction factor
Poissonrs ratio for mort4
Density ofmasonry
Compressive stress

Oneway Eorizontal Bending
AS 3700
Perpend sPacing factor
Section modulus of the bedded aea
Horizontal bending moment capacity

Ratio of oross-sect¡onal dimensions

Numerical factor
Number ofbed joints
Number of brick units
Ultimate shear stress factors

Ult¡mate sheâr stress

Horizontal bending moment capacity

Äs 3700
Aspect factor
Height factor
Equivalent torsional strength

Crack slope
Design height
Coefficients

Design length
Restraint factors

Equivalent torsional section modulus

factor

Proposed
Projected Length ofperpend joint

Projected length of bed joint

Number of bed joints

Moment developed bY each bed joint
Torque developed by each bed joint

Reduction factor s (i)

mm
kNm
kNm
kNm

per metre width
pe¡ metre width
per metre width

ómm
/d MPa

/.t MPa

/", MPa

Hmm

I/n mm
lu mm

trmm
¿o mm
/u mm

,mm
lm mm

ó

tlb
h

n6

f¿
r" MPa
(i) kNm

kNm

AS 3700
Proposed Model

p kg.-'
dv MPa

k.
zd
(¡)
(ii)

per metre width
per metre wìdth

per metre width

per mm crack Length

per m crack length

lote ractor
;iffi;"t """r",tv-- 

- 
M.n kNm per m c!49&!949!!-

118
699
153

o'1l',l
2700
104

I 3'1

1750
05

05
878 6
046
1.34

50 1

9',1 5

677
I I 7089
234262

0 339
0 661

0 583

0 813

moment cânacrlv M"¿ kNm Der m crack lGngtb n.'t 4

preslüre wd 3-61

Messured oressure / kPs 3.3u

At
-8mm
/, MPa
G

I/¿ mm

kr

k2
I¿ mm

Iln
!(Þ

Zt frm

/¡ mm

l2 mm

M5 Nmm
15 Nmm
Q¡
d2
1l

0

I

2-7 4

I 091

o 213
116
58
l6
09

o7c
272
45i
2-71

Reduction factors (ii)
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